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Three years ago Swan Hellenic was re-united
with Minerva, a ship with a very loyal passenger
following.
Having listened to passengers’ observations and
having had intensive consultations with senior
officers and Swan management, it gives me
great pleasure to inform you that, in the winter
of 2011/12, Minerva will undergo a major
upgrade. Innovative planning and design will increase the number
of balcony suite cabins with teak decks to 44, create expansive new
passenger areas including the new Orpheus Lounge and bar, a more
spacious Shackleton’s Bar, and a larger Internet Lounge among many
other features. Cabins will be upgraded and refurbished with new en
suite bath or shower facilities.
Equally important will be an upgrade of the ship’s technical capability,
improving Minerva’s efficiency and manoeuvrability, comfort and
environmental performance. These changes will much improve your
comfort but, of course, retain the traditional elements of Minerva’s
unique country house ambience, so valued by you all.
This brochure features new itineraries through to Spring 2013, with
highlights including a welcome return to Israel and a second season of
no fly cruises from our popular new home port of historic Portsmouth.
All on board and ashore look forward to welcoming you back on board
our upgraded Minerva in the coming year. I’m sure, as ever, that you
will enjoy the quality and stimulation of travelling with our eminent
Guest Speakers, an intrinsic part of a Swan Hellenic cruise since 1954.
Kind regards

Lord Sterling
Chairman

Front cover image – Edinburgh Castle, Scotland
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SWAN HELLENIC

THE

ART

OF

DISCOVERY CRUISING
For almost 60 years Swan Hellenic has been
defining the art of discovery cruising, combining
the stimulation of discovery with the ease of
comfortable travel.
Minerva cruises to both the iconic cities of the
world and to smaller ports such as Kotor, idyllically
situated at the head of Kotor fjord in Montenegro
(pictured), with our eminent Guest Speakers
bringing each destination into sharper focus.
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THE SWAN HELLENIC DISTINCTION

Xanthos, Turkey

Mr Martin Bell, after dinner speaker

Minerva is a small ship, operated by a long
established British company. Swan Hellenic
pioneered the concept of discovery cruising,
travelling in comfort and style in the company of
our eminent Guest Speakers. The Swan Hellenic
distinction means that your cruise fare includes
a tailor made shore excursion programme, all
gratuities on board and ashore, as well as flights to
and from Minerva (where applicable). There are
no hidden charges.
Minerva alongside in Alanya, Turkey
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SO MUCH INCLUDED
IN YOUR CRUISE FARE
Swan Hellenic is a long established British Company. From our first
cruise in 1954 we have offered exceptional inclusive value which means that you
can book your cruise secure in the knowledge that your tailor made shore excursion
programme and all gratuities are included in your cruise fare.

Escorted shore excursions – worth up to $825* per person
	An extensive programme of tailor made shore excursions, offering a wide range of
excursions in every port (where available), worth up to $825* per person
All gratuities on board and ashore
	All gratuities on board (including waiters, cabin stewardesses and hairdressers) and
ashore (including local porters, drivers and guides)
Flights and transfers (with Swan Hellenic air programme)
	Flights to and from Minerva (where applicable) plus transfers to and from the ship
when purchasing air through Swan Hellenic’s air programme
Port charges and government fees included
Your cruise fare includes all port charges and government fees

Entrance fees
	All entrance fees to places of interest featured in the shore excursion programme
Talks from eminent Guest Speakers, bringing you closer to each destination
	A stimulating programme of integrated Guest Speaker talks
Swan’s on board team
	An experienced Swan Hellenic on board team to ensure that each day of your cruise
lives up to expectations

Cruise Books
	Designed and produced especially for your cruise, with detailed
destination and excursion information
A selection of engaging on board activities
	A selection of on board activities that might include art or choral workshops, music
appreciation, yoga, tai chi, needlework and genealogy.
WHAT ELSE?
With so much included, you only need to budget for items of a personal nature, such as drinks,
hairdressing, spa treatments, laundry, medical charges, travel insurance, applicable inoculations
and any individual visas required for your cruise. In some ports we also offer additional
excursions for which a charge is made – full details will be given in your cruise book.
*Based on a typical 15-day cruise with a combination of full and half-day excursions and admission prices
to places of interest.
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PERSONAL SERVICE THROUGHOUT

SERVICE

Girlie Estrella, Receptionist

WITH A SMILE

Your holiday begins at your departure port or airport* where you will be greeted
by members of the Swan Hellenic team, who will escort you out to Minerva on
your dedicated Swan Hellenic flight, accompany you on excursions ashore, and
return back to the UK with you at the end of your holiday.
This warm welcome is extended as you walk up the gangway. Unobtrusive service
will ensure that your every need is met, from your attentive cabin stewardess to
our helpful and efficient staff at reception and our smiling Maitre d’s, waiters and
bar staff in the restaurants and bars. Outside, our deck staff ensure that the open
areas and pool are maintained to the highest standards while the Cruise Director,
Captain and ship’s officers oversee the smooth running of your discovery cruise.
Our passengers often comment on the friendly atmosphere around the ship. We
are delighted that so many of our ship’s company return time after time, each one
proud to be working on board Minerva.
*For passengers who purchase Swan Hellenic’s air programme.

SWAN HELLENIC’S ON BOARD TEAM
The Swan Hellenic team on board Minerva has more than 150 years’ maritime experience, most of which has been acquired with Swan Hellenic.
Captain John Moulds has been Master of Minerva since 2001 and Captain Giovanni Biasutti since 2006. Our long serving Cruise Directors, Paul
Carter and Hugh Leslie, are equally world travelled and highly experienced in directing your cruise. They are supported by Andrea Chambers, Paul
Cranny, Adil Kyas and Danielle Porter – and, from our shoreside planning department, Alison Nevin and Andrew Marsden – all of whom are long
serving, experienced, members of the Swan Hellenic team and well known to our regular passengers.
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Captain John Moulds

Captain Giovanni Biasutti

Paul Carter

Hugh Leslie

Paul Cranny

Andrea Chambers

Adil Kyas

Danielle Porter

Andrew Marsden

Alison Nevin

Minerva is a small and friendly ship where
each member of our long serving ship’s
company is dedicated to ensuring you
enjoy your cruise.
Personal service like this is seldom seen
on larger liners, and keeps our passengers
coming back to Minerva again and again.
We look forward to welcoming you on
board – and to being of service to you.

Marita Roldan, Bar Waitress
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SWAN HELLENIC DISCOVERY CRUISING

UNCOVER THE
OF A

DESTINATION

Careful itinerary planning and a tailormade, inclusive, shore excursion programme
uncover the soul of each destination.
San Vitale Basilica, Ravenna, Italy
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SOUL

Relaxing days at sea, listening to our Guest Speakers’ talks that illuminate
the past and explain the present, are combined with days ashore when an
extensive shore excursion programme offers a mix of ‘must see’ sights and
hidden gems that bring each culture into sharper focus.

Shore excursions included – equivalent value up to $825* per person
Each port offers a wide choice of excursions, ranging from scenic drives to city
walks and hikes, catering for a range of abilities.

Extended time in port – linger longer

YOUR CRUISE BOOK
Your complimentary Cruise Book, sent as part
of your pre-cruise information, is tailor-made
for each cruise. It contains introductory articles
on each country and port visited, articles by
Guest Speakers – past and present – practical
information about each destination, a suggested
reading list and full details of the shore
excursion programme.

Half day, full day, evening and overnight stays make the most of each destination.
A half day in port offers visits to the key sites while a full day
allows you to choose both a morning and an afternoon excursion, and
includes time for lunch on board. In Livorno for example, you could visit Lucca in
the morning and Pisa in the afternoon or, for a supplementary charge, spend the
day in Florence. Late night sailings or overnights in port extend the experience in
cities such as Dubrovnik, Venice, Odessa, Mumbai, Kochi
and Yangon.
*Based on a typical 15-day cruise with a combination of full and half day excursions and admission
charges to places of interest.

Time in Port
A tailor-made itinerary makes the most
of each day of your cruise.
Morning – Minerva will arrive approx
7am-10am and depart approx 1pm-3pm.
Long Morning – Minerva will arrive approx
7am-9am and depart approx 3pm-4pm.
Afternoon – Minerva will arrive approx
12 noon-2pm and depart approx 5pm-7pm.
Afternoon & Evening – Minerva will
arrive approx 12 noon-2pm and depart
approx 8pm-11pm.
Afternoon & Overnight – Minerva will
arrive approx 12 noon-2pm and remain in
port overnight.

Minerva is a small ship, able to transit the steep, narrow-sided Corinth Canal

Evening – Minerva will arrive approx
4pm-7pm and depart approx 9pm-11pm.
Full Day – Minerva will arrive approx
7am-10am and depart approx 5pm-8pm.
Full Day & Evening – Minerva will arrive
approx 7am-9am and depart approx
9pm-11pm.
Full Day & Overnight – Minerva will
arrive approx 7am-9am and remain in port
overnight.
Anchorage Ports
This information for each port is featured on
the itinerary maps.

King’s Palace Museum, Montenegro

Azulejo Museum, Lisbon
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LIFE ON BOARD MINERVA

DAYS OF DISCOVERY
AND

RELAXATION

A spacious range of public areas elegantly furnished in
British country elegance style
With a wider choice of bars, restaurants and lounges, not to mention enhanced
outside deck space, there will be an area to match every mood and moment of the
day. What could be more agreeable than enjoying breakfast out on deck as Minerva
arrives in port, or relaxing over a buffet lunch in the informal Veranda restaurant?
The new wrap-around Orpheus Lounge will be the perfect spot in which to relax
when Minerva close cruises iconic coastlines, or the surrounding Promenade Deck
– so reminiscent of the classic days of cruising – might beckon for an early morning
walk and be the perfect vantage point for those memorable arrivals and departures.
The open decks will offer sheltered spaces for quiet relaxation including the after
end of the Sun Deck or, if you wish to avoid the sun, under the new shaded area
around the pool. As ever, you can listen to our Guest Speakers’ talks in the Darwin
Lounge, or in the comfort of your cabin.
Out of the sun you can retire to the well-stocked Library to browse its many titles,
play a board game, or finish the jigsaw. Enjoy a rubber of bridge in the Card Room
or, from 2012, check your emails in the new Internet Lounge. Indulge yourself in
the new Salon Centre or work off those extra pounds in the Gymnasium on Aegean
Deck, shop for essentials in the Kiosk or treat yourself to some new jewellery in the
Gift Shop.

Well-appointed cabins – 23% with balconies

Days at Sea

One of the pleasures of cruising is that you unpack just once. Minerva will now
offer a choice of 44 balcony suite cabins, together with a range of cabins on
Aegean and Baltic Decks – each providing a welcome retreat at the end of the
day. Each cabin on board Minerva will have new en suite facilities with showers,
while the portside suites on the Sun and Bridge Decks will be equipped with
new en suite bathrooms. Cabins on Aegean and Baltic Decks will feature new
soft furnishings. As before, all cabins feature en suite private facilities, built-in
wardrobes, television, safe, hairdryer, direct dial telephones, writing desk and
chair, binoculars, bathrobes and extra touches such as luxurious toiletries.

Days at sea are
the ideal time
in which to try
something new or
develop existing
skills. Under the
expert guidance of
specially invited tutors develop your bridge
skills, discover a talent as a writer, or try
your hand at painting, wine appreciation,
choral workshops, yoga or tai chi.

A Lunchtime Barbecue
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Owner’s Suite, Bridge Deck

Pamela Kay, Art Workshop

Although Minerva is a small ship, innovative
design will now offer a choice of spacious
lounges, bars and restaurants, each furnished
in elegant country house style with interesting
artworks, fresh flowers and plants. The open
decks beckon with space for sunbathing,
dining alfresco, and quiet corners in which to
settle in a comfortable chair with a good book
while your cabin of choice offers a welcome
retreat at the end of each day.
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LIFE ON BOARD MINERVA

As the sun sets Minerva’s unique shipboard
ambience comes into its own. Gentle cocktail
music in Shackleton’s Bar and the buzz of animated
conversations are the precursors of an enjoyable
evening of fine dining, either in the Swan Dining
Room or, more informally, in the Veranda. In either
restaurant you are free to dine when and with whom
you please – a distinctive and popular feature of a
Swan Hellenic cruise. After dinner, adjourn to the
Darwin Lounge to enjoy a varied programme of afterdinner entertainment.
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SPECIAL

EVENINGS

THAT ENTERTAIN AND
INSPIRE

Chairman’s Selection (Rothschild cellars)

Minerva’s elegantly furnished bars create a club-like atmosphere that
provide the perfect place to meet like-minded friends for pre-dinner
cocktails. You will be able to relax in the new Orpheus Lounge on the
Promenade Deck, the Wheeler Bar on Bridge Deck or the extended
Shackleton’s Bar on Main Deck.
You might choose to dine in the informal Veranda, or – for a sense of occasion
– in the Swan Dining Room. Open from early until late, there are no sittings
or seating plans on board. You are free to dine on your own, or with friends;
just let the Maître d’ know your preference on the day. Delicious menus include
gourmet choices and often feature dishes that reflect the destinations to which
we travel. Fresh ingredients are brought on board at many ports, and dishes are
cooked to order. Our wine waiters will be happy to recommend labels from our
extensive wine list.
On more formal evenings, meet the Captain and his Senior Officers at the black
tie Cocktail and Gala Dinner, held at the beginning and end of each two-week
cruise. Enjoy complimentary wine at dinner on these evenings.

Refined Entertainment
After dinner relax and enjoy a varied programme of entertainment which
might include after dinner speakers, classical or operatic performances,
light-hearted quizzes or sparkling revues as well as occasional performances
by local musicians, singers and dancers when Minerva is in port overnight.
Alternatively, you might dine outside on a warm summer’s evening, enjoying
fine food and wine, followed by a moonlit walk around the Promenade Deck
– the choice is yours.

The Shakespeare Revue

Local Entertainers – Italy
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OUR RENOWNED GUEST SPEAKERS

TRAVEL IN

EXPERT
COMPANY

Mr Jeremy Paterson – Ancient History

One of the reasons our passengers keep returning to
Swan Hellenic is the calibre of our Guest Speakers,
each of whom is chosen for their expertise and
passion in communicating their specialist subject.
They comprise highly-regarded archaeologists, art
historians, classicists, Egyptologists, historians
(ancient, medieval, etc), geologists, military and
naval historians, theologians, volcanologists,
politicians, botanists, garden historians, ambassadors
and writers – to name but a few.

14 14 Angkor Wat, Cambodia

Mycenae, Greece

Professor Sir Barry Cunliffe

Our Guest Speakers’ expertise ranges from the ancient to the modern
world, and also includes the environment and the natural world, meaning
that there is a cruise to appeal to most interests. By no means exhaustive,
the following gives a flavour of some of the subject areas covered and some
of the distinguished Guest Speakers whose enthusiasm and expertise will
enthral, enlighten and entertain:
Ancient History – Mr Jeremy Paterson (The Mediterranean World);
Dr Philip de Souza (South to the Mediterranean).
Archaeology – Professor Mark Horton (Midsummer in Norway); Professor Charles Higham
(The Black Sea); Professor Colin Renfrew (The Mediterranean World);
Professor Sir Barry Cunliffe (South to the Mediterranean), Ms Louise Schofield (Venice &
the Adriatic).

Professor Mark Horton

Art History – Professor Robert Hillenbrand (Treasures of the Near East and Passage to
Oman); Professor Alexei Leporc (Venice & the Adriatic); Mrs Nirvana Romell (A Byzantine
Legacy); Professor William Vaughan (St Petersburg and the Baltic).
Botany – Dr Phillip Cribb (A Classic Spring and Spring Celebration).
Classics – Dr Michael Squire (Hellenic Highlights); Dr Steve Kershaw (Greece &
the Crimea).

Egyptology – Mr George Hart (Holy Lands).
Environment & Geopolitics – Dr Bob Bradnock (Black Sea Odyssey and
To Sri Lankan Shores).
Ms Louise Schofield

Geology & Volcanology – Dr Peter Cattermole (Midsummer in Norway and
A Byzantine Legacy).

Gardens – Sir Roy Strong (Palaces & Gardens); Mr Mike Nelhams (Treasures of the British
Isles – part cruise only).

History – Professor Jeremy Black (To Sri Lankan Shores); Dr Alan Borg (Spring Celebration);
Dr Richard Chartres (Spring Celebration); Mr Tom Holland (A Byzantine Legacy); Lord
Douglas Hurd (Venice & the Adriatic).
Dr Peter Cattermole

Islamic History – Professor Carole Hillenbrand, Professor Robert Hillenbrand (Treasures
of the Near East and Passage to Oman).
Late Antique & Byzantine History – Dame Averil Cameron (Aegean &

NADFAS
We are proud of our long established
affiliation with the National Association
of Decorative & Fine Arts Societies (NADFAS),
which is justly renowned both for the quality of
its speakers and the breadth of its speakers’
interests, which marry so well with ours.

NATIONAL TRUST
Our newer partnership with the National
Trust, a highly regarded organisation
which exists to foster interest in conservation,
heritage and learning, is no less valued and will
be celebrated in this year’s Treasures of the British
Isles cruise (June 6-20, 2012).
Please see Guest Speaker pages 104-107 for
further details.

the Levant).

Literature – A N Wilson (Palaces & Gardens).
Military History – Professor Ian Beckett (South to the Mediterranean).
Modern and Contemporary History – Professor Christopher Andrew
(A Mediterranean Masterpiece and St Petersburg & the Baltic); Sir Tony Brenton (Black Sea
Odyssey); Sir Michael Llewellyn-Smith (Aegean & the Levant); Mr Adrian Sindall (Treasures of
the Near East).

Naval History – Rear Admiral John Lippiett (St Petersburg & the Baltic)
Ornithology and Wildlife – Mr Tim Earl (A Mediterranean Masterpiece and Midsummer
in Norway); Mr Andy Bunten (A Mediterranean World).

Philosophy & Religion – Professor Keith Ward (Midsummer in Norway).
Theology – The Revd Angela Tilby (Black Sea Odyssey); Father Robert Mackley (Venice &
the Adriatic).

For further information please see individual cruise pages and our Guest Speakers’
biographies on pages 104-107.
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2012 CRUISES TO EUROPE AND THE LEVANT

iCONIC

CITIES

AND

cULTURES

“A nation’s culture resides in the hearts
and in the soul of its people.”
Mohandas Gandhi
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islands of the Sun
MARCH 2 – 16, 2012

15 Days from $2,299 per person

La Gomera, Canary Islands

Sail south to the mild climate of the
volcanic archipelago of the Canary
Islands, calling en route to the fine
cities of Oporto, Lisbon, Cadiz and
Casablanca. Spend four full days
exploring the varied and contrasting
landscapes and towns of Lanzarote,
Tenerife, La Gomera and La Palma,
luxuriating in the warm climate of
these islands, before concluding your
cruise in the garden island of Madeira.

Hasan II Mosque, Casablanca
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Depart historic naval Portsmouth and settle
in to your country house hotel as Minerva
spends two days sailing south towards the
sun. Your first port of call is elegant Oporto
(Leixoes), one of the least well known cities in
Europe. During a long morning call discover
the Cathedral and Azulejo lined cloisters and
sample some port at one of the renowned port
lodges or visit the historic town of Guimaraes,
2012 European Capital of Culture.
This afternoon relax on deck as Minerva
cruises south, arriving in Lisbon the following
morning. View some of the city’s monuments
celebrating its importance as the starting point
for voyages of discovery, such as the Belem
Tower, the Monument to the Discoveries
and visit the Manueline styled Jeronimos
Monastery. The following afternoon Minerva
arrives at Cadiz, celebrated as one of the oldest
cities in Europe. Discover more on a city walk
or drive to Jerez, centre of the sherry industry,
to sample some of its famous fortified wine and
visit the moorish Alcazar.
Continuing south, Minerva spends a leisurely
afternoon in Casablanca, where you can

explore the city and view the striking Hassan
II mosque or drive to the capital Rabat to
visit the evocative surrounds of Mausoleum
Mohamed V and the intriguing Necropolis of
Chellah.
Spend four full days exploring four of the
islands of the volcanic Canary archipelago,
which lie on the edge of the tropics, west of
Morocco. In the 14th century, the Spanish
discovered the islands, then inhabited by the
native Guanche tribe. Basking in year round
sunshine and tempered by the trade winds,
the islands encompass lava desert, primeval
forest, volcanic peaks, as well as fascinating
towns and villages.
Beginning in Arrecife on the easternmost
island of Lanzarote, visit the Timanfaya
national park celebrated for the famous
volcanic scenery of Fire Mountains, relax on
a scenic drive to appreciate panoramic views
of the island or discover how the artist Cesar
Manrique sensitively landscaped gardens and
grottos.

ENGLAND . PORTUGAL . SPAIN . MOROCCO . CANARY ISLANDS . MADEIRA

Portsmouth
England
2nd Mar

CRUISE HIGHLIGHTS
Fire Mountain, Lanzarote
Spend a second full day on Tenerife where
you can discover the fertile Orotava Valley, or
visit the Teide national park to see its volcanic
landscape of ash beds and lava streams in the
shadow of still active Mount Teide. The tiny
island of La Gomera offers the Garajonay
national park, a UNESCO heritage site,
featuring rock pinnacles, steep terraced hillsides
as well as palm and banana plantations. With
a full day in Santa Cruz de la Palma, explore
elegant Santa Cruz with its balconied houses
and fine churches or drive to the centre of the
island to the Taburiente national park.
Spend a day relaxing on board as Minerva
cruises north to Madeira and its flower filled
capital, Funchal. Drive out to Cabo Girao
for panoramic views of the island and sample
some Madeira wine or take the cable car up to
the tropical Monte Palace Gardens. A more
energetic option is a memorable hike along the
levadas, the island’s irrigation channels.

PER PERSON PRICES

MIN120302
Including Shore Excursions and Gratuities

Balcony Suites from
Outside cabins from
Inside cabins from

Guimaraes - Jeronimos Monastery
Jerez - Rabat - Fire Mountain
Mount Teide - Garajonay Forest
Santa Cruz de la Palma - Canary Hikes

FRANCE

PORTUGAL
Oporto Portugal

ASHORE
A selection of inclusive tailor-made shore
excursions: Oporto City Tour, Guimaraes,
Lisbon City & Jeronimos Monastery,
Gulbenkian Museum, Cadiz City Walk, Jerez
& Bodega, Casablanca City Tour, Rabat, Fire
Mountain, Manrique’s Island, Mount Teide
National Park, Tenerife Sightseeing Tour,
La Gomera Sightseeing Drive & Garajonay
National Park, La Gomera Hike, Santa Cruz
de la Palma Walk, La Palma Sightseeing &
Taburiente Caldera, Teneguia Hike, Cabo
Girao, Levada Hike.
Supplementary options include: Andalucian
White Villages, Cable Car & Monte Palace
Gardens, Full Day Western Madeira.

SPAIN
JERONIMOS
MONASTERY

Lisbon Portugal
6th Mar Morning
NORTH ATLANTIC
OCEAN

JEREZ

Cadiz Spain

7th Mar Afternoon

Funchal
Portugal

RABAT

15th Mar Full Day
16th Mar

Casablanca
Morocco

GARDENS OF
MADEIRA

8th Mar Afternoon

MOROCCO

Prices for all categories are shown on pages 120-124.

Our Guest Speakers may explore themes
including geology and volcanology, natural
history, history and possibly archaeological
discovery.

GUIMARAES

5th Mar Morning

$5,199
$3,599
$2,299

GUEST SPEAKERS

AZULEJO
TOUR

FIRE
MOUNTAIN

Santa Cruz de la
Palma Spain

13th Mar Full Day/Eve

Arrecife Lanzarote
10th Mar Full Day

La Gomera Spain
12th Mar
Full Day/Eve

Tenerife Spain
11th Mar
Full Day/Eve

Santa Cruz de la Palma

Monte Palace Gardens, Madeira
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Vintage Iberia and Italy
MARCH 16 – 29, 2012

14 Days from $2,399 per person
ITALY
Livorno Italy

27th Mar Full Day

LUCCA
PISA
OSTIA

Civitavecchia
Italy

SPAIN

Spice Market, Tangier

Palma de Mallorca
Spain

Seville Spain

20th Full Day/Overnight
21st Mar Morning

28th Mar Full Day
29th Mar

25th Mar Full Day
SEVILLE CATHEDRAL
ALHAMBRA PALACE

Cadiz Spain

19th Mar Evening

Malaga Spain

23rd Mar Full Day

Tangier Morocco
GARDENS OF
MADEIRA

22nd Mar Full Day

MOROCCO

Funchal
Portugal

16th Mar
17th Mar Full Day

CRUISE HIGHLIGHTS
Levada Hike - Seville’s Alcazar
Guadalquivir River Transit - Tetouan
Alhambra Palace - Seu Cathedral
Pisa - Etruscan tombs
Ostia, Civitavecchia

From the garden isle of Madeira,
sail north east to Cadiz and enjoy a
river transit to Seville. Discover the
architectural links between Morocco
and Moorish Andalusia, manifest
in the superb Alhambra Palace and
Seville’s Cathedral Tower. Explore
the Balearic island of Majorca and
conclude your cruise in Italy, visiting
iconic cities such as Lucca and Pisa.

Seu Cathedral, Palma
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Commence your cruise in the garden island
on Madeira. Explore its flower filled capital,
Funchal, or ascend by cable car to the tropical
Monte Palace gardens. Relax on a scenic drive
to Cabo Girao or, for a more energetic option,
enjoy a memorable hike along the levadas, the
island’s unique irrigation channels.
Spend a leisurely day and a half on Minerva,
listening to your Guest Speakers’ introductory
talks or relaxing in the fine Orpheus Lounge,
en route to the Spanish mainland. Minerva
berths in the late afternoon within walking
distance of Cadiz, founded 1,000 years BC.
Wander independently through the narrow
streets as they come alive in the evening after
siesta.
Minerva is small enough to sail 50 miles
inland up the Guadalquivir River to Seville.
Explore the capital of flamenco, visiting the
royal Alcazar palace and gardens and view the
cathedral’s distinctive giralda tower. You might
choose to visit the remains of Roman Italica,
birthplace of three emperors, or enjoy a walk in
the old city discovering its operatic heritage.

Cross the Mediterranean to Tangier in
Morocco to discover more of this fascinating
city and shop for bargains in the Kasbah, or visit
the medina of Tetouan located on the steep
slopes of the Jebel Dersa. From the 8th century
onwards, Tetouan served as the main point of
contact between Morocco and Al Andalus in
Spain and you can admire the fine architectural
heritage when Minerva calls at Malaga to spend
a full day visiting the Moorish Alhambra Palace
and Generalife Gardens.
Spend a day cruising the Mediterranean and
arrive for a full day call to Palma, Majorca.
At the crossroads of Mediterranean culture,
discover the fertile plains, striking coastal
scenery and the rugged mountainous interior of
this important island. Explore the capital, which
is dominated by its Gothic styled cathedral, La
Seu, or enjoy a supplementary vintage electric
train ride to the pretty upland town of Soller.
Minerva spends a leisurely day cruising east
towards the Italian coast. Livorno has been a
gateway city for travellers such as Byron and
Shelley en route to see the ecclesiastical city of
Pisa and the walled city of Lucca.

PORTUGAL . SPAIN . MOROCCO . BALEARIC ISLANDS (MAJORCA) . ITALY

“Land of the vine and
olive, lovely Spain!”
Mrs Felicia D Hemans,
(English poet, 1793 - 1835)

Seville Cathedral, Spain
With a full day in port you can visit both cities,
marvelling at the baptistery – the largest of its
kind in Italy – the cathedral and its leaning bell
tower in Pisa and then discovering the Medieval
and Renaissance treasures housed within the
protective walls that surround the compact
Tuscan city of Lucca. Another option is a full
day visit, at supplementary charge, to Florence
with its world class churches, museums and
squares.
Conclude your cruise in the port of
Civitavecchia, from where there is easy access
to the fine Etruscan tombs in Tarquinia,
the Roman port city of Ostia, and Viterbo
with its well preserved cathedral and papal
palace. Alternatively, you might choose a
supplementary full day visit to the Vatican
in Rome, bringing your cruise to a rich and
satisfying conclusion.

PER PERSON PRICES MIN120316
Including Shore Excursions and Gratuities
Balcony suites from
Outside cabins from
Inside cabins from

$5,699
$3,599
$2,399

Prices for all categories are shown on pages 120-124.

GUEST SPEAKERS
Our Guest Speakers may explore themes
including history, wine and possibly
architecture.

ASHORE
A selection of inclusive tailor-made shore
excursions: Cabo Girao Scenic Drive, Levada
Hike, Independent Cadiz exploration, Seville
Cathedral & Alcazar Walk, Opera Walk, Italica,
Tangier City Tour, Tetouan, Alhambra Palace
& Gardens, Palma Old Quarter walk, Lucca,
Pisa, Tarquinia, Ostia.
Supplementary options include: Cable Car &
Monte Palace Gardens, Seville Horse Drawn
Carriage, Palma Train & Soller, Florence,
Vatican Rome.

Generalife Gardens, Alhambra

Call Swan Hellenic at (866) 923-9182
or visit www.swanhellenic.us
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Postcard from the Mediterranean
MARCH 29 – APRIL 11, 2012
14 Days from $2,299 per person

Acropolis, Athens

Experience the fusion of
Mediterranean cultures, art and
architecture and trace the history
of empires and peoples as you sail
from one great city to the next. Visit
the iconic cities of Rome, Naples,
Valletta, Athens and Istanbul as
well as exploring the delights of
Sorrento, the medina of Sousse and
Norman stronghold of Palermo.

Mount Vesuvius, Naples
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Embark Minerva in the port of Civitavecchia
from where you can discover the Roman port
of Ostia, founded in the 4th century BC, the
exquisite frescos of the Etruscan tombs or, on
a supplementary full day, visit Rome where the
Agora and Colosseum were once at the heart of
the vast Roman Empire.
Settle into your comfortable cabin as you
sail south for an afternoon call to Naples
from where you can explore the ruins of
Pompeii lying in the shadow of Mount
Vesuvius or discover the lesser visited Roman
Villa Oplontis, built by Emperor Nero. The
following morning awake under the cliffs of
Sorrento as Minerva anchors offshore. Explore
the delightful narrow streets and plazas at
leisure or opt for a supplementary transfer to
the Isle of Capri.
Cross the Tyrrhenian Sea to the Island of Sicily,
a melting pot of Mediterranean cultures and
spend a full day in Palermo, former stronghold
of a Norman Kingdom and considered Europe’s
grandest city in the 12th century. You can
still see the beautiful Palatine Chapel adorned
with dazzling mosaics. Overlooking Palermo

is the small town of Monreale with its splendid
Norman Cathedral. The mosaics here contain
more than 4,800 lbs of pure gold.
Enjoy a full day at sea listening to your Guest
Speakers’ talks or relaxing in one of the
panoramic bars and lounges before calling
to the white washed, walled Tunisian town
of Sousse, ‘Pearl of the Sahel’. Gateway to
El Djem, one of the best preserved Roman
Amphitheatres, rising from the desert, you can
imagine the crowds that once flocked to this
arena and admire the fine Roman mosaics in
the nearby museum. Within walking distance
of Minerva, Sousse invites exploration with its
well preserved fort and interesting medina
and souk.
Watch from the deck as Minerva makes a
memorable approach into Valletta’s Grand
Harbour for an overnight call.
Walk through this fortified city, final stronghold
of the Knights of St John and visit the richly
decorated St John’s Co Cathedral or discover
the landscapes of Malta on an island drive.

ITALY . SICILY . TUNISIA . MALTA . GREECE . TURKEY

CRUISE HIGHLIGHTS
Ostia - Pompeii - Sorrento
Monreale Cathedral - El Djem
Valletta Harbour - Acropolis
Aghia Sofia - Blue Mosque

ITALY
Civitavecchia
Italy

29th Mar
30th Mar Full Day

ROME
OSTIA

Istanbul
Turkey

Naples Italy

AGHIA
SOFHIA

31st Mar
Afternoon

10th Apr Full Day
11th Apr

POMPEII
TYRRHENIAN
SEA

Sorrento Italy

1st Apr Morning

GREECE

Palermo Sicily

TURKEY

2nd Apr Full Day/Eve

ACROPOLIS
MONREALE

SICILY

CORINTH
CANAL

Athens (Piraeus) Greece
8th Apr Full Day

Sousse Tunisia

4th Apr Full Day
EL DJEM

TUNISIA

Valletta Malta

5th Apr Afternoon/Overnight
6th Apr Morning

Topkapi Palace, Istanbul

Valletta, Malta
After a day cruising the Mediterranean,
arrive at the ancient port of Piraeus from
where the treasures of classical Athens await.
Walk up the steep slopes to the imposing
Parthenon overlooking the city or discover the
state-of-the-art New Acropolis Museum. A
supplementary local boat transit to admire the
engineering feat of the Corinth Canal may also
appeal.
Look out for the many Greek isles that dot the
Aegean Sea as Minerva sails toward byzantine
Istanbul. Minerva’s berth affords magnificent
views across the busy shipping lanes of the
Bosphorus to the domes and minarets of

this unique city. Discover the iznik tiles of
the Blue Mosque and the impressive domes
of the 6th century Aghia Sofia. On a guided
walk visit Sinan’s imperial Suleiman Mosque,
overlooking the Golden Horn, and wander the
narrow commercial streets to enjoy the sights
and flavours of the Spice Bazaar. Or travel
along the shores of the Bosphorus to climb
the mighty Rumeli Hisar fort and discover the
fine collection of Seljuk and Ottoman art and
ceramics of the Sadberk Hanim Museum.

PER PERSON PRICES MIN120329
Including Shore Excursions and Gratuities
Balcony suites from
Outside cabins from
Inside cabins from

$5,399
$3,699
$2,299

ASHORE
A selection of inclusive tailor-made shore
excursions: Tarquinia, Ostia, Pompeii, Villa
Oplontis, Sorrento independent exploration,
Monreale, Palermo City Tour & Palatine
Chapel, El Djem, Sousse Town Walk, Valletta
City Walk, Island Drive, Acropolis, New
Acropolis Museum, Sounion, Blue Mosque
& Aghia Sofia, Mosque & Spice Bazaar Walk,
Rumeli Hisar & Sadberk Hanim.
Supplementary options include: Full Day
Roman Rome, Capri, Palermo Walk & Federico
Mansion, Corinth Canal Cruise, Bosphorus
Cruise, Byzantine Istanbul.

Prices for all categories are shown on pages 120-124.

GUEST SPEAKERS
Our Guest Speakers may explore themes
including the ancient world, art, and recent
history.

Call Swan Hellenic at (866) 923-9182
or visit www.swanhellenic.us
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Black Sea Panorama
APRIL 11 – 25, 2012

CRUISE HIGHLIGHTS

15 Days from $2,799 per person

Aghia Sofia - Ancient Kerch
Livadia Palace - Balaclava
Odessa Overnight - Pergamon
Epidauros - Acropolis

UKRAINE

Odessa Ukraine

17th Apr Afternoon/Overnight
18th Apr Morning
ODESSA CITY
POTEMKIN
STEPS

Sevastopol Ukraine
16th Apr Full Day

BALACLAVA

ROMANIA
BUCHAREST

Nessebur, Bulgaria

Constanta Romania

LIVADIA
PALACE

19th Apr Full Day

Kerch Ukraine

14th Apr Afternoon

Yalta Ukraine

15th Apr Afternoon/Evening

DANUBE DELTA

BULGARIA

BLACK SEA

Nessebur Bulgaria
20th Apr Full Day

GREECE
Piraeus
Greece

24th Apr Full Day
25th Apr

AGHIA
SOFHIA

Istanbul
Turkey

11th Apr
12th Apr Full Day
PERGAMON

Dikili Turkey

TURKEY

22nd Apr Morning

ACROPOLIS
MYCENAE

Nauplia Peloponnese
23rd Apr Afternoon

EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN
SEA

Sail into the Black Sea and explore
the cities and sights of the Crimea,
Romania and Bulgaria. Discover
layers of successive waves of
civilisations and the legacy of Tsarist
and Soviet rule. Combine this with
some of the best classical sites found
on the shores of the Aegean Sea for
a memorable spring cruise.

Alexander Nevsky Cathedral
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Embark in the iconic city of Istanbul and enjoy
marvellous views from Minerva’s berth across
the bustling shipping lanes of the Bosphorus
toward the domes and minarets of this imperial
city. Discover the iznik tiles of the Blue Mosque
and the impressive 6th century Aghia Sofia. On
a guided walk visit Sinan’s imperial Suleiman
Mosque, overlooking the Golden Horn or visit
Topkapi Palace with its vast courtyards and
impressive Treasury.
Cruise along the Bosphorus as dusk falls and
enjoy a day sailing across the Black Sea as you
settle into Minerva’s country house atmosphere
before arriving at the little known port of Kerch
on the eastern Crimean Peninsula. Founded by
Greek colonists in the 7th century BC the city
prospered through trade between the Steppe
and lands to the south. See the magnificent
icons of the Church of John the Baptist, one
of the earliest byzantine churches in Eastern
Europe.
Enjoy a full day in the spa town of Yalta,
renowned for its clean air and located on the
coast where the high plateau falls away to the
sea. Chekhov spent his last years here and you

Hagia Sofia, Istanbul
can see his home and enjoy a performance
featuring some of his writings. Alternatively
visit Livadia Palace, site of the historic 1945
Yalta Conference or walk the historic coastal
pathway laid out for Tsar Nicholas II, enjoying
stunning mountain and sea views along the way.
The magnificent Panorama, a huge circular
canvas, celebrates the defence of Sevastopol
during the Crimean War. During a full day in
this historic naval port, that earned hero city
status after the Second World War, explore
sites of former battlefields, visit the ruined
Greek town of Chersonesos overlooked by the
modern gold-domed St Vladimir Basilica or
travel to the 16th century Bakhchiserai Palace,
former seat of the Khanate of Tatars.
An overnight call to Odessa gives plenty of
time to explore this city, founded by Catherine
the Great. Minerva berths at the foot of
the Potemkin Steps that sweep down to the
Black Sea. Enjoy a city tour that reveals the
boulevards and squares. Recall the city’s former
splendour and visit some of the mansions that
once belonged to counts and noblemen.

TURKEY . UKRAINE . ROMANIA . BULGARIA . GREECE

“That most huge and all-holy church of the
Wisdom of God, that Heaven upon earth…
beautiful and more lovely than the beautiful.”
George Sphrantzes (Late Byzantine
historian, 1401-c 1478)

Blue Mosque, Istanbul
Call to the Romanian port of Constanta.
Explore this popular Black Sea resort and
discover the ancient trading city of Istria or take
a supplementary full day excursion to Bucharest
or the Danube Delta.

PER PERSON PRICES

Bulgaria’s Nessebur is situated on a rocky
peninsula and founded in 510BC. Carefully
preserved wooden buildings, Byzantine
churches and cobbled streets abound in this
small town within easy walking distance of
Minerva’s berth.

Prices for all categories are shown on pages 120-124.

Relax on a day at sea as Minerva sails through
the Dardanelles in the evening before arriving
at the Turkish port of Dikili the following
morning from where you can travel inland to
the impressive hill top Acropolis of Pergamon.
Cross the Aegean and enjoy an afternoon call
to Nauplia on the Peloponnese peninsula.
Explore Epidauros, the most beautiful Roman
Theatre on the Greek Mainland or Mycenae,
Agamemnon’s hilltop citadel, before concluding
your cruise in the ancient city of Athens.
Visit the imposing Acropolis or discover
Ancient Corinth.

MIN120411
Including Shore Excursions and Gratuities

Balcony suites from
Outside cabins from
Inside cabins from

$6,499
$4,299
$2,799

GUEST SPEAKERS
Our Guest Speakers may explore themes
including military history, ancient history, Islam,
Christianity, and the arts.

ASHORE
A selection of inclusive tailor-made shore
excursions: Aghia Sofia & Blue Mosque,
Mosque & Spice Bazaar Walk. Topkapi Palace,
Kerch Sights & Tsar’s Mound, Ancient Kerch
& Museum, Livadia Palace, Tsar’s Path, Alupka
Palace, Sevastopol City Tour & Panorama,
Balaclava, Bachischerai, Chersonesos, Odessa
City Tour, Constanta & Istria, Nessebur
Town Walk, Pergamon, Mycenae, Epidaurus,
Acropolis, Ancient Corinth.
Supplementary options include: Byzantine
Istanbul, Chekhov’s House, Full Day Crimean
Battlefields, Odessa Music, Mansions & Art,
Full Day Bucharest, Full Day Danube Delta.

OPTIONAL EXTENSIONS
3 night Athens City Stay (post-cruise);
Please see pages 102-103 for details.

Alupka Palace, Yalta

Call Swan Hellenic at (866) 923-9182
or visit www.swanhellenic.us
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A Classic Spring
APRIL 25 – MAY 8, 2012

14 Days from $2,399 per person

A Greek Olive Grove

From Athens, the birthplace of
civilisation, Minerva transits the
narrow Corinth Canal before
cruising the Ionian Sea calling at
small Greek ports, walled cities of
the Adriatic, and the island of Sicily.
A delightful springtime cruise,
with the anticipation of seeing wild
flowers along the way.

Greek Tablet, Delphi
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Spend a morning in Athens, the oldest city
in Europe, exploring the iconic Acropolis or
wandering through the ancient Agora and
Kerameikos cemetery. In the early evening
Minerva transits the narrow, steep-sided Corinth
Canal before arriving in the small port of Itea on
the Gulf of Corinth. Drive through one of the
largest olive groves in Greece and up into the
mountains to Delphi, site of the Delphi Oracle,
regarded by ancient Greeks as the ‘omphalos’
or centre of their world. Another scenic drive
brings you to the Byzantine monastery of Osios
Loukas, renowned for its icons and golden
mosaics.
On the western coast of the Pelopponese is the
small town of Katakolon from where you can
travel inland to Olympia, site of the Olympic
Games in classical times. There is time to enjoy
lunch in one of the local tavernas before cruising
the Ionian Sea to Argostoli on Kefalonia, the
largest of the Ionian Islands. Admire the island’s
scenery on a drive to the small fishing village of
Assos, or enjoy a more invigorating hike which
rewards with stunning views from the castle
above the village.

Minerva transiting the Corinth Canal
Preveza is set on a peninsula between the
Ionian Sea and the Ambracian Gulf. In the
company of Minerva’s Greek guides, discover
the remains of ancient Cassope, one of the bestpreserved ancient Greek cities, or the extensive
remains of ancient Nicopolis, the ‘Victory
City’, founded by Octavian, the future Emperor
Augustus.

GREECE . MONTENEGRO . CROATIA . S icily . ITALY

CRUISE HIGHLIGHTS
Civitavecchia
Italy

2nd May Long Morning

7th May Full Day
Adriatic
Rome
Sea
8th May

Ita l y

Etruscan
Tombs

CITY WALLS

Dubrovnik Croatia

3rd May Full Day

Kotor Fjord

Kotor Montenegro

1st May Afternoon/Eve

Tyrrhenian
Sea

Preveza Greece
30th Apr
Morning

Palermo Italy

5th May Full Day/Eve
Monreale

Acropolis - Corinth Canal Transit Delphi - Ionian & Dalmatian Coast
Scenic cruising - Dubrovnik Walled
City - Kotor Fjord - Monreale

Korcula Croatia

Sicily

Itea Greece

27th Apr Full Day
nicopolis

Delphi

Argostoli
olympia
Kefalonia
Katakolon
29th Apr
Greece
Long Morning

28th Apr
Long Morning

Corinth canal

T u r ke y

Piraeus
Greece

25th Apr
26th Apr Morning

Eastern
M ed i t e r r a n ea n
Sea

Monreale, Sicily
Cruise along scenic Kotor Fjord, the deepest
fjord in Southern Europe. With an afternoon
and evening in port, wander the cobbled
streets of Kotor’s Old Town or drive into the
mountains to Cetinje, former capital of the
Kingdom of Montenegro.
Discover the small town of Korcula – alleged
birthplace of Marco Polo. Explore this beautiful
Venetian town before enjoying a scenic cruise
amongst the Dalmatian islands en route to
Dubrovnik.
Minerva anchors just outside the dramatic city
gates of Dubrovnik. Walk the City walls for
panoramic views over the coast and the city’s
terracotta rooftops.
Spend the following day cruising south
towards Palermo on the volcanic island of
Sicily. Europe’s grandest city in the 12th
century, a guided tour will reveal a treasure
trove of palazzos and churches. The cathedral
at Monreale is the finest example of Norman
architecture in Sicily with a Romanesque
cloister and sparkling 12th century mosaics.

Dubrovnik
Enjoy a last day at sea, cruising along the coast
of Italy to Civitavecchia, to see the remarkable
Etruscan tombs at Tarquinia or the ruined city
of Ostia, once the major port of Rome.

PER PERSON PRICES MIN120425
Including Shore Excursions and Gratuities
Balcony suites from
Outside cabins from
Inside cabins from

$5,499
$3,499
$2,399

Prices for all categories are shown on pages 120-124.

GUEST SPEAKERS
Your guest speakers on this cruise include:
Dr Phillip Cribb – botany.
The Rt Revd Stephen Oliver – history.
Dr Steve Kershaw – NADFAS speaker;
classics.

ASHORE
A selection of inclusive tailor-made shore
excursions: Acropolis, Classical Walk, Delphi,
Olympia, Island Drive & Assos, Cavtat &
Riviera Drive, Kotor guided walk, Nicopolis,
Dubrovnik City Walk, Kotor Walk, Monreale,
Palermo City Tour, Ostia, Tarquinia.
Supplementary options include: Full Day
Rome, Full Day Sicily Highlights, Osios
Loukas, Dubrovnik cable car.

OPTIONAL EXTENSIONS
3 night Athens City Stay (pre-cruise);
Please see pages 102-103 for details.

Call Swan Hellenic at (866) 923-9182
or visit www.swanhellenic.us
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A Mediterranean Masterpiece
MAY 8 – 22, 2012

An enticing blend of Mediterranean
islands, the French Riviera,
Andalucian coast, the Algarve and
Green Spain create an idyllic early
summer cruise, highlighting cities of
history, art and architecture, gardens
and breathtaking scenery.

15 Days from $2,499 per person
England
Portsmouth
England
22nd May

St Peter Port Guernsey

21st May Afternoon

F r a n ce
Nice Côte d’Azur
Villa
Ephrussi
Santiago de
Compostela

11th May
Long Morning

Vigo Galicia

19th May Morning

Portoferraio Italy
10th May Morning

Collioure

Isle of Elba
ROME

Port Vendres
Rousillon

Civitavecchia
Italy

12th May Long Morning

Spain

Minorca

Po r t u g a l

Mahon Spain

13th May Long Morning

CAPE ST VINCENT
Silves

Portimao
Algarve
Cadiz
17th May
Andalucia
Afternoon

8th May
9th May Full Day

Seville
Alhambra

M ed i t e r r a n ea n Sea

Malaga Andalucia
15th May Full Day

Jerez
16th May
Full Day/Eve

CRUISE HIGHLIGHTS
Côte d’Azur - Mahon Harbour Alhambra Palace & Gardens - Jerez
- Santiago de Compostela

Collioure, France
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Alcazar Palace Gardens, Spain

Civitavecchia is the gateway to the eternal city
of Rome or the fine frescoes of the Etruscan
tombs of Tarquinia, where almost 6,000 tombs
have been excavated since 1489. During a
full-day, explore these treasure houses of art
and antiquity before sailing to the Italian island
of Elba. An island drive the following morning
will reveal Elba’s dramatic and beautiful scenery,
or you might choose a guided walk around the
medieval walled town of Portoferraio and visit
the Villa dei Mulini where Napoleon lived in
exile.
The French Riviera attracted artists such as
Picasso, Chagall and Matisse, each captivated by
the exceptional clarity of the light. This morning
visit the Chagall and Matisse museums or drive
along the celebrated Riviera coastline. Another
option is to visit the renowned gardens of the
Villa Ephrussi de Rothschild.
Close to the Pyrenees and the Spanish border
is the small town of Port Vendres, known to
Greek navigators in the 6th century BC as the
Port of Venus. The Scottish architect Charles
Rennie Mackintosh spent the happiest years of
his life here and had his ashes scattered in the
bay. On Minerva’s maiden call this morning,
discover why he loved it so much before sailing
south to the Balearic island of Minorca.
The following day Minerva arrives at Mahon,
the second largest natural deep water port in the
world. Explore the town on foot this morning
or discover some of the island’s prehistoric
remains on an island drive. A relaxing day
cruising the Mediterranean enjoying the early
summer sunshine leads to Malaga on Spain’s
Andalucian coast.

Santiago de Compostela, Spain

ITALY . FRANCE . SPAIN . PORTUGAL . channel islands . ENGLAND

Matisse’s Open Window,
Collioure, painted in 1905
was greeted with derision
at the Salon d’Automne
in Paris later that year,
leading to Matisse and
other artists being labeled
‘les fauves’ or wild beasts.

Alhambra Palace, Spain
Enjoy a full-day visit to the richly decorated
Moorish Alhambra Palace in Granada or drive
into the Alpujarras mountains to discover
distinctive white-washed villages.
Through the narrow straits of Gibraltar lies
Cadiz, possibly the oldest city in Europe and
from where Columbus sailed to the Americas.
Walk ashore to explore the elegant old town
or visit Jerez, world-renowned for its sherry
and Moorish alcazar and garden. Located on
Portugal’s famous Algarve coast, Portimao
leads to the towns of Lagos and Sagres, the
latter known to the Romans as Promontorium
Sacrum (‘the end of the world where the waters
of the ocean boil at sunset’). The small town
is close to Cape St Vincent, the most south
westerly point of Europe.
As Minerva cruises north along the Portuguese
coast, relax and enjoy talks by our eminent
Guest Speakers. Vigo, on Spain’s Galician coast,
is the gateway to Santiago de Compostela
where you can join pilgrims and visit the lavish
cathedral this morning. Another option is the
fine Pazo de Oca gardens. Enjoy a final day
at sea before anchoring off St Peter Port in

Guernsey. While away the afternoon exploring
the town’s tumbling terraces, tiered gardens,
worn steps and hidden alleyways. A delightful
pause before Minerva returns to her home port
of Portsmouth.

PER PERSON PRICES MIN120508
Including Shore Excursions and Gratuities
Balcony suites from
Outside cabins from
Inside cabins from

$5,799
$3,799
$2,499

Prices for all categories are shown on pages 120-124.

GUEST SPEAKERS

ASHORE
A selection of inclusive tailor-made shore
excursions: Ostia, Tarquinia, Elba Island Drive
Portoferraio Town Walk, Highlights of Nice,
Riviera Scenic Drive, Collioure, Mahon Scenic
Island Drive, Ancient Minorca, Full Day
Alhambra Palace & Gardens, Jerez Walk, Cadiz
Walk, Silves & Cork Museum, Santiago de
Compostela.
Supplementary options include: Full Day
Rome, Eze Village & Rothschild Foundation,
Chagall & Matisse Museums, Full Day Las
Alpujarras Mountain Drive, Full Day Seville.

Professor Christopher Andrew – modern and
contemporary history.
Mr Tim Earl – ornithology & wildlife.
The Rt Revd Michael Turnbull – theology.

Call Swan Hellenic at (866) 923-9182
or visit www.swanhellenic.us
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ST PETERSBURG and the BALTIC
MAY 22 – JUNE 6, 2012

16 Days from $3,999 per person

Peterhof Palace, St Petersburg, Russia

As Minerva sails around the Baltic,
discover trading cities that once
belonged to the Hanseatic League.
Cruise through an archipelago
of tiny islands to the elegant city
of Stockholm, spend a night in
St Petersburg where palaces and
world-class art await and visit the
fairytale city of Copenhagen where
the little mermaid gazes wistfully
out to sea.

Archipelago, Stockholm

30

Sail from the historic naval port of Portsmouth
and spend a leisurely day at sea settling into
your cabin, relaxing and enjoying introductory
talks by your Guest Speakers before a daytime
transit of the Kiel Canal to enter the Baltic
Sea. The first port of call, Rønne, on the
Danish island of Bornholm, was once a Viking
stronghold. Enjoy the island’s landscape of
small fishing villages, castles and wheatfields
or explore Rønne’s cobbled streets lined with
half-timbered houses.
Sailing north, Hanseatic Visby, on the Swedish
island of Gotland, is arguably the best preserved
fortified medieval city in Northern Europe,
with ramparts dating back to the 13th century
and over two hundred picturesque merchant
houses and warehouses to discover. The
elegant city of Stockholm, built across fourteen
islands, reveals many highlights including the
Vasa, the world’s best-preserved 17th century
man-of-war which sank on its maiden voyage
of 1628. Supplementary options include a visit
to Drottningholm, the magnificent late 17th
century home of the Swedish royal family. This
evening, enjoy the wonderful sight of

Gdansk, Poland
hundreds of tiny islands, islet rocks and skerries,
as Minerva sails away from Stockholm through
the archipelago.
Eastwards across the Baltic Sea and into the
Gulf of Finland to St Petersburg, wonderfully
situated on the River Neva. An overnight stay
in this beautiful city allows you to visit the
‘must see’ sights including the Hermitage,
the cathedral of SS Peter and Paul with its
distinctive golden needle thin spire and
Peter the Great’s summer palace at Peterhof.
Supplementary options include discovering the
Catherine and Pavlovsk Palaces and an evening
concert or ballet performance.

ENGLAND . DENMARK . SWEDEN . RUSSIA . ESTONIA . POLAND

CRUISE HIGHLIGHTS
Stockholm Archipelago - The Vasa
Overnight in St Petersburg
Peterhof Palace - Islands of the Baltic
Kiel Canal

SWEDEN
St Petersburg Russia
Vasa Museum, Stockholm

NORWAY

29th May Afternoon/Overnight
30th May Full Day

Stockholm Sweden
27th May Full Day

HERMITAGE

VASA

Tallinn
Estonia

Visby Sweden

26th May Afternoon

3rd June Afternoon

Portsmouth

24th May

England

Ronne
Denmark

25th May
Long Morning

Depart 22nd May
Return 6th June

Time to turn and sail westwards to Tallinn,
once a medieval Hanseatic town and still an
important Baltic seaport. Explore both the
Upper and Lower Towns on a walking tour or
learn about Tallinn’s history under Soviet rule.
A relaxing day cruising the Baltic Sea leads to
the historic Polish port city of Gdansk. Discover
the city’s distinctive architecture on foot, the
grand, elegant buildings of the Main Town
district and the charming narrow side streets
with their mix of Medieval and Renaissance
buildings.
Copenhagen, the city of Hans Christian
Andersen, immortalised in the diminutive
statue of the little mermaid, reveals cultural
riches including Christiansborg Palace and the
old harbour area of Nyhavn. The ancient city of
Roskilde, which dates from the Viking Age, is
where you can view the well-preserved remains
of five Viking ships, excavated from nearby
Roskilde Fjord in the late 1960s. With two days
at sea before you arrive back in Portsmouth,
there is time to relax and digest the many sights
you have seen on your journey through the
Baltic.

RUSSIA

BALTIC
SEA

Copenhagen Denmark

Kiel Canal

31st May
Afternoon

PETERHOF

Gdansk Poland

2nd June Morning
HANSEATIC TOWN

POLAND

PER PERSON PRICES MIN120522
Including Shore Excursions and Gratuities
Balcony suites from
Outside cabins from
Inside cabins from

$8,599
$5,699
$3,999

Prices for all categories are shown on pages 120-124.

GUEST SPEAKERS
Professor Christopher Andrew – modern &
contemporary history.
Professor William Vaughan – art history.
Rear Admiral John Lippiett – naval history.

ASHORE
A selection of inclusive tailor-made shore
excursions: Bornholm Island Drive, Visby Town
Walk, Vasa Museum & Stockholm Sightseeing,
St Petersburg City Drive, Hermitage Museum,
Peterhof Palace, Peter & Paul Fortress, Walk in
the Footsteps of Peter the Great, Tallinn Town
Walk & Concert, Gdansk Walk, Copenhagen
City Tour, Roskilde. Supplementary options
include: Palaces of the Romanovs, Hermitage
Gold Room, Evening ballet in St Petersburg.

Visby, Sweden

Call Swan Hellenic at (866) 923-9182
or visit www.swanhellenic.us
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TREASURES of the BRITISH ISLES
In association with

JUNE 6 – 20, 2012

15 Days from $3,499 per person
Scrabster Caithness

CALLANISH
STONES

CASTLE OF MEY

Stornoway Isle of Lewis
11th June Full Day

10th June Full Day

SCOTLAND

Tobermory Isle of Mull
12th June Eve

Edinburgh (Port Rosyth)
Scotland

Oban Argyll

13th June
Long Morning

9th June Morning

STIRLING
CASTLE

GIANT’S
CAUSEWAY

HADRIAN’S
WALL

Belfast N. Ireland

15th June Full Day/Eve

WALLINGTON

MT. STUART
HOUSE

Anglesey (Holyhead)
14th June Full Day

Port of Tyne
Northumberland & Newcastle
8th June Full Day

ENGLAND
PLAS
NEWYDD

WALES

Dartmouth
Devon

Portsmouth
England

Depart 6th June
Return 20th June

18th June Full Day
TRESCO ABBEY
GARDENS

Isles of Scilly

17th June Full Day

St Peter Port Guernsey

From the mountains of Snowdonia, the
highlands of Scotland, rugged coastline
and offshore islands to historic castles,
magnificent houses and gardens, our
own British Isles offer unsurpassed
monuments and spectacular scenery
shaped by our islands’ history.
As Minerva sails away from the historic city of
Portsmouth, relax and settle into your cabin as
you cruise to England’s most northerly county,
Northumberland. Discover Wallington*, dating
from 1688, known for its magnificent interior and
fine gardens. Alternatively, visit Hadrian’s Wall, the
northernmost outpost of the Roman Empire, a
stunning ‘necklace’ of wall and forts that once ran
for 73 miles across the north of England.
Edinburgh, Scotland’s dynamic capital city,
dominated by Edinburgh Castle, offers a medieval
Old Town and a Georgian New Town. Walk
the Royal Mile, explore Stirling Castle, royal
stronghold and regimental garrison, or discover
Hopetoun, Scotland’s finest stately home. Sail
north to Scrabster to visit the remote Castle of
Mey. Built in the 16th century by George, 4th
Earl of Caithness, the castle was bought by the late
Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth, the Queen Mother,
in 1952. In 2002 Swan Hellenic passengers were
the first cruise ship passengers to visit the newlyopened castle and have been regular visitors ever
since.
Callanish Standing Stones, on the Isle of Lewis in
the Outer Hebrides, is one of the most significant
and important megalithic complexes in Europe.
Discover the island and stone circles on a guided
scenic drive and explore the island’s capital,
Stornoway, at your leisure.

19th June Morning

CRUISE HIGHLIGHTS
Swan Hellenic has designed this cruise in association with
the National Trust. We are delighted that two National Trust
Guest Speakers will be on board to talk about the wide range
of houses and gardens that will be visited during the cruise.

Giant’s Causeway, N. Ireland
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Plas Newydd House, Wales

Wallington - Castle of Mey
Outer Hebrides - Giant’s Causeway
Tresco Abbey Gardens
Plas Newydd - Greenway

River Dart, Dartmouth

ENGLAND . SCOTLAND . WALES . NORTHERN IRELAND
ISLES of SCILLY . CHANNEL ISLANDS

“I travelled among unknown
men, in lands beyond the
sea; nor England! did I
know till then what love I
bore to thee.…”
William Wordsworth
(English poet, 1770–1850)

Callanish Standing Stones, Isle of Lewis
The following day, admire beautiful, unspoilt,
highland scenery as Minerva sails down the
west coast of Scotland, cruising past islands,
glens and bays, to Tobermory on the Isle of
Mull, where brightly painted houses line the
waterfront. Explore the town independently
this evening, perhaps dining ashore, as Minerva
anchors in the bay.
Nestled on the west coast of Scotland is Oban,
described by Queen Victoria as “one of the
finest spots we have seen”. Nearby, on the banks
of Loch Fyne, is Inverary Castle, the ancestral
home of the Dukes of Argyll. Alternatively,
visit Arduaine Gardens, a plantsman’s paradise
perched on the windswept Argyll coast.
On the Isle of Anglesey is the ancestral home
of the Marquess of Anglesey, Plas Newydd*,
set amidst breathtaking scenery on the Menai
Strait. Visit this fascinating house or cross to
the mainland to the spectacular Snowdonia
National Park*.
Situated on a deep lough, is the maritime city
of Belfast. Explore the city that launched the
Titanic or visit the world famous Giant’s

Causeway*, its hexagonal basalt columns
formed by volcanic eruptions 60 million
years ago.
Just 28 miles off the southwest coast of
Cornwall lie the Isles of Scilly and the
sub-tropical Tresco Abbey Gardens where rare
plants flourish in the warmth of the gulf stream.
From Dartmouth, visit two equally lovely
gardens: Greenway, the holiday home of Agatha
Christie* or the magical garden of the D’Oyly
Carte family at Coleton Fishacre*. Finally,
discover the tumbling terraces and tiered
gardens of St Peter Port, before returning to
Minerva’s home port of Portsmouth.

PER PERSON PRICES MIN120606
Including Shore Excursions and Gratuities
Balcony suites from
Outside cabins from
Inside cabins from

$7,499
$4,999
$3,499

Prices for all categories are shown on pages 120-124.

GUEST SPEAKERS
Your guest speakers on this cruise include:
Mr Jeremy Pearson – National Trust,
historic houses.
Mr Adrian Tinniswood – National Trust, social
and architectural history.
The Rt Revd Stephen Platten – literature,
religion & history.
Mr Tim Earl – ornithology & wildlife.
Mr Mike Nelhams – Tresco Abbey Garden
(Anglesey – Isles of Scilly only).

ASHORE
A selection of inclusive tailor-made shore
excursions: Wallington, Stirling Castle, Royal
Mile Walk, Hopetoun House, Castle of Mey,
Lewis & Callanish Stones, Inverary Castle,
Arduaine Gardens, Antrim Scenic Drive, Mount
Stuart House, Giant’s Causeway, Plas Newydd,
Tresco Abbey Gardens, Dart River Cruise &
Buckfast Abbey. A selection of countryside hikes
will be offered.
Supplementary options include: Zodiac Safari
Isles of Scilly, Herm, Full Day Northumberland
*National Trust Property.
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MIDSUMMER in NORWAY
JUNE 20 – July 5, 2012

16 Days from $3,899 per person
PREHISTORIC
ROCK ART

Honningsvåg

27th June Afternoon

ARCTIC
CATHEDRAL

NORTH CAPE

Alta
Tromso

28th June Morning

26th June Full Day

Join Minerva in the historic naval port of
Portsmouth and spend two relaxing days at sea,
listening to your Guest Speakers outlining the
delights to come and settling into life on board.
Bergen, your first port of call, sits on a clutch
of islands linked by bridges on the west coast
of Norway. Explore the city with its medieval
wooden buildings and narrow alleyways on a
walking tour.

TROLLFJORD

Leknes Lofoten Islands
29th June Afternoon/Eve

NORWAY
Kristiansund

24th June Morning

Minerva continues on her northward journey
along the coast of Norway, pausing at the
charming town of Kristiansund. Explore the
town on foot or enjoy views of the Atlantic
Ocean on a drive along the Atlantic Road
as it zigzags across islands and skerries,
voted ‘construction of the century’ by the
Norwegians.

ATLANTIC ROAD
EAGLE’S
BEND

Geiranger

1st July Afternoon

Bergen

23rd June Morning

Akrafjord
2nd July

AKRAFJORD
SCENIC CRUISE

Arctic Cathedral, Tromso

Portsmouth
England

Depart 20th June
Return 5th July

North Cape, Norway
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A midsummer cruise to discover
the picturesque, rugged Norwegian
coast. Experience the long days of
the midnight sun at Honningsvåg,
cross the Arctic Circle to the
remote Lofoten Islands and enjoy
spectacular scenery as Minerva
cruises inland along some of
Norway’s most scenic fjords.

CRUISE HIGHLIGHTS
North Cape - Geiranger Fjord
Prehistoric Rock Art
Arctic Cathedral - Midnight Sun

Bergen, Norway

The capital of the Arctic, Tromsø, is
wonderfully situated amid mountains, fjords
and islands. The Arctic Cathedral, built in
1965 and inspired by northern landscapes, is
the city’s most recognisable landmark. Visit the
cathedral or learn about Tromsø’s history of
daring arctic explorers at the Polar Museum,
housed in a traditional wharf side house dating
from 1830.
You cannot travel further north on mainland
Europe than the North Cape, land of the
midnight sun. Journey through tundra
landscapes to stand on the 900 feet high cliffs
and admire the view; here only the Svalbard
islands lie between you and the North Pole.

Geiranger Fjord, Norway

NORWAY

“The sea possesses a power over one’s
moods that has the effect of a will.
The sea can hypnotize. Nature in
general can do so.”
The Lady from the Sea, Henrik Ibsen
(Norwegian playwright, 1828–1906)

Lofoten Islands, Norway
Sailing south, the town of Alta stretches along
the innermost banks of the Altafjord, on the
northern coast of Finnmark. Visit the prehistoric
rock carvings dating from 4200BC-500BC,
a UNESCO World Heritage Site containing
over 3,000 individual carvings. Further south,
marvel at the scenery as Minerva sails into the
narrow and spectacular Trollfjord, a fjord only
accessible by sea, before crossing to Leknes on
the Lofoten Islands, Norway’s most beautiful
and rugged group of islands. Enjoy a glimpse of
life in Viking times or visit Nussfjord, the bestpreserved fishing village in Norway.
On a morning scenic cruise into Geirangerfjord
enjoy views of snow-covered mountain
peaks, waterfalls and farms clinging to the
mountainsides, before arriving at Geiranger,
the small village at the head of the fjord. In the
afternoon enjoy spectacular views as you travel
by road from sea level to the 5,000 feet summit
of Mount Dalsnibba, or hike through majestic
scenery viewing waterfalls and lush, green
vegetation.
Enjoy your final day in Norwegian waters as
the Captain plots a course in the Åkrafjord.

Bare mountainsides, luscious pastures, idyllic
small farms and the 2,000 feet high cascading
glacial waters of Langfoss Waterfall are all to be
admired before enjoying two final days at sea as
Minerva cruises back to Portsmouth.

PER PERSON PRICES MIN120620
Including Shore Excursions and Gratuities
Balcony suites from
Outside cabins from
Inside cabins from

$8,499
$5,599
$3,899

Prices for all categories are shown on pages 120-124.

ASHORE
A selection of inclusive tailor-made shore
excursions: Bergen City Walk, Atlantic Ocean
Road Drive, Arctic Cathedral & Tromsø
Sightseeing, North Cape, Alta Museum & Rock
Carvings, Tirpitz Museum, Viking Museum
and Lofoten Scenic Drive, Mount Dalsnibba
& Eagle’s Bend. A selection of hikes will be
offered.
Supplementary options include: Polaria &
Husky Centre, Grieg’s House & Recital,
Stappen Islands Ornithology.

GUEST SPEAKERS
Your guest speakers on this cruise include:
Dr Peter Cattermole – geology of Norway.
Professor Keith Ward – philosophy & religion
of Norway.
Mr Tim Earl – ornithology & wildlife.
Sir Richard Dales – history and contemporary
Norway.
Professor Mark Horton – archaeology.

Call Swan Hellenic at (866) 923-9182
or visit www.swanhellenic.us
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A French Accent
JULY 5 – 19, 2012

15 Days from $3,399 per person

“Burgundy for kings,
champagne for duchesses,
claret for gentlemen.”
French proverb

Saint Emilion, Bordeaux
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ENGLAND . NETHERLANDS . BELGIUM . FRANCE . CHANNEL ISLANDS

CRUISE HIGHLIGHTS
Art of Amsterdam - Ypres
Central city berths in St Malo and
Bordeaux - Giverny - Honfleur

Mont Saint-Michel, Normandy

Explore treasures closer to home
including Amsterdam, Bruges and
beautiful French ports. Discover
famous artists and the landscapes
that inspired them, learn about the
history, both ancient and modern
of France, and enjoy the city centre
berths of St Malo and Bordeaux.
Begin your cruise in England’s most important
maritime city, Portsmouth, and settle into life on
board as Minerva sails the English Channel to
Amsterdam. Explore the city’s charming canals
by boat and visit the Van Gogh museum where
you can see the largest collection in the world of
the artist’s paintings or the Rijksmuseum to see
the Dutch Masters.
No one can fail to be moved by a visit to Ypres;
walking around this pretty, rebuilt medieval city
in Flanders, not far from the port of Ostende, it
is hard to imagine the devastation wrought here
during the Great War. An evening in port gives
you the opportunity to take a supplementary
excursion to hear the Last Post at Ypres. The
centre of another beautiful Flemish city, Bruges,
is surrounded by an almost continuous ring
of canals and is the best preserved example of
medieval Flanders.
As Minerva sails along the coast of Northern
France look to port for glimpses of the
spectacular chalky white cliffs of Normandy’s
Alabaster coast. Minerva berths alongside
the ramparts of the citadel of St Malo,
allowing you to walk ashore to discover the
old town and narrow alleyways of this granite
stronghold, former home of Malouin privateers.
Alternatively, discover the Benedictine abbey
of Mont Saint Michel, built on a rocky, tidal
island off Normandy, an important pilgrimage
destination in medieval Christendom.
Cruise around the Brittany peninsula and down
the western coast of France, before sailing up
the Gironde and Garonne Rivers to berth in
the heart of elegant Bordeaux, an 18th century
architectural treasure. An overnight in port
allows time to explore the city and to visit the
wine town of St Emilion and surrounding
vineyards. On Bastille Day Minerva berths
near the picturesque port of La Rochelle. Stroll
around this historic port or visit the tranquil
island of Île de Ré, one of the jewels of the
Atlantic Coast.

Amsterdam
Netherlands

7th July Full Day

Portsmouth

RIJKSMUSEUM

England

Depart 5th July
Return 19th July

Ostende Belgium

8th July Full Day/Eve
YPRES

St Peter Port Guernsey

Honfleur France

17th July Morning

18th July Full Day
ROUEN

St Malo France

Brest France

10th July Full Day/Eve

16th July Morning

QUIMPER

Belle Île France

15th July Afternoon

FRANCE
La Pallice France
14th July Full Day

RIVER GIRONDE
& GARONNE

LA ROCHELLE
ST EMILION

Bordeaux France

12th July Afternoon/Overnight
13th July Morning

Canals of Amsterdam
Belle Île is the largest island off the coast of
Brittany. Explore the town of Le Pallais with
its star-shaped fort at your leisure and discover
why Sarah Bernhardt, Gustave Flaubert and
Claude Monet all fell under the spell of this
tranquil isle. Continuing on her journey
Minerva arrives in the naval city of Brest,
within easy reach of the oldest Breton city,
Quimper. Enjoy a guided walk in the medieval
quarter of Quimper or discover the spectacular
coastal landscape of this most northwesterly
region of France.
Guernsey is geographically much closer to
France than the UK but it remains loyal to the
British crown. Visit the island’s capital,
St Peter Port independently, and discover
the Georgian and Regency architecture
before sailing back to France and the best
preserved port in Normandy, Honfleur. Before
enjoying an afternoon at leisure wandering the
picturesque streets, visit one of France’s most
ancient and historic cities, Rouen, or Monet’s
inspirational garden at Giverny. Alternatively
take a supplementary full day excursion to see
some of the D-Day landing beaches.

PER PERSON PRICES MIN120705
Including Shore Excursions and Gratuities
Balcony suites from
Outside cabins from
Inside cabins from

$7,299
$4,899
$3,399

Prices for all categories are shown on pages 120-124.

GUEST SPEAKERS
Your guest speakers on this cruise include:
Mr Sam Hunt – history & architecture.
Hilary Hope Guise – NADFAS speaker; art
history.

ASHORE
A selection of inclusive tailormade shore
excursions: Amsterdam Canal Cruise, Van
Gogh Museum, Bruges, Flanders Fields, Ghent,
Mont St Michel, St Malo Walk, Bordeaux Walk
& Wine, Ile de Ré, La Rochelle Town Walk,
Quimper, Coastal Scenic Drive, Honfleur Town
Walk, Rouen, Giverny.
Supplementary options include: Last Post at
Ypres, Specialist Wine tastings, Full Day D-Day
Landings.
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GARDENS of the CELTIC FRINGE
JULY 19 – AUGUST 1, 2012

CRUISE HIGHLIGHTS

14 Days from $3,199 per person

Giant’s Causeway - Ring of Beara
Tresco Abbey Gardens
Lost Gardens of Heligan
Seine River transit to Rouen

Portrush N. Ireland
22nd July Morning

FOLK
MUSEUM

Killybegs Donegal

GIANT’S
CAUSEWAY

NORTHERN
IRELAND

23rd July Full Day/Eve

POWERSCOURT

EIRE
Cork Eire

RING OF
BEARA

BLARNEY 26th July
CASTLE
Long Morning

Dublin Eire

ENGLAND

21st July
Full Day

WALES

Portsmouth

Trinity College, Dublin

England

Glengarriff West Cork
25th July Full Day

Falmouth England

Depart 19th July
Return 1st Aug

28th July Full Day
TRESCO ABBEY
GARDENS

LOST GARDENS
OF HELIGAN

Isles of Scilly

27th July Full Day

St Peter Port Guernsey
29th July Long Morning

Rouen France

30th July Afternoon/Overnight
31st July Morning
GIVERNY
RIVER SEINE
TRANSIT

Donegal Coastline, Ireland

Explore some of the finest gardens,
landscape scenery, cities and castles
on this cruise which circumnavigates
Northern Ireland and Ireland (Eire),
and then sails south to Cornwall and
the Isles of Scilly and up the River
Seine to Rouen. A particular feature
of this cruise is the number and
variety of gardens visited.
Join Minerva in Portsmouth and sail past
Britain’s naval dockyard and out into the
English Channel before setting a westerly
course for Ireland. Relax and listen to your
Guest Speakers’ talks as Minerva spends a day
at sea cruising along the Irish coast to Dublin.
Admire the Georgian architecture of Merrion
Square, St Stephen’s Green and Trinity
College or drive out of the city to Powerscourt
House, at the foot of the Wicklow Mountains,
celebrated for its Italianate gardens.
Built on a peninsula in Northern Ireland,
Portrush commands exceptional views to
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Donegal and the Giant’s Causeway. Marvel at
the hexagonal basalt columns of the headland,
formed by volcanic eruptions more than 60
million years ago and learn about the legend
of the Irish giant, Finn MacCool.
The west coast of Ireland is known for its
unsurpassed beauty and wild drama with some
of Ireland’s finest scenery in County Donegal.
Killybegs, on the south west Donegal
peninsula, offers a scenic drive through a
landscape of misty mountains, serene lakes
and dramatic coastline, or a chance to discover
19th century Glenveagh Castle in its remote
mountain setting. Following a relaxing day
sailing south along the west coast of Ireland,
Minerva arrives at Glengarriff, situated on
world-renowned Bantry Bay, where the
mountains meet the sea.
The town is the gateway to the Ring of Beara,
a drive circuit of breathtaking scenery, and
Garnish Island, an island garden of rare beauty
located in the town’s sheltered harbour.
Sail to Cork in the far south of Ireland to
visit a fascinating museum that retraces the

Tresco Abbey Gardens, Isles of Scilly
steps of the two-and-a-half million people who
emigrated from Cork in the nineteenth century.
Visit Blarney Castle or the Georgian Charles
Fort at Kinsale before Minerva sails for the
archipelago of the Isles of Scilly, which lie just
28 miles off the southwest coast of Britain. The
sub-tropical Tresco Abbey Gardens is home to
many rare plants that flourish in the warmth of
the gulf steam.

GARDENS of the CELTIC FRINGE
JULY 19 – AUGUST 1, 2012

CRUISE HIGHLIGHTS

14 Days from $3,199 per person

Giant’s Causeway - Ring of Beara
Tresco Abbey Gardens
Lost Gardens of Heligan
Seine River transit to Rouen

Portrush N. Ireland
22nd July Morning

FOLK
MUSEUM

Killybegs Donegal

GIANT’S
CAUSEWAY

NORTHERN
IRELAND

23rd July Full Day/Eve

POWERSCOURT

EIRE
Cork Eire

RING OF
BEARA

BLARNEY 26th July
CASTLE
Long Morning

Dublin Eire

ENGLAND

21st July
Full Day

WALES

Portsmouth

Trinity College, Dublin

England

Glengarriff West Cork
25th July Full Day

Falmouth England

Depart 19th July
Return 1st Aug

28th July Full Day
TRESCO ABBEY
GARDENS

LOST GARDENS
OF HELIGAN

Isles of Scilly

27th July Full Day

St Peter Port Guernsey
29th July Long Morning

Rouen France

30th July Afternoon/Overnight
31st July Morning
GIVERNY
RIVER SEINE
TRANSIT

Donegal Coastline, Ireland

Explore some of the finest gardens,
landscape scenery, cities and castles
on this cruise which circumnavigates
Northern Ireland and Ireland (Eire),
and then sails south to Cornwall and
the Isles of Scilly and up the River
Seine to Rouen. A particular feature
of this cruise is the number and
variety of gardens visited.
Join Minerva in Portsmouth and sail past
Britain’s naval dockyard and out into the
English Channel before setting a westerly
course for Ireland. Relax and listen to your
Guest Speakers’ talks as Minerva spends a day
at sea cruising along the Irish coast to Dublin.
Admire the Georgian architecture of Merrion
Square, St Stephen’s Green and Trinity
College or drive out of the city to Powerscourt
House, at the foot of the Wicklow Mountains,
celebrated for its Italianate gardens.
Built on a peninsula in Northern Ireland,
Portrush commands exceptional views to
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Donegal and the Giant’s Causeway. Marvel at
the hexagonal basalt columns of the headland,
formed by volcanic eruptions more than 60
million years ago and learn about the legend
of the Irish giant, Finn MacCool.
The west coast of Ireland is known for its
unsurpassed beauty and wild drama with some
of Ireland’s finest scenery in County Donegal.
Killybegs, on the south west Donegal
peninsula, offers a scenic drive through a
landscape of misty mountains, serene lakes
and dramatic coastline, or a chance to discover
19th century Glenveagh Castle in its remote
mountain setting. Following a relaxing day
sailing south along the west coast of Ireland,
Minerva arrives at Glengarriff, situated on
world-renowned Bantry Bay, where the
mountains meet the sea.
The town is the gateway to the Ring of Beara,
a drive circuit of breathtaking scenery, and
Garnish Island, an island garden of rare beauty
located in the town’s sheltered harbour.
Sail to Cork in the far south of Ireland to
visit a fascinating museum that retraces the

Tresco Abbey Gardens, Isles of Scilly
steps of the two-and-a-half million people who
emigrated from Cork in the nineteenth century.
Visit Blarney Castle or the Georgian Charles
Fort at Kinsale before Minerva sails for the
archipelago of the Isles of Scilly, which lie just
28 miles off the southwest coast of Britain. The
sub-tropical Tresco Abbey Gardens is home to
many rare plants that flourish in the warmth of
the gulf steam.

GARDENS of the CELTIC FRINGE
JULY 19 – AUGUST 1, 2012

CRUISE HIGHLIGHTS

14 Days from $3,199 per person

Giant’s Causeway - Ring of Beara
Tresco Abbey Gardens
Lost Gardens of Heligan
Seine River transit to Rouen

Portrush N. Ireland
22nd July Morning

FOLK
MUSEUM

Killybegs Donegal

GIANT’S
CAUSEWAY

NORTHERN
IRELAND

23rd July Full Day/Eve

POWERSCOURT

EIRE
Cork Eire

RING OF
BEARA

BLARNEY 26th July
CASTLE
Long Morning

Dublin Eire

ENGLAND

21st July
Full Day

WALES

Portsmouth

Trinity College, Dublin

England

Glengarriff West Cork
25th July Full Day

Falmouth England

Depart 19th July
Return 1st Aug

28th July Full Day
TRESCO ABBEY
GARDENS

LOST GARDENS
OF HELIGAN

Isles of Scilly

27th July Full Day

St Peter Port Guernsey
29th July Long Morning

Rouen France

30th July Afternoon/Overnight
31st July Morning
GIVERNY
RIVER SEINE
TRANSIT

Donegal Coastline, Ireland

Explore some of the finest gardens,
landscape scenery, cities and castles
on this cruise which circumnavigates
Northern Ireland and Ireland (Eire),
and then sails south to Cornwall and
the Isles of Scilly and up the River
Seine to Rouen. A particular feature
of this cruise is the number and
variety of gardens visited.
Join Minerva in Portsmouth and sail past
Britain’s naval dockyard and out into the
English Channel before setting a westerly
course for Ireland. Relax and listen to your
Guest Speakers’ talks as Minerva spends a day
at sea cruising along the Irish coast to Dublin.
Admire the Georgian architecture of Merrion
Square, St Stephen’s Green and Trinity
College or drive out of the city to Powerscourt
House, at the foot of the Wicklow Mountains,
celebrated for its Italianate gardens.
Built on a peninsula in Northern Ireland,
Portrush commands exceptional views to
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Donegal and the Giant’s Causeway. Marvel at
the hexagonal basalt columns of the headland,
formed by volcanic eruptions more than 60
million years ago and learn about the legend
of the Irish giant, Finn MacCool.
The west coast of Ireland is known for its
unsurpassed beauty and wild drama with some
of Ireland’s finest scenery in County Donegal.
Killybegs, on the south west Donegal
peninsula, offers a scenic drive through a
landscape of misty mountains, serene lakes
and dramatic coastline, or a chance to discover
19th century Glenveagh Castle in its remote
mountain setting. Following a relaxing day
sailing south along the west coast of Ireland,
Minerva arrives at Glengarriff, situated on
world-renowned Bantry Bay, where the
mountains meet the sea.
The town is the gateway to the Ring of Beara,
a drive circuit of breathtaking scenery, and
Garnish Island, an island garden of rare beauty
located in the town’s sheltered harbour.
Sail to Cork in the far south of Ireland to
visit a fascinating museum that retraces the

Tresco Abbey Gardens, Isles of Scilly
steps of the two-and-a-half million people who
emigrated from Cork in the nineteenth century.
Visit Blarney Castle or the Georgian Charles
Fort at Kinsale before Minerva sails for the
archipelago of the Isles of Scilly, which lie just
28 miles off the southwest coast of Britain. The
sub-tropical Tresco Abbey Gardens is home to
many rare plants that flourish in the warmth of
the gulf steam.

ENGLAND . CHANNEL ISLANDS . SPAIN . PORTUGAL
BALEARIC ISLANDS . SARDINIA . SICILY . MALTA

CRUISE HIGHLIGHTS
Inclusive Full Day Alhambra Palace
Jerez Sherry Bodega
Phoenician Heritage of Sardinia
Greek Temples of Sicily
Portsmouth
England

Depart 1st Aug

St Peter Port Guernsey
2nd Aug Morning

Segesta, Sicily

FRANCE
La Coruña Galicia
4th Aug Morning

SANTIAGO
DE COMPOSTELA

PORTUGAL
Oporto (Leixoes)
Portugal

Palma
Balearic Islands

RIVER
DOURO

5th Aug Morning

SPAIN

10th Aug Evening

Cagliari Sardinia
12th Aug Morning

Cartagena Spain

9th Aug Afternoon/Eve
JEREZ

ALHAMBRA

Cadiz Spain

7th Aug Morning

Malaga Andalucia

SEGESTA

Trapani Sicily
13th Aug
Long Morning

8th Aug Full Day

Valletta
Malta

14th Aug Full Day/
Overnight
15th Aug

North-east of Cartagena are the Balearic Islands,
the largest of which is Mallorca. Spend an
evening in the island’s historic capital, Palma,
perhaps enjoying one of the brilliant sunsets for
which the bay is famous, admiring the Gothic
cathedral, one of Europe’s grandest, or strolling
in the atmospheric old town. Continue to
another of the Mediterranean’s beautiful islands,
Sardinia, and the southern town of Cagliari. On
a guided walk, discover the town’s evocative
medieval centre with its cobbled piazzas or
explore the archaeological zone of Nora, the
remains of a once powerful ancient city founded
by the Phoenicians in the 11th century. Minerva
then sails east across the Tyrrhenian Sea to
Trapani, on the volcanic island of Sicily, once
situated at the heart of a powerful trading
network that stretched from Carthage to Venice.
Segesta’s ancient Greek temple is perhaps the
best preserved in the world, its amphitheatre
boasting a wonderful hilltop position on Mount
Barbaro, while the tranquil setting of the Greek
colony of Selinunte reveals the ruins of an
acropolis and numerous temples.

Finally Minerva sails into the magnificent
Grand Harbour of Valletta, where the city walls,
with strong bastions and deep moats, protect
a wealth of 16th century buildings that can be
discovered on a guided walk.

PER PERSON PRICES MIN120801
Including Shore Excursions and Gratuities
Balcony suites from
Outside cabins from
Inside cabins from

$6,599
$4,399
$2,999

Prices for all categories are shown on pages 120-124.

ASHORE
A selection of inclusive tailor-made shore
excursions: Santiago de Compostela, Oporto
City Tour & Port Tasting, Jerez & Sherry
Tasting, Cadiz Walk, Full Day Alhambra Palace
& Generalife Gardens, Cartagena Walk &
Roman Theatre, Murcia, Nora, Cagliari Town
Walk, Segesta Greek Site, Selinunte Acropolis,
Valletta Town Walk, Malta Island Drive.
Supplementary options include: Herm, White
Villages of Andalucia, Alpujarras Mountain
Drive, Mozia Island, Valletta Concert.

GUEST SPEAKERS
Your guest speakers on this cruise include:
Professor Sir Barry Cunliffe – archaeology of
the Mediterranean.
Professor Ian Beckett – NADFAS speaker;
military history.
Dr Philip de Souza – ancient history.
Revd Tim Blewett – history.

Call Swan Hellenic at (866) 923-9182
or visit www.swanhellenic.us
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ENGLAND . IRELAND . NORTHERN IRELAND . ISLES of SCILLY
CHANNEL ISLANDS . FRANCE

“To sit in the shade on a fine day and look upon
verdure is the most perfect refreshment.”
Jane Austen (English writer, 1775–1817)

©Powerscourt Gardens, Enniskerry, Co. Wicklow
Two other famous gardens, the Lost Gardens
of Heligan and the National Trust gardens
at Trelissick, as well as tropical rainforest
and Mediterranean flora which grow in the
biomes at the Eden Project, can be explored
from Falmouth before Minerva calls at St
Peter Port. Enjoy one of the Channel Island’s
most beautiful towns before sailing up the
River Seine to Rouen, the historic capital of
Normandy. Explore this veritable Museum
City of half-timbered houses, paved streets and
gothic churches or explore Monet’s beautiful
gardens and home at Giverny. An overnight
in port allows time to stroll through the
pedestrianised streets of Rouen and, perhaps, to
dine ashore, before Minerva sails for her home
port of Portsmouth.

PER PERSON PRICES MIN120719
Including Shore Excursions and Gratuities
Balcony suites from
Outside cabins from
Inside cabins from

$6,799
$4,599
$3,199

Prices for all categories are shown on pages 120-124.

GUEST SPEAKERS
Your guest speakers on this cruise include:
Professor Peter Harbison – Irish archaeology,
art and architecture.

ASHORE
A selection of inclusive tailor-made shore
excursions: Powerscourt House & Gardens,
Dublin City Drive & St Patrick’s Cathedral,
Antrim Scenic Drive, Giant’s Causeway,
Donegal Coast & Folk Village, Glenveagh
Castle Gardens, Ring of Beara Scenic Drive,
Garnish Island Italianate Gardens, Kinsale &
Charles Fort, St Ives, Tresco Abbey Gardens,
Lost Gardens of Heligan, Rouen City, Giverny
Gardens. A selection of hikes will be offered.
Supplementary options include: Zodiac Safari
Isles of Scilly, Helen Dillon garden, Eden
Project, Herm.

Monet’s Garden, Giverny

Call Swan Hellenic at (866) 923-9182
or visit www.swanhellenic.us
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SOUTH to the MEDITERRANEAN
AUGUST 1 – 15, 2012

15 Days from $2,999 per person

Grand Harbour, Valletta

Green Spain, the ‘golden’ River
Douro, the Moorish Alhambra
Palace, the gem of the naval port
of Cartagena and a quartet of
Mediterranean islands lie in wait
as Minerva sails south to the
Mediterranean.

Santiago de Compostela, Spain
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Minerva departs her home port, the historic
naval city of Portsmouth, for the final time
this year and sails south. Your first port of
call is St Peter Port, on the Channel Island of
Guernsey. Explore the port at your leisure and
then, during a day at sea, settle into your cabin
and listen to introductory talks by your Guest
Speakers. From La Coruña, the provincial
capital of Galicia in Spain, follow the pilgrim
route to Santiago de Compostela where the
magnificent 12th century Cathedral houses the
tomb of the apostle Saint James.
Oporto is enviably located on the steep banks
of the Douro or ‘Golden River’, its historic
centre is now a UNESCO World Heritage Site.
Explore the cathedral and fascinating Arabian
Hall in the Stock Exchange and enjoy a visit
to one of the renowned port wine lodges,
which produce the famous fortified wine. Sail
south to the ancient port city of Cadiz, where a
walking tour of the old town will reveal echoes
of its maritime past, or visit Jerez, a town
world-renowned for another fortified wine,
sherry. Visit a traditional sherry bodega and the
Moorish Alcazar.

Alhambra Palace, Granada
Sail through the Strait of Gibraltar to Malaga
to visit the Alhambra Palace in Granada,
magnificently situated in the shadow of the
mighty Sierra Nevada. Explore the palace in
the company of expert local guides and stroll in
the Generalife Gardens before sailing north to
one of Spain’s hidden gems, the naval port of
Cartagena. Its natural deep-water harbour has
been used by Hasdrubal, Phoenicians, Romans
and Moors and the city centre, once walled, is
a dense mass of narrow streets which conceals a
well preserved Roman Theatre.

ENGLAND . CHANNEL ISLANDS . SPAIN . PORTUGAL
BALEARIC ISLANDS . SARDINIA . SICILY . MALTA

CRUISE HIGHLIGHTS
Inclusive Full Day Alhambra Palace
Jerez Sherry Bodega
Phoenician Heritage of Sardinia
Greek Temples of Sicily
Portsmouth
England

Depart 1st Aug

St Peter Port Guernsey
2nd Aug Morning

Segesta, Sicily

FRANCE
La Coruña Galicia
4th Aug Morning

SANTIAGO
DE COMPOSTELA

PORTUGAL
Oporto (Leixoes)
Portugal

Palma
Balearic Islands

RIVER
DOURO

5th Aug Morning

SPAIN

10th Aug Evening

Cagliari Sardinia
12th Aug Morning

Cartagena Spain

9th Aug Afternoon/Eve
JEREZ

ALHAMBRA

Cadiz Spain

7th Aug Morning

Malaga Andalucia

SEGESTA

Trapani Sicily
13th Aug
Long Morning

8th Aug Full Day

Valletta
Malta

14th Aug Full Day/
Overnight
15th Aug

North-east of Cartagena are the Balearic Islands,
the largest of which is Mallorca. Spend an
evening in the island’s historic capital, Palma,
perhaps enjoying one of the brilliant sunsets for
which the bay is famous, admiring the Gothic
cathedral, one of Europe’s grandest, or strolling
in the atmospheric old town. Continue to
another of the Mediterranean’s beautiful islands,
Sardinia, and the southern town of Cagliari. On
a guided walk, discover the town’s evocative
medieval centre with its cobbled piazzas or
explore the archaeological zone of Nora, the
remains of a once powerful ancient city founded
by the Phoenicians in the 11th century. Minerva
then sails east across the Tyrrhenian Sea to
Trapani, on the volcanic island of Sicily, once
situated at the heart of a powerful trading
network that stretched from Carthage to Venice.
Segesta’s ancient Greek temple is perhaps the
best preserved in the world, its amphitheatre
boasting a wonderful hilltop position on Mount
Barbaro, while the tranquil setting of the Greek
colony of Selinunte reveals the ruins of an
acropolis and numerous temples.

Finally Minerva sails into the magnificent
Grand Harbour of Valletta, where the city walls,
with strong bastions and deep moats, protect
a wealth of 16th century buildings that can be
discovered on a guided walk.

PER PERSON PRICES MIN120801
Including Shore Excursions and Gratuities
Balcony suites from
Outside cabins from
Inside cabins from

$6,599
$4,399
$2,999

Prices for all categories are shown on pages 120-124.

ASHORE
A selection of inclusive tailor-made shore
excursions: Santiago de Compostela, Oporto
City Tour & Port Tasting, Jerez & Sherry
Tasting, Cadiz Walk, Full Day Alhambra Palace
& Generalife Gardens, Cartagena Walk &
Roman Theatre, Murcia, Nora, Cagliari Town
Walk, Segesta Greek Site, Selinunte Acropolis,
Valletta Town Walk, Malta Island Drive.
Supplementary options include: Herm, White
Villages of Andalucia, Alpujarras Mountain
Drive, Mozia Island, Valletta Concert.

GUEST SPEAKERS
Your guest speakers on this cruise include:
Professor Sir Barry Cunliffe – archaeology of
the Mediterranean.
Professor Ian Beckett – NADFAS speaker;
military history.
Dr Philip de Souza – ancient history.
Revd Tim Blewett – history.

Call Swan Hellenic at (866) 923-9182
or visit www.swanhellenic.us
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VENICE and the ADRIATIC
AUGUST 15 – 29, 2012

Cruise from Malta to the Adriatic,
discovering walled cities that
were once part of the Venetian
Empire, evocative archaeological
sites including Butrint in Albania
and Delphi in Greece and enjoy
scenic cruising as Minerva weaves
her way through the islands of the
Dalmatian Coast.

15 Days from $2,999 per person

Trieste Italy

Venice Italy

21st Aug Full Day/Eve

22nd Aug
Full Day/Eve

ROMAN AMPHITHEATRE

DOGE’S
PALACE

Pula, Croatia

Pula Istria

23rd Aug Morning

CROATIA

Split Croatia

20th Aug Morning
DIOCLETIAN’S PALACE

Korcula Croatia

Dubrovnik Croatia

19th Aug Afternoon/Eve

18th Aug Full Day/Overnight
KOTOR FJORD

ITALY

ADRIATIC
SEA

Kotor Montenegro

24th Aug Eve/Overnight
25th Aug Morning

GREECE
Sarande Albania

26th Aug Morning
BUTRINT
DELPHI

Itea Greece
27th Aug
Morning

15th Aug
16th Aug Morning
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28th Aug Full Day
29th Aug

Corinth Canal
27th Aug Eve

After a morning of scenic cruising arrive at
Korcula, the greenest of Croatia’s one thousand
islands. The town, enclosed within honeycoloured stone walls, contains hidden treasures
and architectural delights at every turn. In
295AD the Roman Emperor Diocletian
ordered the building of a magnificent palace
for his retirement in Split. Discover the ruins
of Diocletian’s Palace for yourself as well as the
cathedral that was built reusing materials from
the ancient mausoleum.

CRUISE HIGHLIGHTS

Valletta
Malta

Delphi, Greece

Piraeus
Greece

Commence your cruise in the fortified city
of Valletta where a guided walk will reveal
elegant streets lined with 16th century palaces,
churches and auberges. The Promenade Deck
affords a fine view as Minerva sails out of
the magnificent Grand Harbour in the early
afternoon. Sail through the Mediterranean and
Ionian seas, through the Strait of Otranto and
into the Adriatic Sea to reach the beautiful citystate of Dubrovnik. Walk the entire length of
the city walls admiring views over the old town
and enjoy a guided tour of the city, visiting the
Baroque Cathedral and Franciscan Monastery.
Enjoy an evening ashore, perhaps relaxing at
one of the delightful pavement cafés that line
the main marble street, Placa.

Venice, Italy

Dubrovnik Walled Town
Dalmatian Coast - Diocletian’s Palace
Kotor Fjord - Delphi
Minerva transits the Corinth Canal

Corinth Canal Transit, Greece

MALTA . CROATIA . ITALY . MONTENEGRO . ALBANIA . GREECE

Korcula, Croatia
At the very edge of north-east Italy, Trieste
once gave Habsburg Vienna access to the
Adriatic. A tour of this compact city will
reveal the 14th century San Giusto Cathedral
and the medieval quarter. Trieste’s near
neighbour, the city of Venice, boasts more
artistic masterpieces per square mile than
anywhere else in the world. View paintings
by Tintoretto and Paolo Veronese, glorifying
the Venetian state, in the Doge’s Palace, or
view architectural masterpieces as you explore
Venice on foot. Take advantage of an evening
in port to enjoy dinner ashore or an evening
supplementary concert.
The ancient town of Pula, on the Istrian coast
of the Adriatic, is dominated by a well-preserved
Roman amphitheatre, which you can visit this
morning. Spend a relaxing day cruising the
scenic Dalmatian coastline to Kotor, which lies
at the head of southern Europe’s deepest fjord.
The medieval old town is a labyrinth of cobbled
streets and ancient houses, while – in the
mountains – are the towns of Cetinje, official
residence of the President of Montenegro, and
Njegusi famous for locally produced ham and

cheese. The following morning arrive at the
Albanian city of Sarande. From here, visit the
archaeological site of Butrint, a major maritime
and commercial centre in the ancient world.
Delphi was the site of the most important
oracle of Ancient Greece. From the small
Greek port of Itea, drive up the slopes of
Mount Parnassos to discover this atmospheric
site for yourself. Transit the narrow, steepsided Corinth Canal, a unique and memorable
experience, en route to Piraeus from where
you can visit the ancient city of Athens. Visit
or revisit the iconic Acropolis and discover the
new state-of-the-art Acropolis Museum.

GUEST SPEAKERS
Your guest speakers on this cruise include:
Lord Douglas Hurd – modern history.
Professor Alexei Leporc – art history.
Father Robert Mackley – theology.
Ms Louise Schofield – NADFAS speaker;
archaeology.

ASHORE

PER PERSON PRICES MIN120815
Including Shore Excursions and Gratuities

A selection of inclusive tailor-made shore
excursions: Valletta Town Walk, Island Drive &
Mdina, Dubrovnik City Walk, Cavtat & Riviera,
Lokrum Island, Korcula Town Walk, Split &
Diocletian’s Palace, Trieste Town Tour, Aquileia,
Doge’s Palace, Torcello & Murano, Venice Walk,
Pula Walk & Amphitheatre, Kotor & Budva,
Butrint, Delphi, Acropolis, Sounion.

Balcony suites from
Outside cabins from
Inside cabins from

Supplementary options include: Casa Rocca,
Dubrovnik Cable Car, Venice Palace & Gondola,
Secret Passages of Doge’s Palace.

$6,999
$4,599
$2,999

Prices for all categories are shown on pages 120-124.

OPTIONAL EXTENSIONS
3 night Athens City Stay (post-cruise);
Please see pages 102-103 for details.
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TURKEY . GEORGIA . RUSSIA . UKRAINE . BULGARIA

CRUISE HIGHLIGHTS

Odessa Ukraine

POTEMKIN
STEPS

UKRAINE

Black Sea Circuit - Sumela Monastery
Georgia Folkloric Dancers
Livadia Palace - Sevastopol Panorama
Odessa Mansions

21st Sep Afternoon/Eve

CRIMEA
LIVADIA
PALACE
BALACLAVA

BULGARIA

Yalta Ukraine

RUSSIA

19th Sep Afternoon/Eve

Sevastopol Ukraine

DAGOMYS
TEA HOUSE

20th Sep Full Day

Sochi Russia

18th Sep Morning

ST STEPHEN’S
CHURCH

BLACK SEA

GEORGIA

Nessebur Bulgaria
23rd Sep Full Day

Batumi Georgia
17th Sep Full Day

Samsun Turkey

BOSPHORUS

15th Sep Long Morning

Istanbul
Turkey

Trabzon Turkey
16th Sep Full Day

SUMELA
MONASTERY

12th Sep
13th Sep Full Day

Izmir
Turkey
EPHESUS

TURKEY

25th Sep Full Day
26th Sep

Blue Mosque, Turkey

You can also visit the battlefield of Balaclava
– scene of the ill-fated Charge of the Light
Brigade – or, at supplementary cost, spend a day
exploring Crimean battlefields in more depth.
Sail into Catherine the Great’s city of Odessa,
once home to the Russian poet, Alexander
Pushkin. Berthing within sight of the iconic
Potemkin Steps, explore the leafy streets of the
city and visit the Archaeological Museum with
its stunning collection of gold from Scythian
and Sarmatian burial grounds. This evening
you can enjoy a supplementary ballet
performance at the city’s fabled baroque-styled
Opera House.
Minerva’s final call in the Black Sea is to the
historic town of Nessebur. A walking tour along
the cobbled streets of this small town will reveal
carefully preserved wooden buildings and a
number of Byzantine churches. Minerva then
makes her way back through the narrow mosque
and palace-lined Bosphorus, the Sea of Marmara
and the Dardanelles to the Turkish port of Izmir
from where you can visit Ephesus, one of the
best-preserved cities of the ancient world.

PER PERSON PRICES MIN120912
Including Shore Excursions and Gratuities
Balcony suites from
Outside cabins from
Inside cabins from

$8,299
$5,299
$3,599

Prices for all categories are shown on pages 120-124.

GUEST SPEAKERS
Your guest speakers on this cruise include:
Professor Charles Higham – Scythians,
Greeks & Romans in the Black Sea.
Sir Tony Brenton KCMG – military and
contemporary history.
Dr Robert Bradnock – geopolitics of the
Black Sea.
The Revd Angela Tilby – Byzantine/Icons

ASHORE
A selection of inclusive tailor-made shore
excursions: Hagia Sophia & Blue Mosque,
Mosques & Spice Bazaar Walk, Topkapi Palace,
Samsun Town & Museums, Sumela Monastery,
Trabzon Town Tour, Batumi Tour, Livadia
Palace, Dagomys Tea Plantation, Sevastopol
City & Panorama, Balaclava, Chersonesos,
Odessa City Tour, Nessebur Walk & Byzantine
Churches, Ephesus.
Supplementary options include: Scutari, Music,
Mansions & Art of Odessa, Chekhov House
& Play, Full Day Crimean Battlefields, Odessa
Opera House Ballet, Full Day Sozopol.

OPTIONAL EXTENSIONS
Cappodocia & Istanbul (post-cruise);
4 night part escorted tour.
Please see pages 102-103 for details.

Call Swan Hellenic at (866) 923-9182
or visit www.swanhellenic.us
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HELLENIC HIGHLIGHTS
AUGUST 29 – SEPTEMBER 12, 2012

AGHIA
SOPHIA

15 Days from $2,899 per person

Istanbul
Turkey

11th Sep Full Day
12th Sep

TURKEY

AEGEAN
SEA

GREECE
Chios Greece

Piraeus
Greece

Mistra, Greece

5th Sep Full Day

29th Aug
30th Aug Afternoon
ACROPOLIS

MYCENAE

EPHESUS

Delos
Cyclades
3rd Sep
Morning

Nauplia
Peloponnese

2nd Sep Full Day

Paros Cyclades

MISTRA

Kusadasi Turkey
Mykonos
Cyclades

3rd Sep Eve

4th Sep Afternoon

8th Sep Eve/Overnight
9th Sep Full Day

Symi Dodecanese
6th Sep
Afternoon/Eve

Fethiye Turkey
7th Sep
Full Day/Eve

Gythion
Peloponnese

1st Sep Long Morning

CHANIA

Minerva returns to its traditional
cruising areas of Greece and Turkey.
In the company of our Greek guides,
discover Athens, today’s capital,
and Nauplia, the first capital of
independent Greece. Also visit Crete,
the largest Greek island, and some
of the smaller, far-flung islands
including Delos, Paros, Chios and
Symi, before cruising the Lycian
coast of Turkey to Istanbul.
Join Minerva in the birthplace of democracy,
Athens. Visit the iconic Acropolis before sailing
for Souda Bay on the island of Crete. A short
distance away is the picturesque city of Chania
which has preserved its traditional architecture
and most of its monuments from Venetian and
Turkish times.
Sail through the Sea of Crete to the southern
Peloponnese and the neo classical town
of Gythion. Explore the ruined Byzantine
city of Mistra which became the centre
of the Byzantine Empire after the fall of
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CRUISE HIGHLIGHTS

Souda Bay Crete

Agamemnon’s Hilltop Citadel
of Mycenae - Cycladic Islands
Ephesus - Aghia Sophia, Istanbul

31st Aug Long Morning

Constantinople, or discover the remote
peninsula of Mani, immortalised in the books
of Patrick Leigh Fermor. Nauplia, the first
capital of independent Greece, is the gateway
to legendary Mycenae, Agamemnon’s hilltop
citadel, and Epidauros, sanctuary of the healing
god, Asclepius. At Epidauros you’ll also find the
most beautifully preserved theatre on the Greek
mainland.
The Cyclades are so named because they form
a circle around the sacred isle of Delos. Spend
a morning exploring this ancient site before
sailing to the cosmopolitan island of Mykonos
and enjoying an independent evening ashore
or a meal in a local taverna. White marble
made Paros prosperous from the Early Cycladic
period onwards and, most famously, the Venus
de Milo was carved from Parian marble, as was
Napoleon’s tomb. Explore the main port town
of Parikia on a guided walk or enjoy a relaxing
scenic drive around the island.
Leaving the Cyclades, sail to the north-east
Aegean and the island of Chios, once famous
for the production of mastic. Visit some of the
mastic villages, such as Pyrgi, where its houses
are decorated with sgraffito, geometric patterns

of grey and white, and Mesta, a perfectly
preserved village-castle of the Byzantine period.
The Greek Orthodox monastery of Nea Moni,
founded in the 11th century, is also worth a visit.
Just off Turkey’s Lycian coast lies tranquil Symi
in the Dodecanese island group. As Minerva
approaches a colourful vista of neo classical
houses comes into view. Enjoy an afternoon at
leisure exploring Gialós, the enchanting 19th
century port area or walk up the old town
nestling in the hills above the sea.
Sail to Turkey’s Lycian coast where Fethiye
boasts no fewer than three UNESCO World
Heritage Sites: the derelict city of Kayaköy,
once a thriving Greek town, Xanthos, ancient
capital of the Lycian League and Letoön, a cult
centre favoured by Alexander the Great. North
along the Aegean coast is Kusadasi, gateway to
an impressive array of Roman and Greek sites
including the magnificent Roman city of Ephesus
and Hellenic Priene in its breathtaking setting.
Minerva transits the Dardanelles and the Sea
of Marmara en route to magnificent Istanbul.
Spend the final day of your cruise exploring the
heart of Old Istanbul, the early Christian mosaics
of Aghia Sophia and the famed Blue Mosque.

GREECE . TURKEY

Paros, Greece

“The Isles of Greece! the Isles of Greece!…
Eternal summer gilds them yet...”
Don Juan, Canto the Third – LXXXVI,
Lord Byron (British poet, 1788-1824)

Delos, Greece

PER PERSON PRICES
Balcony suites from
Outside cabins from
Inside cabins from

MIN120829

$6,699
$4,399
$2,899

Prices for all categories are shown on pages 120-124.

GUEST SPEAKERS
Your guest speakers on this cruise include:
Mr Nigel McGilchrist – archaeology, history,
geology & natural history.
Dr Michael Squire – classics.
The Revd Robin Griffith Jones – architecture.

ASHORE
A selection of inclusive tailor-made shore
excursions: Acropolis, Piraeus Museum, Chania,
Akrotiri Peninsula, Byzantine Mistra, Sparta,
Mycenae, Epidauros, Delos Walk, Parikia Walk,
Nea Moni, Pirgi & Mesta, Vathy Town Walk,
Xanthos, Ephesus, Didyma & Miletus, Aghia
Sophia & Blue Mosque.
Supplementary options include: Gulet Cruise,
Full Day Aphrodisias, Bosphorus Cruise.

OPTIONAL EXTENSIONS
3 night Athens City Stay (pre-cruise);
Please see pages 102-103 for details.
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A Byzantine Legacy
OCTOBER 10 – 24, 2012

CRUISE HIGHLIGHTS

15 Days from $3,199 per person

Corinth Canal Transit
Dubrovnik - overnight Venice
mosaics of Ravenna - Pompeii
Volcanoes of the Mediterranean

Venice Italy

15th Oct Afternoon/Overnight
16th Oct Full Day
DOGE'S PALACE

CROATIA

BYZANTINE
MOSAICS

Ravenna Italy

DIOCLETIAN’S
PALACE

17th Oct Full Day

Split Croatia

14th Oct Afternoon

ITALY

ADRIATIC
SEA

Naples

Dubrovnik Croatia

13th Oct Full Day/Eve
San Apollinare in Classe, Ravenna

Italy

Brindisi Italy

23rd Oct Full Day
24th Oct
POMPEII

19th Oct
Full Day

GREECE

LECCE

Crotone Italy

20th Oct Morning

Lipari
Aeolian Islands

22nd Oct Morning

Stromboli, Aeolian Islands

MOUNT ETNA

A cruise through the historic waters
of the Adriatic and the Mediterranean,
linking some of Europe’s finest cities –
Athens, Dubrovnik, Venice and Naples
– with a transit of the Corinth Canal.
Explore Split to discover Diocletian’s
Palace, Ravenna to see its world-class
collection of early Christian mosaics
and, as a final flourish, the volcanoes
of Etna, Vulcano, Vesuvius and
Stromboli.
Athens is the birthplace of western democracy
and the oldest city in Europe. Spend a morning
exploring the iconic Acropolis before Minerva
transits, in the early evening, the narrow, steep
sided Corinth Canal towards the western
Mediterranean and the Adriatic.
Enjoy a day settling into life on board while
Minerva cruises the Adriatic to the walled city
of Dubrovnik. Walk the city walls for spectacular
views over the city and take advantage of a late
night sailing to enjoy an evening ashore.
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ACROPOLIS

STROMBOLI
& VOLCANO

Catania Sicily

Piraeus
Greece

10th Oct
11th Oct Morning

Corinth Canal
11th Oct Eve

21st Oct Long Morning

In Split, explore the impressive ruins of
Diocletian’s Palace, built in the late 3rd century
AD by the Roman Emperor and where he
spent his final years following his abdication.
Watch from the Promenade Deck as Minerva
sails through the lagoon on her final approach
to Venice and glides past such iconic buildings
as the Doge’s Palace and the Byzantine St
Mark’s Basilica. With a day and a half in this
unique city there is plenty of time to admire
both art and architecture and even enjoy
dinner ashore before sailing south to Ravenna.
This city, a glittering showcase of Byzantine
art and culture, is world renowned for its
early Christian mosaics, said by Dante to be a
symphony of colour.
Minerva sails south through the Adriatic
to Brindisi, in the Italian region of Puglia.
The 18th century traveller, Thomas Ashe,
considered Baroque Lecce ‘the most beautiful
city in Italy’, while UNESCO recognised
Alberobello, with its 1500 trulli houses, as
a world heritage site. Calabria was once an
important Greek colonial settlement of Magna
Graecia and the town of Crotone is where

Pythagoras, the Greek mathematical thinker,
founded his school c530BC. Explore the ruins at
Capo Colonna or discover some of the distinctive
villages of southern Italy.
The Sicilian city of Catania is constructed from
lava that poured down from Mount Etna and
destroyed the city in 1669. Visit Taormina,
the 9th century capital of Byzantine Italy,
spectacularly located on a terrace of Monte
Tauro with views westwards to Mount Etna, or
climb Mount Etna itself. Leaving Catania, sail
through the narrow Messina Strait and, late in
the evening, close-cruise the volcanic island of
Stromboli where you might well see the active
volcano shooting red lava into the night sky.
Lipari is one of the volcanic Aeolian islands that
lie off the coast of Sicily. Explore the attractive
town and visit its excellent archaeological
museum or, on a supplementary excursion, cross
to the island of Vulcano, described by Homer as
the workshop of Hephaestus, the Greek god of
fire, to climb the volcano. Finally, cruise to the
colourful, crowded city of Naples, where Vesuvius
looms over the ruined Roman cities of Pompeii
and Herculaneum, before returning to London.

BLACK SEA ODYSSEY
SEPTEMBER 12 – 26, 2012
15 Days from $3,599 per person

“I lived then in dusty Odessa...
There, hustling, an abundant
trade sets up its sails...”
Fragments from Onegin’s Journey, tr
Vladimir Nabokov, Alexandr Pushkin
(Russian poet, 1799-1837)

Sumela Monastery, Turkey

Circumnavigate the Black Sea, at
the crossroads of the ancient world,
discovering its multi-layered history
from Scythian times onwards, to
its more recent military history
during both World Wars, where
historic battles were fought and
world-changing treaties signed.

Uspensky Cathedral, Odessa
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Begin your cruise in Istanbul, which straddles
east and west, discovering its Byzantine
treasures, mosques and bazaars. Minerva sails
through the narrow Bosphorus and into the
Black Sea to Samsun on the north coast of
Turkey. Ataturk landed here in May 1919 to
prepare the way for the War of Independence;
visit the house he stayed in and the
archaeological museum at Amaysa. Continue
cruising east to Trabzon, former Trebizond,
from where you can visit the ruins of Sumela
Monastery. The monastic complex soars over
900 feet above the ground, built into the rocky
cliffs of the Altindere Valley.
Your next port of call is Batumi in Georgia
which enjoys a humid subtropical climate.
Visit one of the largest botanical gardens of
the former Soviet Union, before returning
to Batumi to enjoy an exhilarating folkloric
performance. On the eastern shores of the
Black Sea is the Russian resort of Sochi, a
favourite summer resort since Stalin built a
dacha in the town, and currently preparing to
host the 22nd winter Olympics and Paralympic
Games in 2014. In the same climate zone

Livadia Palace, Yalta
as Batumi, you can sample Russian tea at
the world’s most northerly commercial tea
plantation.
Cruise across the Black Sea to the Crimean
peninsula. In Yalta visit Livadia Palace, site of
the historic Yalta Conference of 1945, or walk
the historic pathway laid out for the last Russian
Tsar, Nicholas II, enjoying stunning mountain
and sea views. Chekhov lived in Yalta for the
last years of his life and you can visit his house
and garden on a supplementary excursion.
The heroic naval seaport of Sevastopol
withstood siege for eleven months during
the Crimean War, an event recorded in the
magnificent Panorama, a huge circular canvas.

TURKEY . GEORGIA . RUSSIA . UKRAINE . BULGARIA

CRUISE HIGHLIGHTS

Odessa Ukraine

POTEMKIN
STEPS

UKRAINE

Black Sea Circuit - Sumela Monastery
Georgia Folkloric Dancers
Livadia Palace - Sevastopol Panorama
Odessa Mansions

21st Sep Afternoon/Eve

CRIMEA
LIVADIA
PALACE
BALACLAVA

BULGARIA

Yalta Ukraine

RUSSIA

19th Sep Afternoon/Eve

Sevastopol Ukraine

DAGOMYS
TEA HOUSE

20th Sep Full Day

Sochi Russia

18th Sep Morning

ST STEPHEN’S
CHURCH

BLACK SEA

GEORGIA

Nessebur Bulgaria
23rd Sep Full Day

Batumi Georgia
17th Sep Full Day

Samsun Turkey

BOSPHORUS

15th Sep Long Morning

Istanbul
Turkey

Trabzon Turkey
16th Sep Full Day

SUMELA
MONASTERY

12th Sep
13th Sep Full Day

Izmir
Turkey
EPHESUS

TURKEY

25th Sep Full Day
26th Sep

Blue Mosque, Turkey
You can also visit the battlefield of Balaclava
– scene of the ill-fated Charge of the Light
Brigade – or, at supplementary cost, spend a day
exploring Crimean battlefields in more depth.
Sail into Catherine the Great’s city of Odessa,
once home to the Russian poet, Alexander
Pushkin. Berthing within sight of the iconic
Potemkin Steps, explore the leafy streets of the
city and visit the Archaeological Museum with
its stunning collection of gold from Scythian
and Sarmatian burial grounds. This evening
you can enjoy a supplementary ballet
performance at the city’s fabled baroque-styled
Opera House.
Minerva’s final call in the Black Sea is to the
historic town of Nessebur. A walking tour along
the cobbled streets of this small town will reveal
carefully preserved wooden buildings and a
number of Byzantine churches. Minerva then
makes her way back through the narrow mosque
and palace-lined Bosphorus, the Sea of Marmara
and the Dardanelles to the Turkish port of Izmir
from where you can visit Ephesus, one of the
best-preserved cities of the ancient world.

PER PERSON PRICES MIN120912
Including Shore Excursions and Gratuities
Balcony suites from
Outside cabins from
Inside cabins from

$8,299
$5,299
$3,599

Prices for all categories are shown on pages 120-124.

GUEST SPEAKERS
Your guest speakers on this cruise include:
Professor Charles Higham – Scythians,
Greeks & Romans in the Black Sea.
Sir Tony Brenton KCMG – military and
contemporary history.
Dr Robert Bradnock – geopolitics of the
Black Sea.
The Revd Angela Tilby – Byzantine/Icons

ASHORE
A selection of inclusive tailor-made shore
excursions: Hagia Sophia & Blue Mosque,
Mosques & Spice Bazaar Walk, Topkapi Palace,
Samsun Town & Museums, Sumela Monastery,
Trabzon Town Tour, Batumi Tour, Livadia
Palace, Dagomys Tea Plantation, Sevastopol
City & Panorama, Balaclava, Chersonesos,
Odessa City Tour, Nessebur Walk & Byzantine
Churches, Ephesus.
Supplementary options include: Scutari, Music,
Mansions & Art of Odessa, Chekhov House
& Play, Full Day Crimean Battlefields, Odessa
Opera House Ballet, Full Day Sozopol.

OPTIONAL EXTENSIONS
Cappodocia & Istanbul (post-cruise);
4 night part escorted tour.
Please see pages 102-103 for details.

Call Swan Hellenic at (866) 923-9182
or visit www.swanhellenic.us
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Aegean and Levant
SEPTEMBER 26 – OCTOBER 10, 2012
15 Days from $3,199 per person

PHILIPPI

Thessaloniki Greece

28th Sep Afternoon/Eve

Kavalla Greece

29th Sep Afternoon/Eve

VERGINA

MOUNT
ATHOS

GREECE
Piraeus
Greece

AEGEAN
SEA

9th Oct Full Day
10th Oct

ACROPOLIS

Syros Cyclades
8th Oct
Long Morning

Izmir
Turkey

26th Sep
27th Sep Morning

Deer of Mandraki, Rhodes

TURKEY

EPHESUS

Rhodes Greece
1st Oct
Long Morning

Antalya Turkey
2nd Oct Full Day
PHASELIS

Tasucu
Turkey

3rd Oct
Afternoon

GRAND
MASTER’S
PALACE

CRUISE HIGHLIGHTS
Treasures of Vergina
Aspendos Theatre - Remote Turkey
Cedar Grove - Byblos - Baalbeck
Acropolis

TROODOS
MOUNTAINS
MEDITERRANEAN
SEA

Tripoli Lebanon
4th Oct Full Day

Limassol Cyprus

CEDAR GROVE
BYBLOS

6th Oct Full Day

Beirut Lebanon
5th Oct Full Day

From the northern Aegean to the
eastern Mediterranean, follow in
the footsteps of early Christians,
Emperors and Crusaders, discovering
important cities of the Roman
Empire, medieval cities of the Knights
of St John and Crusader castles.
Further off the beaten track, close
cruise Mount Athos, discover royal
tombs at Vergina and visit remote
Greek islands and Turkish villages.

Stone Lettering, Phaselis
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Join Minerva in Izmir, Turkey, gateway to
Ephesus, one of the best preserved Roman
sites in Turkey. St Paul visited Ephesus and
Thessaloniki, Minerva’s next port of call.
From Thessaloniki, once the second city of the
Byzantine Empire after Constantinople, drive
to Vergina where excavations have revealed a
splendid Macedonian palace and royal tombs,
including that of Philip of Macedon, father of
Alexander the Great. Enjoy an early morning
close cruise of the ‘holy mountain’ of Mount
Athos, before an early afternoon arrival at
Kavalla to visit Philippi – renamed in honour of
Philip of Macedon – and also visited by
St Paul.
Minerva sails south to the island of Rhodes,
once the base of the Order of the St John of
Jerusalem, Knights Hospitaller, in the early
14th century. Enter the preserved medieval
city through one of the gates in the double
walls and walk along the Street of Knights to
visit the Grand Master’s Palace and, perhaps,
the Archaeological Museum. A supplementary
excursion to Lindos will also show you where
St Paul is thought to have been shipwrecked

LEBANON

BAALBEK

SOUKS
ST GILLES CASTLE

Ephesus Theatre, Turkey
on his journey to Rome. There is time to enjoy
a taverna lunch ashore before sailing east to
Antalya on Turkey’s Mediterranean coast.
Marvel at the wonderfully preserved theatre
at Aspendos, one of the finest in Asia Minor;
wander the streets of ancient Phaselis, situated
amongst beautiful pine trees and three scenic
bays, or climb to the impenetrable eagle’s
nest city of Termessos, high in the Taurus
Mountains. Cruise further east to the Turkish
port of Tasucu from where you can drive to the
remote village of Uzuncaburç and the ruined
Temple of Zeus Olbius.

TURKEY . GREECE . LEBANON . CYPRUS

“History is the witness that testifies to the
passing of time; it illumines reality, vitalizes
memory, provides guidance in daily life,
and brings us tidings of antiquity.”
Marcus Tullius Cicero (Roman lawyer, writer,
scholar and orator, 106BC-43BC.

Beiteddine Palace, Lebanon
Follow the Knights of St John to the Lebanon.
Enjoy a call to Tripoli, a blend of ancient and
modern where you can visit St Gilles Castle with
Crusader, Mamluk and Ottoman architecture
or view the last remaining biblical cedar grove
known locally as ‘arz ar-rab’ – God’s cedars.
From Beirut explore the fishing village of
Byblos with its Roman remains and Crusader
Castle. It claims to be one of the oldest
continually inhabited towns and birthplace of
the modern alphabet. Or enjoy a supplementary
full-day excursion to the well preserved Roman
city of Baalbeck.
From Limassol, on the island of Cyprus, you can
explore Nicosia, the world’s last divided capital,
or visit Paphos, where St Paul converted the
Roman Proconsul to Christianity and enjoy an
afternoon at leisure. Sail for Piraeus, stopping
en route to spend a morning on the delightful
Greek island of Syros, where its main town,
Ermoupolis, is known for its marble paved
streets, churches and old mansion houses.
Spend the final day of your cruise in Athens to
visit or re-visit the iconic Acropolis and the new
Acropolis Museum.

PER PERSON PRICES MIN120926
Including Shore Excursions and Gratuities
Balcony suites from
Outside cabins from
Inside cabins from

$7,399
$4,699
$3,199

OPTIONAL EXTENSIONS
Cappodocia & Istanbul (pre-cruise);
4 night part escorted tour.
3 night Athens City Stay (post-cruise).
Please see pages 102-103 for details.

Prices for all categories are shown on pages 120-124.

GUEST SPEAKERS
Your guest speakers on this cruise include:
Sir Michael Llewellyn-Smith – contemporary
Greece and Turkey.
Dame Averil Cameron – late Antique/
Byzantine world.
The Very Revd David Brindley – St Paul.

ASHORE
A selection of inclusive tailor-made shore
excursions: Ephesus, Vergina Royal Tombs,
Pella, Philippi, Rhodes Town Walk, Aspendos,
Phaselis, Uzuncaberc Village, Tripoli City Tour,
Cedars & St Anthony’s Monastery, Byblos,
Beirut City Tour, Beit Eddine Palace, Nicosia,
Paphos, Syros Town Walk, Acropolis.
Supplementary options include: Lindos, Full
Day Aspendos & Perge, Full Day Baalbek.

Syros, Greece

Call Swan Hellenic at (866) 923-9182
or visit www.swanhellenic.us
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A Byzantine Legacy
OCTOBER 10 – 24, 2012

CRUISE HIGHLIGHTS

15 Days from $3,199 per person

Corinth Canal Transit
Dubrovnik - overnight Venice
mosaics of Ravenna - Pompeii
Volcanoes of the Mediterranean

Venice Italy

15th Oct Afternoon/Overnight
16th Oct Full Day
DOGE'S PALACE

CROATIA

BYZANTINE
MOSAICS

Ravenna Italy

DIOCLETIAN’S
PALACE

17th Oct Full Day

Split Croatia

14th Oct Afternoon

ITALY

ADRIATIC
SEA

Naples

Dubrovnik Croatia

13th Oct Full Day/Eve
San Apollinare in Classe, Ravenna

Italy

Brindisi Italy

23rd Oct Full Day
24th Oct
POMPEII

19th Oct
Full Day

GREECE

LECCE

Crotone Italy

20th Oct Morning

Lipari
Aeolian Islands

22nd Oct Morning

Stromboli, Aeolian Islands

MOUNT ETNA

A cruise through the historic waters
of the Adriatic and the Mediterranean,
linking some of Europe’s finest cities –
Athens, Dubrovnik, Venice and Naples
– with a transit of the Corinth Canal.
Explore Split to discover Diocletian’s
Palace, Ravenna to see its world-class
collection of early Christian mosaics
and, as a final flourish, the volcanoes
of Etna, Vulcano, Vesuvius and
Stromboli.
Athens is the birthplace of western democracy
and the oldest city in Europe. Spend a morning
exploring the iconic Acropolis before Minerva
transits, in the early evening, the narrow, steep
sided Corinth Canal towards the western
Mediterranean and the Adriatic.
Enjoy a day settling into life on board while
Minerva cruises the Adriatic to the walled city
of Dubrovnik. Walk the city walls for spectacular
views over the city and take advantage of a late
night sailing to enjoy an evening ashore.
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ACROPOLIS

STROMBOLI
& VOLCANO

Catania Sicily

Piraeus
Greece

10th Oct
11th Oct Morning

Corinth Canal
11th Oct Eve

21st Oct Long Morning

In Split, explore the impressive ruins of
Diocletian’s Palace, built in the late 3rd century
AD by the Roman Emperor and where he
spent his final years following his abdication.
Watch from the Promenade Deck as Minerva
sails through the lagoon on her final approach
to Venice and glides past such iconic buildings
as the Doge’s Palace and the Byzantine St
Mark’s Basilica. With a day and a half in this
unique city there is plenty of time to admire
both art and architecture and even enjoy
dinner ashore before sailing south to Ravenna.
This city, a glittering showcase of Byzantine
art and culture, is world renowned for its
early Christian mosaics, said by Dante to be a
symphony of colour.
Minerva sails south through the Adriatic
to Brindisi, in the Italian region of Puglia.
The 18th century traveller, Thomas Ashe,
considered Baroque Lecce ‘the most beautiful
city in Italy’, while UNESCO recognised
Alberobello, with its 1500 trulli houses, as
a world heritage site. Calabria was once an
important Greek colonial settlement of Magna
Graecia and the town of Crotone is where

Pythagoras, the Greek mathematical thinker,
founded his school c530BC. Explore the ruins at
Capo Colonna or discover some of the distinctive
villages of southern Italy.
The Sicilian city of Catania is constructed from
lava that poured down from Mount Etna and
destroyed the city in 1669. Visit Taormina,
the 9th century capital of Byzantine Italy,
spectacularly located on a terrace of Monte
Tauro with views westwards to Mount Etna, or
climb Mount Etna itself. Leaving Catania, sail
through the narrow Messina Strait and, late in
the evening, close-cruise the volcanic island of
Stromboli where you might well see the active
volcano shooting red lava into the night sky.
Lipari is one of the volcanic Aeolian islands that
lie off the coast of Sicily. Explore the attractive
town and visit its excellent archaeological
museum or, on a supplementary excursion, cross
to the island of Vulcano, described by Homer as
the workshop of Hephaestus, the Greek god of
fire, to climb the volcano. Finally, cruise to the
colourful, crowded city of Naples, where Vesuvius
looms over the ruined Roman cities of Pompeii
and Herculaneum, before returning to London.

GREECE . CROATIA . ITALY . SICILY . AEOLIAN ISLANDS

Canals of Venice, Italy

“And I saw light in river
form with tide
Of fulgent fire between
two margins teeming”
From The Divine Comedy, Dante Alighieri
(Italian poet and writer, 1265-1321)

Split, Croatia

PER PERSON PRICES
Balcony suites from
Outside cabins from
Inside cabins from

MIN121010

$7,399
$4,699
$3,199

Prices for all categories are shown on pages 120-124.

GUEST SPEAKERS
Your guest speakers on this cruise include:
Dr Peter Cattermole – volcanology.
Mrs Nirvana Romell – NADFAS speaker;
Croatian art & culture.
Dr Richard Chartres – history.
Mr Tom Holland – Greek & Roman world.

ASHORE
A selection of inclusive tailor-made shore
excursions: Acropolis, Benaki Museum,
Dubrovnik City Walk, Cavtat & Riviera
Drive, Split & Diocletian’s Palace, Doge’s
Palace, Torcello & Murano, Venice Walk,
Palladio Villas, Ravenna City Tour, Lecce,
Egnazia, Capo Colonia, Taormina, Pompeii,
Herculaneum, Naples Archaeological Museum.
Supplementary options include: Venice Palace
and Gondola, Venice Evening Concert, Mount
Etna, Konavle.

OPTIONAL EXTENSIONS
3 night Athens City Stay (pre-cruise);
Please see pages 102-103 for details.
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EGYPT . DJIBOUTI . OMAN . UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

CRUISE HIGHLIGHTS
Karnak Temple & Valley of Kings
Cruising on Minerva
Forts & Palaces of Oman
Musandam Fjord - Dubai skyline

Safaga
Egypt

EGYPT

21st Nov
22nd Nov Full Day/Eve

Khasab Oman

Dubai

3rd Dec Afternoon

UAE

4th Dec Full Day
5th Dec

KARNAK TEMPLE
VALLEY OF THE KINGS
DEIR EL MEDINEH TOMBS

UAE

NAKHL
FORT

MUSANDAM
PENINSULA

Muscat Oman

SAUDI
ARABIA

1st Dec Evening
2nd Dec Morning

OMAN

RED
SEA

ANCIENT
FRANKINCENSE
PORTS

Salalah Oman

ARABIAN
SEA

29th Nov Afternoon

Djibouti Djibouti
26th Nov Full Day
Temple of Karnak, Luxor

Mosque Facade, Dubai

Fascinating archaeological remains are
now being excavated, such as Al Baleed, a
prosperous port and trading centre at the
height of the frankincense trade.

were only accessible by mountain path.
Cruise by local boat along the breathtaking
arid Musandam Fjord, renowned for its eerie
silence.

As Minerva cruises the Arabian Sea, soak up
the winter sunshine before arriving late
afternoon in Muscat, the capital city of Oman.
With an evening in port you could visit the
souk with its silver and gold jewellery, coffee
pots, frankincense, hand woven textiles, carpets
and baskets.

From the ancient buildings of the East, cruise
to the dynamic 21st century city of Dubai.
Enjoy a guided tour of this ever-growing city
including the old Bastakiya district with its
narrow lanes and tall windtowers. Wander in
the traditional gold spice souks, cruise along the
Creek on one of the traditional Dhows and visit
Al Fahidi Fort built in 1799 and now housing
the Dubai Museum. By contrast marvel at the
towering 21st century architecture.

The following morning enjoy a guided tour
of Muscat, viewing the famous twin forts, the
Sultan’s Palace and the Said Bin Tamour
Mosque or take a supplementary boat safari to
look out for the dolphins that live and breed
in Omani waters. Another option is to visit the
restored Nakhl fort, built to protect trade
routes from Nizwa to the coast.
The following day Minerva calls at the
Omani port of Khasab, located in the unique
fjord-like landscape of the desert area. Visit
the fine, preserved Omani fort, or one of
the Bedouin villages which, until the 1980s,

PER PERSON PRICES MIN121121

Including Shore Excursions and Gratuities

Balcony suites from
Outside cabins from
Inside cabins from

$5,099
$3,299
$2,199

Prices for all categories are shown on pages 120-124.

GUEST SPEAKERS
Your guest speakers on this cruise include:
Professor Carole Hillenbrand – Islamic
history.
Professor Robert Hillenbrand – Islamic art
and architecture.

ASHORE
A selection of inclusive tailor-made shore
excursions including: Full Day Karnac Temple
& Valley of the Kings, Djibouti Town Tour,
Sights of Dhofar, Muscat City Tour, Nakhl
Fort, Musandam Fjord Cruise, Dubai City Tour
and Creek Cruise, Sharjah.
Supplementary options include: Full Day Lake
Assal, Dolphin Safari, Burj Khalifa & New
Dubai.

OPTIONAL EXTENSIONS
3 night Dubai City Stay (post-cruise);
Please see pages 102-103 for details.

Call Swan Hellenic at (866) 923-9182
or visit www.swanhellenic.us
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The mediterranean wORLD
OCTOBER 24 – NOVEMBER 7, 2012

Enjoy the relaxed pace of this autumn
cruise which links historic cities
and islands of the Mediterranean,
exploring the rise and fall of
civilisations from the ancient world
of the Phoenicians and Romans to
the more recent past of the Sicilian
Norman Kingdom and Maltese
stronghold of the Knights of St John.

15 Days from $3,099 per person

Livorno Italy

PISA

27th Oct Full Day

LUCCA

Civitavecchia Italy
28th Oct
Full Day

Naples

ROME

Italy

ETRUSCAN
TOMBS

24th Oct
25th Oct Full Day/Eve

POMPEII

Alghero Sardinia

29th Oct Afternoon T Y R R H E N I A N
SEA

Trapani Sicily

1st Nov Full Day
CARTHAGE

Palermo Sicily
31st Oct
Full Day/Eve

Piraeus
Greece

6th Nov Full day
7th Nov

ACROPOLIS

MONREALE

La Goulette Tunisia
2nd Nov Full Day

EL DJEM

Sousse Tunisia
3rd Nov
Morning

MEDITERRANEAN
SEA

Valletta Malta

4th Nov Morning

TUNISIA

CRUISE HIGHLIGHTS
Pompeii - Campo dei Miracoli, Pisa
Etruscan Tombs - Norman Palermo
El Djem Roman Ampitheatre

Pompeii with Mt Vesuvius, Italy
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Florence, Italy

Join Minerva in the vibrant city of Naples
where Vesuvius looms over the ruined cities of
Pompeii and Herculaneum. The Archaeological
Museum houses finds from both towns, together
with some impressive mosaics. Spend a day
cruising the Middle, or Mediterranean Sea, to
the Tuscan port of Livorno. With a whole day
in port explore Lucca, the town of Puccini’s
birth, and Pisa, with its famous leaning tower,
or – at a supplementary cost – spend the day
in Renaissance Florence. From Civitavecchia
discover painted Etruscan tombs at Tarquinia or
book the supplementary full-day excursion to
Rome to discover some of the treasures of the
ancient city.
During the next few days Minerva explores
some of the larger islands of the Mediterranean.
Cruise south to the island of Sardinia and the
ancient town of Alghero. Spend the afternoon
among the honey-coloured buildings, cobbled
streets and bustling squares or learn more about
the beehive-shaped megalithic nuraghes, which
are unique to the island. Spend a day at sea,
cruising south to Sicily, the largest island in the
Mediterranean. Palermo was Europe’s grandest
city in the 12th century and a guided walk will
reveal palaces, castles and churches.
Overlooking Palermo is the small town of
Monreale with its splendid Norman cathedral,
the interior of which is decorated with
mosaics containing more than 4,800 lbs of
pure gold.

Monastery of Monreale, Palermo, Sicily

ITALY . SARDINIA . SICILY . TUNISIA . MALTA . GREECE

“Towered cities please us then,
And the busy hum of men.”
L’Allegro, John Milton
(English poet, 1608-1674)

El Djem, Tunisia
After a day in Palermo spend the next day
in Trapani to visit Segesta, ancient capital of
the Elymians. The majestic Doric Temple
has survived the ravages of time and stands
in splendid isolation on the hill facing Monte
Barbaro.
Sail south across the Mediterranean to the
North African coast and the port of La
Goulette in Tunisia. Visit Carthage, the richest
sea port in ancient times which was destroyed
by the Romans in 146BC, and then explore the
Bardo Museum, renowned for its marvellous
collection of Roman mosaics. Sousse, your
second Tunisian port of call, has been settled
by Phoenicians, Romans, Byzantines and
Arabs, each of whom has left their imprint
on this colourful town. Drive from Sousse to
discover the spectacular 3rd century Roman
amphitheatre of El Djem, once the sixth largest
arena in the Roman Empire, and the nearby
museum with its fine collection of mosaics.
Sail into the grand fortified harbour of Valletta
for a morning call. Explore the well-preserved
city of the Knights of St John or tour the island,
a microcosm of the Mediterranean.

After a relaxing day at sea, sail into Piraeus
harbour, gateway to Athens, birthplace of
democracy. With a full day in port explore
one of the city’s excellent museums or see
the Acropolis which can still inspire visitors
– a perfect finale to your cruise exploring the
highlights of the Middle Sea

PER PERSON PRICES MIN121024
Including Shore Excursions and Gratuities
Balcony suites from
Outside cabins from
Inside cabins from

$7,299
$4,599
$3,099

ASHORE
A selection of inclusive tailor-made shore
excursions: Pompeii, Herculaneum, Lucca,
Pisa, Etruscan Tombs – Tarquinia, Viterbo,
Sardinia Scenic Drive, Monreale, Segesta,
Selinunte, Carthage, Bardo Museum, El Djem
Ampitheatre, Valletta Town Walk, Malta Island
Drive & Mdina, Acropolis, New Acropolis
Museum, Corinth.
Supplementary options include: Full Day
Florence, Full Day Rome, Palermo Palace &
Walk, Full Day Dougga.

Prices for all categories are shown on pages 120-124.

OPTIONAL EXTENSIONS

GUEST SPEAKERS

3 night Athens City Stay (post-cruise);
Please see pages 102-103 for details.

Your guest speakers on this cruise include:
Mr Jeremy Paterson – Italian, Roman,
Carthaginian history & archaeology.
Mr Andy Bunten – ornithology & wildlife.
Professor Colin Renfrew – archaeology.

Call Swan Hellenic at (866) 923-9182
or visit www.swanhellenic.us
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TREASURES of the NEAR EAST
NOVEMBER 7 – 21, 2012

Roman cities, Crusader castles and
Egyptian treasures are in abundance
in this leisurely cruise from Athens
to the Levant, through the Suez
Canal and into the Red Sea.

15 Days from $2,899 per person

TURKEY

Piraeus
Greece

Antalya Turkey

7th Nov
8th Nov Morning

10th Nov Morning
ASPENDOS
THEATRE

Tripoli Lebanon

NICOSIA

12th Nov Full Day

LEBANON

Limassol Cyprus
EASTERN
MEDITERRANEAN
SEA

BYBLOS

11th Nov Full Day

Beirut Lebanon

13th Nov Full Day
BAALBEK

JORDAN
Port Said Egypt
14th Nov Evening

SUEZ CANAL
TRANSIT

CAIRO

PETRA

El Sokhna Egypt

Aqaba Jordan

16th Nov
Full Day/Eve ST CATHERINE'S

18th Nov Full Day

MONASTERY
DESERT DRIVE

EGYPT

Sharm el Sheikh Egypt

KARNAK TEMPLE
VALLEY OF THE KINGS

19th Nov Full Day

Safaga

CRUISE HIGHLIGHTS
Acropolis - Aspendos - Baalbek
Roman Apamea - Byblos
Cairo & Pyramids - Petra & the Siq
Wadi Rum - Karnak Temple

House of Dionysus, Paphos
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Egypt

20th Nov Full Day
21st Nov
RED
SEA

Baalbek Temple, Lebanon

Embark in port of Piraeus from where you can
walk through the Ancient Agora on the slopes
of the Acropolis or discover more about the
ancient port of Piraeus in the nearby museum.
As you settle into your cabin, Minerva sails to
Turkey’s Mediterranean Riviera and the city of
Antalya. With a morning in port, marvel at one
of the finest theatres in Asia Minor at Aspendos
or wander the streets of the ancient Lycian port
of Phaselis. You might choose to spend the
afternoon or evening exploring the Old Town
of Antalya.
Sail to Aphrodite’s Island of Cyprus where you
can drive inland to see the world’s last divided
capital, Nicosia, or drive west to the ancient
coastal city of Paphos to view the beautiful
mosaics at the remains of the Roman governor’s
palace.
Sail to the Lebanon and enjoy a call to Tripoli,
a blend of ancient and modern where you can
visit St Gilles Castle with Crusader, Mamluk
and Ottoman architecture or view the last
remaining biblical cedar grove known locally as
‘arz ar-rab’ – God’s cedars.
From Beirut explore the fishing village of
Byblos with its Roman remains and Crusader
Castle. It claims to be one of the oldest
continually inhabited towns and birthplace of
the modern alphabet. Or enjoy a supplementary
full-day excursion to the well preserved Roman
city of Baalbek.
Arrive in Egypt’s Port Said in the late afternoon
of the following day, and enjoy an independent
evening ashore prior to Minerva’s daytime
transit of the Suez Canal. From the port of El
Sokhna, take an early morning drive across the
desert to Cairo and the Pyramids at Giza, the
remarkable Solar Boat of Cheops, the Sphinx
and the Granite Temple.

Wadi Rum, Jordan

GREECE . TURKEY . CYPRUS . LEBANON . EGYPT . JORDAN

“Match me such marvel save
in Eastern clime, A rose-red
city half as old as time”.
Petra, John William Burgon (Dean of
Chichester Cathedral, 1813–1888)

Petra, Jordan
For those who have visited Cairo before,
another option is to visit the Coptic Christian
monasteries of St Anthony and St Paul, the
oldest inhabited monasteries in Egypt.
Luxuriate in the winter sunshine as Minerva
cruises the Red Sea to Aqaba in Jordan. Enjoy
an inclusive excursion to explore the Nabataean
city of Petra, often described as the eighth
wonder of the world. Petra is a unique city and
nothing can prepare you for the first glimpse
of the Treasury at the end of the narrow Siq.
From Sharm el Sheikh drive to remote St
Catherine’s Monastery enclosed within massive
granite walls. Or enjoy an exhilarating 4x4 drive
to see the striking landscapes of the Southern
Sinai desert.
From the Red Sea port of Safaga, drive to
Luxor, a city synonymous with the glorious
temples of Karnak. Marvel at the scale and
magnitude of the Precinct of Amun before
crossing the Nile to the dramatic Valley of
the Kings.

PER PERSON PRICES MIN121107

Including Shore Excursions and Gratuities

Balcony suites from
Outside cabins from
Inside cabins from

$6,799
$4,299
$2,899

Prices for all categories are shown on pages 120-124.

GUEST SPEAKERS
Your guest speakers on this cruise include:
Professor Carole Hillenbrand – Islamic
history.
Professor Robert Hillenbrand – Islamic art
and architecture.
Mr Adrian Sindall – the modern world.
Canon Ralph Godsall – history.

OPTIONAL EXTENSIONS
3 night Athens City Stay (pre-cruise);
Please see pages 102-103 for details.

Pyramids, Egypt

ASHORE
A selection of inclusive tailor-made shore
excursions: Acropolis, Piraeus Museum, Aspendos
Theatre, Phaselis, Nicosia, Paphos, Tripoli City
Tour, Cedars & St Anthony’s Monastery, Byblos,
Beirut City Tour, Beit Eddine Palace, Full Day
Cairo & Pyramids, Full Day Petra, Wadi Rum,
Desert Drive, Glass Bottom Boat Cruise, Full
Day Karnac & Valley of Kings.
Supplementary options include: Corinth Canal,
Baalbek, St Anthony & St Paul Monasteries.

Call Swan Hellenic at (866) 923-9182
or visit www.swanhellenic.us
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PASSAGE to OMAN
NOVEMBER 21 – DECEMBER 5, 2012
15 Days from $2,199 per person

“Of travellers in some shady haunt,
Among Arabian sands…”
The Reaper, William Wordsworth
(English poet, 1770–1850)

Dubai Creek

Discover Arab and nomadic culture
as you follow ancient trade routes
from Egypt down through the
Red Sea and around the Arabian
peninsula to Oman and Dubai.
Discover Egyptian antiquities,
traditional merchant houses,
archaeological sites, atmospheric
souks, ancient frankincense trade
routes and ports, palaces and
mosques and – as a complete contrast
– the 21st century city of Dubai.

Frankincense tree, Salalah
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Embark Minerva in the Egyptian port of Safaga,
gateway to Luxor on the banks of the River
Nile. Discover magnificent Karnak Temple, visit
the Ramesseum and the Pharoahs’ tombs in the
Valley of the Kings. Less frequently visited is the
Valley of the Queens and the fascinating Deir El
Medineh – the Valley of the Workers – formerly
occupied by those who created and decorated
the tombs in the Valley of the Kings. After three
relaxing days cruising the Red Sea, settling into
your cabin, listening to enlightening talks by our
Guest Speakers or perhaps relaxing on deck in
the winter sunshine, Minerva arrives in Djibouti.
Explore this East African town’s lively blend of
colonial French and Arab influences or take a full
day supplementary excursion driving out to see
the salt flats at Lake Assal. This evening enjoy a
display of local dancing.
Spend two leisurely days at sea, perhaps
attending one of our on board workshops, as
Minerva sails to Oman. Spend an afternoon
exploring Salalah, known for the frankincense
tree, visit the museum in the Salalah Cultural
Centre and drive out into the foothills to the
small mosque known as Job’s Tomb.

Grand Mosque, Muscat

EGYPT . DJIBOUTI . OMAN . UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

CRUISE HIGHLIGHTS
Karnak Temple & Valley of Kings
Cruising on Minerva
Forts & Palaces of Oman
Musandam Fjord - Dubai skyline

Safaga
Egypt

EGYPT

21st Nov
22nd Nov Full Day/Eve

Khasab Oman

Dubai

3rd Dec Afternoon

UAE

4th Dec Full Day
5th Dec

KARNAK TEMPLE
VALLEY OF THE KINGS
DEIR EL MEDINEH TOMBS

UAE

NAKHL
FORT

MUSANDAM
PENINSULA

Muscat Oman

SAUDI
ARABIA

1st Dec Evening
2nd Dec Morning

OMAN

RED
SEA

ANCIENT
FRANKINCENSE
PORTS

Salalah Oman

ARABIAN
SEA

29th Nov Afternoon

Djibouti Djibouti
26th Nov Full Day

Temple of Karnak, Luxor

Mosque Facade, Dubai

Fascinating archaeological remains are
now being excavated, such as Al Baleed, a
prosperous port and trading centre at the
height of the frankincense trade.

were only accessible by mountain path.
Cruise by local boat along the breathtaking
arid Musandam Fjord, renowned for its eerie
silence.

As Minerva cruises the Arabian Sea, soak up
the winter sunshine before arriving late
afternoon in Muscat, the capital city of Oman.
With an evening in port you could visit the
souk with its silver and gold jewellery, coffee
pots, frankincense, hand woven textiles, carpets
and baskets.

From the ancient buildings of the East, cruise
to the dynamic 21st century city of Dubai.
Enjoy a guided tour of this ever-growing city
including the old Bastakiya district with its
narrow lanes and tall windtowers. Wander in
the traditional gold spice souks, cruise along the
Creek on one of the traditional Dhows and visit
Al Fahidi Fort built in 1799 and now housing
the Dubai Museum. By contrast marvel at the
towering 21st century architecture.

The following morning enjoy a guided tour
of Muscat, viewing the famous twin forts, the
Sultan’s Palace and the Said Bin Tamour
Mosque or take a supplementary boat safari to
look out for the dolphins that live and breed
in Omani waters. Another option is to visit the
restored Nakhl fort, built to protect trade
routes from Nizwa to the coast.
The following day Minerva calls at the
Omani port of Khasab, located in the unique
fjord-like landscape of the desert area. Visit
the fine, preserved Omani fort, or one of
the Bedouin villages which, until the 1980s,

PER PERSON PRICES MIN121121

Including Shore Excursions and Gratuities

Balcony suites from
Outside cabins from
Inside cabins from

$5,099
$3,299
$2,199

Prices for all categories are shown on pages 120-124.

GUEST SPEAKERS
Your guest speakers on this cruise include:
Professor Carole Hillenbrand – Islamic
history.
Professor Robert Hillenbrand – Islamic art
and architecture.

ASHORE
A selection of inclusive tailor-made shore
excursions including: Full Day Karnac Temple
& Valley of the Kings, Djibouti Town Tour,
Sights of Dhofar, Muscat City Tour, Nakhl
Fort, Musandam Fjord Cruise, Dubai City Tour
and Creek Cruise, Sharjah.
Supplementary options include: Full Day Lake
Assal, Dolphin Safari, Burj Khalifa & New
Dubai.

OPTIONAL EXTENSIONS
3 night Dubai City Stay (post-cruise);
Please see pages 102-103 for details.

Call Swan Hellenic at (866) 923-9182
or visit www.swanhellenic.us
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CRUISES TO THE EAST
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THE
INTRIGUE
OF THE

east

“The journey of a thousand miles
begins with one step.”
Lao Tzu (Chinese Taoist philosopher, 600-531BC)
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Colours of India
DECEMBER 5 – 19, 2012
15 Days from $2,599 per person

“India has 2,000,000 gods, and
worships them all. In religion other
countries are paupers; India is the
only millionaire.”
Following the Equator, Mark Twain
(American author, 1835–1910)

Temple of the Tooth, Kandy

Cruise the Arabian Sea and Indian
Ocean, from the United Arab
Emirates to the pearl of the Indian
Ocean, Sri Lanka. Learn more
about Islamic, Hindu and Buddhist
cultures and the trade that unites
them and explore intricate temples,
colonial towns and colourful local
markets.

Vishnu Temple of Kochi
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Begin your cruise in the ubiquitous city of
contrasts, Dubai, on the southern shores of the
Persian Gulf. Explore ancient souks and survey
the striking 21st century architecture where the
world’s tallest skyscraper, Burj Khalifa, seems to
dwarf the skyline or admire the city from the
Creek on a leisurely dhow cruise. The following
morning Minerva arrives in Oman and the port
of Khasab. A dhow trip along the longest fjord
of Musandam offers an insight into the arid,
mountainous landscape while an exciting 4x4
drive includes a visit to a local Bedouin village.

Raj architecture reveals colonial treasures such as
the Gateway of India and Victoria train station,
whereas a visit to Elephanta Island will uncover
a towering Shiva sculpture at the centre of a
labyrinth of cave temples.

Sailing shortly after lunch, Minerva spends the
afternoon and the following two days cruising
the Arabian Sea. Settle into your cabin, relax
and enjoy introductory talks by your Guest
Speakers anticipating the sights to come. The
first port of call in India is Gandhi’s birthplace,
Porbandar, in the state of Gujarat. See colourful
local markets as well as the mid 19th century
haveli of the Gandhi family and Kirti Mandir, a
memorial to Mahatma Gandhi.

Kerala is recognised as one of the most serenely
beautiful states in India. Discover the riverine life
of rural India by exploring its restful backwaters
on an unforgettable river cruise or stroll through
the lanes of the former Portuguese and Dutch
colonial trading post of Kochi. An evening in
port allows you to enjoy a display of the local
Kathakali dance. Sail around the southernmost
tip of India to Tuticorin to discover the
charming little college city of Palayamkottai,
known for its Christian community, or delve
deeper into rural India of Tamil Nadu and see
the local life in the villages and plantations.

Following the traditional route of the spice
traders southwards, arrive in Mumbai in the
early evening. The city’s elaborate Victorian

After a relaxing day cruising the Indian Ocean,
Minerva sails into the ancient trading town of
Mangalore, in the state of Karnataka. Spend
the morning exploring the Hindu Gokarnatha
Temple and visit a nut processing company, or
discover two spectacular and rarely-visited Jain
Temples at Moodabidri and Karkala.

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES . OMAN . INDIA . SRI LANKA

CRUISE HIGHLIGHTS

Khasab Oman

Off the beaten track Musandam
Peninsula - Visit Gandhi’s birthplace
Cruise Kerala Backwaters
Pinnawela Elephant Orphanage

7th Dec Morning

Dubai
UAE

5th Dec
Musandam
6th Dec Full Day Peninsula

Gandhi’s
Birthplace

S au d i
A rabia

INDIA

Porbandar India
10th Dec Full Day

Dhobi Ghat
Crawford Market

Mumbai India

O man

11th Dec Eve/Overnight
12th Dec Full Day
A r a b i a n S ea

Jain Temples

Mangalore India

14th Dec Morning

Malabar
Coast

Kerala
Backwaters

Kochi India

15th Dec Full Day/Eve

Madurai

Tuticorin India

17th Dec Full Day

Colombo
Sri Lanka

18th Dec Full Day
19th Dec

Kerala Backwaters, Kochi
Your cruise concludes with a visit to the island
of Sri Lanka, and the laid back charm of its
former capital, Colombo. Explore the narrow
cobbled streets of the bazaar district or travel
inland to Kandy and the revered Buddhist
Temple of the Tooth.

PER PERSON PRICES MIN121205
Including Shore Excursions and Gratuities
Balcony suites from
Outside cabins from
Inside cabins from

Kandy
Pinnawela
Elephants

$6,599
$4,199
$2,599

Prices for all categories are shown on pages 120-124.

GUEST SPEAKERS
Our Guest Speakers may explore themes
including Indian Christianity, Dalits and
Tamils, the geopolitics of India, culture
and contemporary India, Gulf history and
conservation.

ASHORE
A selection of inclusive tailor-made shore
excursions: Dubai City and Creek cruise,
Sharjah, Musandam Fjord Cruise, Khasab
& Burka Fort, Porbandar City Tour & Tuk
Tuk, Mumbai City Tour, Elephanta Island,
Mangalore City Tour, Jain Temples, Allepey
Backwaters, Kochin Town Tour, Kumbalangj
Village, Palayamkottai, Scenic Drive &
Plantation, Pinnawela Elephant Orphanage,
Colombo City Tour, Full Day Kandy.

Local colours of India

Supplementary options include: Burj Khalifa,
Full Day Junagadh, Mumbai Local Life,
Unexplored Mumbai, Full Day Madurai.

OPTIONAL EXTENSIONS
3 night Dubai City Stay (Pre cruise)
Please see pages 102-103 for details.

Call Swan Hellenic at (866) 923-9182
or visit www.swanhellenic.us
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Mysteries of the Indian Ocean
DECEMBER 19, 2012 – JANUARY 3, 2013
16 Days from $2,699 per person
CRUISE HIGHLIGHTS

Yangon Myanmar

26th Dec Eve
27th Dec Full Day/Overnight
28th Dec Morning

Temple of the Tooth - Remote
Andaman Islands - Overnight
Yangon - Shwedagon Pagoda
Kek Lok Si Temple - Spice
Plantations & Botanical Gardens

Shwedagon
Pagoda

Beach near Port Blair, Andaman Islands

T hailan d

Ba y of
Be n g a l
Christmas on
board Minerva
ross Island

Colombo
Sri Lanka

Port Blair
Andaman Islands/India
24th Dec Full Day

A n dama n
S ea

19th Dec
20th Dec Full Day/Eve

Pinnawela
Elephants

georgetown

Penang Malaysia

Galle Sri Lanka

21st Dec Morning

Indian
O c ea n

New Year
at sea

31st Dec Morning

plantations

Malacca Malaysia

Botanical
Gardens

1st Jan Afternoon

Singapore
2nd Jan Full Day
3rd Jan

Pinnawela Elephants, Sri Lanka

Celebrate Christmas and welcome
in the New Year as you cruise
the Indian Ocean and Andaman
Sea from Sri Lanka to Singapore,
discovering countries shaped by
their colonial past, peoples, cultures
and religions as well as striking
coastal scenery. A chance to explore
the remote, little-visited Andaman
Islands and a rare opportunity to sail
up the Yangon River to Myanmar’s
former capital, Yangon (Rangoon).
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Minerva’s journey begins in Colombo, the
former capital of Sri Lanka. Drive inland to
the Pinnawela Elephant Orphanage, or visit
Kandy and the Buddhist Temple of the Tooth
or the rich Botanical Gardens. Cruise south
to Galle, the best example of a fortified city
built by Europeans in South and South-East
Asia. Spend the morning exploring the old
town independently before setting sail for two
relaxing days enjoying Minerva’s congenial
country house atmosphere.
The Andaman Islands – a remote Indian Ocean
archipelago of about 184 islands – were once
known as Kalapani – Black Waters – for their
role as a feared penal settlement, but are now
renowned for their lush forests and white sand
beaches. At Port Blair visit the Anthropological
Museum and the Cellular Jail built to house
political prisoners far from the Indian mainland.
Or discover Ross Island, genteel centre of
British Administration. Relaxing on a tropical
beach is another option.
Celebrate Christmas in the sunshine as you
cruise the Indian Ocean toward Myanmar. After
transiting the Yangon River to the Yangon, two

nights in port allows plenty of time to discover
the city. Visit a monastery and absorb the
city’s Buddhist and local way of life. Admire
the Shwedagon Pagoda, the most venerable
pagoda in South East Asia, described by
Somerset Maugham as ‘like a sudden hope
in the dark night of the soul’, and view some
of the best British 19th century colonial
architecture. Or travel inland to Bago, ancient
capital of the Mon Kingdom, to visit the
Shwemawdaw pagoda and the Htauk Kyant
War Memorial Cemetery.
Enjoy talks by our eminent Guest Speakers
as you spend two days cruising the Andaman
Sea to Penang and Malacca, unique towns
that fuse East and West. Spend a morning
in Penang’s Georgetown discovering Fort
Cornwallis, one of several unique heritage
buildings, vibrant markets or the ornate Kek
Lok Si Temple before ringing in the New Year
at sea. Cruise to the former trading the former
trading post of Malacca. Spend an afternoon
among the Portuguese and Dutch heritage
buildings or visit a plantation in the Malay
hinterland.

SRI LANKA . INDIA . Myanmar . MALAYSIA . SINGAPORE

The golden Shwedagon pagoda in Yangon
is so sumptuously decorated that even
the hollow gold sphere at the tip of the
spire is studded with 4351 diamonds
(totaling 1800 carats). A single 76-carat
diamond rests on the very tip.

Golden Shwedagon Pagoda, Yangon
Conclude your cruise in the dynamic city of
Singapore. Explore Chinatown, browse the
boutiques on Orchard Road, visit one of the
city’s many museums or the Botanical Gardens
before returning home.

PER PERSON PRICES MIN121219
Including Shore Excursions and Gratuities
Balcony suites from
Outside cabins from
Inside cabins from

$6,899
$4,399
$2,699

Prices for all categories are shown on pages 120-124.

GUEST SPEAKERS

ASHORE

OPTIONAL EXTENSIONS

A selection of inclusive tailor-made shore
excursions: Pinnawela Elephant Orphanage,
Full Day Kandy, Colombo City Tour,
Independent Galle exploration, Koggala, Port
Blair City Tour, Ross Island, Yangon city
exploration, Shwedagon Pagoda, Georgetown
City Tour, Kek Lok Si Temple, Malacca Walk,
Plantation Discovery, Singapore City Tour,
Botanical Gardens, Jurong Bird Park.

Golden Triangle (pre-cruise);
6 night escorted tour
December 12 – 19, 2012
• 3 nights in Delhi
• 1 night in Agra
• 2 nights in Jaipur

Supplementary options include: Spice &
Rubber Plantation, Full Day Havelock Island,
Full Day Bago, Monastery visit, Georgetown by
Trishaw, Life in Singapore.

Our Guest Speakers may explore themes
including the geography of India and Southeast
Asia, Indian Ocean and Colonial history, Burma
and religions of the Indian Ocean and botany,
spices and plant hunters.

Angkor Wat Tour (post-cruise);
4 night escorted tour
January 3 – 7, 2013
• 1 night in Bangkok
• 3 nights in Siem Reap
• Flights as required
3 night Singapore City Stay (post-cruise)
Please see pages 102-103 for full details.

Singapore Orchids

Call Swan Hellenic at (866) 923-9182
or visit www.swanhellenic.us
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East of Java
JANUARY 3 – 24, 2013

From the highlands of Java to the
shores of China, Minerva will carry you
through the eastern seas discovering
diverse ethnic groups, cultures,
religions and striking landscapes.

22 Days from $4,999 per person
C hina

Hong Kong
China

Victoria Peak

23rd Jan Full Day
24th Jan

P h i l i pp i n e S ea

P hilippines

South China
S ea

Manila Philippines

20th Jan Full Day/Eve

CRUISE HIGHLIGHTS
Borobudur Temple - Toraja
Highlands - Komodo Dragon Cultures of Indonesia - Hong Kong
Harbour

Chocolate Hills

Bohol
Philippines

18th Jan Full Day

Sandakan Sabah/Malaysia
Orangutan
Sanctuary

16th Jan Full Day

BORNEO

I n d onesia
Toraja land

Pare Pare Sulawesi/Indonesia
13th Jan Full Day/Eve

Semarang
Java/Indonesia

Fort Rotterdam

Ujung Pandang Sulawesi/Indonesia

7th Jan Full Day

Cirebon
Java/Indonesia

6th Jan Afternoon
Borobudur

Sasak
Culture

Padang Bai
Bali/Indonesia
9th Jan
Full Day/Eve

With a day at sea you can relax and enjoy Minerva’s
unique country house lifestyle. Meet new friends
and be enlightened by your Guest Speaker’s
insights of the destinations that lie ahead.
Cirebon in Java was once the seat of an Islamic
kingdom. During an afternoon call, you can visit
one of the small kratons or palaces from where the
sultans governed or discover the creative batikwork
for which the town is known. A short hop eastward
and Minerva arrives for a full day at the busy
port of Semarang. From here travel inland to the
central mountains where the once abandoned
Buddhist temple complex of Borobudur, one of
the greatest sites in South East Asia, rises above the
plain of Kedu. Or you may choose to visit a coffee
plantation in the Tlogo Agro Highlands.
Cruise the Java Sea for a full day to explore Bali,
the island of the Gods, where terraced rice fields
are fringed by towering volcanoes. Discover its rich
cultural heritage visiting colourful temples fusing
Hindu and Balinese beliefs or Tenganan,
a traditional village.

Singapore
3rd Jan
4th Jan Morning

Singapore is the gateway to the East. A modern
affluent city fusing Malay and Chinese cultures, you
can spend the morning visiting a Chinese temple
or strolling in the lush Botanical Gardens past its
renowned orchid collection before Minerva sets sail
south to Java.

12th Jan Afternoon

Komodo Indonesia

11th Jan Afternoon

Komodo Dragons

Lembar
Lombok/Indonesia, 10th Jan Morning

Cross the Wallace line to the islands of Nusa
Tenggara. Named after Alfred Russel Wallace, this
boundary separates the distinct flora and fauna
found between the east and west. From Lembar
spend a morning exploring Lombok’s distinct
charm and golden beaches. The Sasak people
practice Wetu Tela, a blend of Islam and animist
beliefs. At the volcanic island of Komodo look for
the rare ‘Komodo dragon’, a giant monitor lizard
known for its size and speed.
Minerva sails north to the Indonesian island of
Sulawesi. The Dutch once controlled the Spice
trade at Ujung Pandang, formerly Makassar.
During an afternoon in port, explore Fort
Rotterdam, a fine example of colonial architecture.
From Pare Pare enjoy a full day travelling into the
central highlands where the animist Toraja
community lives. Known for their funerary rites and
feasts, their distinctive stilt houses always face north
towards the home of their ancestors.
Two days sailing across the Celebes Sea allows time
to relax with a good book on the teak Promenade
Deck or practice new skills at a workshop.

Toraja Highlands, Sulawesi
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Orangutan, Sandakan

SINGAPORE . INDONESIA . Borneo . Malaysia . PHILIPPINES . hong kong

Borobudur, the 9th century shrine to the
Lord Buddha in Java, is decorated with
504 statues of Buddha, while the main
dome is surrounded by 72 statues of
Buddha seated in perforated stupa.

Borobudur Temple, Java
Borneo awaits at the port of Sandakan where
you can visit the Orangutan Rehabilitation
Centre and learn about the magnificent
‘Wildmen of Borneo’. A further day’s sailing
brings you to the enticing Philippine island of
Bohol where the distinctive Chocolate Hills can
be seen on a scenic drive. Continue cruising
through the Philippine archipelago to the
capital Manila. Enjoy a city tour to discover its
Spanish colonial heritage or a full day excursion
to Corregidor Island, scene of fierce World War
II battles.
After two days cruising the South China Sea,
sail into the bustling ‘fragrant harbour’ of
Hong Kong. Discover Stanley Market and
Victoria Peak or perhaps enjoy a full day trip to
Lantau Island and the Po Lin Monastery.

PER PERSON PRICES MIN130103
Including Shore Excursions and Gratuities
Balcony suites from
Outside cabins from
Inside cabins from

$11,899
$7,599
$4,999

Prices for all categories are shown on pages 120-124.

GUEST SPEAKERS

OPTIONAL EXTENSIONS

Our Guest Speakers may explore themes
including the natural world, Southeast Asian
history, economics and politics, culture and
crafts and pre history of the region.

Angkor Wat (pre-cruise);
4 night escorted tour
December 29, 2012 – January 3, 2013
• 1 night in Bangkok
• 3 nights in Siem Reap
• Flights as required

ASHORE
A selection of inclusive tailor-made shore
excursions: Singapore City Tour, Botanical
Gardens, Cirebon City Tour & Kraton, Full
Day Borubadur Semarang City Tour, Besakih
Temple, Sasak Village, Komodo Dragon Walk,
Makasar City Tour, Full Day Toraja Highland
(13 hours 4.5 hours drive each way), Sidrap,
Kepilok Orangutan Sanctuary & Temple,
Borneo Rainforest Discovery, Chocolate Hills,
Manila City Tour, Hong Kong City Tour,
Dragon’s Back Hike

Highlights of China (post-cruise);
4 night escorted tour
January 24 – 28, 2013
• 2 nights in Xian
• 2 nights in Beijing
• Flights as required
3 night Singapore City Stay (pre-cruise)
3 night Hong Kong City Stay (post-cruise)
Please see pages 102-103 for full details.

Supplementary options include: Full Day Train
to Tlogo Highlands, Full Day Corregidor Island,
Full Day Lantau & Po Lin Monastery.

Call Swan Hellenic at (866) 923-9182
or visit www.swanhellenic.us
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Kingdoms of South East Asia
JANUARY 24 – FEBRUARY 13, 2013
21 Days from $4,999 per person

Stanley
market

C hina
Halong Bay Vietnam

Hong Kong
China
24th Jan
25th Jan Full Day

27th Jan Morning Scenic

Cruising

Hanoi

South
C h i n a S ea

Haiphong Vietnam
28th Jan Full Day/Eve

Danang Vietnam

Hoi An

T hailan d
Bangkok Thailand

My Son

7th Feb Full Day/Overnight
8th Feb Morning

Phnom
Penh

Ko Samui Thailand

9th Feb Afternoon
Tropical
Beaches

Qui Nhon Vietnam
Cham
Towers

VIETNAM

Sihanoukville
Cambodia
5th Feb
Full Day/Eve

Sail out of Hong Kong Harbour
Halong Bay Cruise - Culture of
Vietnam - Sail the Saigon river to Ho
Chi Minh - Grand Palace, Bangkok

31st Jan Afternoon

CAMBODIA

Grand Palace

CRUISE HIGHLIGHTS

30th Jan Full Day

Nha Trang Vietnam
1st Feb Morning
Cu Chi Tunnels

Transit Saigon River

Ho Chi Minh Vietnam

2nd Feb Afternoon/Overnight
3rd Feb Long Morning

M alaysia

Singapore
Hanoi, Vietnam

A unique and compelling
opportunity to discover Vietnam in
depth, visit royal Phnom Penh in
Cambodia, sail up the Chao Phraya
river to Bangkok in Thailand and
enjoy the delights of Singapore.
Begin your cruise with a full-day in China’s 24hour city, Hong Kong. Admire panoramic views
from The Peak or discover the city’s colonial
past at the excellent Museum of History. Enjoy
a pre-dinner aperitif on deck this evening as
Minerva departs the ‘fragrant harbour’.
Settle into life on board as Minerva sets a
westerly course through the Hainan Straits
and into the Gulf of Tonkin. Spend a day
cruising Halong Bay – ‘descending dragon
bay’ – absorbing its atmospheric seascape of
thousands of limestone karsts and islets. By way
of complete contrast, visit the bustling city of
Hanoi where former French colonial mansions
line grand boulevards and the Ho Chi Minh
Mausoleum stands as a powerful reminder of
Vietnam’s former Communist leader.
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12th Feb Full Day
13th Feb
After a day cruising the South China Sea, arrive
in Danang for a full-day visit to the Imperial
City of Hué distinguished by its temples, tombs,
palaces and pagodas. Alternatively, discover the
former trading post of Hoi An, or the ruined
tower-temples of My Son, the religious and
political capital of the Champa kingdom.
The following afternoon Minerva calls at
Qui Nhon, birthplace of the 18th century
Vietnamese emperor Nguyen Hue, where
you can enjoy a demonstration of martial arts.
Spend a morning in Nha Trang to discover
the legacy of the Cham kingdom at Po Nagar
or drive into the surrounding countryside to
gain an insight into local life. Enjoy a leisurely
afternoon and evening at sea anticipating
Minerva’s transit of the Saigon River, arriving
in Ho Chi Minh City at lunchtime the
following day.
Minerva is small enough to berth in the heart
of the city where sleek skyscrapers, ramshackle
wooden shops and intricate pagodas jostle for
space. Explore the Cu Chi area, viewing part
of the labyrinthine tunnel systems used by the

Floating Market, Bangkok
Viet Minh and Viet Cong. With an overnight
in port you could sample Vietnamese cuisine
ashore before spending the following morning
learning more about this city’s turbulent
history.
Bidding farewell to Vietnam Minerva cruises
to Sihanoukville. Inland is the Cambodian
capital, Phnom Penh with its Royal Palace and
extravagant Silver Pagoda. You can also visit the
Tuol Sleng Museum and reflect on the trauma
of the country’s recent past.
After a day cruising the Gulf of Thailand,
Minerva transits the Chao Phraya River to
berth in the heart of Bangkok. Spend a day
and a half in this dynamic city, discovering
the Grand Palace, the famed Emerald Buddha
and the Golden Buddha Temple or travel to
Kanchanaburi and the River Kwai. Spend a long
afternoon relaxing on pristine white beaches
in Ko Samui before enjoying two final days
cruising the South China Sea to Singapore.
Enjoy a full day in this most elegant of cities
before returning, by air, to London.

HONG KONG . VIETNAM . CAMBODIA . THAILAND . SINGAPORE

“The mysterious East faced me,
perfumed like a flower.”
Joseph Conrad (Polish-born British
novelist, 1857–1924)

PER PERSON PRICES MIN130124
Including Shore Excursions and Gratuities
Balcony suites from
Outside cabins from
Inside cabins from

$11,899
$7,599
$4,999

Prices for all categories are shown on pages 120-124.

GUEST SPEAKERS
Our Guest Speakers may explore themes
including Southeast Asian history, culture, arts
and crafts, as well as theology and literature.

ASHORE

OPTIONAL EXTENSIONS

A selection of inclusive tailor-made shore
excursions: Hong Kong City Tour, Dragon’s
Back Hike, Halong Bay Cruise, Full Day
Hanoi, Hoi An, My Son, Cham Museum,
Qui Nhon City Tour & Martial Art Display,
Nha Trang Countryside Tour, Ho Chi Minh
City Tour, Cu Chi Tunnels, Full Day Phnom
Penh, Grand Palace & Emerald Buddha, Suthat
Temple & Red Giant Swing, Singapore City
Tour, Botanical Gardens.

Highlights of China (pre-cruise);
4 night escorted tour
January 19 – 24, 2013
• 2 nights in Xian
• 2 nights in Beijing
• Flights as required

Supplementary options include: Hong Kong
Colonial Walk & High Tea, Lantau Island &
Po Lin Monastery, Full Day Hue, River Kwai
& Muang Singh Temples, Jim Thompson &
Reclining Buddha, Floating Market.

Angkor Wat (post-cruise);
4 night escorted tour
February 13-18, 2013
• 1 night in Bangkok
• 3 nights in Siem Reap
• Flights as required
3 night Hong Kong City Stay (pre-cruise)
3 night Singapore City Stay (post-cruise)
Please see pages 102-103 for full details.

Royal Palace, Phnom Penh, Cambodia
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To Sri Lankan Shores
FEBRUARY 13 – 27, 2013
15 Days from $2,499 per person

Mahabalipuram, Chennai

Cultures have been meeting and
mixing around the shores of the
Indian Ocean for millennia. As
Minerva sails from Singapore to
Sri Lanka, discover the legacies that
traders from as far as China, India,
Arabia and Portugal brought to
Malaysia’s uniquely diverse heritage.
Contrast 21st century cityscapes
with the pace of life in rural villages.

Join Minerva in magical Singapore and enjoy
a city tour discovering the heart of the ‘Lion
City’, the colourful Botanical Gardens or take
the unique opportunity to visit some of the
city’s residential neighbourhoods and a family
home.
Cruise north along the western coast of
Malaysia to Port Klang and enjoy a full day trip
to Kuala Lumpur to see the National Museum,
admire the ornate Chinese Temple of Thien
Hau and view the colossal Petronas Towers.
Alternatively enjoy a visit to a traditional village
Malaysian home, an interesting contrast to the
modern developments in Singapore.
Discover Penang, the Pearl of the Orient,
where the Chinese influence is particularly
noticeable. During an afternoon call visit the
renowned three-tiered Kek Lok Si, Malaysia’s
largest Chinese Buddhist temple or discover
Georgetown, the island’s vibrant multi-ethnic
main city.

Kek Lok Si Temple, Penang
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Langkawi is an archipelago of 99 mostly
uninhabited islands off Malaysia’s east coast.
Call to Pulau Langkawi, and learn about rice

cultivation, Malaysia’s oldest industry or enjoy a
visit to a working rubber plantation.
Minerva cruises the Andaman Sea to the
rarely visited Andaman Islands, docking
at the bustling capital Port Blair for a full
day call. Visit Ross Island, once the British
administrative headquarters or a spice
plantation cultivating cloves, nutmeg &
cinnamon.
Enjoy two days at sea basking in the balmy
sunshine of the Indian Ocean as Minerva sails
to the Indian city of Chennai. Discover the
spectacular 7th century Mahabalipuram, once
the sea port of the Pallava kings, and admire the
ornate Shore Temple. Or visit Fort St George,
built by the British East India Company, and
perhaps see local life at the lively Koiyambedu
food market.
Sail south to the enticing island of Sri Lanka
and the port of Trincomalee. A maiden call for
Minerva, its natural deep-water harbour has
attracted seafarers such as Ptolemy and Marco
Polo, while the colonial powers have vied for
its control.

SINGAPORE . MALAYSIA . INDIA . SRI LANKA

CRUISE HIGHLIGHTS

INDIA
Chennai India

Singapore Orchid Garden - Kuala
Lumpur - Kek Lok Si Temple
Remote Andaman Islands
Mahabalipuram - Pinnawela Elephants

BAY OF
BENGAL

22nd Feb Full Day
MAHABALIPURAM
MYLAPORE
TEMPLE

Colombo
Sri Lanka

FORT
FREDERICK

26th Feb Full Day/Eve
27th Feb

ROSS ISLAND

Port Blair India
19th Feb Full Day

Trincomalee Sri Lanka
24th Feb Morning

Langkawi Malaysia

KANDY

17th Feb Morning

KOGGALA STILT
FISHERMEN

RICE GARDENS

Penang Malaysia

16th Feb Afternoon/Eve

Galle Sri Lanka

KEK LOK SI TEMPLE

25th Feb Afternoon/Eve
INDIAN
OCEAN

Port Klang Malaysia

KUALA LUMPUR

15th Feb Full Day

BOTANICAL
GARDENS

Singapore
13th Feb
14th Feb Morning

Petronas Towers, Kuala Lumpur
Visit the Hindu temple of Konesvaram and Fort
Frederick, built in 1623 by the Portuguese.
The ancient port of Galle was fortified by the
Portuguese and Dutch and is now a UNESCO
World Heritage city. On an independent
visit, admire the striking 17th century Dutch
architecture of the city or explore Koggala,
known for its remarkable stilt fishermen.
Complete your voyage in Sri Lanka’s capital,
Colombo. Drive through the verdant
countryside to Kandy and the magnificent
lakeside Temple of the Tooth or enjoy a visit to
the Pinnawela Elephant Orphanage.

PER PERSON PRICES MIN130213
Including Shore Excursions and Gratuities
Balcony suites from
Outside cabins from
Inside cabins from

$6,499
$4,199
$2,499

Prices for all categories are shown on pages 120-124.

GUEST SPEAKERS

OPTIONAL EXTENSIONS

Your guest speakers on this cruise include:
Professor Jeremy Black – history.
Dr Bob Bradnock – environment &
geopolitics.

Ancient Cities of Sri Lanka (post-cruise);
4 night escorted tour
February 27 – March 3, 2013
• 4 nights in Sigiriya
• Flights as required

ASHORE
A selection of inclusive tailor-made shore
excursions: Singapore City Tour, Botanical
Gardens, Full Day Kuala Lumpur, Klang &
Malay Home, Georgetown City Tour, Kek Lok
Si Temple, Langkawi Highlights, Langkawi
Rubber Plantation, Port Blair City Tour, Ross
Island, Mahabalipuram, Chennai Heritage
Walk, Chennai City Tour, Fort Frederick
& Temple, Independent Galle, Koggalla,
Pinnawela Elephant Orphanage, Colombo City
Tour, Full Day Kandy.

3 night Singapore City Stay (pre-cruise)
Please see pages 102-103 for details.

Supplementary options include: Singapore Life,
Mangroves & Bat Cave, Havelock Island.

Call Swan Hellenic at (866) 923-9182
or visit www.swanhellenic.us
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Travels in India and Arabia
FEBRUARY 27 – MARCH 13, 2013
15 Days from $2,799 per person

“God is Love. Is this the final
message of India?”
A Passage to India, E M Forster OMCH
(English novelist, 1879-1970)
Local Market, India

Explore the diverse landscapes of
India on an enlightening cruise
along the western coast of the Indian
Subcontinent. Visit small villages,
discover peaceful backwaters and
observe the traditional activities of
local communities. Sail across the
Arabian Sea to the United Arab
Emirates and the relaxed capital of
Oman, Muscat, where ornate palaces,
mosques and desert forts beckon.

Allepey Backwaters, Kochi
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Start your adventure in Sri Lanka’s capital
Colombo, which offers the lazy charm of
a bygone era combined with the verve and
vivaciousness of a modern city. Journey through
the verdant scenery to Kandy and discover
the magnificent Temple of the Tooth, an
important centre for pilgrims throughout the
Buddhist world or visit the Pinnawela Elephant
Orphanage.

community such as fishing with Chinese fishing
nets and crab farming or explore the diverse
heritage of Kochi town.

Sail north to the Indian Subcontinent where
Minerva berths at Tuticorin, offering a
rare insight to see real Indian country life,
visiting a small village and local school.
Alternatively, discover the charming little city
of Palayamkottai known for its churches and
Hindu temples.

Enjoy an overnight stop in Mumbai; a vibrant
city and mix of India’s extremes. Discover
colonial architecture and Gandhi’s home on a
city tour, cross to Elephanta Island, home to
the most famous cave temples in Maharashtra
or take a short train journey and learn about
the fascinating work of the Dabbawalas as they
accurately deliver home made lunch boxes to
thousands of workers. In the evening perhaps
dine in one of Mumbai’s fine restaurants.

Rounding the southernmost tip of India you
arrive at Kochi, Kerala, recognised as one
of India’s most beautiful states. Spend the
afternoon cruising along the peaceful and
wonderfully picturesque backwaters passing
numerous unspoilt riverine settlements along
the network of canals. A day and a half in
port allows plenty of time to also visit a local
village and observe some of the activities of the

Hugging the Indian coast, Minerva sails north
to Marmagao, an intriguing fusion of colonial
Portugal and modern India. Visit Old Goa,
the state’s one-time Portuguese capital or drive
through local villages and paddy fields to a spice
plantation cultivating pepper and nutmeg.

Your Indian adventure culminates with a call to
Porbandar, Gandhi’s birthplace and off-thebeaten-track town. See the mid-19th century
Haveli of the Gandhi family and the Kirti
Mandir, a memorial to Mahatma Gandhi.

SRI LANKA . INDIA . UNITED ARAB EMIRATES . OMAN

DUBAI

Fujairah UAE

11th Mar Full Day

HAJAR
MOUNTAINS
UAE
GRAND
MOSQUE

Muscat
Oman
OMAN

Porbandar India
8th Mar Full Day

JUNAGADH

12th Mar Full Day
13th Mar

Temple of the Tooth, Kandy

Mumbai India

6th Mar Afternoon/Overnight
7th Mar Morning

CRUISE HIGHLIGHTS
Temple of the Tooth - Allepey
Backwaters - Overnight Kochi &
Mumbai - Indian Village Life Gandhi’s Birthplace - Grand Mosque

ELEPHANTA
ISLAND

ARABIAN
SEA

INDIA
OLD GOA
SPICE PLANTATIONS

Marmagao India
5th Mar Morning

CHINESE
FISHING NETS
KERALA
BACKWATERS

Kochi India

PALAYAMKOTTAI

2nd Mar Afternoon/Overnight
3rd Mar Full Day

Tuticorin India
1st Mar Morning
KANDY

Colombo
Sri Lanka

27th Feb
28th Feb Full Day

Grand Mosque, Muscat
Following a restful two days cruising the
Arabian Sea, Minerva arrives at Fujairah, the
only United Arab Emirate situated on the Gulf
of Oman. Impressive mountainous scenery and
palm fringed coasts await discovery. Explore
the Hajar mountains, visit a heritage village or
cross the desert to discover Dubai, the towering
modern city where East meets West.
An overnight cruise brings Minerva to her
final destination, Muscat. Contrast the hustle
and bustle of India with the relaxed, friendly
capital of Oman, which enchants visitors with
its distinctive trading areas, Grand Mosque and
beautiful Corniche, set against a mountainous
backdrop.

PER PERSON PRICES MIN130227
Including Shore Excursions and Gratuities
Balcony suites from
Outside cabins from
Inside cabins from

$7,199
$4,599
$2,799

GUEST SPEAKERS

OPTIONAL EXTENSIONS

Your guest speakers on this cruise include:
Dr David Taylor – Buddhism & cultural
diversity.

Golden Triangle Tour (pre-cruise);
6 night escorted tour
February 20 – 27, 2013
• 3 nights in Delhi
• 1 night in Agra
• 2 nights in Jaipur
• Flights as required

ASHORE
A selection of inclusive tailor-made shore
excursions: Full Day Kandy, Pinnawela
Elephant Orphanage, Colombo City Tour,
Palayamkottai, Scenic Drive & Plantation,
Allepey Backwaters, Kochi Town Tour,
Kumbalangj Village, Old Goa & Panjim,
Temple & Spices, Mumbai City Tour,
Elephanta Island, Porbandar City Tour & Tuk
Tuk, Fujairah Heritage, Muscat City Tour,
Nakhl Fort.

Please see pages 102-103 for details.

Supplementary options include: Mumbai Local
Life, Unexplored Mumbai, Mumbai Eve Dance
Performance, Full Day Junagadh, Full Day
Dubai, Musandam 4x4, Full Day Nizwa &
Jabrin Forts, Dolphin Safari.

Prices for all categories are shown on pages 120-124.

Call Swan Hellenic at (866) 923-9182
or visit www.swanhellenic.us
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By Sea to Petra
MARCH 13 – 27, 2013

CRUISE HIGHLIGHTS

15 Days from $1,899 per person
Aqaba
Jordan

Nakhl Fort - Massawa Old Town
Karnak Temple & Valley of the Kings
Sinai Peninsula - Petra - Wadi Rum

JORDAN

26th Mar Full Day
27th Mar

PETRA
WADI RUM

Safaga Egypt

24th Mar Full Day/Eve

Sharm el Sheikh Egypt
25th Mar Full Day

Muscat
Oman

VALLEY OF THE KINGS
KARNAK TEMPLE
DEIR EL MEDINEH

EGYPT

NAKHL FORT

13th Mar
14th Mar Full Day

GRAND MOSQUE

OMAN
RED
SEA

RIVER NILE

ERITREA
OLD TOWN & RED
SEA MUSEUM

ARABIAN
SEA
DHOFAR
JOB’S TOMB
ANCIENT
FRANKINCENSE
PORTS

Massawa Eritrea

Salalah Oman

16th Mar Overnight
17th Mar Morning

21st Mar Full Day

Old Town, Massawa

Follow the ancient trade routes of
the Arabian seas, along the coasts
of Arabia and Africa, which still
hold the same promise of wealth
and adventure which inspired the
tales of Sinbad. Discover modern
Islamic culture, the ancient Egyptian
civilisations along the Nile in Luxor
as well as the rose red, Nabataean
Petra.

Petra, Jordan
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Minerva’s Arabian journey commences
in alluring Muscat. See striking modern
architecture of the Sultan’s Palace, the famous
twin forts and Grand Mosque or drive out
of the city to Nakhl, the headquarters of the
ancient Yaruba tribe, and discover the massive
ochre fort standing guard over the land.
After a day at sea listening to your Guest
Speaker’s enlightening talks of sights to come,
Minerva berths for a morning call to Salalah,
the city that gained prominence through the
ancient frankincense trade and known today
as Arabia’s Perfume City. Travel to the hill
top Job’s Tomb, an important pilgrimage
site overlooking the coast, visit the Al Balid
museum or explore the coastal ruins of
Sumhuram, once a flourishing port and alleged
site of Queen Sheba’s palace.
After three days cruising and relaxing on deck
or enjoying daytime workshops arrive at the
ancient Red Sea trading port of Massawa,
Eritrea, where tourism is in its very infancy.
Wander through the old town where the faded
elegance of the buildings hark back to more
prosperous times. See Arabic influence in the

coral buildings and decorative doorways and
Ottoman heritage in ornate balconies. The Red
Sea Museum offers insight into the country’s
recent struggle for independence.
Enjoy two days cruising along the Red Sea,
dining with friends, perhaps enjoying a book
from the extensive library before Minerva
arrives in the Egyptian town of Safaga,
gateway to Luxor. On an inclusive full day
excursion travel across the desert and discover
the magnificent, colonnaded Karnak Temple
and the pharoahs’ tombs in the Valley of the
Kings. Less frequently visited is the Valley of
the Queens and the remarkably well preserved
frescos of the Deir El Medineh worker’s tombs.
At Sharm el Sheikh, on the Sinai Peninsula,
enjoy a full day supplementary excursion to
remote St Catherine’s Monastery, enclosed
within massive granite walls, famous for the
Burning Bush and its unique icons. Or take an
exciting jeep ride for breathtaking views of the
southern Sinai desert, the straits of Tiran and
sample traditional tea and bread in a Bedouin
camp.

OMAN . ERITREA . eGYPT . JORDAN

“O blest unfabled Incense
Tree, That burns in
glorious Araby.”
Nepenthe, George Darley (Irish poet,
novelist and critic, 1795–1846)

Nakhl Fort, Oman
The final stop on Minerva’s exploration of
ancient cities is Aqaba from where you can
discover, on an inclusive full day excursion,
the remarkable rose red Nabataean city of
Petra, one of the most impressive sites in the
whole of the Middle East. Another option is
an exhilarating jeep ride through the amazing
desert landscape of Wadi Rum revealing
extraordinarily shaped rock formations rising
from the desert that so inspired Lawrence of
Arabia.

PER PERSON PRICES MIN130313
Including Shore Excursions and Gratuities
Balcony suites from
Outside cabins from
Inside cabins from

$5,099
$3,399
$1,899

GUEST SPEAKERS
Your guest speakers on this cruise include:
Mr Christopher Bradley – NADFAS speaker;
history/archaeology.

ASHORE
A selection of inclusive tailor-made shore
excursions: Muscat City Tour, Nakhl Fort,
Sights of Dhofar, Dhofar Heritage, Massawa
City Tour, Full Karnak Temple & Valley of the
Kings, Full Day Luxor Temple and Valley of the
Queens, Desert 4x4, Glass Bottom Boat, Petra,
Alternative Petra, Wadi Rum.
Supplementary options include: Full Day Nizwa
& Jabrin Forts, Dolphin Safari, Full Day St
Catherine’s Monastery.

Karnak Temple, Luxor

Prices for all categories are shown on pages 120-124.

Call Swan Hellenic at (866) 923-9182
or visit www.swanhellenic.us
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Holy Lands
MARCH 27 – APRIL 10, 2013
15 Days from $2,899 per person
CRUISE HIGHLIGHTS
Petra - Pyramids of Giza
Suez Canal - Jerusalem
Acre - Ephesus

ACROPOLIS

TURKEY

EPHESUS

Kusadasi Turkey

Stone Archway, Petra

7th Apr Full Day/Eve

Piraeus
Greece

Patmos Greece

9th Apr Full Day
10th Apr

8th Apr Long Morning

Limassol Cyprus
5th Apr Afternoon

EASTERN
MEDITERRANEAN
SEA

Haifa Israel

4th Apr Full Day
ACRE, NAZARETH

Alexandria Egypt

JERUSALEM, DEAD SEA

1st Apr Afternoon/Eve
LIBRARY AND
CORNICHE

Ashdod Israel

3rd Apr Full Day

CAIRO
PYRAMIDS OF GIZA

SUEZ
CANAL

El Sokhna Egypt

30th Mar Full Day/ Eve

EGYPT
RIVER NILE

Minerva’s journey begins in Aqaba. Visit
Petra, founded by the Nabataeans more than
2,000 years ago, which was probably the last
staging post of the three kings, who brought
frankincense, gold and myrrh to honour the
baby Jesus. Enjoy your Guest Speakers’ talks as
Minerva cruises around the Sinai Peninsula to
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Aqaba
Jordan

27th Mar
28th Mar Full Day/Eve

St John’s Monastery, Patmos

Travel through holy lands as
Minerva sails from the Red Sea,
through the Suez Canal into the
Eastern Mediterranean. From
Nabataean Petra, the Pyramids
and Coptic Orthodox monasteries,
to the holy cities of Bethlehem
and Jerusalem, Roman Ephesus,
the Aegean island of Patmos
where St John wrote the Book of
Revelation and the Acropolis of
classical Athens, discover sites and
pilgrimage centres that resonate to
the narratives of the world’s major
religions.

PETRA
WADI RUM

El Sokhna. Drive across the desert to marvel at
the Pyramids, Sphinx and the treasures in the
Cairo Museum, or visit the Coptic Orthodox
monasteries of Saint Anthony and Saint Paul,
hidden deep among the Red Sea mountains.
On Easter Sunday Minerva transits the Suez
Canal en route to Alexandria. During an
afternoon call visit the spectacular new library
standing near the site of its ancient predecessor
or discover the city’s Roman heritage.
After a day at sea travel to Jerusalem from the
port of Ashdod. Spend a day in the capital and,
from the Mount of Olives, view some of the
world’s most sacred sites including the western
wailing wall, holiest place of the Jewish world,
the gold topped Dome of the Rock, third most
sacred site for Muslims, and the Church of the
Holy Sepulchre marking Jesus’s crucifixion site.
Alternatively, travel through the Negev desert to
visit the ruins of Herod’s hilltop fort at Massada
and float in the salty waters of the Dead Sea.
From Haifa visit Acre, which played a pivotal
role during the 11th century Crusades. See the
headquarters of the Knights of St John before
exploring Acre’s 18th century Ottoman Bazaar.

RED
SEA

Or, on a supplementary excursion, travel inland
to Nazareth and the Sea of Galilee.
During the Third Crusade, the Crusaders
founded the Kingdom of Cyprus; Minerva
follows in their wake from the Holy Land to the
port of Limassol. During an afternoon call visit
Paphos, the former capital, to discover beautiful
3rd century floor mosaics which once graced
the villas of Roman nobles.
Kusadasi, on Turkey’s Aegean coast, leads to
the magnificent Roman city of Ephesus, where
St Paul preached for over two years. Seljuk is
the site of the Temple of Artemis, an Ancient
Wonder of the World, as well as early Byzantine
Christian churches.
It was on Patmos that St John wrote the
divinely inspired Book of Revelation, the last
book of the New Testament. Visit the fortresslike orthodox Monastery of St John the Divine,
or explore the hill top village built around this
Byzantine monastery.
Finally Minerva sails across the Aegean Sea to
the wonders of Ancient Athens – a spectacular
conclusion to your cruise.

JORDAN . EGYPT . ISRAEL . CYPRUS . TURKEY . GREECE

“The view of Jerusalem is
the history of the world: it
is more, it is the history of
heaven and earth.”
Benjamin Disraeli (1804-1881)

PER PERSON PRICES MIN130327
Including Shore Excursions and Gratuities
Balcony suites from
Outside cabins from
Inside cabins from

$6,999
$4,599
$2,899

Prices for all categories are shown on pages 120-124.

GUEST SPEAKERS
Your guest speakers on this cruise include:
Mr George Hart – NADFAS speaker; Egypt
and the Levant.

ASHORE
Temple of Hadrian, Ephesus, Turkey

A selection of inclusive tailor-made shore
excursions: Full Day Petra, Wadi Rum, Full
Day Pyramids & Museum, Roman Alexandria,

Alexandria City & Library Full Day Jerusalem,
Acre, Paphos, Ephesus, Seljuk & Diana,
Monastery of St John, Chora Walk, Acropolis,
Corinth.
Supplementary options include: Full Day St
Anthony & St Paul Monasteries, Full Day
Massada & Dead Sea, Full Day Jerusalem &
Bethlehem, Full Day Nazareth & Sea of Galilee,
Full Day Aphrodisias.

OPTIONAL EXTENSIONS
3 night Athens City Stay (post-cruise);
Please see pages 102-103 for details.

The Dome of the Rock on Temple Mount, Jerusalem 75

Greece and the CRIMEA
APRIL 10 – 24, 2013

15 Days from $3,199 per person
UKRAINE

POTEMKIN
STEPS

CRUISE HIGHLIGHTS

Odessa Ukraine

Acropolis - Vergina Gold - Livadia
Palace - Balaclava - Odessa &
Potemkin Steps - Aghia Sofia

20th Apr Afternoon/
Overnight
21st Apr Full Day

BALACLAVA
LIVADIA
PALACE

Yalta Ukraine

Sevastopol Ukraine
Istanbul
Turkey

AGHIA
SOFIA

Thessaloniki GreeceVERGINA
METEORA

MOUNT
ATHOS

BURSA

Volos Greece

13th Apr Full Day

10th Apr
11th Apr Full Day

Mudanya Turkey
16th Apr Morning

TURKEY

ACROPOLIS

Piraeus
Greece

18th Apr Full Day

BLACK
SEA

23rd Apr Full Day
24th Apr

GREECE
14th Apr Full Day

19th Apr Full Day/Eve

Syros Greece

12th Apr Morning

EASTERN
MEDITERRANEAN
SEA

Meteora, Greece

Istanbul, Turkey

Springtime in Greece and the Black
Sea, archaeological sites covered
in wild flowers and blossom on
the trees. Follow the ancient
Greeks north along the Aegean
coast, through the Bosphorus and
across the Black Sea to the Crimea,
colonised by the Greeks in the 6th
century BC. Discover palaces of
Tsars, the Soviet past, stroll along
historic promenades overlooking
the Black Sea and enjoy impressive
skylines of domes and minarets
as Minerva berths in the heart of
Istanbul.
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Athens is the birthplace of western civilisation
and the oldest city in Europe. Explore the
iconic Acropolis, wander the narrow streets of
the Plaka or take a supplementary boat cruise
along the impressive Corinth Canal.
Enjoy a morning in Syros’ capital, Ermoupolis,
the only true city in the Cyclades and very
different to other Hellenic towns. Enjoy a city
walk admiring the Venetian and Neoclassical
buildings, including the superb Town Hall,
designed by Ziller, which make this one of the
most beautiful towns in Greece.

Following the Turkish War of Independence,
Mudanya was the signing place of the Armistice
between Turkey, Italy, France and Britain on
October 11, 1922. During a morning call
visit Bursa, 14th capital of the early Ottoman
Empire. Visit the Grand Mosque with its
distinctive domes and the striking mausoleums
of early Ottoman Sultans.

Sailing north along the Aegean coast, Minerva
arrives at the town of Volos. Enjoy a scenic train
journey climbing the slopes of Mount Pelion
or discover the awe-inspiring monasteries of
Meteora on a supplementary excursion.

Minerva transits the Bosphorus and sails across
the Black Sea to the Crimean town of Yalta.
The Eastern Crimea became the centre of the
ancient Greek Bosporan kingdom. In more
recent centuries the area became a popular spa
resort. Visit Livadia Palace, site of the historic
Yalta Conference of 1945, or walk the historic
pathway laid out for the last Russian Tsar,
Nicholas II.

Along the coast lies Thessaloniki where the
nearby excavations at Vergina have revealed
a splendid Macedonian palace and golden
treasures from the royal tombs of Philip the
Great. Early the following morning, Minerva
close cruises Mount Athos, where many isolated
orthodox monasteries dot the coast before
cruising the narrow Dardanelles as the sun sets.

To the west of the Crimean Peninsula lies
Sevastopol, an historic naval harbour and site of
many 19th and 20th century battles. The city
received hero city status in recognition of its
role during the Second World War. Admire the
magnificent Panorama, a huge, circular canvas
celebrating the defence of Sevastopol during
the Crimean War.

GREECE . TURKEY . UKRAINE

“Like to the Pontic Sea,
Whose icy current and compulsive course
Ne’er knows retiring ebb, but keeps due on
To the Propontic and the Hellespont.”
Othello, William Shakespeare (British dramatist
and poet, 1564– 1616)

Vladimir Cathedral, Chersonesos, Sevastopol
See some of the most significant sites of the
Charge of the Light Brigade. Alternatively
discover the ancient city of Chersonesos,
founded by Greek colonists in the 4th century
BC and now overlooked by the gold domed
Basilica of St Vladimir.

PER PERSON PRICES

Odessa’s famous Potemkin Steps sweep down to
the Black Sea. The city was founded in the late
18th century by Catherine the Great and you
can recall the city’s former splendour by visiting
two of its many mansions. Or explore the
treasures and gold found in the Archaeological
Museum which reveal the layers of colonisation
from the Greeks and nomadic Scythian and
Sarmathian tribes to the Byzantine and Russian
eras. As Minerva is in port overnight, why not
enjoy an evening performance at the Baroquestyled Opera House, before a second day in port
to explore the city in more depth.

GUEST SPEAKERS

Minerva sails back through the narrow
Bosphorus to the magnificent city of Istanbul.
The lavishly decorated Aghia Sophia and the
famed Blue Mosque are at the heart of Old
Istanbul, while a visit to Basilica Cistern will
reveal the Byzantine heritage of this cultural city.

Balcony suites from
Outside cabins from
Inside cabins from

MIN130410

$7,299
$4,899
$3,199

Prices for all categories are shown on pages 120-124.

Your guest speakers on this cruise include:
Professor Ian Beckett – NADFAS speaker;
military history.
Dr Steve Kershaw – NADFAS speaker; classics.

ASHORE
A selection of inclusive tailor-made shore
excursions: Acropolis, Syros Town Walk, Mt
Pelion Train, Thessaloniki City Tour, Vergina,
Pella, Bursa City Tour, Livadia Palace, Tsar’s
Path Walk, Sevastopol City Tour & Panorama,
Balaclava, Chersonesos, Bachiserai, Odessa City
Tour, Odessa Catacombs, Aghia Sofia & Blue
Mosque, Mosques & Spice Bazaar Walk.
Supplementary options include: Corinth Canal
Cruise, Full Day Meteora, Chekhov’s House
& Play, Full Day Military History, Odessa Eve
Concert/Ballet, Full Day Akkerman Fort,
Scutari, Bosphorus Cruise.

OPTIONAL EXTENSIONS
3 night Athens City Stay (pre-cruise);
Please see pages 102-103 for details.

Opera House, Odessa

Call Swan Hellenic at (866) 923-9182
or visit www.swanhellenic.us
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Spring Celebration
APRIL 24 – MAY 7, 2013

“Nothing is so beautiful as spring.”

14 Days from $2,899 per person

Spring, Gerard Manley Hopkins
(English poet, 1844 – 1889)

The Terrace of the Lions, Delos

Enjoy Spring in the Aegean and
Mediterranean. Search for wild
flowers among the ancient sites
of Minoan palaces and the sacred
island of Delos. Minerva sails from
Byzantine Istanbul through the
Corinth Canal to the heart of the
Roman Empire at Rome exploring en
route the island of Sicily, a melting
pot of Mediterranean cultures.

For centuries a meeting point between east
and west, your exploration of Istanbul includes
the soaring Aghia Sophia and the famous Blue
Mosque. Enjoy a relaxing day at sea, settling
into life on board, while Minerva sails south
through the Aegean Sea and among the islands
to Rhodes, stronghold of the Knights of St
John. Visit the Grand Master’s Palace or take a
drive into the surrounding countryside, which
should be full of flowers and spring blossom, to
the slopes of Mount Profitas Ilias in search of
unique cyclamen of the island.
Minerva sets sail for Aghios Nikolaos on Crete,
the largest of the Greek islands. Ancient Minoan
sites, such as Malia Palace and the fascinating
remains of Gournia, await discovery while the
high Lasithi Plateau in the shadow of the Cretan
mountains should be carpeted in spring flowers.

Corinth Canal Transit
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The Cyclades are so named because they form a
circle around the sacred island of Delos. Fabled
birthplace of Artemis and Apollo, Delos was
once an important sacred site and strategic
trading port. Spend a morning exploring the
ancient site or learn about the wild flowers
covering the island.

Minerva has the distinction of being small
enough to transit the Corinth Canal and, this
morning, en route to New Corinth, she transits
the narrow canal where the steep sides seem
within touching distance. The Acropolis of old
Corinth, Acro Corinth, is a monolithic rock
overlooking the ancient city of Corinth, which
you’ll have the opportunity to explore from
New Corinth during your afternoon call.
For more than 1,000 years Delphi was the site
of the most important oracle of Ancient Greece
which attracted worshippers from all over
the classical world. Follow in their footsteps
and ascend the slopes of Mount Parnassos to
discover this atmospheric site for yourself.
Following a day crossing the Ionian Sea, reach
the Sicilian port of Porto Empedocle, gateway
to Agrigento, once a leading city of Magna
Graecia during the golden age of Ancient
Greece, as well as the Valley of the Temples; a
fascinating chain of temples dedicated to Zeus,
Heracles, Concord and Hera. On the northern
coast of Sicily spend a full day exploring
Palermo, Europe’s grandest city during the
12th century.

TURKEY . GREECE . SICILY . ITALY

ITALY
Civitavecchia
Italy

6th May Full Day
7th May

Colosseum, Rome

ROME
OSTIA

AGHIA
SOFIA

Ponza Italy

GREECE

5th May Afternoon

Istanbul
Turkey

TYRRHENIAN
SEA

Palermo Sicily

Itea Greece

4th May Full Day

1st May Long Morning
MONREALE
VALLEY OF
THE TEMPLES

24th Apr
25th Apr Full Day
DELPHI
CORINTH
CANAL

IONIAN
SEA

Porto Empedocle Sicily

TURKEY

Delos Greece

Rhodes Greece

29th Apr Morning

3rd May Full Day

27th Apr Full Day
GRAND
MASTER’S
PALACE

LASITHI PLATEAU
MEDITERRANEAN SEA

Agios Nikolaos Greece
28th Apr Full Day

CRUISE HIGHLIGHTS
Topkapi Palace - Spring Flowers
Corinth Canal - Delphi - Agrigento
Monreale

Monreale Cathedral, Palermo
A guided walk will reveal palaces, churches and
markets. Nearby is the small town of Monreale
with its splendid Norman cathedral, the interior
of which is decorated with mosaics containing
more than 4,800 lbs of pure gold.

PER PERSON PRICES MIN130424
Including Shore Excursions and Gratuities

Minerva cruises the Tyrrhenian Sea and
anchors off the island of Ponza. According to
local legend, Ponza was named after Pontius
Pilate, Roman governor of Judea. Abandoned
during the Middle Ages, the island was recolonised by the Kingdom of Naples during
the 18th century. Enjoy a relaxing afternoon
independently exploring the town of Ponza,
which curls around the harbour and where
Moorish-looking cubed houses rise steeply from
the waterfront.

Prices for all categories are shown on pages 120-124.

Balcony suites from
Outside cabins from
Inside cabins from

$6,699
$4,399
$2,899

GUEST SPEAKERS
Dr Alan Borg – Hospitallers, Sieges of Rhodes,
Greek & Norman Sicily.
Dr Phillip Cribb – botany.
Dr Richard Chartres – history.
Ms Lesley Fitton – Greece.

ASHORE
A selection of inclusive tailor-made shore
excursions: Blue Mosque & Aghia Sophia,
Topkapi Palace, Rhodes Town Walk, Rhodes
Botany Drive, Malia Palace, Lasithi Plateau
Botany Drive, Delos Walk, Delos Botany,
Corinth, Acro Corinth, Delphi, Osios Loukas,
Valley of the Temples, Independent Ponza,
Ostia, Tarquinia
Supplementary options include: Bosphorus
Cruise, Lindos, Spinalonga, Roman Rome.

Finally, Minerva sails along the Italian coast
to Civitavecchia. Discover the Roman port
of Ostia, founded in the 4th century or
the exquisitely painted Etruscan tombs at
Tarquinia. Or travel inland to Rome to see the
main sights of this iconic city.
Temple of Apollo, Delphi

Call Swan Hellenic at (866) 923-9182
or visit www.swanhellenic.us
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Palaces and Gardens
MAY 7 – 21, 2013

15 Days from $2,999 per person

Portsmouth
England

21st May

Jeronimos Monastery, Lisbon
Pisa, Italy

FRANCE
Nice France

11th May Morning

PISA

10th May Full Day

VILLA EPHRUSSI

VILLA LANTE

BONIFACIO

Oporto Portugal
18th May Full Day

ROME

Porto Vecchio
Corsica

GUIMARAES

PORTUGAL

Livorno Italy

SPAIN

9th May Morning

QUELUZ
PALACE

Lisbon Portugal

17th May Morning

ELCHE
PALMERY

JERONIMOS
MONASTERY

ALHAMBRA

15th May Full Day

Cartagena Spain

Malaga Spain

14th May Full Day
MENDOUBIA
GARDENS

A panorama of the finest
Mediterranean towns, palaces and
gardens await as Minerva sails
from Italy around the Western
Mediterranean. Enjoy landscapes
that inspired artists, gardeners and
travellers. Admire fine Etruscan
frescoes, the marble brilliance of
Romanesque Pisa, the elegance of the
French Riviera and ornate Moorish
Alhambra Palace and Gardens.

Huerta del Curo, Elche
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7th May
8th May Full Day

MEDITERRANEAN
SEA

13th May Morning

Tangier Morocco

Civitavecchia
Italy

Discover the Roman port of Ostia, founded in
the 4th century and the main conduit for all
the goods coming in from the Roman Empire,
the finely painted Etruscan tombs at Tarquinia
or visit the geometric gardens of Villa Lante,
founded in the late 16th century with parterres,
grottos and cascades.
Sail west to Porto Vecchio on the southern tip
of Corsica. While away the morning wandering
at leisure among the narrow streets of the
sun-baked citadel of Bonifacio, perched high
on craggy cliffs. Or enjoy a supplementary
coastal cruise through turquoise waters to the
uninhabited Lavezzi islands.
Spend a full day in the Tuscan port of
Livorno and visit the beautiful walled city of
Lucca founded by the Etruscans or marvel
at the splendour of Romanesque Pisa with
its magnificent Duomo and Baptistery. Or
visit Florence, an elegant city of exceptional
art and culture. Maybe enjoy unique visits to
the ‘secret’ Vasari Corridor, commencing at
the Uffizi gallery, and the romantic, private
Torrigiani garden.

CRUISE HIGHLIGHTS
Pisa - French Riviera
7 Inclusive Mediterranean Gardens
Alhambra Palace - Jeronimos
Monastery
The French Riviera captivated artists such as
Matisse, Renoir and Chagall. Discover why
as you enjoy a scenic Riviera Drive from Nice
or wander in the sumptuous themed gardens
of Villa Ephrussi, home to the Rothschild
Foundation.
Relax in Minerva’s intimate atmosphere as you
spend a day sailing south to the Spanish mainland
and the impressive natural harbour of Cartagena.
A city tour will reveal Cartagena’s surprising
Roman Theatre. Or drive to the historic town of
Elche, home to the largest palm grove in Europe,
created in the 10th century when the city was
under Moorish control. Among the palms lies the
shady Huerto del Cura Garden with impressive
displays of palm trees and cactus.
On Spain’s Andalucian coast lies the
cosmopolitan city of Malaga and inland the
magnificent Moorish Alhambra Palace at
Granada. Marvel at the richly decorated interior
with intricate stuccowork. Stroll around the
beautiful Generalife Gardens with formal
gardens, courtyards and fountains. The tropical
botanical gardens of Finca La Concepcion may
also be of interest.

ITALY . CORSICA . france . SPAIN . MOROCCO . PORTUGAL . ENGLAND

Alhambra Palace Gardens, Granada
Sailing through the narrow Straits of Gibraltar
separating Europe and Africa, Minerva calls at
Tangier. See the Grand Socco, the gateway to
the Medina, walk through the souk and visit
the Kasbah which sits at the highest point of
the city.
Enjoy a day at sea listening to Guest Speaker
talks or dining with friends before sailing
up the River Tagus to Lisbon, spread across
steep hillsides. The city contains gems such
as the glorious, manueline Monasteiro dos
Jerónimos and the eclectic art collection of the
Gulbenkian Museum. The splendid rococo
Queluz National Palace and formal gardens also
invite exploration.
Sailing north along the Portuguese coast
Minerva arrives at the bustling city of Oporto,
built on the steep banks of the Douro. The
wine trade with Britain led to the building
of port houses at Vila Nova de Gaia on the
opposite bank of the river and you will have the
opportunity to visit one of the renowned port
lodges to taste the famous fortified wine before
the final leg of your cruise.

PER PERSON PRICES MIN130507
Including Shore Excursions and Gratuities
Balcony suites from
Outside cabins from
Inside cabins from

$6,699
$4,599
$2,999

Prices for all categories are shown on pages 120-124.

GUEST SPEAKERS
Sir Roy Strong – gardens.
A N Wilson – Dante and Florence.

ASHORE
A selection of inclusive tailor-made shore
excursions: Ostia, Tarquinia, Villa Lante, Lucca,
Pisa, Independent Florence transfer, Riviera
Scenic Drive, Villa Ephrussi, Cartagena City
Tour, Huerta del Curo, Alhambra Palace &
Gardens, La Concepcion Botanical Gardens,
Tangiers City & Mendoubia Garden, Jeronimos
Monastery, Queluz Palace & Gardens, Oporto
City Tour, Guimaraes.
Supplementary options include: Vatican Rome,
Lavezzi Cruise, Vasari Corridor & Torrigiani
Garden.

Bonifacio, Corsica

Call Swan Hellenic at (866) 923-9182
or visit www.swanhellenic.us
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GRAND VOYAGES

TAKE THE TIME

TO DISCOVER MORE
“I must go down to the seas again,
for the call of the running tide
Is a wild call and a clear call that
may not be denied.”
Sea Fever, John Masefield
(English poet laureate, 1878 – 1967)

Halong Bay, Vietnam
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For those that love variety and appreciate value, Swan’s choice of Grand Voyages will
be a tempting alternative to our individual itineraries. By combining two or more
successive cruises – and perhaps adding in a pre or post cruise tour or city stay – you
can tailor-make your own Grand Voyage.
Escape a British winter, celebrate a special anniversary, or simply decide to discover more –
our selection of Grand Voyages allows you to explore India, the Far East, the Mediterranean
and Black Sea or enjoy a 42 day cruise beginning and ending in Singapore.
A choice of 15 cruise combinations from August 1, 2012 to May 7, 2013, from 29-56 Days.

Prices from $4,899 per person
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GRAND MEDITERRANEAN and ADRIATIC
AUGUST 1 – 29, 2012

VOYAGE HIGHLIGHTS

29 Days from $5,699 per person
St Peter Port
Guernsey

Portsmouth
England

1st Aug

FRANCE

Venice
Italy

Trieste
Italy

ST MARK'S
SQUARE

La Coruña
Galicia
Oporto
(Leixoes)
Portugal

Alhambra Palace - Jerez - Sicily
Dubrovnik - Dalmatian Coast
Diocletian’s Palace - Kotor Fjord
Delphi - Corinth Canal

ITALY
SANTIAGO DE
COMPOSTELA

Pula Istria
CROATIA
Split
Croatia
Korcula Croatia
Dubrovnik Croatia
ADRIATIC
Kotor Montenegro
SEA
GREECE

SPAIN

Palma
Balearic Islands

PORTUGAL

JEREZ

Cadiz
Spain

ALHAMBRA

Malaga
Andalucia

Cagliari
Sardinia

Sarande Albania
Trapani
Sicily

Cartagena
Spain

CORINTH
CANAL

Follow in the footsteps of pilgrims to the
cathedral at Santiago de Compostela, wonder
at the Moorish architecture of the Alhambra
Palace and visit the recently discovered Roman
theatre at Cartagena. Minerva’s Grand Voyage
continues via the Mediterranean isles of
Mallorca, Sardinia, Sicily and Malta, each island
with its unique story to tell.
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Piraeus
Greece

29th Aug

Valletta
Malta

Sailing south from the historic naval
port of Portsmouth spend August
exploring highlights of the Iberian
Peninsula, Mediterranean and the
Adriatic. From Moorish Spain to
Venetian walled towns and the
highlights of the Ancient World, this
summer cruise fuses the cultures,
heritage and coastal landscapes of
the Mediterranean world.

Split, Croatia

Itea
Greece

In the Adriatic explore towns and cities of
the former Venetian Empire and enjoy some
memorable scenic cruising as Minerva weaves
her way through the islands that lie off the
Dalmatian coast. Explore the walled city of
Dubrovnik, the Roman amphitheatre at Pula
and Split, where Diocletian built a palace for his

retirement. Enjoy an overnight stay at Kotor
located at the head of Europe’s deepest fjord
and, in Albania, discover the remains of Butrint.
From Itea visit Delphi located high on the
slopes of Mt Parnassus before transiting the
steep sided, narrow Corinth Canal en route to
Piraeus where you can visit the iconic Acropolis
or discover the new state of the art Acropolis
Museum.
This Grand Voyage is a combination of “South
to the Mediterranean” and “Venice and the
Adriatic”.
	Full details for both itineraries can be
found on pages 40-43 of this brochure.

PER PERSON PRICES MIN120801A
Including Shore Excursions and Gratuities
Balcony suites from
Outside cabins from
Inside cabins from

$12,899
$8,499
$5,699

Prices for all categories are shown on pages 120-124.

GRAND ADRIATIC and AEGEAN
AUGUST 15 – SEPTEMBER 12, 2012
29 Days from $12,999 per person

Cruise from Malta to Istanbul
exploring cities and islands that
once formed part of the Byzantine
Empire. Approach Venice from the
sea, discover Hapsburg influenced
Trieste and then cruise along the
Istrian and Dalmatian coasts calling
at Pula with its well preserved
Roman Amphitheatre, Split home
to Diocletian’s Palace and the redroofed walled city of Dubrovnik.

Lying just off the coast of Turkey explore the
Venetian influenced Greek island of Symi and
the island of Chios, known for the monastery of
Nea Moni, before cruising along Turkey’s coast
to Kusadasi to visit the great Roman city of
Ephesus. Conclude your cruise in Istanbul, the
city that straddles East and West, once known
as Byzantium.
This Grand Voyage is a combination of
“Venice and the Adriatic” and “Hellenic
Highlights”.
	Full details for both itineraries can be
found on pages 42-45 of this brochure.

As Minerva cruises south, discover legacies
of the ancient Hellenic world. Drive up to
Delphi, home of the Oracle of Apollo, transit
the Corinth Canal, visit or revisit the Acropolis
of Athens and discover Agamemnon’s Mycenae
near Nauplia. Pretty villages in eastern Crete,
former Byzantine monasteries clinging to the
Peloponnese hillside near Gythion and the
splendours of the theatre at Epidaurus all await
discovery before calling at the Cycladic islands
of Paros, Delos and Mykonos.

PER PERSON PRICES MIN120815A
Including Shore Excursions and Gratuities
Balcony suites from
Outside cabins from
Inside cabins from

$12,999
$8,499
$5,699

Minerva berthed in Symi, Greece

Prices for all categories are shown on pages 120-124.

VOYAGE HIGHLIGHTS

Venice
Italy
ST MARK'S
SQUARE

Dubrovnik - Dalmatian Coast
Diocletian’s Palace - Kotor Fjord
Delphi - Corinth Canal - Mycenae
Ephesus - Aghia Sophia, Istanbul

Trieste Italy
ROMAN AMPHITHEATRE

Pula Istria
CROATIA

Split Croatia
Korcula Croatia

Dubrovnik Croatia
Kotor Montenegro

ADRIATIC
SEA

BLUE MOSQUE
BUTRINT

GREECE

Itea
Greece
CORINTH CANAL

Nauplia Peloponnese

Valletta
Malta

15th Aug

Old Town, Dubrovnik

12th Sep

AEGEAN
SEA

Sarande Albania

Istanbul
Turkey

TURKEY

Piraeus
Greece
Delos
Cyclades

Gythion
Peloponnese

Chios Greece
Kusadasi Turkey
Mykonos Cyclades
Paros Cyclades
Fethiye Turkey
Symi
Dodecanese

Souda Bay Crete

Call Swan Hellenic at (866) 923-9182
or visit www.swanhellenic.us
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GRAND GRECIAN and BLACK SEA ODYSSEY
AUGUST 29 – SEPTEMBER 26, 2012

VOYAGE HIGHLIGHTS

29 Days from $6,199 per person

UKRAINE

Mycenae - Cycladic Islands
Ephesus - Aghia Sophia - Sumela
Monastery - Folkloric Dancers - Livadia
Palace - Sevastopol Panorama

Odessa Ukraine

CRIMEA
Yalta Ukraine

BLACK
SEA

Nessebur
Bulgaria

Pokrov Church, Sevastopol

GREECE

Piraeus
Greece

29th Aug

Nauplia
Peleponnese
Gythion
Peleponnese

Samsun
Turkey

Istanbul
Turkey
Izmir
Turkey

Chios
Greece

Sochi
Russia

Sevastopol
Ukraine

BULGARIA

GEORGIA
Batumi
Georgia
Trabzon Turkey

TURKEY

26th Sep

Kusadasi Turkey

Delos
Cyclades

Mykonos Cyclades
Paros
Cyclades

Fethiye Turkey
Symi
Dodecanese

Souda Bay
Crete

Hilltop Citadel, Mycenae

Sparkling whitewashed towns of
the Cyclades, great Roman and
Byzantine cities together with
palaces and former battlefields of the
Crimea can be viewed during this in
depth exploration of the sites that
line the shores of the Aegean and the
Black Sea.
Cruise to some of the more remote Greek islands
where our Guest Speakers will bring to life
the myths, legends and history of the ancient
world. Anchor off the now deserted island of
Delos to explore the remains of its once great
city, walk the marble streets of Roman Ephesus
and discover the great Byzantine Aghia Sophia
in Istanbul. Relax in Greek tavernas or hunt for
bargains in colourful souks.
Begin your circumnavigation of the Black Sea
by sailing along the north coast of Turkey
discovering ‘off the beaten track’ towns and,
near former Trebizond, Sumela Monastery
seemingly clinging to the rock face. Enjoy
exhilarating folk dancing in Batumi, Georgia,
and lush tea plantations in the hills above
Sochi. With two ports in the Crimea you can
explore Livadia Palace, site of the 1945 Yalta
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RUSSIA

Conference, as well as the battlefields of the
Crimea near Sevastopol. Minerva berths at the
foot of the Potemkin steps, enabling you to
discover Catherine the Great’s maritime city
of Odessa, while in Nessebur, Bulgaria, seek
out several well preserved Byzantine churches
among the cobbled streets.
This Grand Voyage is a combination of
“Hellenic Highlights” and “Black Sea
Odyssey”.
	Full details for both itineraries can be
found on pages 44-47 of this brochure.

PER PERSON PRICES MIN120829A
Including Shore Excursions and Gratuities
Balcony suites from
Outside cabins from
Inside cabins from

$14,299
$9,199
$6,199

Prices for all categories are shown on pages 120-124.

GRAND BLACK SEA and LEVANT
SEPTEMBER 12 – OCTOBER 10, 2012
29 Days from $6,399 per person

Circumnavigate the Black Sea and
explore Northern Greece, Turkey
and the Levant. Discover remote
Byzantine Monasteries, Ottoman
Istanbul, the Royal Macedonian
tombs of Phillip the Great, and
impressive Roman cities in Turkey
and Lebanon.

Medieval Street of the Knights to the Grand
Master’s Palace in Rhodes. The Roman Theatre
of Aspendos, the cedar groves and ancient cities
of Byblos and Baalbek in the Lebanon as well
as Aphrodite’s Island of Cyprus all paint an
intriguing picture of the history and culture of
these fascinating lands.
This Grand Voyage is a combination of “Black
Sea Odyssey” and “Aegean and Levant”.

From Sumela Monastery near Trabzon to the
tea plantations of Russia and onto the palaces
and mansions of the Tsars, this comprehensive
exploration of the Black Sea will reveal multiple
layers of history from the Greek settlement
of Chersonesos near Sevastopol, to Byzantine
churches in Nessebur, Bulgaria, Catherine the
Great’s maritime city of Odessa and the recently
formed State of Georgia in the Caucasus.
Sail through the Bosphorus and Dardanelles
into the Aegean to continue your Grand
Voyage. See the sumptuous tomb treasures of
Philip the Great at Vergina and walk along the

	Full details for both itineraries can be
found on pages 46-49 of this brochure.

PER PERSON PRICES MIN120912A
Including Shore Excursions and Gratuities
Balcony suites from
Outside cabins from
Inside cabins from

$14,999
$9,499
$6,399

Prices for all categories are shown on pages 120-124.

Swallow’s Nest, Yalta

POTEMKIN
STEPS

Odessa Ukraine

CRIMEA
Yalta Ukraine
Nessebur
Bulgaria

Sochi
Russia

Sevastopol
Ukraine

RUSSIA

BLACK
SEA

Philip the Great’s Gold, Vergina

Batumi
Georgia

GREECE
VERGINA

Thessaloniki
Greece

Kavalla
Greece

Samsun Turkey

Istanbul
Turkey

Trabzon Turkey

GEORGIA

12th Sep

Izmir
Turkey

Piraeus
Greece

10th Oct

VOYAGE HIGHLIGHTS

TURKEY

Sumela Monastery - Folkloric Dancers
Livadia Palace - Sevastopol Panorama Odessa Mansions - Treasures of Vergina
Aspendos Theatre

EPHESUS

Antalya
Turkey

Syros
Cyclades

Tasucu
Turkey

Rhodes
Greece

Tripoli
Lebanon
Limassol
Cyprus

Beirut
Lebanon
BAALBEK

Call Swan Hellenic at (866) 923-9182
or visit www.swanhellenic.us
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GRAND OTTOMAN EMPIRE
SEPTEMBER 12 – OCTOBER 24, 2012
43 Days from $9,399 per person

UKRAINE

Odessa Ukraine

Venice Italy
ITALY

CRIMEA

CROATIA

Split Croatia

Ravenna Italy

Naples
Turkey

24th Oct

Nessebur
Bulgaria

Dubrovnik Croatia
ADRIATIC
SEA

Brindisi
Italy
Crotone
Italy

Lipari
Aeolian Islands

BULGARIA

Catania
Sicily

Thessaloniki
Greece

Yalta
Ukraine

RUSSIA

Sevastopol Ukraine

Sochi Russia

BLACK SEA

GEORGIA

Kavalla
Greece

GREECE

Piraeus
Greece
CORINTH
CANAL

Spice Bazaar, Istanbul

Izmir
Turkey

AEGEAN
SEA

Syros
Cyclades

Samsun Turkey

Istanbul
Turkey

Rhodes
Greece

12th Sep

Batumi
Georgia
Trabzon
Turkey

TURKEY

Antalya
Turkey

Tasucu
Turkey
Tripoli
Lebanon

VOYAGE HIGHLIGHTS
Sumela Monastery - Livadia Palace
Treasures of Vergina - Acropolis
Corinth Canal Transit - Ravenna
Pompeii - Mediterranean Volcanoes

MEDITERRANEAN
SEA

Limassol
Cyprus

SYRIA

Beirut
Lebanon

Enjoy a 43 day cruise on board
Minerva and, in the company of
our eminent Guest Speakers and
guides, visit the highlights of the
Mediterranean and Black Sea.
Wonder at the Aghia Sofia and Sinan’s Suleiman
Mosque in Istanbul before sailing through the
Bosphorus to circumnavigate the Black Sea.
Highlight calls include rarely visited Batumi in
Caucasian Georgia and the Crimean ports of
Yalta and Sevastopol with their associations of
conflict and legacy of Tsarist and Soviet rule.

Fortress at Rhodes Harbour, Greece
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Follow in the footsteps of traders, emperors
and crusaders as you cruise from Philip and
Alexander the Great’s Macedonia south along
Turkey’s Mediterranean coast to the Lebanon
with its ancient cities and cedar groves. The
unique gold treasures of Vergina, off the beaten
track Uzuncaberc, and the former great cities
of Perge, Ephesus, Byblos and Baalbek all await
exploration. Sail through the Corinth Canal
into the Adriatic to stroll the marble streets
of Dubrovnik, discover the treasures that line
the canals of Venice, the world class mosaics
of Ravenna, the volcanoes of Etna, Vulcano,
Stomboli and Vesuvius and the once powerful

Sumela Monastery, Turkey
cities of Pompeii and Herculaneum.
This Grand Voyage is a combination of “Black
Sea Odyssey”, “Aegean and Levant” and “A
Byzantine Legacy”.
	Full details for both itineraries can be
found on pages 46-51 of this brochure.

PER PERSON PRICES MIN120912B
Including Shore Excursions and Gratuities
Balcony suites from
Outside cabins from
Inside cabins from

$21,099
$13,999
$9,399

Prices for all categories are shown on pages 120-124.

GRAND SPIRIT of the MEDITERRANEAN
OCTOBER 10 – NOVEMBER 7, 2012
29 Days from $5,999 per person

Cruise the historic waters of the
Adriatic and Mediterranean visiting
some of Europe’s finest cities
including Athens, Dubrovnik,
Venice, Naples, Pisa and Palermo.

Continue to Tunisia to marvel at the excellent
Roman mosaics of the Bardo Museum in Tunis,
admire the well preserved amphitheatre of El
Djem. Sail into the Grand Harbour of Valletta
and explore the town before concluding your
cruise in the great city of Athens.

Sailing through the Corinth Canal and around
the Adriatic Sea, visit Diocletian’s Roman Palace
in Split, the fine early Christian mosaics of
Ravenna, Baroque Lecce and the ruined city
of Pompeii. With visits to Mt Etna, Volcano
on the Lipari Islands and Vesuvius understand
how volcanoes have shaped the landscapes and
cultures of the Mediterranean world.

This Grand Voyage is a combination of
“Byzantine Legacy” and “The Mediterranean
World”.

From the Bay of Naples sail north to the
elegant cities of Pisa and Lucca, discover the
the Etruscan tombs of Tarquinia and maybe
visit the Eternal city of Rome. Follow the sun
as Minerva calls at the islands of Sardinia, home
to megalithic nuraghes and Sicily, a melting pot
of south European cultures. See the impressive
Norman architecture of Palermo and Monreale
Cathedral and ancient Greek temple of Segesta.

PER PERSON PRICES MIN121010A
Including Shore Excursions and Gratuities

	Full details for both itineraries can be
found on pages 50-53 of this brochure.

Balcony suites from
Outside cabins from
Inside cabins from

$13,999
$8,899
$5,999

Prices for all categories are shown on pages 120-124.

Crotone, Italy

VOYAGE HIGHLIGHTS
Corinth Canal - Dubrovnik - Venice Ravenna - Pompeii - Volcanoes of the
Mediterranean - Pisa - Etruscan Tombs
Palermo - El Djem

Venice Italy
CROATIA

Ravenna
Italy
Livorno Italy

Split Croatia

Civitavecchia
Italy
ITALY

TYRRHENIAN
SEA

Dubrovnik Croatia
ADRIATIC
SEA

Naples
Italy

Brindisi
Italy

Crotone
Italy
Lipari
Aeolian
Islands
Trapani Sicily
Palermo Sicily

Alghero
Sardinia

La Goulette
Tunisia
Sousse
Tunisia

Catania
Sicily

GREECE

Piraeus
Greece

10th Oct
7th Nov

CORINTH
CANAL

Valletta
Malta
MEDITERRANEAN
SEA

TUNISIA

Monreale Cathedral, Sicily

Call Swan Hellenic at (866) 923-9182
or visit www.swanhellenic.us
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GRAND REALMS of ANTIQUITY
OCTOBER 24 – NOVEMBER 21, 2012
29 Days from $5,699 per person
ITALY
Livorno
Italy

Civitavecchia
Italy
Naples
Italy

Alghero
Sardinia

24th Oct

Trapani Sicily
La Goulette
Tunisia
Sousse Tunisia
EL DJEM

Palermo
Sicily
Valletta
Malta

GREECE

Souk, Sousse

Piraeus
Greece

TURKEY
Antalya Turkey

EASTERN
MEDITERRANEAN
SEA

Tripoli
Lebanon
Limassol Cyprus

Beirut Lebanon
BAALBEK

Port Said
Egypt

VOYAGE HIGHLIGHTS
Pompeii - Pisa - Etruscan Tombs
Palermo - El Djem - Byblos
Cairo & Pyramids - Petra & the Siq
Wadi Rum - Karnak Temple

PYRAMIDS

El Sokhna
Egypt

EGYPT
VALLEY OF THE KINGS
KARNAK TEMPLE

Set Sail from Naples on a grand
tour viewing the highlights of the
Egyptian, Roman and Norman
Empires.
Stroll around the majestic Campo di Miracoli at
Pisa, see the Coliseum of Rome before cruising
to the Mediterranean islands of Corsica,
Sardinia, Sicily and Malta. See the colourful
markets and fine Norman architecture of
Sicilian Palermo before sailing south to Tunisia.
Discover the ancient battlefields of Carthage
near modern day Tunis and then continue to
Sousse from where you can visit the Roman
amphitheatre of El Djem or wander in the
medina of Sousse, known for its distinctive
ribat.

SUEZ CANAL
PETRA

Aqaba Jordan
Sharm el Sheikh
Egypt
Safaga
Egypt

21st Nov

This Grand Voyage is a combination of “The
Mediterranean World” and “Treasures of the
Near East”.
	Full details for both itineraries can be
found on pages 52-55 of this brochure.

PER PERSON PRICES MIN121024A
Including Shore Excursions and Gratuities
Balcony suites from
Outside cabins from
Inside cabins from

Prices for all categories are shown on pages 120-124.

From Valletta, stronghold of the Knights of
St John, sail east to the Lebanon to discover
ancient cities, cedar groves and colourful souks
before enjoying a daylight transit of the Suez
Canal. Enjoy inclusive full day excursions to the
Pyramids of Giza, the Rose Red Nabataean city
of Petra and, from Safaga, to the colonnaded
Karnak Temple on the banks of the Nile and to
the Valley of the Kings.
El Djem Amphitheatre, Tunisia
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$13,399
$8,499
$5,699

Alghero, Sardinia

GRAND DESERT SHORES
NOVEMBER 7 – DECEMBER 5, 2012
29 Days from $4,899 per person

Join Minerva at the classical city
of Athens before sailing east to the
Levant and through the Suez Canal
to discover the Pyramids of Giza,
the Nabataean city of Petra and
Egyptian Luxor on the banks of
the Nile.

which grew rich as a centre of frankincense
trade. Continue to Muscat, guarded by its
distinctive twin forts, to see the city’s palaces
and mosques and to wander in the souk, before
sailing on to the United Arab Emirates and the
dynamic, 21st century city of Dubai.
This Grand Voyage is a combination of
“Treasures of the Near East” and “Passage to
Oman”.

See the splendours of Aspendos theatre and
Aphrodite’s Island of Cyprus before sailing
to the Lebanon to stroll among cedar groves,
wander in bustling bazaars and discover the
ancient cities of Byblos or Baalbek. After a
daylight transit of the Suez Canal, enter the
Red Sea where inclusive excursions include the
Pyramids of Giza, the Rose Red city of Petra
and Egyptian Luxor.

	Full details for both itineraries can be
found on pages 54-57 of this brochure.

PER PERSON PRICES MIN121107Y
Including Shore Excursions and Gratuities
Balcony suites from
Outside cabins from
Inside cabins from

Relax and enjoy life on board Minerva,
listening to your Guest Speakers’ talks, as you
cruise south to African Djibouti with its lively
blend of African and French influences. Two
days later arrive at the Omani port of Salalah

Piraeus
Greece

7th Nov

Prices for all categories are shown on pages 120-124.

The Sphinx at Giza, Cairo

VOYAGE HIGHLIGHTS

TURKEY
Antalya Turkey
Tripoli Lebanon

MEDITERRANEAN
SEA

$11,399
$7,299
$4,899

Limassol
Cyprus
Port Said
Egypt

Byblos - Cairo & Pyramids - Petra &
the Siq - Wadi Rum - Karnak Temple
& Valley of Kings - Forts & Palaces of
Oman - Musandam Fjord - Dubai

Beirut Lebanon
SUEZ CANAL
PETRA

El Sokhna Egypt

Aqaba Jordan

EGYPT

Sharm el Sheikh
Jordan

Safaga Egypt

Khasab
Oman
Dubai
UAE

VALLEY OF THE KINGS
KARNAK TEMPLE

5th Dec

SAUDA
ARABIA
RED
SEA

Muscat
Oman

OMAN

JOB’S TOMB

Salalah
Oman

Djibouti
Djibouti
Colourful Fishing Boats, Malta

Call Swan Hellenic at (866) 923-9182
or visit www.swanhellenic.us
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GRAND INDIAN VOYAGE
DECEMBER 5 – JANUARY 3, 2013
30 Days from $4,999 per person

Khasab Oman

7th Dec Morning

Dubai
UAE

5th Dec
Musandam
6th Dec Full Day Peninsula

S audi
A rabia
O man

Arabian
Sea

Spend the festive period cruising
the Arabian Sea, Indian Ocean and
Andaman Sea, travelling from the
land of spices and ancient bazaars
to the treasures of our colonial past.
Sail from the United Arab Emirates,
southwards along the western shores
of the Indian Subcontinent – calling
at sites in the Indian states of
Gujurat, Maharashtra, Karnataka,
Kerala and Tamil Nadu – to the
enchanting island of Sri Lanka to
visit Colombo and Galle.
Cruise across the sparkling Indian Ocean to the
remote and seldom visited Andaman Islands.
Celebrate a traditional Christmas on board
before sailing up the Yangon River to the
colonial city of Yangon in Myanmar. Take time
to discover this intriguing city and its people.
Cruise the Andaman Sea to the ‘Pearl of the
Orient’, Penang before ringing in the New Year.
Visit the former Malay sultanate of Malacca
and conclude this magival festive voyage in the
‘Lion City’, Singapore.
This Grand Voyage is a combination of
“Colours of India” and “Mysteries of the
Indian Ocean”.

“If we are always arriving and
departing, it is also true that we are
eternally anchored. One’s destination
is never a place but rather a new
way of looking at things.”
Henry Miller (American author, 1891-1980)

Kerala Backwaters, Kochi
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	Full details for both itineraries can be
found on pages 60-63 of this brochure.

PER PERSON PRICES MIN121205A
Including Shore Excursions and Gratuities
Balcony suites from
Outside cabins from
Inside cabins from

$12,799
$8,199
$4,999

Prices for all categories are shown on pages 120-124.

GRAND VOYAGES

VOYAGE HIGHLIGHTS
Musandam Peninsula
Kerala Backwaters - Kandy
Temples and Cultures of Myanmar

Gandhi’s
Birthplace

Porbandar India
10th Dec Full Day

INDIA

Ceiling detail, Jain Temple, Mangalore

KAnheri
Caves

Yangon Myanmar
26th Dec Evening
27th Dec Full Day
28th Dec Morning

Mumbai India

11th Dec Eve/Overnight
12th Dec Full Day
Shwedagon
Pagoda

T hailand

Ba y o f B e n g a l
Jain Temples

Mangalore India
14th Dec Morning
Malabar
Coast

Kochi India

ross
Island

Port Blair
Andaman Islands/India

Kerala
Backwaters
Madurai

15th Dec Full Day/Eve

24th Dec Full Day

Tuticorin India

A n dama n
Sea

17th Dec Full Day
Kandy

Colombo Sri Lanka

Galle Sri Lanka

18th/19th/20th Dec
Full Days

21st Dec Morning

georgetown

Penang Malaysia
31st Dec Morning

Pinnawela
Elephants
Indian Ocean

plantations
Botanical
Gardens

Malacca Malaysia
1st Jan Afternoon

Singapore
2nd Jan Full Day
3rd Jan

Elephanta Caves, Mumbai

Wat Chaiya Mangkalaram, Penang

Call Swan Hellenic at (866) 923-9182
or visit www.swanhellenic.us
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Grand Oriental Odyssey
DECEMBER 19, 2012 – JANUARY 24, 2013
37 Days from $7,299 per person
“I am fevered with the sunset,
I am fretful with the bay,
For the wander-thirst is on me
And my soul is in Cathay.”
A Sea Gypsy, Richard Hovey
(American poet, 1869-1900)

Celebrate Christmas and New Year
on board Minerva cruising east from
Colombo, Sri Lanka, to Hong Kong
in China. Voyage across the Indian
Ocean to the remote Andaman
Islands, sail up the Yangon River to
the colonial city of Yangon (Rangoon)
in Myanmar, and cruise south to the
‘Pearl of the Orient’, Penang, and the
former Malay sultanate of Malacca.

I ndia

Ba y o f
Bengal

Colombo
Sri Lanka

19th Dec
20th Dec Full Day/Eve

Pinnawela
Elephants

Galle Sri Lanka

21st Dec Morning

Spend two and a half days discovering the
‘Lion City’, Singapore, before continuing your
cruise eastwards to Indonesia. In Java discover
former royal palaces and the 8th-9th century
Buddhist temple at Borobudur, and then meet
the giant Komodo dragon on the island of the
same name. Your feast of colour and cultural
experiences culminates with a visit to the
homeland of the Toraja people in Sulawesi. Visit
an orangutan sanctuary in Borneo and cross the
Sula Sea to the Philippines, calling at Bohol to
visit the mysterious ‘Chocolate’ Hills, and the
Spanish walled city of Manila. Spend two final
days luxuriating in the winter sunshine before
concluding your grand voyage in the ‘fragrant
harbour’ of Hong Kong.
This Grand Voyage is a combination of
“Mysteries of the Indian Ocean” and “East of
Java”.
	Full details for both itineraries can be
found on pages 62-65 of this brochure.

PER PERSON PRICES MIN121219A
Including Shore Excursions and Gratuities
Balcony suites from
Outside cabins from
Inside cabins from
Golden Shwedagon Pagoda, Yangon
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$17,899
$11,399
$7,299

Prices for all categories are shown on pages 120-124.

GRAND VOYAGES

C hina

VOYAGE HIGHLIGHTS

Hong Kong
China

Remote Andaman Islands
Overnights in Yangon - Borobudur
Temple - Toraja Highlands

Victoria Peak

23rd Jan Full Day
24th Jan

Yangon Myanmar
26th Dec Eve
27th Dec Full Day
28th Dec Morning

P hilippines

South China
Sea
Shwedagon
Pagoda

T hailand

Manila Philippines

V ietnam

20th Jan Full Day/Eve

ross
Island

C ambodia

Port Blair
Andaman Islands/India

Chocolate Hills

Bohol Philippines

24th Dec Full Day

18th Jan Full Day

A n dama n
Sea

Sandakan Sabah/Malaysia

georgetown

Penang Malaysia

Orangutan
Sanctuary

31st Dec Morning

16th Jan Full Day

Malacca Malaysia
plantations

1st Jan Afternoon

Singapore

Indian
Ocean

Botanical
Gardens

BORNEO

2nd/3rd Jan Full Days
4th Jan Morning

I ndonesia
Toraja land

Pare Pare Sulawesi/Indonesia
13th Jan Full Day/Eve

Semarang
Java/Indonesia

Fort Rotterdam

Ujung Pandang Sulawesi/Indonesia

7th Jan Full Day

Cirebon Java/Indonesia

Sasak
Culture

6th Jan Afternoon

12th Jan Afternoon

Komodo Indonesia

11th Jan Afternoon
Borobudur

Padang Bai
Bali/Indonesia
9th Jan
Full Day/Eve

Pinnawela Elephants, Sri Lanka

Borobudur Temple, Indonesia

Komodo Dragons

Lembar
Lombok/Indonesia
10th Jan Morning

Chocolate Hills, Philippines
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Grand Empires of the East
JANUARY 3 – february 13, 2013

VOYAGE HIGHLIGHTS

42 Days from $9,499 per person

Hong Kong China

C hina

Stanley
market

23rd/24th/25th Jan
Full Days

Victoria
Peak

Halong Bay Vietnam
27th Jan Full Day
Hanoi

Cultures of Indonesia
2 nights in Hong Kong - Halong Bay
Phnom Penh Palace
Overnight in Bangkok

Scenic
Cruising

P h i l i pp i n e S e a

Haiphong Vietnam
28th Jan Full Day

South China
Sea

Danang Vietnam

T hailand

My Son

Bangkok Thailand

7th Feb Full Day/Overnight
8th Feb Morning

Phnom
Penh

Ko Samui Thailand
9th Feb Afternoon

Tropical
Beaches

5th Feb
Full Day/Eve

20th Jan Full Day/Eve

31st Jan Afternoon
Cham
Towers

Nha Trang Vietnam

VIETNAM

Sihanoukville
Cambodia

Manila Philippines

Qui Nhon Vietnam

Hoi An

CAMBODIA

Grand Palace

P hilippines

30th Jan Full Day

1st Feb Morning

Chocolate Hills

Cu Chi Tunnels

Bohol Philippines

18th Jan Full Day

Transit Saigon River

Ho Chi Minh Vietnam

2nd Feb Afternoon/Overnight
3rd Feb Long Morning

Sandakan Sabah/Malaysia

M alaysia

Orangutan
Sanctuary

Singapore

16th Jan Full Day

BORNEO

Depart 3rd Jan
4th Jan Morning
12th Feb Full Day
Return 13th Feb

I ndonesia
Toraja land

Pare Pare Sulawesi/Indonesia

Cirebon Java/Indonesia

Borobudur

Ujung Pandang Sulawesi/Indonesia
Sasak
Culture

Padang Bai
Bali/Indonesia
9th Jan
Full Day/Eve

Komodo Dragons, Komodo Island

Fort Rotterdam

7th Jan Full Day

6th Jan Afternoon
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13th Jan Full Day/Eve

Semarang
Java/Indonesia

Indian Ocean

12th Jan Afternoon

Komodo Indonesia

11th Jan Afternoon

Komodo Dragons

Lembar
Lombok/Indonesia
10th Jan Morning

Temple Carving, Borobudur

GRAND VOYAGES

Enjoy a leisurely 42 day Grand
Voyage beginning and ending
in Singapore, exploring the
highlights of Indonesia, Borneo, the
Philippines, Vietnam, Cambodia and
Thailand. From the Buddhist temple
of Borobudur in central Java to the
idyllic islands of Bali and Lombok,
discover ‘Komodo dragons’ on
the island of the same name, visit
Makassar – the former premier
trading centre of eastern Indonesia
– and cruise the Celebes Sea to
Sandakan to visit an orangutan
sanctuary.

Life on the Mekong River, Vietnam

Minerva calls at Bohol and Manila in the
Philippines en route to Hong Kong where
you can spend three whole days exploring one
of China’s most dynamic cities. Your Grand
Voyage continues with a week discovering the
highlights of Vietnam, including Halong Bay,
Hoi An, My Son, the countryside around Nha
Trang and Ho Chi Minh city. Explore the
charming capital of Cambodia, Phnom Penh,
sail into the heart of Bangkok for an overnight
stay, relax on a pristine beach in Ko Samui and
cruise the South China Sea back to Singapore.
This Grand Voyage is a combination of
“East of Java” and “Kingdoms of South
East Asia”.

	Full details for both itineraries can be
found on pages 64-67 of this brochure.

PER PERSON PRICES MIN130103A
Including Shore Excursions and Gratuities
Balcony suites from
Outside cabins from
Inside cabins from

$22,699
$14,399
$9,499

Prices for all categories are shown on pages 120-124.

“In the vast archipelago of the east, where
Borneo and Java and Sumatra lie, and
the Molucca Islands, and the Philippines,
the sea is often fanned only by the land
and sea breezes…”
Captain Frederick Marryat (English naval
commander and novelist, 1792-1848

Royal Palace, Phnom Penh, Cambodia
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Grand far east
JANUARY 3 – FEBRUARY 27, 2013
56 Days from $11,899 per person

Hong Kong China

Halong Bay
Vietnam

INDIA

Haiphong
Vietnam

BAY OF
BENGAL

Chennai India

Colombo
Sri Lanka

Trincomalee
Sri Lanka

3 Days

Bangkok
Thailand
Port Blair
India
Ko Samui
Thailand

27th Feb

Danang
Vietnam
Sihanoukville
Cambodia

Bohol
Philippines

Sandakan
Sabah/Malaysia

Penang Malaysia
INDIAN
OCEAN

Nha Trang Vietnam

Ho Chi Minh
Vietnam
Langkawi
Malaysia

Galle
Sri Lanka

Manila
Philippines

Qui Nhon Vietnam

Port Klang Malaysia
Singapore
Sri Lanka
3rd Jan

VOYAGE HIGHLIGHTS
Borobudur - Komodo Dragons
Toraja Highlands - Halong Bay
Phonm Penh - Bangkok
Andaman Islands

Cirebon Java/Indonesia

Semarang
Java/
Indonesia

Pare Pare Indonesia
Ujung Pandang
Indonesia
Komodo
Indonesia

Padang Bali/Indonesia

Lembar
Lombok/Indonesia

Combine all the highlights of the
Far East on this 56 day Grand
Voyage on board Minerva. Explore
Indonesia with visits to the Buddhist
complex of Borobudur, the temples
and villages of Bali and search for
the Komodo dragon on the island of
the same name. Discover the unique
funerary rites of the remote Toraja
people, visit the Borneo orang-utan
sanctuary near Sandakhan, Bohol
and Manila in the Philippines and
revel in three full days in iconic
Hong Kong.

Halong Bay, Vietnam
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A week in Vietnam will take you from the
bustling streets of Hanoi, to the calm of a local
boat cruise among the dramatic limestone peaks
of Halong Bay, and from the Imperial City of
Hue to the modern town of Ho Chi Minh on
the banks on the Saigon River. Sihanoukville in
Cambodia is the gateway to its capital, Phnom
Penh, while overnight calls to Bangkok and

Singapore offer plenty of time to explore these
vibrant cities. Cruise the Malaysian coast to
Kuala Lumpur, colonial Georgetown and the
tranquil island of Langkawi. Cross the Indian
Ocean calling at the remote Andaman islands
and onto Chennai to see the remarkable temple
complex of Mahabalipuram before concluding
your cruise with three calls in the enticing
island of Sri Lanka.
This Grand Voyage is a combination of “East of
Java”, “Kingdoms of South East Asia” and “To
Sri Lankan Shores”.
	Full details for both itineraries can be
found on pages 64-69 of this brochure.

PER PERSON PRICES MIN130103B
Including Shore Excursions and Gratuities
Balcony suites from
Outside cabins from
Inside cabins from

$28,799
$18,399
$11,899

Prices for all categories are shown on pages 120-124.

GRAND INDIAN OCEAN EXPLORER
FEBRUARY 13 – MARCH 13, 2013
29 Days from $5,099 per person

The lingering images of former
colonial empires, the sights and
sounds of rural India and the scent
of spices on the trade winds, inspire
a relaxing cruise from Singapore,
to the Indian subcontinent and on
to the Middle East. Compare the
colonial architecture of Singapore
and Penang with the natural beauty
of the island of Langkawi before
cruising the Indian Ocean to the
remote Andaman islands and Indian
Chennai.

arriving in the vibrant city of Mumbai. Visit
Elephanta Island, explore markets and temples
then continue your cruise north to Porbandar,
birthplace of Mahatma Gandhi. Conclude
your Grand Voyage by sailing towards the
Arabian Peninsula and the elegant Omani city
of Muscat.

Three ports of call in Sri Lanka include
Trincomalee, the ancient Muslim port of Galle
and the relaxed charm of the island’s capital,
Colombo. Minerva cruises north along the
Malabar Coast calling at Cochin in Kerala,
India’s most beautiful state, and Marmagao in
Goa known for its Jesuit churches, whitewashed
houses and exotic spice plantations before

PER PERSON PRICES MIN130213A
Including Shore Excursions and Gratuities

This Grand Voyage is a combination of
“To Sri Lankan Shores” and “Travels in India
and Arabia”.
	Full details for both itineraries can be
found on pages 68-71 of this brochure.

Balcony suites from
Outside cabins from
Inside cabins from

$12,999
$8,399
$5,099

Prices for all categories are shown on pages 120-124.

The Cheong Fatt Tze Mansion, Penang

VOYAGE HIGHLIGHTS
Kuala Lumpur - Andaman Islands
Mahabalipuram - Kandy
Allepey Backwaters
Gandhi’s birthplace

Fujairah UAE

Muscat
Oman

Porbandar India

13th Mar

Mumbai India
ARABIAN
SEA

INDIA

BAY OF
BENGAL

Marmagoa India
Chennai India
Port Blair India

Kochi
India
Tuticorin India
Colombo
Sri Lanka

Trincomalee Sri Lanka
Langkawi
Malaysia
Galle Sri Lanka

Penang Malaysia
Port Klang Malaysia

INDIAN
OCEAN

Singapore
Sri Lanka
13th Feb

Rock Temples, Mahabalipuram

Call Swan Hellenic at (866) 923-9182
or visit www.swanhellenic.us
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Grand Trade Winds
FEBRUARY 27 – MARCH 27, 2013
29 Days from $4,499 per person

JORDAN
Aqaba
Jordan

27th Mar

Safaga Egypt

EGYPT

Sharm el Sheikh
Jordan

VALLEY OF
THE KINGS
KARNAK TEMPLE

Fujairah
UAE

St Catherine’s Monastery, Sinai

Muscat Oman
RED
SEA

ERITREA
Massawa Eritrea

Porbandar India
ARABIAN
SEA

Salalah Oman

Mumbai India

INDIA

Marmagoa India

Kochi India

VOYAGE HIGHLIGHTS

Colombo
Sri Lanka

Pinnawela Elephants - Allepey
Backwaters - Mumbai City
Grand Mosque Oman
Valley of the Kings - Petra

27th Feb

Join Minerva on an Indian and
Arabian adventure as she cruises
from the elegant isle of Sri Lanka
along the West Indian coast, around
the Arabian Peninsula and up the
Red Sea to Egypt. Follow ancient
trade routes, discovering vibrant
Indian cities, the daily lives of
local communities as well as quiet
backwaters.

Chinese Fishing Nets, Kochi
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Tuticorin India

Visit countries and towns still little frequented
by western travellers and explore the fabled
sites of the Valley of the Kings in Luxor, Egypt,
and the Nabataean city of Petra in Jordan.
Immerse yourself in the hustle and bustle of
modern cities such as Mumbai and Muscat and,
by contast, discover the hidden gems of Indian
Tuticorin and Porbandar as well as Massawa in
Eritrea. Explore the ancient cities of Dhofar,
Luxor and Petra and absorb the stunning
landscapes of the Haggar Mountains near
Fujairah and the beauty of the Sinai Peninsula
where remote St Catherine’s Monastery nestles
in the shadow of Mt Sinai.

Palace Door, Massawa, Eritrea
This Grand Voyage is a combination of
“Travels in India and Arabia” and “By Sea to
Petra”.
	Full details for both itineraries can be
found on pages 70-73 of this brochure.

PER PERSON PRICES MIN130227A
Including Shore Excursions and Gratuities
Balcony suites from
Outside cabins from
Inside cabins from

$11,599
$7,599
$4,499

Prices for all categories are shown on pages 120-124.

GRAND MEDITERRANEAN SPRING
MARCH 27 – MAY 7, 2013
42 Days from $8,499 per person

Follow the dawning of spring as
Minerva leaves the Red Sea, transits
the Suez Canal and celebrates Easter
in the Holy Land before sailing
along the coast of Turkey around the
Black Sea to the Crimea and back
through the Aegean, Ionian and
Mediterranean Seas to Civitavecchia,
Gateway to Rome. A classic cruise
that links civilisations ancient and
modern, from the pyramids of Egypt
to the melting pot of Jerusalem;
from ancient Roman sites in Turkey
to the battlefields of the Crimea and
from the Acropolis of Athens to the
Norman jewels of Palermo.
Look out for spring flowers among the ancient
stones of Rhodes, Crete and the uninhabited
isle of Delos. Enjoy the views of domes and
minarets as Minerva berths in the heart of

Ottoman Istanbul. Explore the palaces of Tsars
and Sultans and transit the Corinth Canal.
Consult the ancient oracle of Delphi, wander
the colourful markets of Sicily and conclude
your Grand Voyage amidst the frescos of the
Etruscan tombs or visit the ‘eternal’ city of
Rome.
This Grand Voyage is a combination of “Holy
Lands”, “Greece and the Crimea” and “Spring
Celebration”.
	Full details for both itineraries can be
found on pages 74-79 of this brochure.

PER PERSON PRICES MIN130327B
Including Shore Excursions and Gratuities
Balcony suites from
Outside cabins from
Inside cabins from

$19,999
$13,199
$8,499

Prices for all categories are shown on pages 120-124.

The Dome of the Rock, Jerusalem

VOYAGE HIGHLIGHTS
Petra - Pyramids of Giza - Jerusalem
Acre - Livadia Palace - Balaclava
Corinth Canal - Delphi
Palatine Chapel

ITALY
Civitavecchia
Italy
7th May

ADRIATIC
SEA

UKRAINE
Odessa Ukraine

Yalta Ukraine

GREECE

BLACK SEA

Thessaloniki
Greece

Ponza Italy
Palermo
Sicily

Volos Greece
Itea Greece

EASTERN
MEDITERRANEAN
SEA

Istanbul Turkey
Mudanya Turkey

Syros
Greece

Piraeus
Greece Delos
Greece

Porto Empedocle Sicily

Sevastopol
Ukraine

TURKEY

Kusadasi Turkey
Patmos Greece
Rhodes Greece

Agios Nikolaos
Greece

Limassol Cyprus
Haifa Israel

Alexandria Egypt
El Sokhna Egypt

EGYPT

Monastery Bell Tower in Patmos, Greece

Ashdod Israel
Aqaba
Jordan

27th Mar

Call Swan Hellenic at (866) 923-9182
or visit www.swanhellenic.us
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OPTIONAL EXTENSIONS

ADD MORE
TO THE
EXPERIENCE
Enhance your Minerva cruise
with this tempting selection of
pre and post tour and independent
city stay options.

ANCIENT CITIES
OF SRI LANKA

4-NIGHT ESCORTED TOUR
MIN130213

Great Wall of China

Travel inland for a 4 night stay at Hotel
Sigiriya. From here visit the ruined 11th city
of Polonnaruwa, explore sacred Buddhist site
at Anuradhapura, see the 5th century Aukana
Buddha statue, climb the rock fortress of
Sigiriya and admire the Dambulla Rock Caves.
RATES (per person) Twin: $1,270

HIGHLIGHTS
OF CHINA

* Visa for Sri Lanka may be required before
departure. This tour involves long road journeys
and considerable walking at sites.

Temples of Angkor Wat

4-NIGHT ESCORTED TOUR
MIN130103/MIN130124

ANGKOR WAT

Discover China as she emerges as the new
economic superpower of the 21st century.

4-NIGHT ESCORTED TOUR
MIN121219/MIN130013/MIN130124

In Beijing spend two nights visiting
the Great Wall, Tiananmen Square, the
Forbidden City, and Summer Palace. Enjoy
a further 2 nights at Xian to discover the
Terracotta Warriors, the Shaanxi History
Museum and Tang dynasty Buddhist
monastery, the Wild Goose Pagoda.
RATES (per person) Twin: $3,080
* Visa for China required before departure

Visit the truly staggering temple complex of
Angkor. With 3 nights in Siem Reap, visit
Angkor Wat, the south gate of Angkor Thom
and mysterious Ta Phrom. A boat ride on
Tonle Sap Lake reveals Cambodian rural life
on floating villages. One night in Bangkok
gives a taste of this frenetic city.

Sigiriya, Sri Lanka

*RATES (per person) Twin: $2,200

Golden Triangle India
6-NIGHT Pre Cruise
MIN121219/MIN130227

Admire the wealth of cultural and historical splendour in this classic tour. Spend
two nights in Dehli to see Jama Masjid, Raj Ghat, enjoy a rickshaw ride and visit
New Dehli. Take the train to Agra to discover the ethereal beauty of the Taj
Mahal and the red sandstone Moghul Fort. Travel to Jaipur, visiting Fatephur
Sikri enroute and spend two nights in capital of Rajasthan exploring the
sprawling hilltop Amber Fort and ornate Palace of the Winds.
RATES (per person) Twin: $3,190
* Visa for India required before departure. International Flights Colombo/Dehli
and vice versa included.
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Taj Mahal, India

INDEPENDENT
CITY STAY
Extend your stay pre or post cruise with a
variety of independent stays in highlight cities
staying in luxury, centrally located hotels. All
city stays include bed and breakfast daily, group
flight airport transfers (with Swan Hellenic
air programme), porterage, services of a
local representative. All sightseeing is on an
independent basis.

INTRODUCING OUR SISTER COMPANY

Hebridean Island Cruises
Hebridean Princess and Minerva meet at Duart Castle in July 2011

Athens

3-night City Stay
Rates (per person) Twin $795

Singapore

3-night City Stay
Rates (per person) Twin $790

Dubai

3-night City Stay
Rates (per person) Twin: $870

Hong Kong

3-night City Stay
Rates (per person) Twin $920

TURKEY - CAPPADOCCIA
& ISTANBUL
4-NIGHT PART-ESCORTED TOUR
MIN120912 / MIN120926
Includes Internal flights to/from Cappadoccia,
2 nights in Istanbul, 2 nights Cappadocia
Rates (per person) Twin: $1,345

HEBRIDEAN PRINCESS CRUISES 2012
Hebridean Island Cruises, a sister company of Swan Hellenic, has been setting
the benchmark for luxury cruising since 1989. Featuring fully inclusive shore
tours, our small, five star luxury cruise ship – Hebridean Princess – affords our
guests the highest standards of luxury cruise ship accommodation, and a level
of service from an almost forgotten era.
Each all-inclusive cruise is carefully planned by our own highly experienced
researchers, whose brief is to capture the cultural essence and historical significance
of each port of call.
Outstanding service, fine cuisine, spacious cabins and some of the most elegant
public rooms afloat, the Hebridean Experience offers a relaxing luxury holiday.
Swan Hellenic passengers will enjoy the country-house style comfort and level of
sophistication that a Hebridean cruise provides, as well as the peace of mind that the
all-inclusive tariff brings.
During 2012 Hebridean Princess introduces many new itineraries including three
super cruises to the Emerald Isle during August - re-introduced after a break of
several years and including one of the popular Footloose itineraries. New and welltried Footloose cruises feature throughout the year, and the Northern Isles itineraries
are set to be as popular as ever during June and July. Shorter breaks may be enjoyed
in the beautiful Argyll and Clyde regions during the beginning and end of the season
and the five-night Gastronomic Tour of Skye cruise will operate in June.

HEBRIDEAN EUROPEAN RIVER CRUISES
ABOARD ROYAL CROWN

Hong Kong

escorted tours
include
Transport as required, internal or additional
international flights to tour start/finish point,
group flight airport transfers, accommodation
as listed, all meals during the tour, all
sightseeing and entrance fees, porterage,
gratuities for guides and drivers, English
speaking guides, Swan Hellenic Escort (subject
to minimum numbers).
For further details on each tour, please contact us
at (866) 623-2689.

Twenty-two years after Hebridean Princess reintroduced
the “Golden Age of Cruising” Hebridean is delighted
to announce an exciting Rhine and Danube River
Cruises programme on board the MS Royal Crown
river ship offering guests the same level of comfort
and style as that of Hebridean Princess. The MS Royal
Crown has been selected for our brand new River
Cruises programme on account of her intimate size,
her elegance and the on board ambiance indicative of a
small private yacht.
With mahogany panelling and Art Deco style, plus an
uncompromising level of service and standard of cuisine,
she echos Hebridean’s style of luxury cruising.

Request or view a brochure at www.hebrideancruises.com
or call us Toll-Free (877) 600-2648
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GUEST SPEAKERS’ BIOGRAPHIES

VOICES OF

EXPERIENCE
NADFAS

Our eminent Guest Speakers’ talks illuminate the past and
explain the present and, while close cruising iconic coastlines,
add an extra dimension to your experience of countries,
cultures and landscapes.

Sir Michael Llewellyn-Smith on the bridge of Minerva.
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NADFAS accredited Guest Speakers
will travel on selected itineraries.
Please see the following pages for
more details.

NATIONAL TRUST
National Trust accredited Guest
Speakers will travel on selected
itineraries. Please see the following
pages for more details.

We are delighted to introduce some of the
Guest Speakers who will be travelling on
Minerva in 2012/13. Please also refer to
individual itinerary pages.
PROFESSOR CHRISTOPHER ANDREW is Professor
of Modern and Contemporary History at Cambridge
University, Honorary Professor at Queen’s, Belfast, former
Visiting Professor at Harvard, Toronto and Canberra, and
Honorary Air Commodore. He has presented numerous
BBC documentaries. His latest book, Defence of the
Realm, written as Official Historian of MI5, was last year’s
‘Politics’ best-seller. (See pages 28 – 29, 30 – 31)
PROFESSOR IAN BECKETT FHistS is a visiting
Professor in Military History at the University of
Kent. Chairman of the Council of the Army
Records Society, he is internationally known for
his work on the Great War and the British Army.
(See pages 40 – 41, 76 – 77)
PROFESSOR JEREMY BLACK MBE studied at
Queens’ College Cambridge, St John’s College Oxford, and
Merton College Oxford before joining the University of
Durham as a lecturer in 1980. He joined Exeter University
as Established Chair in History in 1996, specialising in
post-1500 military history, 18th-century British history,
international relations, cartographic history and newspaper
history. A renowned expert on the history of war, he has
written more than 100 books including, most recently,
War: A Short History (2010), A History of Diplomacy
(2010), Slavery: A New Global History (2011) The Cold
War (2011), and Beyond the Military Revolution: War in
the Seventeenth Century World (2011).(See pages 68 – 69)
THE REVD TIM BLEWETT has been Warden of
Launde Abbey since 2004 having been Residentiary
Canon of St Asaph Cathedral. Between the two posts he
mobilized as a military chaplain serving in Iraq (2003 –
2004). He is Chairman of the Association for Promoting
Retreats, a Trustee of Action Homeless and a member of
ITV Central’s Diversity Panel. (See pages 40 – 41)
DR ALAN BORG CBE FSA started his museum career
in the Royal Armouries in the Tower of London, moving
in 1978 to become the first Director of the Sainsbury
Centre for the Visual Arts at the University of East Anglia.
He was subsequently appointed Director General of the
Imperial War Museum, and from 1995 Director of the
V&A. He is currently Librarian of the Venerable Order
of St John and Vice President of the Foundling Museum.
His specialist subjects include art, architecture and military
history. (See pages 78 – 79)
MR CHRIS BRADLEY is a NADFAS lecturer
specialising in North Africa and the Middle East.
He has written and photographed the Berlitz
Libya Guide (2009), the Insight Egypt Guide
2008), guidebooks to The Silk Road, Cairo,
Egyptian Red Sea, Nile, Abu Dhabi and Yemen. He
designs specialist art tours and had led group to countries
including Libya, Tunisia, Syria, Ethiopia and Central Asia.
Chris is also a television documentary maker and has
produced films for National Geographic TV, BBC and
Channel 4. (See pages 72 – 73)

Jeremy Black

Alan Borg

SIR TONY BRENTON KCMG is a distinguished
British diplomat, and a Fellow of Wolfson College
Cambridge where he is writing on book on Russia at the
time of Peter the Great. He joined the British Diplomatic
Service in 1975. In a 33 year career he served in the Arab
world, the European Union, the USA and Russia; he was
British Ambassador in Moscow (2004-2008) during the
most difficult period in modern British/Russian relations.
(See pages 46 – 47)
DR ROBERT BRADNOCK is a leading authority
on contemporary South Asia and has published and
lectured widely on the evolution of physical and human
environments around the world. Formerly head of the
Department of Geography at SOAS and now a visiting
research fellow at King’s College London, he speaks and
writes on geopolitics and the environment. (See pages 46
– 47, 68 – 69)
THE VERY REV’D DAVID BRINDLEY has been
Dean of Portsmouth since 2002. He has worked in a
variety of parochial and academic appointments, including
Rector of Warwick and Principal of an ordination training
college. He is particularly interested in the interplay
between theology and history, and also has a special
interest in the relationship between religion and the arts.
(See pages 48 – 49)
MR ANDY BUNTEN has degrees in Zoology and
Environmental Technology. He spent 26 years with the
RSPB, where he was the RSPB’s South East Regional
Director and then Director for the North of England.
Andy, who has a lifelong passion for wildlife and for
sharing this passion with others, is now an environmental
consultant working with many different organisations
and an enthusiastic traveller who leads wildlife groups to
numerous places around the world. (See pages 52 – 53)
DAME AVERIL CAMERON was Warden of Keble
College, Oxford and previously taught at King’s College
London, where she was the first Director of the Centre for
Hellenic Studies. She currently chairs the Oxford Centre
for Byzantine Research (OCBR), and is a specialist in the
history of late antiquity and Byzantium. Her latest books
are The Byzantines (2006) and The Mediterranean World in
Late Antiquity (revised edition 2011). (See pages 48 – 49)
DR PETER CATTERMOLE a former lecturer in
planetary geology and volcanology at the Universities of
Wales and Sheffield, has also worked with NASA on the
volcanoes of Mars and worked and travelled widely among
the world’s volcanic regions. Now a freelance specialist
tour guide and lecturer he travels for a living, particularly
to regions of geological interest. As an astronomer, he has
appeared regularly on BBC TV’s ‘Sky at Night’ and has
co-authored books with Patrick Moore. (See pages 34 –
35, 50 – 51)
THE RT REVD & RT HON DR RICHARD
CHARTRES KCVO DD FSA has been the 132nd
Bishop of London and Dean of the Chapels Royal since
1995. After reading history at Trinity College, Cambridge,
he taught ancient history in the International School in
Seville. He served as Gresham Professor of Divinity for
some years and was elected as a Fellow of the Society of
Antiquaries after writing the History of Gresham College.
(See pages 50 - 51, 78 – 79)

Lesley Fitton

Bob Bradnock

DR PHILLIP CRIBB is a botanist who joined the staff
of the Royal Botanic Gardens Kew in 1974, retiring in
2006 as Deputy Keeper of the Herbarium and Curator
of the Orchid Herbarium. He currently holds Honorary
Fellowships at Kew and at Royal Holloway College,
University of London. Over the past 40 years he has led or
participated in many expeditions, written several book and
more than 380 scientific papers. He is a keen gardener, and
a member of three committees of the Royal Horticultural
Society. (See pages 26 – 27, 78 – 79)
PROFESSOR SIR BARRY CUNLIFFE CBE is
Emeritus Professor, European Archaeology, Oxford
University. He has excavated widely in Britain, France
and Spain. He has served as a Governor of the Museum
of London, President of the Society of Antiquities and of
the Council for British Archaeology, and as a Trustee of
the British Museum. Barry is currently a Commissioner of
English Heritage. His most recent book is Europe between
the Oceans (2008). (See pages 40 – 41)
SIR RICHARD DALES KCVO CMG is a former
Ambassador to Norway and High Commissioner to
Zimbabwe. He retired in 2002 after 38 years in the
Diplomatic Service where most of his overseas postings
were to either Africa or Scandinavia. Since retirement,
he has been Chairman of the Anglo-Norse Society and a
member of the Governing Council of the University of
East Anglia. He was Chairman of International Alert from
2006 to 2010. (See pages 34 – 35)
DR PHILIP DE SOUZA FRHistS is Head of the
School of Classics at University College Dublin. He
specialises in ancient history, but has also published works
on world and maritime history including Piracy in the
Graeco-Roman World (1999), Seafaring and Civilization:
Maritime Perspectives on World History (2001) and The
Ancient World at War: A Global History (2008). (See
pages 40 – 41)
MR TIM EARL lives in Guernsey where, as a former
journalist, he still writes a monthly column for the island’s
daily newspaper. Most of his working time is now taken up
as a naturalist leading wildlife tours on a worldwide basis.
Tim worked as a Naturalist on Hebridean Spirit pointing
out wildlife at sea and leading walks ashore, and is now
pleased to be reprising that role on Minerva.
(See pages 28 – 29, 32 – 33)
MS LESLEY FITTON is Keeper of the Department
of Greece and Rome at the British Museum, having
previously worked in the Greek section, where her main
responsibilities were the Greek Bronze Age material and
the collections from Ancient Cyprus. Her research interests
lie in the Cyclades, Minoan Crete, Mycenaean Greece and
ancient Cyprus. She has published several books including
The Aigina Treasure (2009). (See pages 78 – 79)
THE REVD ROBIN GRIFFITH-JONES worked at
the auctioneers Christie’s on first leaving Oxford in 1978
and, prior to ordination, worked with Mother Theresa’s
Sisters in India. Robin was appointed Master of the
Temple, Temple Church, in 1999. He is the author of four
books: The Four Witnesses (2000); The Gospel according
to Paul (2004), The Da Vinci Code and the Secrets of the
Temple (2006) and Mary Magdalene: The Woman whom
Jesus Loved (2008). (See pages 44 – 45)

Richard Chartres

Tim Earl
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Charles Higham

Nigel McGilchrist

CANON RALPH GODSALL is a Priest Vicar of
Westminster Abbey, a Canon Emeritus of Rochester
Cathedral, and is presently Visiting Canon in Residence
of Washing National Cathedral in the United States.
A graduate of Queens’ College, Cambridge, in classics
and Theology, he has visited many of the classical and
early church sites of the Eastern Mediterranean. His
interests include Christian pilgrimage and spirituality. In
June 2011 he visited Mt Athos, spending Pentecost as a
pilgrim on the Holy Mountain. (See pages 54 – 55)
PROFESSOR PETER HARBISON FSA is an
archaeologist, Honorary Academic Editor with the
Royal Irish Academy, Honorary Member and Professor
of Archaeology of the Royal Hibernian Academy of Art
and Honorary Fellow of Trinity College, Dublin. He is
the author of more than 20 books on Irish art history,
archaeology and architecture. (See pages 38 – 39)
MR GEORGE HART was principal lecturer on the
British Museum’s antiquities collections from
Egypt, Greece, the Levant and the civilisations of
the ancient world. For 12 years he was Chairman
of the Friends of the Petrie Museum of Egyptian
Archaeology, is currently on the Board of Trustees of the
Egypt Exploration Society and is editorial advisor on its
bulletin, Egyptian Archaeology. (See pages 74 – 75)
PROFESSOR CHARLES HIGHAM FBA is a
Research Professor at the University of Otago, New
Zealand, and Honorary Fellow of St Catharine’s College,
Cambridge. His archaeological fieldwork in Greece,
China and Southeast Asia has involved East- West contact
along the Silk Road. Charles’s principal project, ‘The
Origins of Angkor’, examines the prehistoric cultural
sequence in Northeast Thailand in order to illuminate
the nature of the prehistoric communities there and
model state formation.
(See pages 46 – 47)
PROFESSOR CAROLE HILLENBRAND FBA
OBE is Professor Emerita, Islamic History, and former
Head of Islamic and Middle Eastern Studies at the
University of Edinburgh. In 2005 she was awarded the
King Faisal International Prize in Islamic Studies for
her book The Crusades; Islamic Perspectives; she is only
non-Muslim ever to receive this award. Her latest book,
The Battle of Manzikert (2007) concerns the history of
Turkey.
(See pages 54 – 55, 56 – 57)
PROFESSOR ROBERT HILLENBRAND FBA
has long-standing research interests in the clash of
civilisations, especially between East and West. He
is Professor Emeritus of Islamic Art at Edinburgh
University. His publications include studies on mosques,
palaces and decorative arts in the Middle East, and on
the relationship between Byzantium and Islam in the
visual arts.
(See pages 54 – 55, 56 – 57)
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Tom Holland

Lord Hurd

MR TOM HOLLAND is an author and historian.
Rubicon: The Triumph and Tragedy of the Roman Republic,
won the Hessell-Tiltman Prize for History while his second
work of history, Persian Fire: The First World Empire and
the Battle for the West, won the Anglo-Hellenic League’s
Runciman Award. His latest book, Millennium: The End
of the World and the Forging of Christendom was published
in 2008. In 2007 he won the Classical Association prize,
awarded to ‘the individual who has done most to promote
the study of the language, literature and civilisation of
Ancient Greece and Rome’.
(See pages 50 – 51)
HILARY HOPE GUISE a NADFAS lecturer, is
a South African born British art historian who has
lectured at the National Gallery, the Courtauld
Institute, Tate Britain and Tate Modern, the
British Museum, the University of Cambridge
and widely in the US, including the Smithsonian Institute.
She is currently on the faculty of Florida State University.
She is also a trained painter and exhibits mostly in Berlin,
France and the UK. (See pages 36 – 37)
PROFESSOR MARK HORTON FSA is Professor in
Archaeology at the University of Bristol and one of the
presenters of the BAFTA award winning BBC2 Coast
programme. He studied for his PhD at Cambridge
University. He has directed archaeological excavations
in the Caribbean, East Africa, Egyptian Nubia, and
the United Kingdom. His work for the BBC TV Coast
programme has taken him around the coasts of Britain,
Ireland and Norway, exploring numerous archaeological
sites.
(See pages 34 – 35)
MR SAM HUNT FMA is the Executive Director
of the Association of Independent Museums. He was
previously Chief Executive of the South West Museums,
Libraries and Archives Council, and Head of Museums
at Bath (managing the Roman Baths and Museums of
Costume). He is a trustee of the National Maritime
Museum Cornwall and a Heritage Lottery Fund Regional
Committee member. He has a particular interest in social
and cultural history.
(See pages 36 – 37)
THE RT HON DOUGLAS HURD (LORD HURD
OF WESTWELL) CH CBE PC served as Secretary
of State for Northern Ireland from 1984-1985, Home
Secretary from 1985-1989, and Foreign Secretary between
1989 and 1995 in the Governments of Margaret Thatcher
and John Major. He was MP for Mid-Oxfordshire (later
Witney) from 1974 to 1997. Created a Life Peer in 1997,
Lord Hurd published his memoirs in 2003 and Choose
Your Weapons: The British Foreign Secretary: 200 Hundred
Years of Arguments, Successes and Failures (2010).
(See pages 42 – 43)
DR STEPHEN KERSHAW has travelled extensively
in the world of the Greeks and Romans, both as a
Classics Tutor for Oxford University Department
for Continuing Education, and as leader of the
European Studies Classical Tour for Rhodes
College and the University of the South. His books
include A Brief Guide to the Greek Myths (2007) and A
Brief Guide to Classical Civilization (2010). (See pages 26
– 27, 76 – 77)

John Lippiett

Stephen Kershaw

PROFESSOR ALEXEI LEPORC is a Curator in
the Department of Western European Art at the State
Hermitage Museum in St. Petersburg and, until 2007, a
Professor of 15th - 20th century West European art and
architecture at St Petersburg Europe University. He has
held research posts in Vienna, Munich and Berlin and, in
the UK, lectures for the V&A, Courtauld Institute, Royal
Geographical Society and various universities. (See pages
42 – 43)
REAR ADMIRAL JOHN LIPPIETT CBE MBE had
a 36 year career in the Royal Navy culminating in three
jobs as Rear Admiral: Flag Officer Sea Training (19971999), Chief of Staff to NATO Forces and Senior British
Officer in the Southern Region – based in Naples (19992002) and finally Commandant of the Joint Services
Command and Staff College (2002-2003). He became
Chief Executive of the Mary Rose Trust in 2003. (See
pages 30 – 31)
SIR MICHAEL LLEWELLYN SMITH KCVO CMG
was British Ambassador in Greece and Poland in the
1990s, and now writes and lectures about Greek history
and culture. He has published books about Athens, the
modern Olympic Games, Crete, Greece and Turkey, and
is working on the life and times of the Greek statesman
Venizelos. (See pages 48 – 49)
MR NIGEL McGILCHRIST was a scholar at
Winchester College and a First Class graduate from
Oxford, and has lived and worked in the Mediterranean
– Italy, Greece and Turkey – for 30 years. He is author of
the twenty-volume series of cultural guides to the Greek
Islands, McGilchrist’s Greek Islands, and of the Blue Guide
to The Aegean Islands. He lectures widely in art and
archaeology at museums and institutions in Europe and
the USA. (See pages 44 – 45)
FATHER ROBERT MACKLEY read history and
theology at Cambridge University prior to ordination.
Fr Robert is currently Assistant Chaplain and Research
Student at Emmanuel College, Cambridge. He is a
published church historian and a regular columnist and
reviewer for the Church Times. (See pages 42 – 43)
MR MIKE NELHAMS is the Curator of the Tresco
Abbey Garden, Isles of Scilly. An RHS judge, Fellow of the
Institute of Horticulture and Associate of Honour of the
Royal Horticultural Society, Mike regularly leads garden
tours in Europe and further afield. (See pages 32 – 33)
THE RT REVD STEPHEN OLIVER was Bishop
of Stepney in London’s East End. He served as a Parish
Priest in Nottinghamshire before joining the BBC where
he became Chief Producer of Religious Programmes.
In 1997 Stephen was appointed Canon Precentor of St
Paul’s Cathedral overseeing such national services as the
Millennium Celebration and the Queen’s Golden Jubilee.
(See pages 26 – 27)
MR JEREMY PATERSON taught ancient history
for nearly 40 years at Newcastle University. He studied
at Oxford and in Rome. Although mainly a social and
economic historian, his research and publications range
widely from the ancient wine trade to early Christianity.
He also chairs the ‘Minimus’ project to introduce Latin
widely in primary schools. He has travelled extensively
in the Mediterranean, a region on which he frequently
lectures. (See pages 52 – 53)

Guest Speaker, Dame Averil Cameron
MR JEREMY PEARSON worked in museums
in the South West of England for 15 years prior
to joining the National Trust. For the past 20
years he has been the Historic Properties
Advisor for Devon and Cornwall, looking after
properties as diverse as St Michael’s Mount, Saltram and
Knightshayes. With a wide knowledge of South West
houses and families he has written several guidebooks,
contributed to books on ceramics, silver and gardens, and
lectured widely in the UK and abroad. (See pages 32 – 33)
THE RT REVD STEPHEN PLATTEN Bishop
of Wakefield, is a widely travelled ambassador in
international church affairs, a former lecturer in theology
and Dean of Norwich. He has written and edited a
number of books on different aspects of theology and
is at present the Chairman of the Church of England
Liturgical Commission.
(See pages 32 – 33)
PROFESSOR COLIN RENFREW (LORD
RENFREW OF KAIMSTHORN) FBA FSA
HonFSAScot is Emeritus Disney Professor of
Archaeology, University of Cambridge, and Senior
Fellow of the McDonald Institute for Archaeological
Research. Professor Renfrew is the author of many books
on archaeology, the latest of which include Excavations
at Phylakopi in Melos, 1974-77 (2007) and Prehistory: the
Making of the Human Mind (2007). (See pages 52 – 53)
MRS NIRVANA ROMELL a freelance lecturer in
the social history of art, was born in Split and
grew up in Croatia. She has led frequent study
tours to Croatia and Montenegro, distinguished
by her passion for art history and the insights of
a native Croatian. In the UK Nirvana runs training
courses for gallery and museum professionals, offers art
tours and workshops at leading art galleries and is a
popular NADFAS speaker. (See pages 50 – 51)

Jeremy Pearson

Nirvana Romell

MS LOUISE SCHOFIELD was formerly a curator
in the Greek and Roman Department of the
British Museum. She now runs international
archaeological projects, writes and teaches. In
recent years she has worked extensively in the
Balkans, especially in Albania and Montenegro. Her most
recent book on Greece, The Mycenaeans, was published in
2007. (See pages 42 – 43)

THE RT REVD DR MICHAEL TURNBULL CBE
DL formerly Bishop of Rochester and Bishop of Durham,
has been a Guest Speaker with Swan Hellenic for a number
of years and specialises in relating cruise destinations to
their religious histories and their relevance to contemporary
political events. He also speaks about the interpretation
of religious art, the history of tourism and the ethics of
warfare. (See pages 28 – 29)

MR ADRIAN SINDALL CMG has – among other
diplomatic postings – been British Ambassador to Syria
and Deputy Ambassador to Jordan. Since leaving the
FCO he has been Chairman of the Arab British Centre in
London, of the Council for British Research in the Levant
and has served as a Council Member of the Centre for
Near and Middle East Studies at the SOAS at London
University. (See pages 54 – 55)

PROFESSOR WILLIAM VAUGHAN FSA is Professor
Emeritus, History of Art, Birkbeck College, University of
London, and Senior Research Fellow, Tate Britain. He is
also a Trustee of the Art Fund. He has published several
books on Romanticism and British and German art of
the nineteenth century. He organized the exhibition on
Samuel Palmer held at the British Museum, London and
the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, 2005-6, and is
currently completing a study of Palmer’s life and career. (See
pages 30 – 31)

DR MICHAEL SQUIRE is Lecturer in Classics at
King’s College, London, with a special interest in GraecoRoman visual culture and its reception. His books include
Panorama of the Classical World (second edition, 2008),
Image and Text in Graeco-Roman Antiquity (2009), The
Iliad in a Nutshell: Visualizing Epic on the Tabulae Iliacae
(2011) and The Art of the Body: Antiquity and its Legacy
(2011). (See pages 44 – 45)
SIR ROY STRONG HonDLitt PhD HonMA FSA
FRSL writer, broadcaster, diarist and gardener, is a former
Director of the V&A Museum and of the National Portrait
Gallery. A prolific author on English history and culture,
and also on garden design, his latest book is Visions of
England (2011). Together with his late wife, the designer
Julia Trevelyan Oman, he created The Laskett Gardens in
Herefordshire, the largest formal garden to be laid out in
England since 1945. (See pages 80 – 81)
DR DAVID TAYLOR is Senior Research Fellow, School
of Advanced Study, at the University of London and a
former Vice Provost - and current consultant - at the Aga
Khan University, Karachi, India. His research interests
include nationalism, political thought and mass media in
India, and Islam and politics in Pakistan. David Taylor has
edited several books including Islam in South Asia (2010)
and writes regularly on India and Pakistan.
(See pages 70 – 71)
THE REVD ANGELA TILBY is the vicar of St Bene’t’s
Church in Cambridge. Angela spent 22 years as a producer
within the Religious Department of the BBC, initiating
and producing major documentary projects for radio and
television. After ordination she joined the staff at Westcott
House and took up academic responsibilities within the
Cambridge Theological Federation. Well-known to Radio
4 listeners as a contributor to ‘Thought for the Day’,
she lectures in early church history at Cambridge and is
interested in history, spirituality and world religions.
(See pages 46 – 47)
MR ADRIAN TINNISWOOD is the author of
twelve books on social and architectural history,
including Historic Houses of the National Trust
and The Verneys: Love, War and Madness in
17th-Century England. He has lectured and
broadcast extensively in Britain and the USA, and is
currently a member of the National Trust’s Council.
(See pages 32 – 33)

William Vaughan

Sir Roy Strong

PROFESSOR KEITH WARD FBA has held lecturer
posts in Logic at the University of Glasgow, Philosophy at
St Andrew’s and Philosophy of Religion at King’s College
London. He was Fellow, Dean and Director of Studies in
Philosophy and in Theology at Trinity Hall Cambridge,
where he was also Lecturer in Divinity. He was the F D
Maurice Professor of Moral and Social Theology at the
University of London, where he was also Professor and
Head of Department of History and Philosophy of Religion.
Professor Ward is an ordained priest in the Church of
England and was, until 2003, Canon of Christ Church,
Oxford. He also held the Regius Professorship of Divinity at
the University of Oxford for over a decade and was Gresham
Professor of Divinity from 2004-2008. (See pages 34 – 35)
MR A N WILSON, novelist and historian, is the author of
over forty books, the latest of which are Dante in Love and
The Elizabethans. After school, he studied Italian language
and literature at the British Institute at Florence before
attending New College Oxford, where for seven years he
was a lecturer in medieval literature. A prolific journalist,
he was Literary Editor both of The Spectator and of The
Evening Standard. He is married to the art historian Ruth
Guilding. (See pages 80 – 81)

MINERVA’S LIBRARY
To complement your curiosity, Minerva has one of
the largest and most comprehensive libraries afloat,
with many volumes written by guest speakers, past
and present. A large paperback fiction library provides
escapism for those relaxing days at sea, when a teak
chair and a long drink beckons.

JOIN A MASTERCLASS
Days at sea are the ideal time to try something new or
develop a skill. Under the expert guidance of specially
invited tutors develop your Bridge skills, discover a
talent as a writer, or try your hand at painting, wine
appreciation, choral workshops, yoga or tai chi.

Michael Squire

Keith Ward
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GENERAL INFORMATION
to change. Swan Hellenic will
endeavour to inform passengers
of any mandatory requirements
and changes in the pre cruise
documentation which is sent
approximately 8 weeks prior to the
cruise departure.

Minerva’s Officers Welcome You On Board
Passengers who have never
cruised before, who have not
cruised with Swan Hellenic, or are
regular passengers will no doubt
have many questions to ask about
our ship, our operation and many
other matters. This section (which
forms part of our contract with
you) has been written to give you
some general information about
cruising with us, and we feel sure
you will find it useful both before
and during your cruise. Our aim
is your complete enjoyment of the
cruise, and our staff, together with
the ship’s crew will do all they can
to ensure this. The information given
here is correct at the time of printing
(September 2011), but is subject to
change without notice. If you have
any queries about your booking,
we will always be pleased to help
you. Please call us Toll-Free at (866)
923-9182 or email us at:
customerservice@swanhellenic.com

BEFORE YOU GO
PASSPORTS AND VISAS

All U.S. and Canadian citizens
require a full 5-year passport,
valid for the countries visited and
must be valid for at least 6 months
after the date of return travel for
all countries to be visited and
with spare pages. For U.S. and
Canadian citizens, when joining
or departing the ship in some
ports, individual visas may need
to be obtained prior to the cruise
departure. At the time of printing
(September 2011), you will need
to purchase and obtain individual
visas if your cruise includes the
following countries: India, China
(Hong Kong only if staying 90 days
or more), and Myanmar, Syria.
If visiting more than one port of
call in India, China (pre and post
tours) and Oman a multiple entry
visa would be required. The Sri
Lankan Government may change
entry requirements and it may be
necessary to purchase and obtain
Sri Lankan visas prior to departure.
A visa is also required for Turkey,
however, may be purchased at
Istanbul airport upon arrival for a
fee of US$26. Rate is subject to
change without notice. If arriving
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by sea, visa will be obtained on
board. This information is subject
to change and it may be necessary
for other visas to be obtained and
purchased.
It is the responsibility of each
passenger to obtain a valid
passport, visas and public health
documents for all applicable
ports of call and overland tour
destinations. Consult your
travel agent for advice on such
requirements.
Passengers will be sent preliminary
cruise documents prior to departure.
These will contain visa and
inoculation requirements to avoid loss
of boarding privileges. Or contact
Zierer Visa Services for assistance,
by email at: info@zvs.com or by
telephone at (866)788-1100
In some ports Swan Hellenic is able
to obtain group visas upon arrival
which will enable you to go ashore.
Swan Hellenic may not always be
able to obtain group visas for non
U.S and Canadian passport holders.
In some countries group visas are
restricted to allow passengers to
participate in shore excursions
organised by Swan Hellenic only. If
you wish to explore independently
in the countries indicated it will be
necessary for you to obtain and
purchase an individual visa prior to
the cruise departure: St Petersburg,
Russia. This information is subject
to change and it may be necessary
for other visas to be obtained and
purchased.
Other nationalities should consult
their travel agent/embassy
regarding visa/entry requirements.
Passengers with an Israeli visa
or entry permit or with a visa for
Egypt or Jordan at an Israeli border
crossing in their passport (whether
valid or not) may not be permitted
to disembark in some countries.
At the time of printing this includes
Lebanon, Oman and Jordan. A new
passport must be obtained before
travelling on the cruise.
Some countries place restrictions
on certain nationalities obtaining
group or individual visas. In such
ports you will not be permitted to
disembark.
All the information stated is
correct at the time of printing
(September 2011) and is subject

At least 60 days prior to departure
we must have the following
information relating to each
passenger: name in full (as it
appears on passport), address,
nationality, date and place of birth;
plus passport number, expiration
date and date and place of issue.
Passengers cannot be included in
group visas if this information is not
supplied in time.
Please note that it is the
responsibility of each passenger to
check with the various embassies
or consulates involved in their
particular cruise to ensure that
they have the necessary visas
and correct documentation to
enter all the countries visited.
Any passengers arriving at the
departure port/airport without a
passport, correct visas (if required)
or correct documentation will be
refused permission to board the
ship/aircraft. Failure in this respect
is not covered by insurance and no
refund can be made.

HEALTH, VACCINATIONS
AND MEDICAL
INFORMATION

As health regulations are ever
changing, we recommend that you
consult your primary physician
or contact the Center for Disease
Control and Prevention in Atlanta
or your local health department at
least 8 weeks before your intended
departure to check the latest
requirements for the countries
you will be visiting. At the time of
confirmation of your booking, we
will advise you of any mandatory
vaccination requirements. Any
passenger arriving at the airport/
port without the correct certificate
will be refused permission to board
aircraft/ship. No passenger refund
is applicable. Depending on the
itinerary, passengers should consult
their primary physician regarding
the possibility of taking a course
of anti-malarial tablets prior to their
departure.
In certain countries Yellow Fever
inoculations are mandatory for
each passenger whether or not
you intend to proceed ashore. You
will be required to obtain and carry
an original Yellow fever certificate
stamped by an authorised Yellow
Fever Vaccination Centre. The
certificate itself is valid from 10
days after vaccination for a period
of ten years. If you are excused
on medical grounds you will be
required to obtain and carry an
original Yellow fever exemption
certificate stamped by an authorised
Yellow Fever Vaccination Centre.
Certificates will be inspected at your
departure airport/upon embarkation.
You will not be able to travel or
embark the ship without a valid

certificate as stated. Regulations
requiring mandatory Yellow Fever
Vaccinations and certificates are laid
down by the local Port and Health
Authorities and the vessel will be
unable to obtain entrance to certain
ports if the correct paperwork as
stated above is not available. This
requirement may differ from the
advice given by the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention in
Atlanta and your local doctor. Swan
Hellenic will advise you at the time
of booking (or as soon as possible
if regulations change), if Yellow
Fever is a mandatory requirement
on your cruise.
If you do not normally enjoy good
health, you should consult your
doctor regarding the advisability
of taking a cruise and being away
from the usual medical and hospital
facilities. Your insurance company
must be advised of any pre-existing
condition at the time of booking and
of any condition arising subsequently
prior to departure, otherwise your
insurance may be invalid.

CHILDREN

There are no recreational facilities
for children aboard Minerva and
reservations for children are not
advised.

PASSENGERS WITH
SPECIAL NEEDS

Swan Hellenic will always try to
accommodate passengers with
special needs. However, the
following conditions apply:
Medical Situations: Any physical
disability or medical condition
that requires special treatment or
medical apparatus must be reported
to the company’s Reservations
Manager in writing along with the
first deposit, which is due at time
of booking. These include but are
not limited to wheelchairs, oxygen
therapy, dialysis, etc. Failure to
disclose a medical situation at
time of booking may result in you
being denied boarding at port of
embarkation.
Health Care Companions: All
passengers with special needs
must be self-sufficient and must
be accompanied by a passenger
who will take full responsibility for
any assistance needed at all times
during the cruise and in the event of
an emergency.
Pregnancy: Regulations vary
from airline to airline, but some
will refuse to carry women who
will be 24 weeks pregnant on the
date of return travel. If you are
in doubt, please check with the
airline concerned and we would
recommend that you consult your
doctor in any case.
Disabled Passengers: We feel
we should point out that we are
not specialists in catering for the
disabled. If you or any person
travelling with you suffers from a
disability, you must contact our
office for advice before you make
your booking.
Wheelchairs: Passengers using
wheelchairs must provide their own

collapsible chair. Please note that
in cabins aboard Minerva there
is a 5” riser to bathrooms and
some door sills, except in cabin
nos A38, A37, S9 and D11, which
have been adapted for wheelchair
use. However, please note that
at all ports of call featured in this
cruise programme, passengers
are required to walk up or down
the gangway when embarking
or disembarking the ship. Some
ports require tenders to go ashore
and conditions may preclude a
wheelchair passenger from leaving
the vessel; this decision must be
made by the ship’s Captain and
is binding. Passengers should
also be aware that facilities for the
disabled in some destinations may
be very limited. Getting about once
on board Minerva is relatively easy;
however, you may find certain parts
of the ship inaccessible.
Special Diets: We can usually
make provisions for special diets
provided that sufficient notice is
given, although we cannot cater for
Kosher and Halal diets. A vegetarian
choice is available on board ship
and vegetarian meals are also
available on flights. Please indicate
any requests at time of booking. We
will make every effort to satisfy your
request, although this cannot be
guaranteed.
Note: The company has the right
to refuse or revoke passage to
anyone who, in its judgement, is in
a physical or mental condition unfit
for travel, or who may require care
beyond that which the vessel can
provide. Under such circumstances,
no refund, assistance or
compensation will be payable.

HOTELS & LAND TOURS

The land packages contained in this
brochure can only be purchased in
conjunction with the cruises shown
in this brochure. The company
reserves the right to assign your
hotel based on pre-reserved
space at hotels contracted. Hotel
rooms are not usually available
until approx. 3.00pm on day of
arrival. Certain land packages
and excursions will not operate if
minimum numbers are not met,
and others may have a maximum
capacity. The sequence of escorted
land tours may vary from the
brochure. If, for any reason, a
hotel or entertainment feature is
cancelled or otherwise unavailable,
the company reserves the right
to cancel, make substitutions
or omissions and is under no
obligation except that in the event
of cancellation you will receive a full
refund of any payments received
for that service. Please note that
the terms for cancellation by the
passenger of any pre-booked land
stays and excursions are as per our
general cancellation terms.

ONLINE SERVICES ALREADY BOOKED

Our website www.swanhellenic.
us features an Already Booked
section. Here you will be able to
find useful information such as:
Frequently Asked Questions, Your
Cruise Book (available 8 weeks
prior to departure). You can also
update your Mandatory Passenger
Information online.

SHORE EXCURSIONS

Shore excursions are included in
your cruise fare in every port of call,
where available. Please note that the
company reserves the right to amend,
cancel or substitute an included
shore excursion and in these
circumstances is under no obligation
to make a refund. Additional
excursions, including some as
mentioned in the brochure, may be
available at supplementary cost.
At the time of going to press,
(September 2011), the exact
content of the shore excursion
programme has not been finalised.
All excursions should be prebooked although it may also be
possible (subject to space) to book
your excursions on board. Shore
excursion details will be sent to
you approximately 8 weeks prior to
departure. Please note that it is not
possible to credit the non-use of an
included shore excursion against
the cost of a supplementary shore
excursion.

ITINERARIES

Cruises transiting the Gulf of
Aden may be subject to change,
according to UK government advice.

JOINING YOUR CRUISE

Complimentary coach transfers
for passengers starting or ending
their cruise in Portsmouth. For
passengers flying from London
and returning to Portsmouth there
will be a coach transfer from
Portsmouth back to your departure
airport in London at the end of the
cruise. For passengers departing
from Portsmouth and flying back
to London, there will be a coach
transfer at the start of the cruise
from the airport to Portsmouth.
For cruises departing from and
returning to Portsmouth there will be
return coach transfers from London
Victoria coach station, Poole railway
station, Bournemouth railway station
and Southampton airport.

Check-in at Portsmouth

Check-in at Portsmouth will
generally begin 3 hours before the
ship is due to sail.

Air Transportation

Air from North America is available
upon special request.

Flights (from/to London)
Summer Cruises

Passengers may have the option
to purchase a Swan Hellenic
dedicated charter flight departing
London to/from Minerva and where

possible we operate a direct aircraftto-ship luggage transfer at most
airports. This means that, once you
have checked in your luggage at
the UK departure airport, you will
not see it again until you reach your
cabin. However, with increased
security concerns, it may not always
be possible to operate this system.
In these circumstances you will be
required to collect your luggage and
proceed through immigration and
arrivals. We will have porters waiting
to collect your luggage, load it onto
lorries and transfer it to the ship
where it will be delivered to your
cabin. We aim to advise you which
system will be in operation when
you check in at the airport.
For the return journey a partial checkin will be completed on board ship.
However, for security reasons, it may
prove necessary to operate a normal
check in at the overseas airport.

Winter Cruises

For our winter cruises, we use a
mix of scheduled and dedicated
charter flights, however, we are not
in a position to confirm full flight
details at time of booking and any
information that may be provided at
that time is subject to change.
Flights to the Middle East, the Indian
sub-continent and Far East usually
depart the UK in the afternoon or
evening, arriving the following day.
The departure may differ for flights
back to the UK depending on airline
schedules. They may depart in the
morning arriving back in the UK the
same day or depart late evening
arriving the following morning.
On our dedicated charter flights
from the UK, where possible we
will operate a direct aircraft-to-ship
luggage transfer. This means that,
once you have checked in your
luggage at the UK departure airport,
you will not see it again until you
reach your cabin. However, with
increased security concerns, it may
not always be possible to operate
this system.
On long haul routes flights may be
indirect, necessitating a change of
aircraft during the journey. On direct
services it may be necessary for
the aircraft to stop en-route for
operational reasons.
Baggage allowance is usually 40 lbs
on our dedicated flights and most
scheduled flights, although it may
vary slightly according to the carrier.
For long haul flights we recommend
that you check-in a minimum of 3
hours before departure to allow
for increased security checks. We
regret that on-line check-in is not
always available for scheduled
flights booked through Swan
Hellenic. If you do not check in on
time, the airline may not allow you
to board the flight.
We cannot accept responsibility
if such situations arise and, whilst
we will do our best to arrange
alternative transport, any resulting
costs will be your responsibility.
Swan Hellenic’s recommended
travel insurance includes coverage

for travel delays.
The airlines likely to operate our
flights are Thomson Fly, Thomas
Cook, Viking, Jet2, Astraeus, Titan,
BA, Iberia, Air France and Monarch
Airlines using Boeing 737, 747, 757,
767, Airbus A300, A320, A330 and
A321. Other airlines and aircraft
may also be used including local
airlines for internal flights. If you
wish to upgrade your flight, please
contact us to discuss availability
and supplementary costs.
Please Note: The flights from/to
London may not be available when
purchasing pre and/or post-cruise
optional vacation extensions or city
stays.

NOTES ABOUT FLIGHTS

1. All flight times, air carriers
and flight routings are subject to
change. Flights will not necessarily
be direct or non-stop. Swan Hellenic
will inform you of any changes.
2. All flight upgrades are on
request and are subject to price
and availability. Please contact our
reservations department to request
an upgrade.
3. Airlines reserve the right to
refuse travel on medical grounds.
You must notify us of any medical
conditions or other requirements
for airport assistance (only
available after check in) or special
arrangements on your flight.
You may be required to provide
additional information to the airline
in order that they can assess your
fitness to fly. Several airlines are
unable to carry passengers who
require oxygen during part or all of
the flight. If you do require oxygen
then advance arrangements need to
be made at additional cost.
4. If you have any special dietary
requirements, please advise us
at the time of booking or at least
7 days prior to departure. We
are unable to guarantee that all
requests can be met.
5. Only fully fit and mobile
passengers may occupy exit row
seats. These seats will only be
assigned at the discretion of the
airline at check-in.
6. Due to the configuration of
aircraft, it may not always be
possible to obtain seats together.
7. All flights are non-smoking.
8. We do not pre-allocate seats on
dedicated charter flights.

INDEPENDENT TRAVEL
ARRANGEMENTS

The Company will have no
responsibility, financial or otherwise,
in regard to air, hotel, transport
or any other arrangements made
by passengers with third parties.
Passengers should ensure that any
such arrangements are transferable
and refundable, or covered by their
travel insurance, in the event of
delay, amendment or cancellation
of any of these independent
arrangements, or of your cruise.
Information regarding embarkation
and disembarkation times as well
as access to the port will be given in
your Pre Cruise documentation.
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ON BOARD
CURRENCY AND
PAYMENTS

purchased in the ship’s bars and
restaurants may be consumed
on Minerva.

On board Minerva all prices are in
Pounds Sterling. However, US
passengers will be able to settle
their account in U.S. dollars at
the rate of exchange advised at
the start of the cruise. Foreign
exchange facilities on board are
very limited, we would recommend
that you purchase any currency
requirements you expect to need
before you travel. There is little
opportunity to visit banks whilst on
tour. For purchases ashore, many
shops accept most Travellers’
Cheques and major Credit Cards.
A cashless system operates on
board with passengers settling
accounts at the end of the cruise.
Visa, MasterCard and American
Express credit cards (2% surcharge),
and cash are accepted for payment
of shipboard accounts only.

DINING ARRANGEMENTS

MEDICAL ATTENTION

Cabins and suites feature 220 volt
current. The use of hair dryers,
electric rollers, curling irons,
electric shavers and other small
appliances should be checked with
Reception, but, for safety reasons,
the use of travel irons and any tea/
coffee making equipment is strictly
prohibited. Each cabin is equipped
with a hair dryer.

We hope you will find it unnecessary
to use the ship’s medical facilities
during your cruise. If, however, the
occasion does arise, it is comforting
to know that we do carry a fully
qualified doctor and nurse. All health
and medical services and personnel
are provided for the convenience of
the passengers and work directly
for the passengers and are not
under the control of mv Minerva. A
charge is made for their services
and will require payment for any
medicines or drugs needed. Such
charges are normally reclaimable
under your travel insurance, less any
excess. Minerva meets the UK and
CDC Vessel Sanitation Programme
standards and undergoes regular,
unannounced inspections by these
agencies and to date has not had
an outbreak of Norovirus on board.
All passengers must complete a
health declaration form prior to
embarkation.

BARS & ALCOHOL

Please note that bars may have to
be closed for the sale of alcohol
and cigarettes in certain waters.
Currently this includes Libya
and Saudi Arabia. Only alcohol

Breakfast, lunch and dinner are
arranged on an open sitting basis
and may be taken in the Dining
Room or the Veranda. Opening
times will vary according to the daily
programme.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Our on-board telecommunications
systems mean that you are never
more than a telephone call away
from home or office. All cabins
feature direct-dial telephones,
whilst fax facilities are available
at Reception. There are internet
facilities in the Library. Personal
laptops can be used in certain
areas. Internet cards are available
for purchase on board. Satellite
coverage cannot be guaranteed.

ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES

LAUNDRY & PRESSING

Valet service is available for laundry
and pressing. A laundry bag and
order form are provided in your
cabin wardrobe. Some passengers
may wish to make use of the selfservice launderette on Atlantic Deck
– washing powder is provided. Dry
cleaning is not available on board.

WHAT TO WEAR

As a general rule, for days on board
and ashore, summer clothing/
casual wear is the order of the day.
It should be light, comfortable and
easy to care for. A sweater and
jacket for cooler evenings and a
light raincoat are also advisable.
On cruises to northern latitudes,
warmer, layered clothing will be
necessary. On more southerly cruises
the weather will usually be suitable
for sunbathing, so don’t forget your

wrap, bathing suit, sunglasses,
sunhat and sunscreen. For trips
ashore and for getting into and out
of the ship’s tenders, comfortable,
sturdy walking shoes are a must. You
may also want to bring with you a
camera, extra binoculars, umbrella
and insect repellent.
In certain countries, shorts, short
skirts, bare arms and shoulders
will not be appreciated locally
and you may be prohibited entry
to certain sites. Advice will be
given beforehand on board. In the
evening, there is a recommended
dress code and passengers are
invited to wear ‘black tie’ and
evening dresses for formal nights
such as the Captain’s Welcome
Cocktail Party and Dinner (normally
two/three ‘black tie’ evenings per
cruise). A lounge suit or blazer and
tie is also acceptable – the choice
is yours. On other evenings the
dress code will be semiformal or
smart/casual. Details will be given
in the daily programme on board.
Gentlemen are required to wear
jacket and tie in the Dining Room
for evening meals.

SMOKING

Smoking is only permitted in
designated areas on the open
decks. Smoking outside these areas,
including in cabins and on excursion
coaches, is strictly prohibited.

EMERGENCY MUSTER
DRILL

Normally before the ship sails, or
exceptionally within 24 hours of
embarkation, there will be a full
muster stations drill. This exercise
is to give all passengers precise
information on the correct route
from their cabins to the places
where they should muster in
an emergency, together with
instructions about life jackets
and emergency procedures. This
Muster Drill is a requirement of law
and all passengers must attend.

GENERAL
SPECIAL REQUESTS

We are unable to accept ‘conditional
bookings’.
Please advise any special requests
clearly on your Booking Form and
we will do our best to comply with
your wishes. We must point out
that failure to fulfill a special request
cannot be considered a breach
of Contract on the part of the
company.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS

We particularly ask you to tell us
in writing of any alterations to your
address before departure, and in
any communication, please state the
cruise on which you are travelling.

CHANGES TO YOUR
CRUISE & ITINERARY
Swan’s On Board Team
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The information in this brochure
outlines details of our carefully
planned programme. Should any
subsequent events cause us to

change our plans or affect the
published itinerary in any way, we
shall let passengers know as soon
as possible. However, in the event
of war or threat of war, political
unrest, terrorist activity, piracy,
natural or, nuclear disaster, we
maintain the unreserved right to
cancel, postpone or alter without
prior consultation, any itinerary
in whole or in part, in order to
safeguard passengers, ship and
employees.

GUEST SPEAKERS/
SPECIALIST
ENTERTAINMENT
If any of our confirmed Guest
Speakers or specialist entertainers
are unable to travel on their allotted
cruise, Swan Hellenic reserves the
right to engage alternative Guest
Speakers, specialist entertainers or
to alter the advertised programme.

OVERSEAS STANDARDS
It is a fact of life that when we travel
to different countries, we often
find that the customs, traditions
and general pace at which things
are done can be very different
from what we are used to in North
America. So as far as standards of
safety are concerned, the suppliers
of services must comply with the
rules and regulations of their own
country and these are not always as
strict as they are in North America.
Every care is taken to contract the
best available transport. However,
standards can vary and not all
vehicles will have air-conditioning or
seat belts.

DANGEROUS GOODS
We direct your attention to the fact
that it is an offence to carry on
board aircraft or ship any goods of
a dangerous or damaging nature.
Remember that petrol and other
lighter fluids, including fluids for hair
curlers, come under the terms of
the Explosives Act; their inclusion in
heavy baggage is strictly prohibited.

BROCHURE ACCURACY
The information contained in this
brochure is checked for accuracy
by our staff, our overseas staff
and our agents. Nevertheless, we
would ask you to bear in mind
that things can change and often
these things can happen without
our prior knowledge. However,
should we become aware of any
long term or permanent change
which it is considered would have
a permanent effect upon your
enjoyment of the cruise, we will do
our utmost to advise you.

BROCHURE
PHOTOGRAPHY
Images on pages 14, 66 and
97 have been supplied by kind
permission of Visions of Indochina
and on page 96 by CruiseIndo.com

General CONDITIONS
TRAVEL WITH
CONFIDENCE
Traveling with Swan Hellenic
(hereinafter called “the company”)
is one of the world’s best vacation
values. Your cruise fare includes all
meals and entertainment on board
ship, gala Captain’s cocktail parties,
gratuities, port charges, detailed port
briefings, Not included, however, are
items of a personal nature including
optional shore excursions, onboard
shopping and photographs,
meals ashore, beverages, laundry,
dry cleaning, medical services,
telephone, telefax, email/internet
facilities, hair styling or massage.
Also not included are airline fuel
surcharges (if any), customs,
immigration and airport security
charges, and excess baggage
charges imposed by airlines.

TERMS & CONDITIONS
The following provisions apply to
the booking of your cruise and
are the terms and conditions that
apply upon the acceptance of your
deposit by the company. This is
neither an offer of, nor a contract of,
carriage except that by making a
reservation and paying your deposit
you agree to be bound by the
provisions contained herein and to
accept the terms and conditions of
the company’s contract of carriage
(cruise ticket), a copy of which may
be obtained from your travel agent
or Swan Hellenic. The provisions
herein contain important information

on cancellation by the passenger
or by the company, changes in
the itinerary, the limitations and
exclusions of liability on the part of
the company and of independent
contractors, health and immigration
requirements that are your
responsibility, and other relevant
terms and conditions. You must
be a resident of the US, Canada or
Latin America to book your cruise
from this brochure.

RESERVATIONS AND
PAYMENTS
The per person, per cruise deposit
required to secure your reservation
is 10% of the total cruise cost. The
balance of the price of your travel
arrangements must be paid at least
121 days before your departure
date. If the deposit and/or balance
is not paid in time, we shall retain
your deposit. American Express,
MasterCard, Visa, travel agency
checks and personal checks are
accepted for deposits and final
payment. Passengers who do not
make deposits or final payments at
appropriate times may be subject to
cancellation without notice. In most
cases, we are able to provide you
with travel documents, including
your contract of carriage and
airline tickets (where applicable),
approximately 3 weeks prior to
sailing. Travel documents are
issued only after final payment and
completed Required Passenger
Information (RPI) form has been
received by the company.

CANCELLATION POLICY
Period before departure within which Cancellation charge per paying
Swan Hellenic receives notice
passenger
121+ days prior to departure

Loss of deposit

120 to 91 days prior to departure

25% of invoiced charge

90 to 61 days prior to departure

60% of invoiced charge

60 to 0 days prior to departure

100% of invoiced charge

Some reasons for cancellation are usually covered by your travel insurance.
In such cases your insurance company will refund the cancellation charge
less the insurance premium and any policy excess.

CHANGE CHARGES
Changing your itinerary after
reservations have been made may
have disadvantages. To cover
administrative costs, a charge of
up to $100 per person will be made
each time you request a change in
your travel arrangements between
59 and 30 days prior to sailing.
The passenger is responsible
for costs incurred as a result of
such changes. In addition, no
refund will be made for unused or
partially used portions of the air/
land/cruise package. Once airline
tickets are issued, any changes
resulting in additional costs are
at the passenger’s expense. Any
cancellation penalties imposed by
the carrier will be deducted from
your refund. Airline tickets cannot
be changed on board ship. Change
charges are not assessed for cabin
upgrades or for the addition of
services, unless air reservations are

altered and/or travel documents
must be reissued.

AIR TRANSPORTATION
The company does not operate,
control or supervise any airline and
will not be responsible for carriers
failing to meet schedules whether
or not air tickets were issued by
the company. Air transportation
is based on scheduled or the
occasional charter service and is
subject to availability and change
without notice.
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TERMS & CONDITIONS OF CARRIAGE
This Contract of Carriage includes the terms set
forth on these pages which are legally binding
on you. Please read all sections carefully
as they affect your legal rights, particularly
Article 10, Limitations on Legal Liability,
International Conventions and Venue which
limit the Company’s liability for your death,
illness or injury, as well as limitations concerning
damage claims relating to baggage and personal
property, requiring that notice be given and
suit commenced within a specified time when
the claim arose, limiting your right to sue, and
specifying that any actions for damages are to be
brought in Bermuda, the country of the Vessel’s
registration. Passengers are urged to read this
Contract of Carriage INCLUDING ARTICLE
10 because by accepting the Passenger Ticket
and departing for your cruise-tour, the terms and
conditions herein shall apply and the Passenger
will have agreed to be bound by all of the terms
and conditions which follow including, specifically,
those regarding your limited rights to sue, choice
of governing law, forum and jurisdiction.
FOR VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, Swan Hellenic
herein referred to as the “Company,” agrees to
provide the ocean transportation (“cruise”) and,
in certain cases, to itself arrange other travel and
tour services to be provided by third parties (when
such non-ocean carriage is purchased from
the Company, the combination of “tour” portion
with the ocean carriage is referred to herein as
a ‘cruise-tour’), subject to all of the terms of this
Contract of Carriage as set forth on the passenger
ticket and printed below. In some cases, your
travel arrangements including air, pre- and postcruise tours, local transfers and other services
may be provided by travel organizations other
than the Company (such third party arranged
travel arrangements are referred to here as a
“Travel Package”), in which case the Company
shall only have responsibility for and will only
incur obligations to you in respect to the cruise,
which is only from the time you embark the vessel
until you disembark at the end of the ocean
voyage, and the tour operator or other Travel
Package provider, and their third party suppliers
shall be responsible for the non-cruise portion of
your Travel Package, and further, the cancellation
and refund provisions provided herein in respect
to cruises and cruise-tours purchased directly
from the Company shall not apply in respect
to such Travel Packages provided and sold by
others, including the cruise portions of such
Travel Packages. The expression “Passenger”
shall be deemed to include the purchaser of the
cruise-tour and all of those persons, including
children for whom said purchaser is arranging
travel.
Art.1 Booking is Non-transferable
The cruise-tour booking is non-transferable and
is valid only for the Passenger or Passengers
for whom it is made and for whom the tickets
are to be issued, for the date and for the vessel
indicated (or any substitute vessel the Company
may designate), and cannot be transferred to any
other person or persons.
Art.2 Entire Contract
All prior understandings and agreements entered
into prior to the booking of the cruise including
prior to the issuance of the Contract of Carriage
in the name of the Passenger or Passengers,
whether oral or written, are superseded by and
merged into the Contract of Carriage which alone
fully and completely expresses the agreement
between the Passengers and the Company in
every possible contingency. Nothing contained
in any Travel Packages, the offers for sale of
Travel Packages, or in communications with
Travel Package providers shall vary the terms and
conditions of the Contract of Carriage.
Art.3 No Amendment and Separability of Contract
Terms
No amendments of the Contract of Carriage
(including the booking terms and conditions
of this Invoice) shall be valid unless made in
writing and signed by a Director of the Company.
The terms of the Contract of Carriage shall be
severable and the invalidity of any one or more
provisions shall not impair the validity of any
other provision, or of the Contract of Carriage as
a whole. Should any provision of this Contract
of Carriage be deemed invalid for any reason,
said provision is deemed to be severed from this
Contract of Carriage and shall be of no effect, but
all remaining provisions herein shall remain in full
force and effect.
Art.4 Cancellation of Passage Contract
The Company reserves the right to cancel,
advance or postpone any cruise at any time prior
to the scheduled sailing date and is under no
obligation except in the event of cancellation,
you will receive a full refund of any payments
received. In addition, situations may arise which,
in the opinion of the Company, make it necessary
to change itineraries or make substitutions
or omissions, involving hotels, ports of call,
restaurants, other travel components, vessels or
other modes of transportation, whether before
or after the sailing of the vessel, without previous
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notice to the Passengers. If this should occur,
the Company does not assume responsibility
or liability for any losses, inconvenience or
expenses incurred by Passengers as a result,
except as detailed in the Contract of Carriage. The
Company is not required to make refunds once
travel commences regardless of the reason the
Passenger is unable to complete their travel.
If the Passenger wishes to cancel the booking
made directly with the Company, the refund and
the amount thereof, if any, to which the Passenger
may be entitled will be based on when the
required written notice of cancellation is received
by the Company, the number of days before the
scheduled sailing date that the notice is received,
and the cancellation terms as set forth in the
brochure or other published materials from which
the cruise booking was made as shown on the
Company’s records. Cancellation charges will
apply regardless of the reason the Passenger
cancels the cruise booking including medical
reasons. Separate insurance or cancellation
charge waiver provisions may be available for
purchase by Passengers through their travel
agent or from the Company, and Passengers
should avail themselves of such insurance or
waivers as they may elect.
There will no refund in the case of a voluntary
or involuntary termination by the Passenger of a
cruise-tour in progress Changes in the identity
of any Passenger and changes in the departure
dates are considered reservation cancellations
and are subject to the foregoing cancellation
fees. Cancellation by purchasers or termination
of travel by such purchasers during the travel and
in respect to the other services purchased as a
Travel Package, including the cruise portions,
shall be subject to the cancellation fees, terms
and conditions of the providers of such Travel
Packages to the exclusion of the cancellation and
termination provisions of the Contract of Carriage,
and the Company shall have no obligation in that
regard to the Travel Package purchasers.
Art.5 Alteration of Contract, Modification of Cruise,
Non-use by Passenger - The Company is unable
to guarantee that the
(a) Ship will call at every advertised port or follow
every part of the advertised route. The Company
reserves to itself and/or the Master of the vessel
the absolute right to decide whether to omit any
port, whether to call at additional or alternative
ports, whether to advance or delay the scheduled
date and time of sailing or disembarkation, and
whether to deviate from the advertised route. The
Company also reserves the right to substitute
any other ship for the scheduled vessel. Provided
such decision is reasonably taken, the Company
shall be under no obligation or liability to any
Passenger, save as set out herein at subpart (f),
(g) or (h) below.
(b) The Company has the right to charge the
cruise-tour fare in force on the date of sailing.
Where such fare is more than that shown on the
invoice or the ticket, when issued, the difference
must be paid before the Passenger embarks. For
the purpose of the Contract of Carriage, the word
‘fare’ shall include any surcharge imposed by the
Company prior to the date of sailing.
(c) The Company and/or the Master of the vessel
may at any time, if they in their absolute discretion
consider it necessary to do so, transfer the
Passenger from one cabin accommodation to
another, adjusting the fare accordingly.
(d) A Passenger shall not have the exclusive
occupancy of a cabin with two or more berths
unless he or she has paid the full supplement for
exclusive occupation.
(e) If the scheduled date or hour of sailing is
delayed and accommodations are not available
on board the vessel, the Company may arrange
at no additional expense to the Passenger hotel
accommodations for the Passenger for the
duration of the delay.
(f) If the schedule port of embarkation is changed,
the Company will arrange at no additional
expense to the Passenger, substitute means
of transportation (be sea, air or land, to be
determined by the Company) from the original
port of embarkation to the rescheduled port of
embarkation, or if substitute transportation is
not available, the Company will refund to the
Passenger the amount it received for the cruise
portion of the cruise-tour, and the Company will
have no further or additional obligation to the
Passenger for such rescheduling.
(g) If the scheduled port of debarkation is
changed, the Company will arrange at no
additional expense to the Passenger, substitute
means of transportation (by sea, air or land, to
be determined by the Company) to the port of
debarkation from the nearest port at which the
vessel calls, without there arising any right of
refund, and without further liability or obligation of
the Company from the time the Passenger leaves
the Company’s vessel.
(h) If any scheduled port call at an intermediate
port or ports is omitted, or if any other reason the

scheduled duration of the cruise is shortened, the
Company’s sole liability, if any, in respect to such
change, shall be to make a pro-rata refund to the
Passenger of the cruise portion of the cruise-tour
fare received by the Company based on the
number of whole days the cruise is reduced,
provided that the scheduled duration of the cruise
has been shortened by more than twenty-four
hours.
(i) If for any reason the duration of the cruise is
lengthened, the Company shall have no liability in
respect thereof to the Passenger for the extended
period, and the Passenger shall not be entitled to
any compensation for the delay.
(j) The Master shall have the full authority to
cause the vessel to proceed without pilots, to
tow and be towed, and to assist other vessels in
all circumstances, to deviate from the ordinary
route in any direction, to any distance and for any
purpose, to delay or terminate the voyage, or to
put back or to put in to any port, and to transfer
the Passenger and the Passenger’s baggage
to any other vessel whether bellowing to the
Company or not, whether or not bound for the
cruise’s port of destination, and even though
delay may result.
(k) If any component of your cruise-tour
purchased from the Company, other than the
vessel, is changed or substituted, as for instance
the hotel where you were scheduled to stay is
changed, the Company will use reasonable efforts
to obtain a substitute for that component of the
cruise-tour which is substantially equivalent to that
originally scheduled, but the Company shall have
no liability to the Passenger in connection with
such substitution or change.
(l) If the Passenger has arranged his or her
own air travel to or from a cruise departure or
cruise-tour and the schedule of the cruise-tour
operation and vessel departure or arrival is
changed, the Company shall have no obligation
to the Passenger in respect to any costs of
changing the air travel arrangements, cancellation
and rebooking of flight reservations, loss of
return travel on round trip air travel, unavailability
of air travel on the rescheduled dates, and all
similar costs, expenses and inconvenience
suffered by the Passenger in changing air travel
arrangements booked by the Passenger.
(m) If for any reason, whether or not due to
causes beyond the Passenger’s control, the
cruise-tour booked by the Passenger with the
Company and covered by the Passage Ticket is
not used by the Passenger on the date and for
the vessel as indicated, or if the Passenger joins
the cruise in progress, or departs prior to the
scheduled debarkation, or prior to end of the tour
portion of a cruise-tour package, so that only part
of the specified cruise and related tour are used,
there shall be no right to any refund on the part of
the Passenger, and the Company shall have no
liability or obligation to the Passenger to provide
accommodations or tour services at a later time.
Art.6 Extras and Additional Charges
(a) All personal services used by Passengers,
while on cruise, such as medical services,
beauticians, masseurs, photographers, art
auctioneers, gift shop personnel, instructors
and other service personnel shall be considered
independent contractors who work directly for the
Passenger. All accounts for services and goods
provided while on board the vessel or while
ashore which are not included in the fare charged
must be settled in cash, or by travelers check
or credit card in U.S. dollars (unless otherwise
specified) at the prevailing exchange rates before
the Passenger disembarks. A list of the currently
accepted credit cards is available upon request.
Personal checks are not accepted on board for
any payment.
(b) All health, medical or other personal services
provided in connection with Passenger’s cruise
are provided solely for the convenience and
benefit of Passengers who may be charged for
such services. The Passenger accepts and uses
medicine, medical treatment and other personal
services available on the vessel or elsewhere
at Passenger’s sole risk and expense without
liability or responsibility of the Company. Doctors,
nurses or other medical or service personnel
work directly for Passenger as independent
contractors engaged by Passenger and shall not
be considered to be acting under the control or
supervision of the Company, since the Company
is not a medical provider. The doctor(s) and
nurses on board charge Passengers for their
services. A charge will also be made for drugs
and any other medical requisites. In addition,
any expense, howsoever arising, not covered
by the fare, which is reasonably incurred by
the Company on board or at any port for or on
behalf of the Passenger for but not limited to
hospitalization; medical, surgical, dental or similar
treatment; hotel; diversion of the vessel; local
and air transportation; medical evacuation and
repatriation expenses shall be payable by the
Passenger prior to departure from the vessel.
Where such costs have not yet been incurred, or
if the charges for such services are not known

at the time the Passenger leaves the vessel, the
Passenger shall be obligated to reimburse the
Company for all such expenses upon demand.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Company
assumes no obligation, and shall have no
liability to the Passenger to provide or pay for
any medical treatment, on board or ashore, or to
provide medical evacuation or repatriation and the
Passenger warrants that he or she is financially
able to pay for such services, if needed, or has
acquired travel, medical and evacuation insurance
for this purpose.
(c) Taxes, fees and charges imposed by
governmental or quasi-governmental authority are
extra and in addition to the cruise fare and must
be paid by the Passenger prior to embarkation,
including any increase or additional taxes, fees or
charges imposed by such authorities.
(d) Without prejudice to any other lien, the
Company may have on the Passenger’s goods by
operation of law, the Passenger agrees that the
Company shall be entitled to prevent any luggage
or goods belonging to the Passenger or traveling
with the Passenger from leaving the vessel until
all money owed the Company by the Passenger
shall have been paid.
(e) The Company may for any reasonable cause
impose charges in addition to the fare quoted at
any time prior to the date of sailing to be paid by
the Passenger prior to embarkation. In addition,
any expense, howsoever arising, not covered by
the passage fare, which is reasonably incurred
by the Company on board the vessel or in any
port for or on behalf of the Passenger, including
but not limited to medical expenses as set forth
above, shall be payable by the Passenger and
may, at the Company’s option, be presented and
shall be paid before the Passenger disembarks.
Art.7 Documents, Health, Conduct and Search
(a) The Passenger shall comply with any
governmental travel requirements, shall possess
and shall present entry, exit and other necessary
documents, and shall arrive on board the vessel
by the time fixed by the Company, or if no time
is fixed by the Company, then early enough to
complete departure procedures.
(b) It may be necessary for security reasons for
servants or agents of the Company to search the
Passenger’s person and the Passenger’s personal
property including baggage and goods traveling
with the Passenger. The Passenger agrees to
allow such searches upon being requested to
do so by the authorized servants and agents of
the Company. The Passenger further agrees to
the removal, confiscation or destruction of any
object which may, in the opinion of the Company,
impair the safety of the vessel, her crew or any
Passenger, or which may cause inconvenience to
any Passenger.
(c) The Passenger represents and warrants that
the Passenger is and will be fit to travel and the
Passenger’s conduct will not impair the safety of
the vessel or inconvenience the other Passengers.
If it appears to the Company or the Master of
the vessel that a Passenger is, for any reason
whatsoever, unfit to travel or is likely to endanger
his or her health, or the health and safety, or
impair the comfort or well-being of others on
board, or seems likely to be refused permission
to land at any port, or to render the Company
liable for his or her support, maintenance or
repatriation, the Company and the Master shall be
entitled at any time to take any one or more of the
following courses of action:
(i) to refuse to embark or disembark the
Passenger at any particular port;
(ii) to disembark the Passenger at any port;
(iii) to transfer the Passenger from one cabin and
berth to another, including imposing medical
quarantine on any Passenger in his or her cabin;
(iv) to confine the Passenger to the ships
hospital or in his or her cabin under a doctor’s
supervision;
(v) through the services of the doctor(s) on board
and/or such doctor’s staff to administer any drug,
medicine or other substance or treatment, or to
admit and/or confine the Passenger to a hospital
ashore or any similar institution at any port,
provided that the doctor(s) on board consider
such step necessary for the well-being of the
Passenger, or for the health, and well-being of the
other Passengers, the crew or the medical staff of
the Vessel.
(d) The Passenger agrees to abide by all of
the Company’s health and medical rules and
regulations, and all related enforcement orders of
the Master and the vessel’s subordinate officers
and medical or health orders and instructions of
the vessel’s medical staff, or any medical officer
purporting to represent any government.
(e) Persons with physical disabilities or handicaps
requiring special treatment or assistance,
including such persons which require medical
attention or special accommodation during the
cruise or for which the use of a wheelchair or
service animal is contemplated or necessary,

must notify the Company in writing, of the
nature of such conditions at the time of making
reservations, or promptly upon the development
of such condition(s) if arising after the reservations
have been made. Those persons for which the use
of a wheelchair is contemplated or necessary must
furnish their own standard size wheelchair and
must be accompanied by a traveling companion
fit and able to assist the Passenger in all respects.
Wheelchairs supplied by the Company and
placed on board the vessel are for use only in
emergencies or in respect to persons whose
needs arise during the course of the cruise.
(f) Any Passenger who has any form of mental
or physical condition, illness or disability or
who is experiencing any illness or disability
which could affect his or her fitness for travel
must submit to the Company when booking the
cruise, or promptly upon the development of
such condition(s) a certificate of the Passenger’s
physician attesting to the Passenger’s condition
and fitness for the travel contemplated. Pregnancy
is regarded as a physical disability for the
purposes of ocean and air travel and the Company
reserves the right to refuse passage to women
who are more than twenty-four weeks pregnant
at the time of embarkation. The Passenger
acknowledges and agrees that the Company shall
have no responsibility or obligation to provide
any special services or equipment other than the
services or equipment normally provided by the
Company to Passengers unaffected by illness or
disability. Passengers shall not make their own
arrangements for the provision of, nor shall they
bring special services or equipment not provided
by the Company, including oxygen therapy
apparatus, without first having given the Company
full and adequate advance notice of such intention
and having obtained the written agreement of
the Company to the Passenger or others on
behalf of the Passenger providing such special
services or equipment. Notwithstanding the
Company’s acceptance for travel of any person
with any mental or physical condition, illness or
disability, including where special treatment or
arrangements are allowed or made available,
the Passenger releases the Company from all
liability for any injury, loss or damage suffered by
such Passenger(s) in connection with the cruise
and related travel and accommodations which
is proximately caused or aggravated by such
pre-existing medical or mental condition, illness or
disability.
(g) Every adult Passenger booking passage for,
or traveling with any minor Passenger, whether
or not listed on the same Passenger Ticket, shall
be liable to the Company and shall reimburse
the Company for all loss, damage or delay
sustained by the Company because of the act
or omission of the minor Passenger(s) or of the
Passenger relating to the supervision and control
of such minor Passenger(s). In the case of minor
Passengers (under the age of eighteen), whether
or not they are accompanied by an adult, the
minor Passenger shall be subject to all of the
terms and conditions of the Contract of Carriage
which shall be deemed to have been adopted for
the minor by his or her parent or guardian and/or
the adult person booking the cruise-tour on behalf
of such minor.
(h) Expenses of any kind including fines,
penalties, duties or other charges incurred by
the Company and attributable to the Passenger’s
failure to comply with regulations of the Vessel
or any governmental authority shall be paid to
the Company by the Passenger on demand.
The Passenger shall not bring any goods,
merchandise, cultural or historical artifacts,
controlled substances, animals or animal parts,
contraband, weapons or dangers products or
other items that may subject the Passenger or the
Company to criminal or civil liability, penalty or
other sanction. The breach of such restrictions or
conditions may make the Passenger concerned
liable to statutory penalties and may impose
liens, penalties or fines on the Company and the
Company’s vessel. In such case, the Passenger
shall be liable to the Company for any injury,
loss or damage suffered as a consequence of
the Passenger’s breach of the warranties of this
subpart and the Passenger shall indemnify the
company from all related injury, loss or damage.
The Passenger shall be liable to and shall
reimburse the Company for all loss, damage or
delay sustained by the Company because of any
wrongful, neglectful or intentionally harmful act or
omission of the Passenger.
(i) The Passenger shall have no right to any refund
and Company shall have no obligation or liability
of any kind to the Passenger in respect to any
action taken by the Company in good faith under
this Article 7.
Art.8 Photography and Use of Likeness
During the cruise-tour, the Company, its agents
or its concessionaires, may photograph or record
video images of the Passengers individually or
as general participants in cruise-tour activities.
The Company and its concessionaires will
take reasonable steps to avoid including the

Passenger in such photographs and videos upon
the Passenger making his or her wishes to not
be included known to the Company including
informing directly those individuals taking
photographs and videos, but notwithstanding such
notice given by the Passenger, the Company shall
have the right to publish in any medium, and for
any business purpose the image taken in good
faith that may include the Passenger’s likeness
and in such case shall have no obligation to
compensate the Passenger for such usage.
Art.9 Notices and Payments
When the Passenger books the cruise-tour
through a travel agent, tour operator or other
travel intermediary or purchases a Travel Package
from tour operators or other providers of Travel
Packages (referred to in this Article as a ‘Travel
Agent’), the Company and the Passenger
designate the Travel Agent as the agent for
the Passenger. The Company shall have no
responsibility for nor obligation in respect to the
Travel Agent’s performance or on performance
of the duties undertaken at the request of the
Passenger or as the Passenger’s agent, including
arrangements and services that are part of any
Travel Package. The Company will send all
notices to the Passenger via the Travel Agent and
all refunds which may be paid by the Company
in respect to the booking or other provisions of
the Contract of Carriage may be made by the
Company to the Travel Agent as the Passenger’s
agent without any obligation to see to the
application of such payments.
Art.10 Limitations on Legal Liability, International
Conventions and Venue
(a) The Company’s responsibility to the Passenger
and guests for death, injury, illness, damage,
delay or other loss to person or property of any
kind suffered by you or any of the persons in
the Passenger’s party, in the first instance as a
matter of law and, if that be inapplicable, then as a
matter of contract between the Passenger and the
Company, in respect to all cruise-tours including
those departing from a United States port (unless
by reason of law the Convention is held to not
apply, and where, in that case, other limitations
shall apply) shall be governed by the Convention
Relating to the Carriage of Passengers and their
Luggage by Sea, 1974, (commonly known as
the “Athens Convention”) with protocols and
amendments, together with the further provisions
of the International Convention on Limitation of
Liability for Maritime Claims, 1976, with revisions
and amendments (hereinafter collectively referred
to as the “Convention”), and, if applicable, by
reason of the Passengers having embarked in
a U.S. port, those other and further limitations
of liability set forth in the statutory maritime
and general laws of the United States. Unless
precluded by a statute of the United States, the
law governing this Contract of Carriage shall be
the international law prescribed in the Convention,
exclusive of conflicts of laws provisions. In the
event the Company is found to be liable to a
Passenger for death, injury, illness, damage,
delay or loss, in respect to a cruise to which
the Convention applies by law or by reason
of the provisions of this Contract of Carriage,
the Company’s liability shall not exceed
the limitations specified in the Convention
measured in ‘Special Drawing Rights’ (SDR’s)
including all future amendments or protocols
that may adjust the SDR limitations. The Athens
Convention limits the Company’s liability for
death of or personal injury to a Passenger to
no more than 46,666 SDR’s as defined therein
(approximately U.S. $60,000 which fluctuates
depending on daily exchange rate as printed
in the Wall Street Journal). In respect to loss
or damage to cabin baggage and personal
possessions 833 SDR’s, and in respect to other
baggage 1,200 SDR’s (in 1990 $1,070 and $1,550
respectively). The Company’s liability shall be
limited further by those deductibles to be borne
by the Passenger according to the provisions of
Article 8 of the Convention.
(b) In the event it is determined that the Company
is not entitled to all of the benefits of the above
baggage claim limitations of the Convention,
and if the cruise has departed from a U.S. port,
then the Company shall have the benefit of all
the exemptions from and limitations of liability
provided in or authorized by the law of the United
States, including Title 46 U.S. Code, sections 181186, 188.
(c) The Company hereby disclaims all liability to
the Passenger for damages for emotional distress,
mental anguish or psychological injury of any kind
under any circumstance when such damages
were neither the result of a physical injury to
the Passenger, nor the result of that Passenger
having been at actual risk of physical injury, nor
intentionally inflicted by the Company.
(d) The Company shall not be liable for loss of or
damage to your property in any amount exceeding
$500 US per Passenger. Should the Passenger
desire an extension of our liability beyond $500,
the Passenger shall declare the true value of the
property and pay the Company that amount of

money calculated at 5% of the true value declared,
not to exceed $5,000 in declared value. Liability
will then be extended to the amount of the true
value declared.
The Company shall in no event be liable for
the loss of or damage to cash, securities, gold,
silverware, jewelry, ornaments, works of art or
other valuables unless the same have been
deposited with the designated officer of the
Vessel against receipt for the agreed purpose of
safekeeping. In the event of such a deposit, the
Company’s liability for loss or damage thereof
shall be limited to $100 US unless value exceeding
that amount be declared in writing and the
Passenger shall have paid the foregoing 5% sum,
limited to a declared value of $5,000 as above.
(e) In respect to death, injury, illness, damage,
delay, loss or detriment to a Passenger or persons
on board not in the Company’s employ for which
the Company is not liable under the Convention,
as set forth below (or any Statute of the United
States that may apply in the case of cruises
departing from U.S. ports) caused by act of God,
war or warlike operations, civil commotions, labor
trouble, interference by authorities, perils of the
sea, lurching of the vessel, or any other cause
beyond our control, by fire, thefts or any other
crime, errors in the navigation or management of
the Vessel or defect in or unseaworthiness of hull,
machinery, appurtenances, equipment, furnishing
or supplies of the Vessel, fault or neglect of pilot,
tugs, agents, independent contractors, including
without limitation the Vessel’s physician and other
medical personnel, the Passenger’s own actions
or omissions, the acts or omissions of other
Passengers or any other person or persons on
board not in our employ, or any other cause of
whatsoever nature except and unless it is proven
that such death, injury, illness, damage, delay or
loss resulted from the Company’s act or omission
committed during the course of the carriage and
due to the Company’s fault or neglect or that of
any of the Company’s servants or agents acting
within the scope of their employment, and in that
event our liability therefore shall not exceed the
following limitations per Passenger in Special
Drawing Rights as defined in the Convention (and
for which notice has been given above).
(f) The Company shall not be responsible to
the Passenger for services, treatments and/
or attendance provided or supplies given
by the Vessel’s physician, nurse, or medical
personnel, beautician, barber, fitness instructor,
laundry, casino, photographic and/or any other
concessionaire or other persons in the employ
of the Company providing personal services to
Passengers. Should the Passenger avail himself
or herself of the medical or other professional
services which the Vessel’s physician, nurse, or
medical personnel may furnish as independent
contractors upon request, the Company shall not
be liable for the consequences of any examination,
advice, diagnosis, medication or treatment thus
furnished. Charges for such medical and other
professional services which the Passenger may
request will be the sole responsibility of the
Passenger.
(g) In the event it is determined that the Company
is entitled to the benefits of the Convention,
whether by reason of United States law
apply to cruises departing from U.S. ports or
otherwise, then in that case NO SUIT SHALL BE
MAINTAINED against the Company upon any
claim in connection with this Contract of Carriage
relating to cabin baggage, other baggage or any
other property UNLESS WRITTEN NOTICE of the
claim with full particulars SHALL BE DELIVERED
to the Company or the Company’s agent at
the Company’s offices where the passage was
booked or at the address set forth in this Contract
of Carriage WITHIN THIRTY DAYS after the
termination of the cruise to which the Contract of
Carriage relates, and in no event shall any suit
be maintainable against the Company in regard
to baggage claims unless it shall be commenced
WITHIN ONE (1) YEAR from the termination of the
cruise. NO SUIT SHALL BE MAINTAINED against
the Company for delay, detention, personal injury,
death or illness or for any other claim UNLESS
WRITTEN NOTICE of the claim with full particulars
SHALL BE DELIVERED to the Company or the
Company’s agent at the Company’s offices where
the passage was booked or at the address set
forth in this Contract of Carriage WITHIN SIX
(6) MONTHS from the day when such claim
arose and IN NO EVENT SHALL ANY SUIT BE
MAINTAINED against the Company in regard
to delay, detention, personal injury, death or
illness or for any other claim unless it shall be
commenced WITHIN ONE (1) YEAR from the day
when such claim arose. In any case, where the
time fixed in this Contract of Carriage for the giving
of notice and for the commencement of suit is less
than that allowed by applicable law, such time is
hereby extended so as not to exceed the minimum
lawful time.

or after disembarkation from the Vessel, except
for transportation by water which is carried out by
means of a conveyance provided by the Company
by the Vessel and its tenders or, with respect to
any baggage, when the same is in the Company’s
custody at any dock-side facility installation.
(i) The Company may make arrangements on
behalf of Passengers for the provision of travel
facilities other than water transportation with
various independent contractors and does so
solely as an accommodation for the Passenger
and not as an agent of those independent
contractors. No representations are made
with respect to travel facilities other than water
transportation which the Company itself provides
and which is governed by the terms and
conditions of the Contract for Carriage. Other than
the water transportation provided by the company,
the company shall have no responsibility in whole
or in part for any delays, delayed departures or
arrivals, missed connections, loss, death, damage
or injury to person or property or accident,
mechanical defect, failure or negligence of any
nature whatever caused in connection with any
accommodations, transportation, services or
facilities, substitution of hotels, common carriers
or equipment with or without notice or for any
additional expenses occasioned thereby. When the
Passenger books the air travel via the Company,
the Company reserve the right to choose the air
carrier, routing and gateway locations, as well as
the right to substitute charter flights for scheduled
service and vice versa. If the entire cruise-tour
is canceled by the Company for any reason,
Passengers shall have no claim other than for a
full refund of the cruise fare or the cruise-tour fare,
whichever is applicable. The airlines and other
transportation companies concerned are not to
be held responsible for any act, omission or event
during the time the Passengers are not on board
their conveyances. This Contract of Carriage
constitutes the sole agreement between the
Company and the Passenger, it being understood
that the various independent contractors otherwise
participating in the cruise or the cruise-tour,
including providers of Travel Packages will enter
into their own separate contractual arrangements
with the Passenger, and that the Passenger
assumes the risk of utilizing the services and
facilities of those independent contractors.
(j) The Company and the Passenger do hereby
irrevocably agree that any dispute arising out of
or in connection with this Contract of Carriage or
the transportation and services provided, or to
be provided by the Company in respect to the
Contract of Carriage SHALL BE DETERMINED BY
THE COURTS IN BAHAMAS, the Country of the
Vessel’s registration, and the jurisdiction which the
Company and the Passenger submit themselves.
If any action be commenced in any court other
than the courts of Bahamas, the Company and the
Passenger agree to the immediate TRANSFER OF
SAID ACTION TO BAHAMAS and any attorneys
fees and costs incurred in transferring an action
brought in any jurisdiction or venue other than
Bahamas shall be due and payable upon entry
of an order of transfer by the party bringing such
action in the jurisdiction or venue other than
Bahamas.
(k) The requirements of this Article cannot be
waived by any of the Company’s agents or
employees; they may be waived only by express
written agreement of one of the Company’s
officers or directors having authority in the
premises.
Notices are to be provided to the Company at one
of the following addresses: (depending upon the
office through which the cruise has been booked)
Swan Hellenic
1800 S.E. 10th Avenue, Suite 205.
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33316
All Leisure Group
Lynnem House, 1 Victoria Way
Burgess Hill, West Sussex, RH15 9NF

(h) Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Company
shall in no event be liable to the Passenger in
respect of any occurrence prior to embarkation
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Cadiz Cathedral, Spain

Lemon Trees, Italy

islands of the sun

VINTAGE IBERIA and ITALY

Cruise Reference: MIN120302
Date
02 Mar
03 Mar
04 Mar
05 Mar
06 Mar
07 Mar
08 Mar
09 Mar
10 Mar
11 Mar
12 Mar
13 Mar
14 Mar
15 Mar
16 Mar

Port	
London (Portsmouth), UK
Cruising
Cruising
Oporto, Portugal
Lisbon, Portugal
Cadiz, Spain
Casablanca, Morocco
Cruising
Arrecife, Lanzarote
Santa Cruz de Tenerife
Canary Islands, Spain
La Gomera
Canary Islands, Spain
Santa Cruz de La Palma,
Canary Islands, Spain
Cruising
Funchal, Madeira
Funchal, Madeira

8.00am

2.00pm

8.00am

2.00pm

Noon

7.00pm

Noon

7.00pm

Date
16 Mar
17 Mar
18 Mar
19 Mar
20 Mar
21 Mar

8.00am
8.00am

6.00pm
11.00pm

8.00am

11.00pm

8.00am

11.00pm

7.00am

Overnight

Disembark

22 Mar
23 Mar
24 Mar
25 Mar
26 Mar
27 Mar
28 Mar

black sea panorama

19 Apr
20 Apr
21 Apr
22 Apr
23 Apr
24 Apr
25 Apr

Port
Arrive	
Istanbul, Turkey
Embark
Istanbul, Turkey 		
Cruising the Black Sea
Kerch, Ukraine
10.00am
Yalta, Ukraine
10.00am
Sevastopol, Ukraine
8.00am
At Sea
Odessa, Ukraine
Noon
Odessa, Ukraine
2.00pm
Constanta, Romania
8.00am
Nessebur, Bulgaria
8.00am
Cruising
Dikili , Turkey
8.00am
Nauplia, Greece
Noon
Athens (Piraeus), Greece
7.00am
Athens (Piraeus), Greece
Disembark

Port
Arrive	
Funchal, Madeira
Embark
Funchal, Madeira		
Cruising
Cruising
Cadiz, Spain
4.00pm
Cruising River Guadalquivir
Seville, Spain
7.30am
Seville, Spain 		
Cruising River Guadalquivir
Tangier, Morocco
8.00am
Malaga, Spain
8.00am
Cruising the
Mediterranean Sea
Palma de Mallorca, Spain
8.00am
Cruising the
Mediterranean Sea
Florence/Pisa (Livorno), Italy
8.00am
Rome (Civitavecchia), Italy
8.00am
Rome (Civitavecchia), Italy
Disembark

Cruise Reference: MIN120329
Depart
Overnight
6.00pm

02 Apr
Overnight
6.00pm
5.00pm
11.00pm

7.00pm

Date
25 Apr
26 Apr

7.00pm

27 Apr

11.00pm

28 Apr

7.00pm
Overnight

29 Apr
30 Apr

8.00pm

01 May

5.00pm

02 May
03 May

2.00pm

04 May

7.00pm

05 May

Overnight

06 May
07 May
08 May

Port
Arrive	
Athens, (Piraeus), Greece
Embark
Transiting the Corinth Canal, 		
Itea (Delphi), Greece
11.00pm
Itea (Delphi), Greece
Katakolon, Greece
8.00am
Cruising the Ionian Sea
Argostoli, Kefalonia, Greece
10.00pm
Argostoli, Kefalonia, Greece 		
Preveza, Greece
7.00am
Kotor, Montenegro
Noon
Korcula, Croatia
8.00am
Dubrovnik, Croatia
8.00am
Cruising the Ionian Sea
Palermo, Sicily, Italy
8.00am
Cruising the
Mediterranean Sea
Rome (Civitavecchia), Italy
7.00am
Rome (Civitavecchia), Italy
Disembark

03 Apr
04 Apr
05 Apr
06 Apr
07 Apr
08 Apr
09 Apr
10 Apr

7.00pm

11 Apr

Depart
Overnight
7.00pm
Overnight
5.30am
2.00pm
11.00pm

7.00pm
Overnight
1.30pm

7.00pm
Overnight

a mediterranean masterpiece
Cruise Reference: MIN120508
Depart
Overnight
1.00pm
Overnight
7.00pm
3.00pm
Overnight
3.00pm
2.00pm
11.00pm
3.00pm
5.00pm
11.00pm

Overnight

Date
08 May
09 May
10 May
11 May
12 May
13 May
14 May

Port
Arrive	
Rome (Civitavecchia), Italy
Embark
Rome (Civitavecchia), Italy 		
Portoferraio, Italy
8.00am
Nice, France
8.00am
Port Vendres, France
9.00am
Mahon, Minorca, Spain
8.00am
Cruising the
Mediterranean Sea
15 May Malaga, Spain
8.00am
16 May Cadiz, Spain
8.00am
17 May Portimao, Algarve, Portugal
Noon
18 May Cruising
19 May Vigo, Spain
7.00am
20 May Cruising
21 May St. Peter Port, Guernsey,
Channel Islands
2.00pm
22 May London (Portsmouth), UK
7.00am
			
Disembark

*Published itineraries and arrival/departure times may be subject to change.
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Port
Arrive	
Rome (Civitavecchia), Italy
Embark
Rome (Civitavecchia), Italy, 		
Naples, Italy
Noon
Naples, Italy 		
Sorrento, Italy
8.30am
Palermo, Sicily, Italy
8.00am
Cruising the
Mediterranean Sea
Sousse, Tunisia
8.00am
Valletta, Malta
Noon
Valletta, Malta 		
Cruising the
Mediterranean Sea
Athens (Piraeus), Greece
8.00am
Cruising the Aegean Sea
Istanbul, Turkey
7.00am
Istanbul, Turkey
Disembark

Overnight

Cruise Reference: MIN120425
Depart
Overnight
7.00pm

Date
29 Mar
30 Mar
31 Mar
01 Apr

11.00pm

A classic spring

Cruise Reference: MIN120411X

18 Apr

POSTCARD from the MEDITERRANEAN

Cruise Reference: MIN120316
Arrive	 Depart
(Embark) 7.00pm

29 Mar

Date
11 Apr
12 Apr
13 Apr
14 Apr
15 Apr
16 Apr
17 Apr

Corinth Canal, Greece

Depart
Overnight
7.00pm
2.00pm
3.00pm
3.00pm
3.00pm

6.00pm
11.00pm
7.00pm
2.00pm

7.00pm

Wat Suthat, Bangkok, Thailand

MIN121107Y

MIN121205A

MIN121219A

MIN130103A

MIN130103B

MIN130213A

MIN130227A

29

30

37

42

56

29

29

MIN130327B
42

Grand Desert
Shores

Grand
Indian Voyage

Grand
Oriental Odyssey

Grand Empires
of the East

Grand
Far East

Grand Indian
Ocean Explorer

Grand
Trade Winds

Grand
Mediterranean
Spring

November 7, 2012

December 5, 2012

December 19, 2013

January 3, 2013

January 3, 2013

February 13, 2013

February 27, 2013

March 27, 2013

Brochure
Fare

Early
Booking Fare
Save up to
50%

Brochure
Fare

Early
Booking Fare
Save up to
50%

Brochure
Fare

Early
Booking Fare
Save up to
50%

Brochure
Fare

Early
Booking Fare
Save up to
50%

$34,598
$31,398

Brochure
Fare

Early
Booking Fare
Save up to
50%

$17,299

$39,198

$15,699

$35,198

$30,998

$15,499

$22,798

$11,399

$17,998
$17,198

Brochure
Fare

Early
Booking Fare
Save up to
50%

$19,599

$53,798

$17,599

$48,598

$34,798

$17,399

$25,598

$12,799

$8,999

$19,598

$8,599

$18,598

$15,998

$7,999

$14,598

$7,299

$12,398
$11,398

Brochure
Fare

Early
Booking Fare
Save up to
50%

Brochure
Fare

Early
Booking Fare
Save up to
50%

$26,899

$67,598

$24,299

$61,198

$33,799

$86,598

$30,599

$78,398

$43,299

$39,798

$39,199

$35,798

$19,899

$35,998

$17,999

$60,198

$30,099

A

$17,899

$32,398

$16,199

$54,398 $27,199

B

$47,998

$23,999

$35,798

$17,899

$60,398

$30,199

$45,398

$22,699

$77,398

$38,699

$57,598

$28,799

$35,398

$17,699

$31,998

$15,999

$53,598 $26,799

C

$25,998

$12,999

$23,198

$11,599

$39,998

$19,999

D

$9,799

$26,998

$9,299

$25,798

$13,499

$33,998

$12,899

$32,598

$16,999

$43,798

$16,299

$41,798

$21,899

$19,998

$9,999

$18,198

$9,099

$31,198

$15,599

F

$20,899

$19,198

$9,599

$17,398

$8,699

$29,798

$14,899

G

$17,198

$8,599

$16,398

$8,199

$23,998

$11,999

$22,798

$11,399

$30,198

$15,099

$28,798

$14,399

$38,798

$19,399

$17,798

$8,899

$15,998

$7,999

$27,598

$13,799

H

$36,798

$18,399

$16,798

$8,399

$15,198

$7,599

$26,398

$13,199

I

$6,199

$13,598

$5,699

$12,398

$6,799

$19,198

$6,199

$17,798

$9,599

$24,598

$8,899

$22,798

$12,299

$31,198

$15,599

$13,798

$6,899

$12,398

$6,199

$22,198 $11,099

K

$11,399

$28,798

$14,399

$12,598

$6,299

$11,198

$5,599

$20,598 $10,299

$10,598

$5,299

$11,198

$5,599

$16,198

$8,099

L

$20,798

$10,399

$26,198

$13,099

$11,398

$5,699

$10,198

$5,099

$18,798

$9,399

M

$9,798

$4,899

$9,998

$4,999

$14,598

$7,299

$18,998

$9,499

$23,798

$11,899

$10,198

$5,099

$8,998

$4,499

$16,998

$8,499

N

ATHENS
3-Night City Stay
Double: $795 pp

DUBAI
3-Night City Stay
Double: $870 pp

GOLDEN TRIANGLE INDIA
6- Nights Escorted Tour
Double: $3,190 pp

SINGAPORE
3-Night City Stay
Double: $790 pp

SINGAPORE
3-Night City Stay
Double: $790 pp

SINGAPORE
3-Night City Stay
Double: $790 pp

GOLDEN TRIANGLE INDIA
6-Night Escorted Tour
Double: $3,190 pp

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

ANGKOR WAT
4-Night Escorted Tour
Double: 2,200 pp

ANGKOR WAT
4-Night Escorted Tour
Double: $2,200 pp

ANGKOR WAT
4-Night Escorted Tour
Double: $2,200 pp

n/a

n/a

DUBAI
3-Night City Stay
Double: $870 pp

SINGAPORE
3-Night City Stay
Double: $790 pp

HONG KONG
3-Night City Stay
Double: $920 pp

SINGAPORE
3-Night City Stay
Double: $790 pp

ANCIENT CITIES OF SRI LANKA
4-Night Escorted Tour
Double: 1,270 pp

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

ANGKOR WAT
4-Night Escorted Tour
Double: $2,200 pp

HIGHLIGHTS OF CHINA
4-Night Escorted Tour
Double: $3,080 pp

ANGKOR WAT
4-Night Escorted Tour
Double: $2,200 pp

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

PRE

POST
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St Catherine’s Palace, St Petersburg

Isles of Scilly, England

st Petersburg and the baltic

Treasures of the British Isles

Cruise Reference: MIN120522
Date
22 May
23 May
24 May
25 May
26 May
27 May
28 May
29 May
30 May
31 May
01 Jun
02 Jun
03 Jun
04 Jun
05 Jun
06 Jun

Port
Arrive	
London (Portsmouth), UK
Embark
Cruising
Kiel canal daylight transit
Ronne, Bornholm, Denmark
8.00am
Visby, Gotland, Sweden
Noon
Stockholm, Sweden
8.00am
Cruising the Baltic Sea
St. Petersburg, Russia
10.00am
St. Petersburg, Russia 		
Tallinn, Estonia
11.00am
Cruising the Baltic Sea
Gdansk, Poland
7.00am
Copenhagen, Denmark
1.00pm
Cruising
Cruising
London (Portsmouth), UK
7.00am
			
Disembark

Cruise Reference: MIN120606
Depart
5.00pm

4.00pm
6.00pm
6.00pm
Overnight
7.00pm
7.00pm
2.00pm
6.00pm

a FRENCH aCCENT
Port
Arrive	
London (Portsmouth), UK
Embark
Cruising
Amsterdam, The Netherlands
8.00am
Ostende, Belgium
8.00am
Cruising the English Channel
St. Malo, France
11.45am
Cruising
Bordeaux, France
2.00pm
Bordeaux, France 		
La Pallice, France
8.00am
Belle Isle, France
Noon
Brest, France
7.00am
St. Peter Port, Guernsey,
Channel Islands
7.00am
18 Jul
Honfleur, France
7.00am
19 Jul
London (Portsmouth), UK
7.00am
			
Disembark

Date
06 Jun
07 Jun
08 Jun
09 Jun
10 Jun
11 Jun
12 Jun

Port
Arrive	
London (Portsmouth), UK
Embark
Cruising
Port of Tyne, England
8.00am
Edinburgh, Scotland
8.00am
Scrabster, Scotland
8.00am
Stornoway, Lewis, Outer Hebrides 8.00am
Stornoway, Lewis, Outer Hebrides
Scenic cruising
Tobermory, Scotland
5.00pm
13 Jun
Tobermory, Scotland 		
Oban, Scotland
8.00am
14 Jun
Anglesey (Holyhead), UK
8.30am
15 Jun
Belfast, Northern Ireland
8.00am
16 Jun
Cruising
17 Jun
Isles of Scilly, England
8.00am
18 Jun
Dartmouth, England
8.00am
19 Jun
St. Peter Port, Guernsey,
Channel Islands
7.00am
20 Jun
London (Portsmouth), UK
7.00am
			
Disembark

7.00pm
1.30pm
9.00pm
Overnight
6.00am
Overnight
4.00am
4.00pm
7.00pm
11.00pm
7.00pm
7.00pm
2.00pm

7.00pm
11.00pm
10.30pm
Overnight
3.30pm
6.00pm
7.00pm
2.00pm
3.00pm
6.00pm

Date
19 Jul
20 Jul
21 Jul
22 Jul
23 Jul
24 Jul
25 Jul
26 Jul
27 Jul
28 Jul
29 Jul

Port
Arrive	
London (Portsmouth), UK
Embark
Cruising the English Channel
Dublin, Ireland
8.00am
Portrush, Northern Ireland
8.00am
Killybegs, Ireland
8.00am
Cruising
Glengarriff, Ireland
7.00am
Cork, Ireland
7.00am
Isles of Scilly, England
8.00am
Falmouth, United Kingdom
7.00am
St. Peter Port, Guernsey,
Channel Islands
7.00am
30 Jul
River Seine transit
Rouen, France
Noon
31 Jul
Rouen, France 		
River Seine transit
01 Aug
London (Portsmouth), UK
7.00am
			
Disembark

Date
20 Jun
21 Jun
22 Jun
23 Jun
24 Jun
25 Jun
26 Jun
27 Jun
28 Jun
29 Jun

Port
London (Portsmouth), UK
Cruising
Cruising
Bergen, Norway
Kristiansund, Norway
Cruising
Tromso, Norway
Honningsvag, Norway
Alta, Norway
Cruising Trollfjord, Norway
Leknes, Lofoten Islands,
Norway
30 Jun
Cruising
01 Jul
Geiranger, Norway
02 Jul
Cruising Scenic
Cruise Akrafiord
03 Jul
Cruising
04 Jul
Cruising
05 Jul
London (Portsmouth), UK
			

Arrive	 Depart
6.00pm

Embark

8.00am

2.00pm

9.00am

2.00pm

8.30am

5.00pm

2.00pm

8.00pm

8.00am

2.00pm

3.00pm

10.00pm

Noon

6.00pm

8.00am
Disembark

south to the MEDITERRANEAN

Cruise Reference: MIN120719
Depart
9.30pm

midsummer in norway
Cruise Reference: MIN120620

Depart
6.00pm

GARDENS of the CELTIC FRINGE

Cruise Reference: MIN120705
Date
05 Jul
06 Jul
07 Jul
08 Jul
09 Jul
10 Jul
11 Jul
12 Jul
13 Jul
14 Jul
15 Jul
16 Jul
17 Jul

Fisherman Huts, Lofoten Islands

Cruise Reference: MIN120801
Depart
6.00pm
7.00pm
3.00pm

Date
01 Aug
02 Aug
03 Aug

11.00pm

04 Aug

6.00pm

06 Aug

4.00pm
7.00pm

05 Aug
07 Aug
08 Aug

7.00pm

09 Aug

4.00pm

11 Aug

Overnight

12 Aug

3.00pm

10 Aug

13 Aug
14 Aug
15 Aug

Port
London (Portsmouth), UK
St. Peter Port, Guernsey,
Channel Islands
Cruising
La Coruña, Spain
Oporto, Portugal
Cruising
Cadiz, Spain
Malaga, Spain
Cartagena, Spain
Palma de Mallorca, Spain
Cruising the
Mediterranean Sea
Cagliari, Sardinia, Italy
Trapani, Sicily, Italy
Valletta, Malta
Valletta, Malta

Arrive	 Depart
6.00pm

Embark
7.00am

2.00pm

8.00am

2.00pm

8.00am

2.00pm

7.00am

3.00pm

7.00am

6.00pm

10.00am

8.00pm

4.00pm

11.00pm

8.00am

2.00pm

8.00am

4.00pm

8.00am

Overnight

Disembark

*Published itineraries and arrival/departure times may be subject to change.
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Dubrovnik, Croatia

Pylos, Greece

venice and the adriatic

hellenic highlights

Cruise Reference: MIN120815
Date
15 Aug
16 Aug
17 Aug
18 Aug
19 Aug
20 Aug
21 Aug
22 Aug
23 Aug
24 Aug
25 Aug
26 Aug
27 Aug

28 Aug
29 Aug

Port
Arrive	
Valletta, Malta
Embark
Valletta, Malta
Cruising the Ionian Sea
Dubrovnik, Croatia
6.00am
Dubrovnik, Croatia 		
Korcula, Croatia
1.00pm
Split, Croatia
8.00am
Trieste, Italy
9.00am
Venice, Italy
7.00am
Pula, Croatia
8.00am
Cruise the Adriatic
Cruising the Adriatic Sea
Kotor, Montenegro
5.00pm
Kotor, Montenegro 		
Sarande, Albania
8.00am
Itea (Delphi), Greece
8.00am
Transit the Corinth Canal, Greece
Athens (Piraeus), Greece
11.00pm
Athens (Piraeus), Greece		
Athens (Piraeus), Greece
Disembark

Overnight
6.00am
8.00pm

08 Oct
09 Oct
10 Oct

Date
29 Aug
30 Aug
31 Aug
01 Sep
02 Sep
03 Sep

2.00pm
11.00pm

04 Sep

11.00pm
3.00pm

05 Sep
06 Sep
07 Sep

Overnight

08 Sep

2.00pm
2.30pm

09 Sep

1.30pm

10 Sep

Overnight

12 Sep

11 Sep

Port
Arrive	
Athens (Piraeus), Greece
Embark
Athens (Piraeus), Greece 		
Souda Bay, Greece
8.00am
Gythion, Greece
8.00am
Nauplia, Greece
7.00am
Delos, Greek Islands
7.00am
Mykonos, Greece
4.30pm
Mykonos, Greece 		
Paros, Greece
10.00am
Chios, Greek Islands
7.00am
Symi, Greek Islands
Noon
Fethiye, Turkey
8.00am
Cruising the Aegean Sea
Kusadasi , Turkey
5.00pm
Kusadasi , Turkey 		
Cruising the Aegean Sea
Istanbul, Turkey
7.00am
Istanbul, Turkey
Disembark

Cruise Reference: MIN120912
Depart
Overnight
2.00pm
4.00pm
4.00pm
7.00pm
1.30pm
Overnight
6.00am
6.00pm
7.00pm
11.00pm
11.00pm
Overnight
7.00pm

Date
12 Sep
13 Sep
14 Sep
15 Sep
16 Sep
17 Sep
18 Sep
19 Sep
20 Sep
21 Sep
22 Sep
23 Sep
24 Sep
25 Sep
26 Sep

Depart
Overnight
7.00pm
3.00pm
7.00pm
5.00pm
2.00pm
11.00pm
7.00pm
11.00pm
7.00pm
Overnight

Overnight

A byzantine legacy

The mediterranean world

Cruise Reference: MIN121010
Depart
Overnight
2.00pm
9.00pm
11.00pm

Date
10 Oct
11 Oct

4.00pm

14 Oct

7.00pm

15 Oct

7.00pm

16 Oct

12 Oct
13 Oct

11.00pm

17 Oct

7.00pm

18 Oct

7.00pm

19 Oct
20 Oct

4.00pm
Overnight

21 Oct
22 Oct
23 Oct
24 Oct

Port
Arrive	
Athens (Piraeus), Greece
Embark
Athens (Piraeus), Greece 		
Corinth Canal, Greece
Cruising the Adriatic Sea
Dubrovnik, Croatia
7.00am
Split, Croatia
Noon
Venice, Italy
1.00pm
Venice, Italy 		
Ravenna, Italy
8.00am
Cruising the Adriatic Sea
Brindisi, Italy
7.00am
Crotone, Italy
8.00am
Catania, Sicily, Italy
7.00am
Stromboli close cruise
Lipari, Aeolian Islands, Italy
8.00am
Naples, Italy
7.00am
Naples, Italy
Disembark

Cruise Reference: MIN121024
Depart
Overnight
1.30pm

Date
24 Oct
25 Oct
26 Oct

11.00pm

27 Oct

6.00pm
Overnight
7.00pm
7.00pm
5.00pm
2.00pm
3.00pm
2.00pm
Overnight

28 Oct
29 Oct
30 Oct
31 Oct
01 Nov
02 Nov
03 Nov
04 Nov
05 Nov
06 Nov
07 Nov

*Published itineraries and arrival/departure times may be subject to change.
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Port
Arrive	
Istanbul, Turkey
Embark
Istanbul, Turkey 		
Cruising the Black Sea
Samsun, Turkey
7.00am
Trabzon, Turkey
8.00am
Batumi, Georgia
7.00am
Sochi, Russia
7.00am
Yalta, Ukraine
Noon
Sevastopol, Ukraine
8.00am
Odessa, Ukraine
10.00am
Cruising the Black Sea
Nessebur, Bulgaria
8.00am
Cruising
Izmir, Turkey
8.00am
Izmir, Turkey
Disembark

Overnight

Cruise Reference: MIN120926
Port
Arrive	
Izmir, Turkey
Embark
Izmir, Turkey 		
Thessaloniki, Greece
Noon
Kavalla, Greece
1.00pm
Cruising the Aegean Sea
Rhodes, Greece
8.00am
Antalya, Turkey
8.00am
Tasucu, Turkey
Noon
Tripoli, Lebanon
8.00am
Beirut, Lebanon
7.00am
Limassol, Cyprus
8.00am
Cruising the
Mediterranean Sea
Syros, Greece
8.00am
Athens (Piraeus), Greece
6.00am
Athens (Piraeus), Greece
Disembark

black sea odyssey

Cruise Reference: MIN120829
Depart
Overnight
2.00pm

aegean and levant
Date
26 Sep
27 Sep
28 Sep
29 Sep
30 Sep
01 Oct
02 Oct
03 Oct
04 Oct
05 Oct
06 Oct
07 Oct

Alexander Nevsky Church, Yalta

Port
Arrive	
Naples, Italy
Emabark
Naples, Italy 		
Cruising the
Mediterranean Sea
Florence/Pisa (Livorno), Italy
7.00am
Rome (Civitavecchia), Italy
7.30am
Alghero, Sardinia, Italy
1.00pm
Cruising the
Mediterranean Sea
Palermo, Sicily, Italy
7.00am
Trapani, Italy
7.00am
La Goulette, Tunisia
7.00am
Sousse, Tunisia
8.00am
Valletta, Malta
8.00am
Cruising the
Mediterranean Sea
Athens (Piraeus), Greece
8.00am
Athens (Piraeus), Greece
Disembark

Depart
Overnight
11.00pm

7.00pm
7.00pm
7.00pm

11.00pm
7.00pm
7.00pm
2.00pm
2.00pm

Overnight

Temple of Karnak, Luxor

Musandam Peninsula, Oman

treasures of the near east
Cruise Reference: MIN121107
Date
07 Nov
08 Nov
09 Nov
10 Nov
11 Nov
12 Nov
13 Nov
14 Nov
15 Nov
16 Nov
17 Nov
18 Nov
19 Nov
20 Nov
21 Nov

Port
Arrive	
Athens (Piraeus), Greece
Embark
Athens (Piraeus), Greece 		
Cruising the
Mediterranean Sea
Antalya, Turkey
8.00am
Limassol, Cyprus
8.00am
Tripoli, Lebanon
8.00am
Beirut, Lebanon
7.00am
Port Said, Egypt
4.00pm
Transiting the Suez Canal
El Sokhna, Egypt
6.00am
Cruising the Red Sea
Aqaba, Jordan
7.00am
Sharm el Sheikh, Egypt
7.00am
Luxor/Safaga, Egypt
6.00am
Luxor/Safaga, Egypt
Disembark

3.00pm
7.00pm
7.00pm
7.00pm

26 Dec
27 Dec
28 Dec
29 Dec
30 Dec
31 Dec
01 Jan
02 Jan
03 Jan

Date
21 Nov
22 Nov
23 Nov
24 Nov
25 Nov
26 Nov
27 Nov

11.00pm

28 Nov

11.00pm

30 Nov

8.00pm
7.00pm
Overnight

29 Nov
01 Dec
02 Dec
03 Dec
04 Dec
05 Dec

Cruise Reference: MIN121219
Port
Arrive	
Colombo, Sri Lanka
Embark
Colombo, Sri Lanka 		
Galle, Sri Lanka
8.00am
Cruising the Indian Ocean
Cruising the Indian Ocean
Port Blair, Andaman Islands
8.00am
Cruising
CHRISTMAS DAY
Yangon (Thilawa), Rangoon
3.00pm
Yangon (Thilawa), Rangoon 		
Yangon (Thilawa), Rangoon 		
Cruise the Andaman Sea
Cruise the Andaman Sea
Penang, Malaysia
New Year’s Eve
8.00am
Malacca, Malaysia
1.00pm
Singapore, Singapore
8.00am
Singapore, Singapore
Disembark

passage to oman

colours of india

Cruise Reference: MIN121121X
Depart
Overnight
2.00pm

mysteries of the indian ocean
Date
19 Dec
20 Dec
21 Dec
22 Dec
23 Dec
24 Dec
25 Dec

Local Market, India

Port
Arrive	
Luxor/Safaga, Egypt
Embark
Luxor/Safaga, Egypt 		
Cruising the Red Sea
Cruising the Red Sea
Cruising the Red Sea
Djibouti, Djibouti
8.00am
Djibouti, Djibouti 		
Cruising the Arabian Sea
Cruising the Arabian Sea
Salalah, Oman
11.30am
Cruising the Arabian Sea
Muscat, Oman
4.00pm
Muscat, Oman 		
Khasab, Oman
11.30am
Dubai, United Arab Emirates
8.00am
Dubai, United Arab Emirates
Disembark

Cruise Reference: MIN121205
Depart
Overnight
11.00pm

Overnight
2.00pm

6.00pm
Overnight
2.00pm
7.00pm
Overnight

east of java

7.00pm

Overnight
Overnight
1.30pm

2.00pm
7.00pm
Overnight

Date
03 Jan
04 Jan
05 Jan
06 Jan
07 Jan
08 Jan
09 Jan
10 Jan
11 Jan
12 Jan
13 Jan
14 Jan
15 Jan
16 Jan
17 Jan
18 Jan
19 Jan
20 Jan
21 Jan
22 Jan
23 Jan
24 Jan

Port
Arrive	
Singapore
Embark
Singapore 		
Cruising the Java Sea
Cirebon, Indonesia
Noon
Semarang, Indonesia
6.00am
Cruising the Java Sea
Padang Bay, Bali, Indonesia
8.00am
Lembar Lombok, Indonesia
7.00am
Komodo, Indonesia
Noon
Ujung Pandang, Indonesia
1.00pm
Pare Pare, Indonesia
6.00am
Cruise the Makasar Straits
Cruise the Celebes Sea
Sandakan, Borneo
8.00am
Cruise the Sula Sea
Bohol, Philippines
8.00am
Cruise the Philippine
Archipelago, Philippines
Manila, Philippines
8.00am
Cruising the South China Sea
Cruising the South China Sea
Hong Kong, China
7.00am
Hong Kong, China
Disembark

Port
Arrive	
Dubai, United Arab Emirates
Embark
Dubai, United Arab Emirates 		
Khasab, Oman
7.00am
Cruising the Arabian Sea
Cruising the Arabian Sea
Porbandar, India
8.00am
Bombay/Mumbai, India
6.00pm
Bombay/Mumbai, India 		
Cruising the Indian Ocean
Mangalore, India
8.00am
Kochi, India
8.00am
Cruising the Indian Ocean
Tuticorin, India
7.00am
Colombo, Sri Lanka
8.00am
Colombo, Sri Lanka
Disembark

Depart
Overnight
7.00pm
2.00pm

7.00pm
Overnight
7.00pm
2.00pm
11.00pm
7.00pm
Overnight

kingdoms of south east asia

Cruise Reference: MIN130103
Depart
Overnight
11.00pm
2.00pm

Date
05 Dec
06 Dec
07 Dec
08 Dec
09 Dec
10 Dec
11 Dec
12 Dec
13 Dec
14 Dec
15 Dec
16 Dec
17 Dec
18 Dec
19 Dec

Cruise Reference: MIN130124
Depart
Overnight
2.00pm
7.00pm
8.00pm
11.00pm
2.00pm
6.00pm
7.00pm

Date
24 Jan
25 Jan
26 Jan
27 Jan
28 Jan
29 Jan
30 Jan
31 Jan
01 Feb
02 Feb

10.00pm
03 Feb
7.00pm

04 Feb

6.00pm

06 Feb

05 Feb
07 Feb
11.00pm

08 Feb
09 Feb
10 Feb

Overnight

11 Feb
12 Feb
13 Feb

Port
Arrive	
Hong Kong, China
Embark
Hong Kong, China 		
Cruising the South China Sea
Halong Bay, Vietnam
8.00am
Hanoi, Haiphong, Vietnam
5.00am
Cruising the South China Sea
Da Nang, Vietnam
7.00am
Qui Nhon, Vietnam
1.00pm
Nha Trang, Vietnam
8.00am
Transit Saigon River
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
1.00pm
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam 		
Transit Saigon River
Cruising the South China Sea
Sihanoukville, Cambodia
6.00am
Cruising the South China Sea
Bangkok, Thailand
8.00am
Bangkok, Thailand 		
Ko Samui, Thailand
11.00am
Cruising the South China Sea
Cruising the South China Sea
Singapore
8.00am
Singapore
Disembark

Depart
Overnight
7.00pm
9.00pm
Midnight
8.00pm
7.00pm
2.00pm
Overnight
3.00pm

11.00pm
Overnight
1.00pm
8.00pm

Overnight

*Published itineraries and arrival/departure times may be subject to change.
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Cruise Itineraries

to sri lankan shores
Cruise Reference: MIN130213
Date
13 Feb
14 Feb
15 Feb
16 Feb
17 Feb
18 Feb
19 Feb
20 Feb
21 Feb
22 Feb
23 Feb
24 Feb
25 Feb
26 Feb
27 Feb

Kerala Backwaters, Kochi

travels in india and arabia
Cruise Reference: MIN130227
Date
27 Feb
28 Feb
01 Mar
02 Mar
03 Mar
04 Mar
05 Mar
06 Mar
07 Mar
08 Mar
09 Mar
10 Mar
11 Mar
12 Mar
13 Mar

Port
Arrive	
Colombo, Sri Lanka
Embark
Colombo, Sri Lanka 		
Tuticorin, India
7.30am
Kochi, India
11.30am
Kochi, India 		
Cruising the Indian Ocean
Marmagao, Goa, India
8.00am
Bombay/Mumbai, India
Noon
Bombay/Mumbai, India
Noon
Porbandar, India
8.30am
Cruising the Arabian Sea
Cruising the Arabian Sea
Fujairah, United Arab Emirates
8.00am
Muscat, Oman
8.00am
Muscat, Oman
Disembark

3.00pm
Overnight
7.00pm

6.30pm
Overnight

16 Apr
17 Apr
18 Apr
19 Apr
20 Apr
21 Apr
22 Apr
23 Apr
24 Apr

Port
Arrive	
Muscat, Oman
Embark
Muscat, Oman 		
Cruising the Arabian Sea
Salalah, Oman
6.00pm
Salalah, Oman 		
Cruising the Arabian Sea
Cruising the Arabian Sea
Massawa, Eritrea
9.00pm
Massawa, Eritrea 		
Cruising the Red Sea
Cruising the Red Sea
Luxor/Safaga, Egypt
6.00am
Sharm el Sheikh, Egypt
7.00am
Aqaba, Jordan
7.00am
Aqaba, Jordan
Disembark

Overnight
2.00pm

Overnight
7.00pm

11.00pm
7.00pm
Overnight

Date
24 Apr
25 Apr
26 Apr
27 Apr
28 Apr

2.00pm

30 Apr

29 Apr

7.00pm
11.00pm
Overnight
5.00pm

01 May
02 May
03 May
04 May
05 May

Overnight

06 May
07 May

Port
Arrive	
Istanbul, Turkey
Embark
Istanbul, Turkey 		
Cruising the Aegean Sea
Rhodes, Greece
8.00am
Aghios Nikolaos,
Greece
8.00am
Delos, Greek Islands
9.00am
Corinth Canal Transit,
Greece
New Corinth, Greece
1.00pm
Itea (Delphi), Greece
7.00am
Cruising the Ionian Sea
Porto Empedocle,
Sicily, Italy
8.00am
Palermo, Sicily, Italy
8.00am
Ponza, Italy
Noon
Rome (Civitavecchia), Italy
7.00am
Rome (Civitavecchia), Italy
Disembark

Date
27 Mar
28 Mar
29 Mar
30 Mar
31 Mar
01 Apr
02 Apr
03 Apr
04 Apr
05 Apr
06 Apr
07 Apr
08 Apr
09 Apr
10 Apr

3.00pm
7.00pm

7.00pm
2.00pm
6.00pm
Overnight

Port
Arrive	
Aqaba, Jordan
Embark
Aqaba, Jordan 		
Cruising
El Sokhna, Egypt
6.00am
Suez Canal Transit
6.00am
Alexandria, Egypt
Noon
Cruising the Mediterranean Sea
Ashdod, Israel
7.00am
Haifa, Israel
7.00am
Limassol, Cyprus
Noon
Cruising the Mediterranean Sea
Kusadasi , Turkey
8.00am
Patmos, Greek Islands
8.00am
Athens (Piraeus), Greece
6.00am
Athens (Piraeus), Greece
Disembark

Depart
Overnight
11.00pm
10.00pm
10.00pm
11.00pm
7.00pm
7.00pm
7.00pm
11.00pm
3.00pm
Overnight

Cruise Reference: MIN130507
Depart
Overnight
7.00pm
7.00pm
7.00pm
3.00pm

11.00pm
4.00pm

6.00pm
5.00pm
6.00pm
Overnight

Date
07 May
08 May
09 May
10 May
11 May
12 May

Port
Arrive	
Rome (Civitavecchia), Italy
Embark
Rome (Civitavecchia), Italy 		
Porto Vecchio, Corsica, France
8.00am
Florence/Pisa (Livorno), Italy
8.00am
Nice, France
8.00am
Cruising the
Mediterranean Sea
13 May Cartagena, Spain
8.00am
14 May Malaga, Spain
7.30am
15 May Tangier, Morocco
8.00am
16 May Cruising the Atlantic Ocean
17 May Lisbon, Portugal
8.00am
18 May Oporto, Portugal
8.00am
19 May Cruising
20 May Cruising
21 May London (Portsmouth), UK
7.30am
			
Disembark

*Published itineraries and arrival/departure times may be subject to change.
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11.00pm

palaces and gardens

Cruise Reference: MIN130424
Depart
Overnight
7.00pm
2.00pm
7.00pm
7.00pm

2.00pm
7.00pm

Cruise Reference: MIN130327
Depart
Overnight
7.00pm

spring celebration

Cruise Reference: MIN130410
Port
Arrive	
Athens (Piraeus), Greece
Embark
Athens (Piraeus), Greece 		
Syros, Greece
8.00am
Volos, Greece
7.30am
Thessaloniki, Greece
7.30am
Cruising the Aegean Sea
Close Cruise Mt Athos
Mudanya, Turkey
7.00am
Bosphorus Transit
Cruising the Black Sea
Yalta, Ukraine
7.00am
Sevastopol, Ukraine
7.00am
Odessa, Ukraine 		
Odessa, Ukraine 		
Cruising the Black Sea
Istanbul, Turkey
7.00am
Istanbul, Turkey
Disembark

Date
13 Mar
14 Mar
15 Mar
16 Mar
17 Mar
18 Mar
19 Mar
20 Mar
21 Mar
22 Mar
23 Mar
24 Mar
25 Mar
26 Mar
27 Mar

Depart
Overnight

holy lands

Cruise Reference: MIN130313
Depart
Overnight
7.00pm
3.00pm
Overnight
7.00pm

greece and the crimea
Date
10 Apr
11 Apr
12 Apr
13 Apr
14 Apr
15 Apr

by sea to petra

Port
Arrive	
Singapore
Embark
Singapore 		
Port Klang, Malaysia
8.00am
Penang, Malaysia
Noon
Langkawi, Malaysia
8.00am
Cruise the Andaman Sea
Port Blair, Andaman Islands
7.00am
Cruising the Indian Ocean
Cruising the Indian Ocean
Chennai, India
7.00am
Cruising the Indian Ocean
Trincomalee, Sri Lanka
7.00am
Galle, Sri Lanka
12.30am
Colombo, Sri Lanka
7.00am
Colombo, Sri Lanka
Disembark

Depart
Overnight
7.00pm
2.00pm
7.00pm
2.00pm

2.00pm
7.00pm
5.00pm
3.00pm
7.00pm

INTRODUCING OUR SISTER CRUISE LINES

Voyages of Discovery and
Hebridean Island Cruises
Swan Hellenic are delighted to introduce you to our two sister cruise companies each specialising
in carefully planned, exceptional value discovery cruise programmes.

Unmissable places in
unhurried comfort
The key to a Voyage of Discovery cruise is
simplicity itself – see more, do more.
Small enough to reach out-of-the-way ports, yet
large enough to make light work of crossing the
great oceans, our ships Discovery and Voyager
avoid the excesses of today’s mega-liners. You
travel in the company of expert guest speakers
with none of the crowds, noisy nightclubs or
casinos that can spoil a cruise holiday.
• northern europe

Best of all, each cruise represents outstanding
value with so much included!

• THE MEDITERRANEAN
• BALTIC
• 	BLACK SEA
• MIDDLE EAST
• THE FAR EAST

Order your copies today by calling (866) 623-2689, or
view online at www.voyagesofdiscovery.com

• AUSTRALIA
• THE CARIBBEAN
• LATIN AMERICA

Worlds away and a world apart
Our small, five star all-inclusive cruise ship,
Hebridean Princess, affords our guests the highest
standards of luxury accommodation and fine
cuisine, together with a level of service from an
almost forgotten era.
New for 2012, Hebridean’s Royal Crown will be
offering river cruises on the Rhine and Danube in a
style reminiscent of the golden age of cruising.

• 	WEST COAST OF
SCOTLAND
• 	INNER AND OUTER
HEBrIDES

Order your copies today by calling
(877) 600-2648, or view online at
www.hebrideancruises.com

• 	northern iSLES
• IRELAND
•	RHINE AND DANUBE
RIVERS
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GRAND vOYAGES – cRUISE FARES

CRUISE FARES 2012/13

– INCLUDING AN INCLUSIVE PROGRAMME OF TAILOR-MADE SHORE EXCURSIONS & ALL GRATUITIES
CALL RESERVATIONS:

Winter 2012/13 grand voyages

(866) 923-9182
CRUISE CODE

MIN120801A

MIN120815A

MIN120829A

MIN120912A

MIN120912B

MIN121010A

29

29

29

29

43

29

29

Grand
Mediterranean
and Adriatic

Grand
Adriatic
and Aegean

Grand Grecian
& Black Sea
Odyssey

Grand
Black Sea and
Levant

Grand
Ottoman
Empire

Grand
Spirit of the
Mediterranean

Grand
Realms of
Antiquity

August 1, 2012

August 15, 2012

August 29, 2012

September 12, 2012

September 12, 2012

October 10, 2012

October 24, 2012

DURATION (DAYS)
All prices are per person

Embarkation Date
Double OCCUPANCY†

Brochure
Fare

Early
Booking Fare
Save up to
50%

Brochure
Fare

Early
Booking Fare
Save up to
50%

Brochure
Fare

Early
Booking Fare
Save up to
50%

Brochure
Fare

Early
Booking Fare
Save up to
50%

Brochure
Fare

Early
Booking Fare
Save up to
50%

Brochure
Fare

Early
Booking Fare
Save up to
50%

MIN121024A

Brochure
Fare

Early
Booking Fare
Save up to
50%

Cat Deck

Description

A

BRIDGE DECK

Owner’s Suite with Balcony

$38,598

$19,299

$38,998

$19,499

$42,598

$21,299

$44,398

$22,199

$65,198

$32,599

$41,398

$20,699

$39,998

$19,999

B

SUN DECK

Deluxe Balcony Suite

$34,998

$17,499

$35,398

$17,699

$38,598

$19,299

$40,198

$20,099

$59,198

$29,599

$37,598

$18,799

$36,198

$18,099

C

BRIDGE DECK

Superior Balcony Suite

$34,398

$17,199

$34,998

$17,499

$38,198

$19,099

$39,798

$19,899

$58,398

$29,199

$36,998

$18,499

$35,798

$17,899

D

SUN DECK

Balcony Suite

$25,798

$12,899

$25,998

$12,999

$28,598

$14,299

$29,998

$14,999

$43,998

$21,999

$27,998

$13,999

$26,798

$13,399
$10,299

F

AEGEAN DECK

Outside Forward Window

$20,398

$10,199

$20,598

$10,299

$22,198

$11,099

$22,598

$11,299

$33,198

$16,599

$21,198

$10,599

$20,598

G

AEGEAN DECK

Outside Aft Window

$19,598

$9,799

$19,598

$9,799

$21,198

$10,599

$21,598

$10,799

$31,798

$15,899

$20,198

$10,099

$19,598

$9,799

H

BALTIC DECK

Outside Forward Port Holes

$18,198

$9,099

$18,398

$9,199

$19,798

$9,899

$20,198

$10,099

$29,598

$14,799

$18,798

$9,399

$18,198

$9,099

I

BALTIC DECK

Outside Aft Port Holes

$16,998

$8,499

$16,998

$8,499

$18,398

$9,199

$18,998

$9,499

$27,998

$13,999

$17,798

$8,899

$16,998

$8,499

K

AEGEAN DECK

Inside Forward

$14,798

$7,399

$14,598

$7,299

$15,998

$7,999

$16,398

$8,199

$24,198

$12,099

$15,398

$7,699

$14,798

$7,399

L

AEGEAN DECK

Inside Aft

$13,598

$6,799

$13,598

$6,799

$14,798

$7,399

$15,198

$7,599

$22,398

$11,199

$14,398

$7,199

$13,598

$6,799

M

BALTIC DECK

Inside Forward

$12,598

$6,299

$12,398

$6,199

$13,598

$6,799

$13,998

$6,999

$20,598

$10,299

$13,198

$6,599

$12,598

$6,299

N

BALTIC DECK

Inside Aft

$11,398

$5,699

$11,398

$5,699

$12,398

$6,199

$12,798

$6,399

$18,798

$9,399

$11,998

$5,999

$11,398

$5,699

n/a

n/a

ATHENS
3-Night City Stay.
Double: $795 pp.

n/a

n/a

ATHENS
3-Night City Stay.
Double: $795 pp.

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

ATHENS
3-Night City Stay.
Double: $795 pp.

n/a

n/a

ATHENS
3-Night City Stay.
Double: $795 pp.

n/a

ATHENS
3-Night City Stay
Double: $795 pp.

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

PRE

Optional
Vacation
Extensions

POST

* Fares are per person in U.S. dollars, based on double occupancy. All fares are capacity controlled, subject to availability, and may be withdrawn or modified at any time, without notice. Fares include port charges, government fees and taxes, and
service fees. Fares do not include a cruise fuel supplement of $6 per person, per day (up to a maximum of 38 days). Every effort has been made to ensure accuracy; we reserve the right to correct errors and to change any fares, fees, and surcharges
at any time. Additional terms and conditions may apply. Contact Tel. (866) 923-9182 for more information. Ship’s registry: Bahamas. © Swan Hellenic 2011. All rights reserved.
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† For information on single fares, please contact us.

Wat Suthat, Bangkok, Thailand

MIN121107Y

MIN121205A

MIN121219A

MIN130103A

MIN130103B

MIN130213A

MIN130227A

29

30

37

42

56

29

29

MIN130327B
42

Grand Desert
Shores

Grand
Indian Voyage

Grand
Oriental Odyssey

Grand Empires
of the East

Grand
Far East

Grand Indian
Ocean Explorer

Grand
Trade Winds

Grand
Mediterranean
Spring

November 7, 2012

December 5, 2012

December 19, 2013

January 3, 2013

January 3, 2013

February 13, 2013

February 27, 2013

March 27, 2013

Brochure
Fare

Early
Booking Fare
Save up to
50%

Brochure
Fare

Early
Booking Fare
Save up to
50%

Brochure
Fare

Early
Booking Fare
Save up to
50%

Brochure
Fare

Early
Booking Fare
Save up to
50%

$34,598
$31,398

Brochure
Fare

Early
Booking Fare
Save up to
50%

$17,299

$39,198

$15,699

$35,198

$30,998

$15,499

$22,798

$11,399

$17,998
$17,198

Brochure
Fare

Early
Booking Fare
Save up to
50%

$19,599

$53,798

$17,599

$48,598

$34,798

$17,399

$25,598

$12,799

$8,999

$19,598

$8,599

$18,598

$15,998

$7,999

$14,598

$7,299

$12,398
$11,398

Brochure
Fare

Early
Booking Fare
Save up to
50%

Brochure
Fare

Early
Booking Fare
Save up to
50%

$26,899

$67,598

$24,299

$61,198

$33,799

$86,598

$30,599

$78,398

$43,299

$39,798

$39,199

$35,798

$19,899

$35,998

$17,999

$60,198

$30,099

A

$17,899

$32,398

$16,199

$54,398 $27,199

B

$47,998

$23,999

$35,798

$17,899

$60,398

$30,199

$45,398

$22,699

$77,398

$38,699

$57,598

$28,799

$35,398

$17,699

$31,998

$15,999

$53,598 $26,799

C

$25,998

$12,999

$23,198

$11,599

$3,998

$19,999

D

$9,799

$26,998

$9,299

$25,798

$13,499

$33,998

$12,899

$32,598

$16,999

$43,798

$16,299

$41,798

$21,899

$19,998

$9,999

$18,198

$9,099

$31,198

$15,599

F

$20,899

$19,198

$9,599

$17,398

$8,699

$29,798

$14,899

G

$17,198

$8,599

$16,398

$8,199

$23,998

$11,999

$22,798

$11,399

$30,198

$15,099

$28,798

$14,399

$38,798

$19,399

$17,798

$8,899

$15,998

$7,999

$27,598

$13,799

H

$36,798

$18,399

$16,798

$8,399

$15,198

$7,599

$26,398

$13,199

I

$6,199

$13,598

$5,699

$12,398

$6,799

$19,198

$6,199

$17,798

$9,599

$24,598

$8,899

$22,798

$12,299

$31,198

$15,599

$13,798

$6,899

$12,398

$6,199

$22,198 $11,099

K

$11,399

$28,798

$14,399

$12,598

$6,299

$11,198

$5,599

$20,598 $10,299

$10,598

$5,299

$11,198

$5,599

$16,198

$8,099

L

$20,798

$10,399

$26,198

$13,099

$11,398

$5,699

$10,198

$5,099

$18,798

$9,399

M

$9,798

$4,899

$9,998

$4,999

$14,598

$7,299

$18,998

$9,499

$23,798

$11,899

$10,198

$5,099

$8,998

$4,499

$16,998

$8,499

N

ATHENS
3-Night City Stay
Double: $795 pp

DUBAI
3-Night City Stay
Double: $870 pp

GOLDEN TRIANGLE INDIA
6- Nights Escorted Tour
Double: $3,190 pp

SINGAPORE
3-Night City Stay
Double: $790 pp

SINGAPORE
3-Night City Stay
Double: $790 pp

SINGAPORE
3-Night City Stay
Double: $790 pp

GOLDEN TRIANGLE INDIA
6-Night Escorted Tour
Double: $3,190 pp

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

ANGKOR WAT
4-Night Escorted Tour
Double: 2,200 pp

ANGKOR WAT
4-Night Escorted Tour
Double: $2,200 pp

ANGKOR WAT
4-Night Escorted Tour
Double: $2,200 pp

n/a

n/a

DUBAI
3-Night City Stay
Double: $870 pp

SINGAPORE
3-Night City Stay
Double: $790 pp

HONG KONG
3-Night City Stay
Double: $920 pp

SINGAPORE
3-Night City Stay
Double: $790 pp

ANCIENT CITIES OF SRI LANKA
4-Night Escorted Tour
Double: 1,270 pp

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

ANGKOR WAT
4-Night Escorted Tour
Double: $2,200 pp

HIGHLIGHTS OF CHINA
4-Night Escorted Tour
Double: $3,080 pp

ANGKOR WAT
4-Night Escorted Tour
Double: $2,200 pp

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

PRE

POST
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NEW

mv MINERVA
SWAN HELLENIC
mv- Minerva
– swan

LAYOUT

2012

MAJOR
REFIT COMPLETED
Hellenic – Major refit
completed
2012 2012

Livingstone Room
Orpheus Lounge

Pool

Veranda

Wheeler Bar

Internet Lounge

Swan Restaurant

PROMENADE DECK
SUN DECK
BRIDGE DECK

Card Room

Library

Gift Shop & Kiosk

Shackleton Bar

MAIN DECK

Medical Centre

AEGEAN DECK
BALTIC DECK

Reception

Gym Passenger Launderette Salon Centre

Darwin Lounge

PORT

MINERVA’S PROFILE
• Gross Tonnage – 12,449
•	Length – 437 ft
•	Beam – 66 ft
• Draft – 19 ft
• Cruising Speed – 14 knots
• Passenger Decks – 6
• Stabilisers – retractable fin
•	Registration – Bahamas

STARBOARD

PROMENADE DECK
BS 20

BS 18

BS 16

IP2

P8 P8

BS 14

BS 12

BS 10

BS 8

BS 6

BS 4

BS 2
DB12 DB10 DB 8 DB 6 DB 4 DB 2

FACILITIES INCLUDE
• 44 Balcony cabins* • 100 Outside cabins
• (74% outside cabins including 23% balcony cabins)
• Choice of 2 Restaurants • Orpheus Lounge
•	Internet Lounge • Livingstone Lounge • Darwin Lounge
• Shackleton & Wheeler Bars • Card Room - max 10
tables • Library • Swimming Pool • Gift Shop and Balcony
Cabins
Kiosk • Gymnasium • Complimentary Launderette with
Washers and Dryers • Salon Centre • Medical Centre
•	Telephone, Fax and E-mail Facilities • TV, Hairdryer and
Personal Safe in every Cabin.

ORPHEUS
LOUNGE

LIFT

P9

P7 P5

BS 19

BS 17

P4 P2

LIFT

LIFT

P3 P1

DB11 DB 9 DB 7 DB 5 DB 3 DB 1
BS 15

BS 13

BS 11

BS 9

BS 7

BS 5

BS 3

BS 1

SUN DECK - NEW Balcony Cabins
WHEELER
BAR

INTERNET
LOUNGE

POOL

CARD
ROOM

LIVINGSTONE
LOUNGE

LIFT

SB10 SB 8 SB 6 SB 4 SB 2 OS 2 EXPLORER

SUITE

LIFT

THE
LIBRARY

VERANDA

SB 9 SB 7 SB 5 SB 3 SB 1 OS 1 DISCOVERY

SUITE

BRIDGE DECK - Balcony Cabins

*Starboard Side = Showers. Port Side = Baths
THE SWAN
RESTAURANT

BRIDGE DECK: 2, Owner’s Suites with Balcony

SHACKLETON
BAR

GIFT SHOP

LIFT

DARWIN
LOUNGE

LIFT

KIOSK

MAIN DECK
A
88

A
84

GYM

LAUNDERETTE
A A
87 83

A
80

A
76

A A
74 72

SALON
CENTRE

A
79

A
75

A
73

A
71

A
68

A A
64 62

A
60

A
70

A
66

Swan’s Shore
Excursions

A
69

A
65

A
67

A
63

A
58

LIFT

Purser’s
Reception
A
61

A
54

A
50

A A
48 46

A
44

A
40

A
36

A A
56 52

A A38
42

A A
55 51

A A37
41

A
34

A A
32 30

LIFT

A
26

A
10

A
6

A A A A A
28 24 20 16 12

A
22

A
18

A
14

A
8

A
4

A A
27 23

A A A
19 15 11

A
7

A
3

A
5

A
1

A
A
Future
59 Cruise Desk 57

A
53

A
49

A
47

A
45

A
43

A
39

A
35

A
33

A
31

A
29

A
25

A
21

A
17

A
13

A
9

B
48

B
40

B
38

B
36

B
34

B
32

B
30

B
28

B
26

B
24

B
22

B
18

B
14

B
10

B
6

B
2

B
23

B
21

B
17

B
13

B
9

B
5

B
1

A
2

AEGEAN DECK
B
64

Cabin 293 sq ft, balcony 80 sq ft, total 373 sq ft

B
60
B
62

SUN DECK: 12, Deluxe Balcony Suites
BRIDGE DECK: 10, Superior Balcony Suites
B
63

B
56

B
52

B
44

B
58

B
54

B
50

B
46

B B
61 57

B
53

B
49

B
45

B
59

B
55

B
51

B
47

B
43

B
42

MEDICAL
CENTRE

LIFT

B
41

B
39

B
37

B
35

B
33

B B
31 29

LIFT

B
27

B
25

BALTIC DECK

Minerva’s upgraded cabin specification – from Spring 2012

Deluxe Balcony Suite: cabin 278 ft, balcony 59 sq ft, total
337 sq ft. Superior Balcony Suite: cabin 249 sq ft, balcony
80 sq ft, total 329 sq ft

AEGEAN & BALTIC DECKS: 100, 2-bed Outside Cabins

Cabin 140 sq ft

122

With a maximum lower bed capacity of 391 berths, but carrying just 350 passengers, Minerva’s major upgrade will include improved cabin
facilities throughout the ship. Thirty two of the ship’s current cabins will be enlarged with new teak balconies being installed; every passenger
cabin will benefit from new en suite facilities.
Owner’s Suites with Balcony (OS) – These premier suites will have new en suite facilities. Cabin OS1 on the starboard side will be fitted with
new en suite shower facilities while cabin OS2, on the port side, will be fitted with new en suite bath facilities.
Deluxe Balcony Suites (DB) formerly known as Deluxe Suites – will be extended by 30 sq ft and will have a balcony added at 60 sq ft; the en
suite facilities will be totally renewed with cabins on the starboard side of the ship being fitted with en suites with showers and cabins on the port
side being fitted with en suites with baths. There will be no baths in the starboard side suites.
Superior Balcony Suites (SB) formerly known as Suites – will retain the same cabin layout as before. Cabins on the starboard side of the ship
will now have new en suite and shower facilities but will no longer have baths fitted. Cabins on the port side will receive new en suites with
baths. The balcony suite doors will be replaced with a new modern door arrangement.
Balcony Suites (BS) formerly known as Superior Cabins – will be extended by 90 sq ft and will have a balcony added at 90 sq ft; the cabin
layout will be amended to take account of the larger floor area. The en suite facilities will be totally refurbished. Cabins on the starboard side of
the ship will now have new en suite and shower facilities, but will no longer have any baths fitted. Cabins on the port side will receive new en
suites with baths.
Aegean & Baltic decks – will retain the same cabin layout; all en suite shower facilities will be totally refurbished.
Cabins SB9 & DB11 remain adapted for wheelchair passengers and these cabins have en suite shower facilities which will also be upgraded for
spring 2012.
Cabins that originally featured Pullman beds will no longer have this facility, meaning that there will no longer be any 3rd berth facility on Minerva.
The former Single Inside Cabins are being withdrawn from sale. Solo passengers can apply for single occupancy fares in the cabins listed above.

COVER YOUR
DREAM VACATION!
Trip Cancellation • Trip Interruption • Travel Delay
Baggage Coverage • Medical Coverage • 24-Hour Assistance
We are pleased to offer you Swan Hellenic’s Travel Protection Plan – a comprehensive travel insurance program
designed to cover you and your travel investment from the unexpected. This insurance program provides
the valuable coverage you need including 24-Hour Emergency Travel Assistance anywhere in the world.
With Swan Hellenic on your side, you can relax and thoroughly enjoy your dream vacation.
TRAVEL INSURANCE PROTECTION by

Starting as low as $165pp

The Pre-existing Medical Condition Exclusion will be waived if travel insurance plan is purchased with initial cruise deposit.
Be sure to ask for the Travel Protection Plan when making your reservation.
Coverage only for travel booked through Swan Hellenic.
Insurance is underwritten by National Union Fire Insurance Company of Pittsburgh, Pa., with its principal place of business in
New York, NY. Coverage may not be available in all states.

HOW TO RESERVE
1. Consult your travel professional or call Swan Hellenic toll-free at (866) 923-9182 for further information.
2. Select your preferred cruise and choice of cabin category. Inform us of any special requirements including travel
insurance protection.
3. Please note the deposit payment schedule. Our receipt of your deposit and written confirmation of your reservation
will be sent within a few days.

CRUISE FARES 2012/13 – INCLUDING AN INCLUSIVE PROGRAMME OF TAILOR-MADE SHORE EXCURSIONS & ALL GRA
CALL RESERVATIONS:

Spring 2012

(866) 923-9182
CRUISE CODE

MIN120302

MIN120316

MIN120329

MIN120411

MIN120425

MIN120508

MIN120522

15

14

14

15

14

15

16

15

Islands
of the Sun

Vintage Iberia
& Italy

Postcard
from the
Mediterranean

Black Sea
Panorama

A Classic
Spring

A Mediterranean
Masterpiece

St Petersburg
and the
Baltic

Treasures
of the
British Isles

March 2, 2012

March 16, 2012

March 29, 2012

April 11, 2012

April 25, 2012

May 8, 2012

May 22, 2012

June 6, 2012

DURATION (DAYS)
All prices are per person

Embarkation Date
Double OCCUPANCY†

Brochure
Fare

Early
Booking Fare
Save up to
30%

Brochure
Fare

Early
Booking Fare
Save up to
50%

Brochure
Fare

Early
Booking Fare
Save up to
50%

Brochure
Fare

Early
Booking Fare
Save up to
50%

Brochure
Fare

Early
Booking Fare
Save up to
50%

Brochure
Fare

Early
Booking Fare
Save up to
50%

Brochure
Fare

Early
Booking Fare
Save up to
50%

MIN120606

Brochure
Fare

Early
Booking Fare
Save up to
30%

Cat Deck

Description

A

BRIDGE DECK

Owner’s Suite with Balcony

$15,598 $7,799 $16,998 $8,499 $16,398 $8,199 $19,398 $9,699 $16,798 $8,399 $16,998 $8,499 $25,198 $12,599 $21,798 $10,899

B

SUN DECK

Deluxe Balcony Suite

$14,198 $7,099 $15,398 $7,699 $14,798 $7,399 $17,598 $8,799 $15,198 $7,599 $15,798 $7,899 $22,798 $11,399 $19,798 $9,899

C

BRIDGE DECK

Superior Balcony Suite

$13,998 $6,999 $15,198 $7,599 $14,598 $7,299 $17,398 $8,699 $14,798 $7,399 $14,998 $7,499 $22,598 $11,299 $19,598 $9,799

D

SUN DECK

Balcony Suite

$10,398 $5,199 $11,398 $5,699 $10,798 $5,399 $12,998 $6,499 $10,998 $5,499 $11,598 $5,799 $17,198 $8,599 $14,998 $7,499

F

AEGEAN DECK

Outside Forward Window

$8,398

$4,199

$8,598

$4,299

$8,798

$4,399 $10,198 $5,099

$8,598

$4,299

$9,398

$4,699 $13,398 $6,699 $11,798 $5,899

G

AEGEAN DECK

Outside Aft Window

$7,998

$3,999

$8,198

$4,099

$8,398

$4,199

$9,598

$4,799

$8,198

$4,099

$8,998

$4,499 $12,798 $6,399 $11,398 $5,699

H

BALTIC DECK

Outside Forward Port Holes

$7,598

$3,799

$7,598

$3,799

$7,798

$3,899

$8,998

$4,499

$7,598

$3,799

$8,398

$4,199 $11,998 $5,999 $10,598 $5,299

I

BALTIC DECK

Outside Aft Port Holes

$7,198

$3,599

$7,198

$3,599

$7,398

$3,699

$8,598

$4,299

$6,998

$3,499

$7,598

$3,799 $11,398 $5,699

$9,998

$4,999

K

AEGEAN DECK

Inside Forward

$5,998

$2,999

$6,198

$3,099

$5,998

$2,999

$7,198

$3,599

$5,998

$2,999

$6,598

$3,299

$9,998

$4,999

$8,798

$4,399

L

AEGEAN DECK

Inside Aft

$5,598

$2,799

$5,598

$2,799

$5,598

$2,799

$6,598

$3,299

$5,598

$2,799

$6,198

$3,099

$9,398

$4,699

$8,198

$4,099

M

BALTIC DECK

Inside Forward

$4,998

$2,499

$5,198

$2,599

$5,198

$2,599

$6,198

$3,099

$4,998

$2,499

$5,598

$2,799

$8,598

$4,299

$7,598

$3,799

N

BALTIC DECK

Inside Aft

$4,598

$2,299

$4,798

$2,399

$4,598

$2,299

$5,598

$2,799

$4,798

$2,399

$4,998

$2,499

$7,998

$3,999

$6,998

$3,499

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

ATHENS: 3-Night City Stay
Double: $795 pp

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

ATHENS: 3-Night City Stay
Double: $795 pp

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

MIN121107

MIN121121

MIN121205

MIN121219

MIN130103

MIN130124

15

15

16

22

21

Colours of
India

Mysteries
of the
Indian Ocean

East of
Java

Kingdoms of
South East
Asia

December 5, 2012

December 19, 2012

PRE

Optional
Vacation
Extensions

POST

Summer/winter 2012
CRUISE CODE

MIN121010

DURATION (DAYS)
All prices are per person

Embarkation Date

15

15

A Byzantine
Legacy

The
Mediterranean
World

Treasures
of the
Near East

Passage to
Oman

November 7, 2012

November 21, 2012

Brochure
Fare

Early
Booking Fare
Save up to
50%

October 24, 2012
Brochure
Fare

Early
Booking Fare
Save up to
50%

Brochure
Fare

Early
Booking Fare
Save up to
50%

Brochure
Fare

Early
Booking Fare
Save up to
30%

Brochure
Fare

Early
Booking Fare
Save up to
50%

Brochure
Fare

Early
Booking Fare
Save up to
50%

January 3, 2012
Brochure
Fare

Early
Booking Fare
Save up to
50%

January 24, 2012
Brochure
Fare

Early
Booking Fare
Save up to
50%

Cat Deck

Description

A

BRIDGE DECK

Owner’s Suite with Balcony

$21,998 $10,999 $21,598 $10,799 $20,598 $10,299 $15,798 $7,899 $20,198 $10,099 $21,198 $10,599 $35,598 $17,799 $35,598 $17,799

B

SUN DECK

Deluxe Balcony Suite

$19,998 $9,999 $19,598 $9,799 $18,598 $9,299 $14,398 $7,199 $18,198 $9,099 $18,998 $9,499 $32,198 $16,099 $32,198 $16,099

C

BRIDGE DECK

Superior Balcony Suite

$19,598 $9,799 $19,398 $9,699 $18,398 $9,199 $14,198 $7,099 $17,798 $8,899 $18,798 $9,399 $31,798 $15,899 $31,798 $15,899

D

SUN DECK

Balcony Suite

$14,798 $7,399 $14,598 $7,299 $13,598 $6,799 $10,198 $5,099 $13,198 $6,599 $13,798 $6,899 $23,798 $11,899 $23,798 $11,899

F

AEGEAN DECK

Outside Forward Window

$11,198 $5,599 $10,998 $5,499 $10,598 $5,299

$8,198

$4,099

$9,998

$4,999 $10,598 $5,299 $17,998 $8,999 $17,998 $8,999

G

AEGEAN DECK

Outside Aft Window

$10,798 $5,399 $10,598 $5,299 $10,198 $5,099

$7,998

$3,999

$9,598

$4,799

$9,998

$4,999 $17,198 $8,599 $17,198 $8,599

H

BALTIC DECK

Outside Forward Port Holes

$9,998

$4,999

$9,798

$4,899

$9,398

$4,699

$7,398

$3,699

$8,798

$4,399

$9,398

$4,699 $15,998 $7,999 $15,998 $7,999

I

BALTIC DECK

Outside Aft Port Holes

$9,398

$4,699

$9,198

$4,599

$8,598

$4,299

$6,598

$3,299

$8,398

$4,199

$8,798

$4,399 $15,198 $7,599 $15,198 $7,599

K

AEGEAN DECK

Inside Forward

$8,198

$4,099

$7,998

$3,999

$7,598

$3,799

$5,598

$2,799

$6,998

$3,499

$7,398

$3,699 $12,998 $6,499 $12,998 $6,499

L

AEGEAN DECK

Inside Aft

$7,598

$3,799

$7,398

$3,699

$6,998

$3,499

$4,998

$2,499

$6,398

$3,199

$6,598

$3,299 $11,998 $5,999 $11,998 $5,999

M

BALTIC DECK

Inside Forward

$6,998

$3,499

$6,798

$3,399

$6,398

$3,199

$4,798

$2,399

$5,798

$2,899

$5,998

$2,999 $10,998 $5,499 $10,998 $5,499

N

BALTIC DECK

Inside Aft

$6,398

$3,199

$6,198

$3,099

$5,798

$2,899

$4,398

$2,199

$5,198

$2,599

$5,398

$2,699

PRE

Optional
Vacation
Extensions
† For information on single fares, please contact us.

123

15

October 10, 2012

Double OCCUPANCY†

MIN121024

$9,998

$4,999

$9,998

$4,999

ATHENS: 3-Night City Stay.
Double: $795 pp

n/a

ATHENS: 3-Night City Stay.
Double: $795 pp

n/a

DUBAI: 3-Night City Stay.
Double: $870 pp

GOLDEN TRIANGLE INDIA
6- Nights Escorted Tour
Double: $3,190 pp

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

ANGKOR WAT
4-Night Escorted Tour
Double: $2,200 pp

HIGHLIGHTS OF CHINA
4-Night Escorted Tour
Double: $3,080 pp

n/a

ATHENS: 3-Night City Stay.
Double: $795 pp

n/a

DUBAI: 3-Night City Stay.
Double: $870 pp

n/a

SINGAPORE: 3-Night City
Stay Double: $790 pp

HONG KONG: 3-Night City
Stay. Double: $920 pp

SINGAPORE: 3-Night City
Stay. Double: $790 pp

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

ANGKOR WAT: 4-Night
Escorted Tour.
Double: $2,200 pp

HIGHLIGHTS OF CHINA:
4-Night Escorted Tour.
Double: $3,080 pp

ANGKOR WAT: 4-Night
Escorted Tour.
Double: $2,200 pp

POST

SINGAPORE: 3-Night
City Stay.
Double: $790 pp

HONG KONG: 3-Night
City Stay.
Double: $920 pp

ATUITIES

Summer/winter 2012
MIN120620

MIN120705

MIN120719

MIN120801

MIN120815

MIN120829

MIN120912

MIN120926

16

15

14

15

15

15

15

15

Midsummer in
Norway

A French
Accent

Gardens
of the
Celtic Fringe

South to the
Mediterranean

Venice and the
Adriatic

Hellenic
Highlights

Black Sea
Odyssey

Aegean and
Levant

June 20, 2012

July 5, 2012

July 19, 2012

August 1, 2012

August 15, 2012

August 29, 2012

Brochure
Fare

Early
Booking Fare
Save up to
50%

Brochure
Fare

Early
Booking Fare
Save up to
50%

Brochure
Fare

Early
Booking Fare
Save up to
50%

Brochure
Fare

Early
Booking Fare
Save up to
50%

Brochure
Fare

Early
Booking Fare
Save up to
50%

Brochure
Fare

Early
Booking Fare
Save up to
50%

September 12, 2012 September 26, 2012
Brochure
Fare

Early
Booking Fare
Save up to
50%

Brochure
Fare

Early
Booking Fare
Save up to
50%

$24,798 $12,399 $21,598 $10,799 $19,998 $9,999 $19,598 $9,799 $20,998 $10,499 $20,198 $10,099 $24,798 $12,399 $21,998 $10,999

A

$22,598 $11,299 $19,598 $9,799 $18,198 $9,099 $17,798 $8,899 $18,998 $9,499 $18,398 $9,199 $22,398 $11,199 $19,998 $9,999

B

$22,198 $11,099 $19,398 $9,699 $17,998 $8,999 $17,598 $8,799 $18,598 $9,299 $18,198 $9,099 $22,198 $11,099 $19,598 $9,799

C

$16,998 $8,499 $14,598 $7,299 $13,598 $6,799 $13,198 $6,599 $13,998 $6,999 $13,398 $6,699 $16,598 $8,299 $14,798 $7,399

D

$13,198 $6,599 $11,598 $5,799 $10,798 $5,399 $10,598 $5,299 $10,998 $5,499 $10,798 $5,399 $12,598 $6,299 $11,198 $5,599

F

$12,598 $6,299 $11,198 $5,599 $10,398 $5,199 $10,198 $5,099 $10,398 $5,199 $10,398 $5,199 $11,998 $5,999 $10,598 $5,299

G

$11,798 $5,899 $10,398 $5,199

$9,798

$4,899

$9,598

$4,799

$9,798

$4,899

$9,598

$4,799 $11,198 $5,599

$9,998

$4,999

H

$11,198 $5,599

$9,798

$4,899

$9,198

$4,599

$8,798

$4,399

$9,198

$4,599

$8,798

$4,399 $10,598 $5,299

$9,398

$4,699

I

$9,798

$4,899

$8,598

$4,299

$7,998

$3,999

$7,598

$3,799

$7,798

$3,899

$7,598

$3,799

$9,198

$4,599

$8,198

$4,099

K

$9,198

$4,599

$7,998

$3,999

$7,398

$3,699

$6,998

$3,499

$7,198

$3,599

$6,998

$3,499

$8,598

$4,299

$7,598

$3,799

L

$8,598

$4,299

$7,398

$3,699

$6,998

$3,499

$6,598

$3,299

$6,598

$3,299

$6,398

$3,199

$7,798

$3,899

$6,998

$3,499

M

$7,798

$3,899

$6,798

$3,399

$6,398

$3,199

$5,998

$2,999

$5,998

$2,999

$5,798

$2,899

$7,198

$3,599

$6,398

$3,199

N

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

ATHENS: 3-Night City Stay
Double: $795 pp

n/a

TURKEY - CAPPADOCIA
& ISTANBUL: 4-Night Part
Escorted Tour
Double: $1,345 pp

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

ATHENS: 3-Night City Stay
Double: $795 pp

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

MIN130227

MIN130313

MIN130327

MIN130410

MIN130424

MIN130507

15

15

15

15

15

14

15

To Sri Lankan
Shores

Travels in
India and
Arabia

By Sea
to Petra

Holy
Lands

Greece and
the Crimea

Spring
Celebration

Palaces
and Gardens

TURKEY - CAPPADOCIA
& ISTANBUL: 4-Night Part ATHENS: 3-Night City Stay
Escorted Tour
Double: $795 pp
Double: $1,345 pp

PRE

POST

n/a

Winter 2012/13
MIN130213

February 13, 2012
Brochure
Fare

Early
Booking Fare
Save up to
50%

February 27, 2012
Brochure
Fare

Early
Booking Fare
Save up to
50%

March 13, 2012
Brochure
Fare

Early
Booking Fare
Save up to
30%

March 27, 2012
Brochure
Fare

Early
Booking Fare
Save up to
50%

April 10, 2012
Brochure
Fare

Early
Booking Fare
Save up to
50%

April 24, 2012
Brochure
Fare

Early
Booking Fare
Save up to
50%

May 7, 2012
Brochure
Fare

Early
Booking Fare
Save up to
50%

$19,998 $9,999 $21,998 $10,999 $15,998 $7,999 $21,198 $10,599 $21,998 $10,999 $20,198 $10,099 $19,798 $9,899

A

$17,998 $8,999 $19,798 $9,899 $14,398 $7,199 $19,198 $9,599 $19,798 $9,899 $18,198 $9,099 $17,998 $8,999

B

$17,798 $8,899 $19,398 $9,699 $14,198 $7,099 $18,798 $9,399 $19,598 $9,799 $17,998 $8,999 $17,798 $8,899

C

$12,998 $6,499 $14,398 $7,199 $10,198 $5,099 $13,998 $6,999 $14,598 $7,299 $13,398 $6,699 $13,398 $6,699

D

$10,198 $5,099 $10,998 $5,499

$8,198

$4,099 $10,798 $5,399 $11,398 $5,699 $10,398 $5,199 $10,798 $5,399

F

$9,798

$4,899 $10,398 $5,199

$7,798

$3,899 $10,398 $5,199 $10,998 $5,499

$9,998

$4,999 $10,198 $5,099

G

$8,998

$4,499

$9,598

$4,799

$7,198

$3,599

$9,598

$4,799 $10,198 $5,099

$9,398

$4,699

$9,598

$4,799

H

$8,398

$4,199

$9,198

$4,599

$6,798

$3,399

$9,198

$4,599

$9,798

$4,899

$8,798

$4,399

$9,198

$4,599

I

$6,998

$3,499

$7,598

$3,799

$5,398

$2,699

$7,598

$3,799

$8,198

$4,099

$7,598

$3,799

$7,798

$3,899

K

$6,398

$3,199

$6,998

$3,499

$4,798

$2,399

$6,998

$3,499

$7,598

$3,799

$6,998

$3,499

$7,198

$3,599

L

$5,798

$2,899

$6,398

$3,199

$4,398

$2,199

$6,398

$3,199

$6,998

$3,499

$6,398

$3,199

$6,598

$3,299

M

$4,998

$2,499

$5,598

$2,799

$3,798

$1,899

$5,798

$2,899

$6,398

$3,199

$5,798

$2,899

$5,998

$2,999

N

SINGAPORE: 3-Night
City Stay.
Double: $790 pp

GOLDEN TRIANGLE INDIA:
6- Nights Escorted Tour.
Double: $3,190 pp

n/a

n/a

ATHENS: 3-Night City Stay.
Double: $795 pp

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

ANCIENT CITIES OF SRI
LANKA: 4-Night Escorted
Tour. Double: $1,270 pp

n/a

n/a

ATHENS: 3-Night City Stay.
Double: $795 pp

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

* Fares are per person in U.S. dollars, based on double
occupancy. All fares are capacity controlled, subject
to availability, and may be withdrawn or modified at
any time, without notice. Fares include port charges,
government fees and taxes, and service fees. Fares do
not include a cruise fuel supplement of $6 per person,
per day (up to a maximum of 38 days). Every effort has
been made to ensure accuracy; we reserve the right
to correct errors and to change any fares, fees, and
surcharges at any time. Additional terms and conditions
may apply. Contact Tel. (866) 923-9182 for more
information. Ship’s registry: Bahamas. © Swan Hellenic
2011. All rights reserved.
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POST
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SWAN HELLENIC DISCOVERY CRUISES March 2012 – May 2013
Departs

Cruise Name

No.Days From/To

Cruise reference

Pages

SPRING 2012
Mar 2, 2012

Islands of the Sun

15

LONDON (Portsmouth), UK / FUNCHAL, Madeira

MIN120302

18-19

14

FUNCHAL, Madeira / ROME (Civitavecchia), Italy

MIN120316

20-21

Mar 29, 2012 Postcard from the Mediterranean 14

ROME (Civitavecchia), Italy / ISTANBUL, Turkey

MIN120329

22-23

Apr 11, 2012 Black Sea Panorama

15

ISTANBUL, Turkey / Athens (Piraeus), Greece

MIN120411

24-25

Apr 25, 2012 A Classic Spring

14

Athens (Piraeus), Greece / ROME (Civitavecchia), Italy

MIN120425

26-27

May 8, 2012

15

ROME (Civitavecchia), Italy / loNDON, (Portsmouth), UK

MIN120508

28-29

Mar 16, 2012 Vintage Iberia & Italy

A Mediterranean Masterpiece

SUMMER 2012
MAY 22, 2012 St Petersburg and the Baltic

16

Round-trip LONDON (Portsmouth), UK

MIN120522

30-31

JUN 06, 2012 Treasures of the British Isles

15

Round-trip LONDON (Portsmouth), UK

MIN120606

32-33

JUN 20, 2012 Midsummer in norway

16

Round-trip LONDON (Portsmouth), UK

MIN120620

34-35

JUL 05, 2012

A french accent

15

Round-trip LONDON (Portsmouth), UK

MIN120705

36-37

JUL 19, 2012

Gardens of the Celtic Fringe

14

Round-trip LONDON (Portsmouth), UK

MIN120719

38-39

AUG 1, 2012

South to the Mediterranean

15

loNDON, (Portsmouth), UK / Valletta, Malta

MIN120801

40-41

AUG 15, 2012 Venice and the Adriatic

15

Valletta, Malta / Athens (Piraeus), Greece

MIN120815

42-43

AUG 29, 2012 Hellenic Highlights

15

Athens (Piraeus), Greece / Istanbul, Turkey

MIN120829

44-45

SEP 12, 2012 Black Sea Odyssey

15

Istanbul, Turkey / Izmir, Turkey

MIN120912

46-47

SEP 26, 2012 Aegean and Levant

15

Izmir, Turkey / Athens (Piraeus), Greece

MIN120926

48-49

Oct 10, 2012 A Byzantine Legacy

15

Athens (Piraeus), Greece / Naples, Italy

MIN121010

50-51

Oct 24, 2012 The Mediterranean World

15

Naples, Italy / Athens (Piraeus), Greece

MIN121024

52-53

NOV 07, 2012 Treasures of the Near East

15

Athens (Piraeus), Greece / LUXOR/Safaga, Egypt

MIN121107

54-55

NOV 21, 2012 Passage to Oman

15

LUXOR/Safaga, Egypt / Dubai, UAE

MIN121121

56-57

Dec 05, 2012 Colours of India

15

Dubai, UAE / Colombo, Sri Lanka

MIN121205

60-61

DEC 19, 2012 Mysteries of the Indian Ocean

16

Colombo, Sri Lanka / Singapore

MIN121219

62-63

JAN 03, 2013 East of Java

22

Singapore / Hong Kong, China

MIN130103

64-65

JAN 24, 2013 Kingdoms of South East Asia

21

Hong Kong, China / Singapore

MIN130124

66-67

FEB 13, 2013

to sri lankan shores

15

Singapore / Colombo, Sri Lanka

MIN130213

68-69

FEB 27, 2013

Travels in India and Arabia

15

Colombo, Sri Lanka / Muscat, Oman

MIN130227

70-71

MAR 13, 2013 By sea to Petra

15

Muscat, Oman / Aqaba, Jordan

MIN130313

72-73

MAR 27, 2013 Holy lands

15

Aqaba, Jordan / Athens (Piraeus), Greece

MIN130327

74-75

APR 10, 2013 Greece and the Crimea

15

Athens (Piraeus), Greece / Istanbul, Turkey

MIN130410

76-77

APR 24, 2013 Spring Celebration

14

Istanbul, Turkey / ROME (Civitavecchia), Italy

MIN130424

78-79

MAY 07, 2013 Palaces and Gardens

15

ROME (Civitavecchia), Italy / loNDON, (Portsmouth), UK

MIN130507

80-81

WINTER 2012/13

GRAND VOYAGES – PAGES 82-101

FOR RESERVATIONS SEE YOUR TRAVEL PROFESSIONAL

HEBRIDEAN PRINCESS CRUISES 2012
For cruises around the Highlands and Islands of
Scotland and Ireland, our sister ship Hebridean
Princess can take you there in unrivalled style.
Our small, five star luxury cruise ship affords our
guests the highest standards of accommodation,
together with a level of service from an almost
forgotten era.

SH-043 © SWAN HELLENIC MAR 2012/MAY 2013 PRINTED IN THE USA 9/11

To learn more, visit www.hebrideancruises.com

1800SE
SE10th
10thAvenue,
Avenue,Suite
Suite205,
205,Fort
FortLauderdale
LauderdaleFL
FL33316
33316
1800
Toll-Free(866)
(866)923-9182
923-9182oror(954)
(954)315-1170
315-1170~ ~Fax:
Fax:(954)
(954)761-7768
761-7768
Toll-Free
customerservice@swanhellenic.com~ ~www.swanhellenic.us
www.swanhellenic.us
customerservice@swanhellenic.com

